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Summary

(Summary in English)

For a long time strong electronic correlations in metals have mainly been associated with
Mottness, the proximity to a Mott metal-insulator transition (MIT), where large Coulomb
interactions induce the localization of charges. However, triggered by the discovery of the ironbased superconductors about ten years ago, it was realized that multi-orbital materials with
only moderate Coulomb but sizeable Hund’s rule interactions – so-called Hund metals – allow
for a distinct screening mechanism towards strong correlations: Hundness. Here, Hund’s rule
constrains the spin rather than the charge dynamics. This discovery led to a vividly debated
fundamental issue in the field of strongly correlated condensed matter systems, which is the
main topic of the present thesis: what is the origin of strong correlations in the normal phase
of Hund metals, Mottness or Hundness? And what are their decisive fingerprints?
The goal of this dissertation is twofold. First, we present and advance our method: the numerical renormalization group (NRG) as viable real-frequency multi-band impurity solver for
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT), a common approach to tackle strongly correlated systems. Second, we apply DMFT+NRG to shed light on the Hund-metal problem raised above.
In the first part of this thesis we present our state-of-the-art NRG solver, which offers
direct access to data with unprecedented real-frequency spectral resolution at arbitrarily low
energies and temperatures in contrast to commonly used Quantum Monte Carlo solvers. It
is based on matrix product states and exploits non-abelian symmetries to reduce numerical
costs. In the case of orbital symmetry, this allows us to treat multi-band models with more
than two bands, and thus to tackle the Hund-metal problem for the first time with NRG.
For multi-band models without orbital symmetry, an “interleaved” scheme of NRG (iNRG)
was recently developed, dramatically increasing the numerical efficiency. Remarkably, the
accuracy of iNRG is comparable to standard NRG, as we reveal in a detailed study. This
finding establishes iNRG as a promising DMFT solver for material-specific model simulations.
In the second part of this thesis we study a minimal toy model for Hund metals with
DMFT+NRG, the orbital-symmetric three-band Hubbard-Hund model (3HHM) close to a
lattice filling of 1/3. Our major insight is “spin-orbital separation” (SOS), a Hund’s-ruleinduced two-stage Kondo-type screening process, in which orbital screening occurs at much
higher energies than spin screening. In Hund metals, i.e. far from a MIT phase boundary,
SOS thus causes large electron masses by strongly reducing the coherence scale below which
a Fermi liquid is formed. Further, it opens up a broad incoherent and strongly particle-hole
asymmetric intermediate energy regime that reaches up to bare excitation scales. This
SOS regime shows fractional power-law behavior and is characterized by resilient “Hund
quasiparticles” with itinerant orbital degrees of freedom coupled non-trivially to quasi-free
large spins. At zero temperature, the local density of states exhibits a two-tier quasiparticle
peak on top of a broad incoherent background. In contrast, in Mott-correlated metals, i.e.
close to the MIT phase boundary, the SOS regime becomes negligibly small and the Hubbard
bands are well separated. These findings lead to distinct signatures of Hundness and Mottness
in the temperature dependence of ARPES spectra, static local susceptibilities, resistivity,
thermopower and entropy, many of which were also found in realistic simulations of the
archetypal Hund- and Mott-correlated materials, Sr2 RuO4 and V2 O3 . In summary, we provide
evidence that and elucidate how Hundness evokes strong correlation effects in Hund metals.
This might help to better interpret experimental results and guide superconducting theories.
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Zusammenfassung

(Summary in German)

Starke elektronische Korrelation in Metallen wurden lange Zeit überwiegend mit Mottness
assoziert, der Nähe zu einem Mott-Metall-Isolator-Übergang (MIT), bei dem große Coulombwechselwirkungsstärken zu einer Ladungslokalisierung führen. Mit der Entdeckung der eisenbasierten Supraleiter vor etwa zehn Jahren aber wurde erkannt, dass Multibandmaterialien
mit nur moderater Coulombwechselwirkungs- aber erheblicher Hundscher Kopplungsstärke –
sogenannte Hundsche Metalle – einen neuartigen Abschirmungsmechanismus zur Erzeugung
starker Korrelationen ermöglichen: Hundness. Hierbei beeinträchtigt die Hundsche Regel eher
die Spin- als die Ladungsdynamik. Diese Entdeckung führte zu einer intensiv diskutierten
grundlegenden Fragestellung auf dem Forschungsfeld stark korrelierter Festkörpersysteme,
deren Beantwortung das Hauptanliegen der vorliegenden Arbeit ist: Welcher Mechanismus
verursacht das stark korrelierte Verhalten in der normalleitenden Phase von Hundschen
Metallen, Mottness oder Hundness? Und was sind deren ausschlaggebende Merkmale?
Diese Dissertation verfolgt zwei Zielsetzungen. Zum einen stellen wir unsere Methode
vor und entwickeln sie weiter: die Numerische Renormalisierungsgruppe (NRG) als zukunftsfähiger Mehrbandstörstellensolver für die Dynamische Molekularfeldtheorie (DMFT), eine
weitverbreitete Methode zur Simulation stark korrelierter Systeme. Zum anderen gewinnen
wir durch die Anwendung von DMFT+NRG grundlegende Erkenntnisse über Hundsche
Metalle und tragen damit zur Beantwortung oben formulierter Problemstellung bei.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit stellen wir unseren hoch kompetitiven NRG Solver vor,
welcher im Unterschied zu herkömmlichen Quantum Monte Carlo Solvern direkten Zugang zu
hochaufgelösten Spektraldaten bei niedrigen Energien und Temperaturen bietet. Er arbeitet
im Rahmen von Matrixproduktzuständen und nutzt dabei nichtabelsche Symmetrien aus,
um numerische Kosten zu senken. Bei vorliegender Orbitalsymmetrie ermöglicht uns dies
Multibandmodelle mit mehr als zwei Bändern zu behandeln und damit die obige Problemstellung zu Hundschen Metallen erstmals mit NRG zu lösen. Für Multibandmodelle ohne
Orbitalsymmetrie wurde kürzlich ein „verzahntes“ („interleaved“) NRG (iNRG) Schema
entwickelt, welches die numerische Effizienz deutlich erhöht. Bemerkenswerterweise können
wir in einer detaillierten Studie zeigen, dass die Genauigkeit der iNRG vergleichbar ist mit
der herkömmlichen NRG. Diese Erkenntnis positioniert iNRG als vielversprechenden DMFT
Solver für materialspezifische Modellsimulationen.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir mittels DMFT+NRG ein Minimalmodell
für Hundsche Metalle, das orbitalsymmetrische Dreiband-Hubbard-Hund-Modell (3HHM)
bei einer Füllung nahe 1/3. Unser Hauptresultat ist die Dissoziation des Verhaltens von
orbitalen und Spinfreiheitsgraden („spin-orbital separation“, SOS), ein zweistufiger KondoAbschirmungsmechanismus von Elektronen, welcher durch die Hundsche Regel induziert wird
und die orbitalen Freiheitsgrade bei weitaus höheren Energien abschirmt als die Spinfreiheitsgrade. In Hundschen Metallen, also weit von einer MIT Phasengrenze entfernt, führt SOS
durch die Verminderung der Kohärenzskala, unterhalb derer eine Fermiflüssigkeit auftritt, zu
schweren Elektronenmassen. Des Weiteren wird dadurch ein großer, inkohärenter und stark
Teilchen-Loch-asymmetrischer, intermediärer Energiebereich geöffnet, welcher bis zu atomaren
Energieskalen reicht. Dieser SOS-Bereich weist fraktionale Potenzgesetze auf und wird von
robusten „Hundschen Quasiteilchen“ bestimmt, welche aus leitenden orbitalen Freiheitsgraden
bestehen, die nicht trivial an langsam fluktuierende große lokale Spins gekoppelt sind. Bei
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Nulltemperatur besteht die lokale Zustandsdichte aus einer zweistufigen Quasiteilchenspitze
auf einem breiten, inkohärenten Untergrund. Im Gegensatz dazu wird in Mott-korrelierten
Metallen, also nahe der MIT Phasengrenze, der SOS-Bereich vernachlässigbar klein und die
Hubbard-Bänder sind gut voneinander getrennt. Diese Eigenschaften führen zu unterschiedlichen Hund- und Mottmerkmalen in der Temperaturabhängigkeit von ARPES Spektren,
statischer lokaler Suszeptibilitäten, des Widerstands, des thermoelektrischen Effekts und
der Entropie, von denen einige auch in realistischen Simulationen der archetypischen Hundund Mott-korrelierten Materialien, Sr2 RuO4 und V2 O3 , gefunden wurden. Zusammengefasst
weisen wir nach, dass Hundness stark korreliertes Verhalten in Hundschen Metallen hervorruft und erläutern den zugrundeliegenden Mechanismus. Dies könnte zu einer besseren
Interpretation experimenteller Befunde beitragen sowie Orientierungshilfe für Theorien zur
Supraleitung bieten.
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We have a mammoth and an elephant in our refrigerator
– do we care much if there is also a mouse?
— P. W. Anderson [And07]

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Iron-based high-temperature superconductors
The iron age of superconductivity. Mind-boggling discoveries in science are often made
by serendipity. In search of a new transparent semiconductor for flat screens in 2006, the
research group of Hideo Hosono at the Tokyo Institute of Technology found a new class of
high-temperature superconductors (HTSCs) [KHH+ 06, KWHH08], the iron-based HTSCs.
These metallic compounds consist of conducting layers of iron and pnictogen (like arsenic or
phosphorus) or chalcogen (like selenium or tellurium), and have critical temperatures up to
56K below which electricity is conducted without resistance [RCD+ 08, RYL+ 08, WXC+ 09].
This discovery brought a breath of fresh air in the decade-long research on high-temperature
superconductivity, which, so far, focused mainly on the superconducting copper-oxides
(cuprates) discovered in 1986 [BM86].
Understanding the superconducting mechanism of HTSCs is still one of the greatest
challenges in condensed matter physics, with huge technological potential. In the 1980s, the
dream of a sustainable powered future with loss-free production, distribution, and storage of
energy at room temperature released a wave of euphoria with both technological utopias and
ideas for commercial use.
The discovery of the iron-based HTSCs has now heralded the transition from the copper
to the iron age in the research on superconductivity. It revived partly the euphoria of the
1980s, but also showed how little is really known about the phenomenon of high-temperature
superconductivity.
Meanwhile, a broad consensus has been reached that some kind of pairing mechanism, as
originally introduced in the context of BCS theory for conventional superconductivity [BCS57],
is also involved in high-temperature superconductivity. But the conventional superconducting
mechanism based on electron-phonon coupling is argued not to be strong enough to generate
the high critical temperatures. Therefore, the pairing mechanism is assumed to be a genuine
electronic one, as outlined, for instance, for cuprates by P. W. Anderson in 2007 [And07].
However, the precise mechanism remains unresolved both for the cuprates and the iron-based
HTSCs. Moreover, even the nature of the non-superconducting normal phase is still debated
highly controversially, especially in the case of the iron-based HTSCs.
We remark that the following introduction is adapted in parts from Ref. [SKWvD18].
Bad-metal superconductors. In fact, the mystery of high-temperature superconductivity
in iron-based HTSCs begins in their paramagnetic normal phase. There, iron-based HTSCs
are “bad metals”, i.e. they conduct surprisingly badly and show highly anomalous transport
properties compared to conventional conductors. For instance, conventional Fermi-liquid (FL)
behavior is only found below an unusually low coherence scale [HK09, YHK12, YLY+ 13,
HBA+ 13, HBdM+ 16]. Above the FL scale puzzling non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior [HSK08,
HK09, LI10, IL10, ABM+ 10, YHK12, WCM+ 12, SMP+ 12, YLY+ 13, HBA+ 13, FCR+ 15,
YLZ+ 15, HBdM+ 16] occurs in a large intermediate energy window, typically at or slightly
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below room temperature, together with poorly screened large fluctuating local moments on
the Fe sites, as observed in X-ray emission spectroscopy measurements [GLK+ 11, PHI+ 17,
LGH+ 17]. At higher temperatures, the resistivity reaches unusually large values that exceed
the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [HK09, HBA+ 13] (cf. Sec. 3.6 for a definition). Especially the
latter phenomenon has led to the categorization of HTSCs as “bad metals” in the literature
[EK95, HTT04]. Importantly, all these effects are accompanied by large electronic mass
enhancements, as revealed in various experiments [QHB+ 09, TKK+ 10, TKS+ 10, TGR+ 10,
YMI+ 10, BZE+ 10, TKK+ 13, YLY+ 13, HBA+ 13, YIN+ 14, FCR+ 15, YLZ+ 15, HBdM+ 16].
There is thus firm evidence that strong electronic correlations play a key role in iron-based
HTSCs – similar to the strongly correlated unconventional cuprate HTSCs, but in stark
contrast to conventional BCS-like superconductors. On the one hand, this explains why
both the superconducting and the bad-metal normal state are still poorly understood in
the iron-based HTSCs: the “standard model” of a FL description in condensed matter
theory breaks down in the presence of strong correlations. On the other hand, a thorough
investigation of the nature of strong correlations in the normal state of iron-based HTSCs
may give hints to unveil the superconducting mechanism. In particular, one widely but
controversially debated fundamental question pertains to the origin of strong correlations: is
it “Mottness” or “Hundness”?

1.1.2 Mott systems
Mottness. For a long time strong electronic correlations in materials have mainly been
associated with “Mottness”: the proximity to a Mott metal-insulator transition (MIT), i.e.
(in its most common description) a transition at a critical interaction strength Uc from
an increasingly correlated metal to a paramagnetic Mott insulator, which is driven by a
large Coulomb repulsion, U . Originally suggested by N. F. Mott in 1949 to characterize the
insulating state of nickel oxide [Mot49], this effect has been studied in great detail in the famous
one-band Hubbard model (1HM) [Mot68, RKK+ 95, Kot99, KMR02, icvHP+ 13, DMicv+ 13],
introduced by J. Hubbard in 1963 [Hub63]. This lattice model is defined via the tight-binding
Hamiltonian
X
X †
X
Ĥ1HM = −µ
n̂iσ +
tĉiσ ĉjσ + U
n̂i↑ n̂i↓ ,
(1.1)
iσ

hijiσ

i
(†)

where n̂i ≡ σ ĉ†iσ ĉiσ is the particle number operator of site i. ĉiσ denotes the corresponding
P
annihilation (creation) operators for the conduction electrons with spin σ =↑, ↓.
hiji is
a sum over nearest neighbors i and j only. µ is the chemical potential and t the hopping
amplitude between neighboring sites. The Coulomb interaction, U , acts only locally between
electrons in one orbital per lattice site.
At half-filling, the MIT occurs as consequence of the competition between the repulsive
Coulomb interaction and the kinetic energy associated with the electron hopping. For small
U/t the system is in a metallic FL state. The electrons can move rather freely between
the lattice sites only accounting for the Pauli exclusion principle. However, for large U/t,
the Coulomb repulsion fully blocks the charge conduction and the system is insulating: at
half-filling, charge fluctuations, i.e. the hopping of electrons in the lattice, lead to doubly
occupied lattice sites, which become too costly for U > Uc . In this respect, a Mott insulator
differs fundamentally from a conventional band insulator, where the highest occupied band is
fully filled and the Pauli exclusion principle blocks charge fluctuations.
The local density of states of a Mott insulator is characterized by a lower and an upper
Hubbard band, which are separated by a pronounced energy gap at the Fermi level. These
bands are associated with the dispersion of an additional hole or an additional electron with
excitation energies −U/2 or +U/2, respectively. In the metallic phase for sufficiently small
P
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U , the Hubbard bands overlap, and the charge excitation gap is replaced by a quasiparticle
(QP) band.
In summary, a half-filled Mott system is weakly correlated for small U and insulating for
large U . For U > Uc , the itineracy of a Mott insulator can be restored by doping. Importantly,
in proximity to the MIT, i.e. for U smaller but close to Uc or in the case of slight doping
for U > Uc , a Mott system is strongly correlated: the charge fluctuations are considerably
reduced and the effective electron mass is strongly enhanced.
Strong correlations in cuprates. The MIT as a fundamental mechanism towards strong
correlations gained considerable interest in the context of the cuprate HTSCs. Nowadays,
these ceramic compounds are widely considered as doped charge-transfer Mott insulators with
strong correlations arising from Mottness [OM00, LNW06]. Indeed, in theoretical descriptions,
the original multi-band electronic structure of cuprates is usually reduced to a low-energy
effective (two-dimensional) one-band Hubbard model for which a Coulomb-interaction-induced
MIT occurs for undoped cuprates at half-filling.

1.1.3 Hund metals
Hundness. This suggests that iron-based HTSCs might be governed by the proximity to a
MIT, as well. Indeed, striking qualitative analogies in the (doping versus temperature) phase
diagrams of cuprate and iron-based HTSCs hint towards a common framework. For instance,
in both cases superconductivity emerges in the vicinity of an incoherent metallic regime with
NFL properties and unconventional spin dynamics.
However, in contrast to the insulating parent cuprate compounds, undoped (and doped)
iron-based HTSCs are metallic materials with an effective multi-band description. While,
in principle, a MIT also occurs at any integer filling of multi-orbital materials (examples
are various 3d and 4d transition metal oxides [dMMG11] with the prototypal Mott material
V2 O3 [MRR69, MMR+ 73, MRM+ 73, HTS+ 13, DSH+ 18]), the intrinsic metallicity together
with the lack of Mott insulators in the iron-based family challenges the idea of Mottness in
the context of the iron-based HTSCs.
The special multi-orbital character of these HTSCs (and most other strongly correlated
materials) allows for a distinct route towards strong correlations: Hundness. It is based
on an additional intra-atomic interaction only arising in multi-orbital systems: Hund’s rule
coupling, J, which favors the alignment of spins in different orbitals on the same (iron) atom.
More precisely, J reduces the repulsive Coulomb interaction of two electrons with parallel
spins placed in different orbitals as compared to two electrons with opposite spins in the
same orbital.
Hund’s rules. Originally, the effect of Hund’s rule coupling was formulated by F. Hund
in 1925 as a set of heuristic rules, the Hund’s rules, to specify the electronic ground-state
configuration of an atom [Hun25]. It is based on an atomic description, where the electrons
can occupy different atomic shells, each consisting of a number of different orbitals. The
ground state is characterized by its total spin, S, its total orbital angular momentum, L, and
its total angular momentum, J = L + S. First, the lower shells of an atom are filled with
electrons, leading, due to the Pauli exclusion principle, to both a total spin and a total orbital
angular momentum of zero. Thus, full shells and subshells do not contribute to the effective
quantum numbers of the ground state. The occupation of the remaining shell is determined
by the following Hund’s rules, which minimize the ground state energy:
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1. The total spin quantum number (multiplicity 2S + 1) is maximized first, favoring the
alignment of spins in different orbitals. This first rule is the most important one and
therefore often referred to as simply the Hund’s rule.
2. Hund’s second rule states that, for given multiplicity, the total orbital angular momentum
quantum number, L, is maximized.
3. Finally, Hund’s third rule takes into account spin-orbit coupling, which only slightly
affects the energies of the orbitals within a shell. The lowest total angular momentum
quantum number, J = |L − S|, is adopted for a subshell, which is less than half-filled
or half-filled, while otherwise the largest total angular momentum quantum number,
J = L + S, is selected.

For atoms embedded in a solid-state environment, Hund’s rules still hold and contribute
to the regulation, i.e. correlation, of electron hopping in the system. Therefore, Hundness
can be understood as the solid-state manifestation of sizeable Hund’s rule coupling just as
Mottness is the solid-state manifestation of large Coulomb repulsion. However, for a long
time, the importance of Hund’s coupling for strong correlations was overlooked, since its
strength is much smaller than the Coulomb interaction or the bandwidth of multi-orbital
systems (from a materials point of view one typically encounters J/U . 0.2 [GMM13]).
Hundness in iron-based HTSCs. The role of Hund’s coupling, J, was first pointed out
by K. Haule and G. Kotliar in 2009 in a pioneering material simulation of the only recently discovered iron oxypnictides (LaO1−x Fx FeAs) [HK09]. They predicted a coherence-incoherence
crossover with increasing temperature in these effective five-band materials [HSK08] with a
coherence scale that is strongly suppressed by Hund’s coupling. The bands are mainly of d
character with a bandwidth in the order of 3eV. Only two orbitals (xz and yz) are degenerate,
but the crystal-field splitting between other orbitals is one order of magnitude smaller than
the bandwidth and thus quite weak. The Coulomb interaction of about 4eV is comparable
to the bandwidth while the Hund’s coupling is much smaller, J ≈ 0.35-0.4eV. The parent
compound LaOFeAs has an average occupancy of six d electrons for each iron atom. The
normal state at high temperatures was shown to be highly anomalous with an enhanced
magnetic susceptibility and a linear temperature dependence of the resistivity. A crossover
to a Pauli-like susceptibility and a sharp drop in the resistivity at rather low temperatures
were seen as hints for a FL ground state. Further, large mass enhancements were deduced
from specific heat measurements, placing the iron pnictides in the broad category of strongly
correlated bad-metal superconductors, though, one would naively have expected a perfect
metal due to the large orbital degeneracy of the iron pnictides. Strong correlations induced by
Hundness were argued to not only promote the highly incoherent normal state of iron-based
HTSCs but to also enable their large critical temperatures by effectively reducing the kinetic
energy of these systems [HSK08, YHK11a].
A few years later, resistivity, heat-capacity, thermal-expansion, and susceptibility measurements of the 122-iron pnictides [HBA+ 13, HBdM+ 16] confirmed the predictions of Ref. [HK09].
The coherence-incoherence crossover was observed in the electrical resistivity. The Sommerfeld
coefficient and the Pauli susceptibility were found to be strongly enhanced with respect to
their bare values, revealing a significant mass enhancement. In 2017, an (orbital-selective)
coherent-incoherent crossover was also observed in optical conductivity measurements of
KFe2 As2 [YYW+ 17], with clear FL scaling of the scattering rate below 75K, and associated
with Hund’s-rule-driven Kondo-type screening rather than (orbital-selective) Mottness, due
to the lack of a Mott gap.
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This corroborates the idea of strong correlations playing a key role in iron-based HTSCs,
and also suggests that Hundness rather than Mottness governs the physics of these systems.
Hund metals. The insights of Refs. [HSK08, HK09] and subsequent studies on iron pnictides and iron chalcogenides [YHK11a, YHK11b, YHK12, GMM13] led to the categorization of
a new class of materials, which was dubbed “Hund metals” [YHK11a]. It includes multi-orbital
materials like iron pnictides and chalcogenides [HK09, YHK11a, YHK12, WCM+ 12, SMP+ 12,
GMM13, LSG+ 13, BVC16, dMC17], as well as various transition metal oxides of the 3d and
4d series, such as ruthenates [WGTM08, MAM+ 11, dMMG11, YHK12, GMM13, SMB+ 14,
MG16]. Hund metals are strongly correlated but, at the same time, itinerant systems. They
are characterized by rather broad bands leading to sizeable Hund’s coupling strengths compared to only moderate Coulomb interactions, which are strongly screened in these materials
due to the large spatial extension of the correlated orbitals [KBK+ 08, MAM+ 11]. In principle,
strong correlation effects in Hund metals may thus be caused by either Hundness, or Mottness,
or a combination of both.
Although the importance of Hund’s coupling in realistic materials is increasingly being
appreciated, there is still an ongoing debate whether Hundness or Mottness is the key player
in renormalizing the electron mass of Hund metals. This is caused by the fact that the nature
of the incoherent transport regime in Hund metals is hardly understood, and the MIT in
multi-orbital systems has not been investigated much. Clear signatures to distinguish a Hund
metal from a metal of Mott type are thus sparse. Therefore, the following questions have
been raised [YHK12, FB15]:
What is the origin of strong correlations in the normal phase of Hund metals, Mottness
or Hundness? And what are the decisive fingerprints of a Hund metal as opposed to a
Mott-correlated metal?
In the present thesis, we address these questions from a fundamental model-based point of
view: we investigate the zero- and finite-temperature normal-state properties of a toy model,
the degenerate three-band Hubbard-Hund model Hamiltonian (3HHM) [YHK12, AK15,
SYvD+ 15], based on the single-site dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and a powerful
multi-band numerical renormalization group (NRG) impurity solver [WvD07, Wei12a, Wei12b,
SYvD+ 15, DSH+ 18, SKWvD18] to tackle the correlated many-body problem.

1.2 Scope
In this section, we summarize the state of research on multi-band Hund models and elaborate
on the scope of this thesis.
We first present Hund models, in particular the 3HHM. We then give a short overview
of our method (DMFT+NRG). After this we turn to the phase diagram of the 3HHM and
identify an intriguing region, the Hund-metal regime, which shows strongly correlated physics
though being far from an MIT. We present insights of previous research on that regime
and identify open and controversially debated questions, which will be the subject of our
investigations.

1.2.1 Hund models
Hubbard-Kanamori model. A very basic approach to address the issue of “Hundness
versus Mottness” in Hund metals is to study the paramagnetic phase diagram of HubbardKanamori-like model Hamiltonians (for a review, cf. Ref. [GMM13]). These take into account
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two spin and multiple (Nc ) orbital degrees of freedom, a Coulomb interaction, U , and, most
importantly, a finite ferromagnetic Hund’s coupling, J. Hund-metal physics is then captured
by these models for a filling, nd , close to one charge away from half-filling: nd ≈ Nc ± 1.
This is motivated by the particle-hole asymmetry of real Hund materials. For instance, the
average occupancy of the five Fe 3d orbitals is d6 for the undoped stoichiometric parent
compounds of almost all iron-based HTSC families [dMC17]. Small to moderate crystal-field
splittings, as well as hole or electron doping lead to variations in the occupancy, such that the
electron densities can range between 5.5 and 6.3 electrons per iron atom [YHK11a, dMC17].
Assuming a fully filled eg duplet, this leaves nd ∼ 2 electrons for three active t2g orbitals.
Similarly, ruthenates have an average filling of approximately four electrons in t2g orbitals.
Three-band Hubbard-Hund model (3HHM). In this thesis, we study the minimal
model [YHK12, AK15] with relevance for Hund metals, the 3HHM with three degenerate
orbitals:
ĤHHM =

X

−µn̂i + Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] +


i

Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] = U

n̂im↑ n̂im↓ + (U − J)

X †

+ (U − 2J)


X
m6=m0

n̂†imσ n̂im0 σ − J

X
m<m0 ,σ

1
2

t dˆ†iν dˆjν ,

(1.2a)

hijiν

m

=

X

n̂†im↑ n̂im0 ↓
X
m6=m0

dˆ†im↑ dˆim↓ dˆ†im0 ↓ dˆim0 ↑

U − 32 J n̂i (n̂i − 1) − J Ŝ2i + 43 J n̂i .

(1.2b)
(1.2c)



The 3HHM is a minimal version of the generalized Hubbard-Kanamori Hamiltonian of
Ref. [GMM13] with U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb symmetry for its charge (ch), spin (sp) and
orbital (orb) degrees of freedom. dˆ†iν creates an electron on site i of flavor (fl) ν = (mσ),
which is composed of a spin (σ =↑, ↓) and an orbital (m = 1, 2, 3) index. n̂iν ≡ dˆ† dˆ counts
iν iν

the electrons of flavor ν on site i. n̂i ≡ ν n̂iν is the total number operator for site i with
P
α dˆ
α are
nd ≡ hn̂i i, and Ŝi its total spin, with components Ŝiα = mσσ0 dˆ†imσ 12 σσσ
0 imσ 0 , where σ
Pauli matrices. We study the artificial but simple Bethe lattice (cf. Sec. 2.1 for details) with
degenerate bands, each of bandwidth W = 4t, i.e we assume negligible crystal-field splitting
and a uniform hopping amplitude t restricted to nearest-neighbor hopping between the same
kind of orbital and spin degrees of freedom. Both the chemical potential µ and the hopping
amplitude t are then equal for all flavors, leading to a locally SU(6)fl symmetric kinetic term
in Eq. (1.2a). t = 1 serves as energy unit.
The onsite interaction term, Ĥint , incorporates Hund and Mott physics in its most basic
form and reduces the symmetry to SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb for J > 0. It was first introduced by
Dworin and Narath in a generalization of the Anderson impurity model to study magnetic
impurities [DN70]. The first three terms of Eq. (1.2b) are density-density interactions. U
is the intra-orbital Coulomb interaction between electrons with opposite spins in the same
orbital, U − J < U the inter-orbital Coulomb interaction between electrons with opposite
spins in different orbitals, and U − 2J the Coulomb interaction between electrons with parallel
spins in different orbitals, where the inter-orbital Coulomb interaction is further reduced by
the ferromagnetic exchange coupling J due to Hund’s first rule favoring the alignment of
spins. The last term of Eq. (1.2b) is a spin exchange term.
The generalized Hubbard-Kanamori Hamiltonian of Ref. [GMM13] involves some additional terms (also taking into account Hund’s second rule) not present in Eq. (1.2), which
reduce the SU(3)orb symmetry in the orbital sector to SO(3)orb . However, these additional
P
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terms do not affect the low-energy physics, since they are irrelevant in a renormalization
group sense [HicvM16].
Eq. (1.2c) is a more compact notation of Eq. (1.2b) and summarizes the two main aspects
of our model. The first term is known to trigger Mott physics, whereby U penalizes double
occupancy of orbitals. The second term directly reflects Hund’s first rule: it favors a large
spin per site for J > 0. Note that the third term only shifts the chemical potential, µ.
The physical behavior of the system depends in a crucial manner on the multiplet structure
of the local Hamiltonian, and can change in dramatic ways when parameters are tuned such
that level crossings occur [APV+ 09, GMM13].
We choose µ such that we obtain a total filling per lattice site, nd = hn̂i i, of 1 ≤ nd ≤ 3
with particular emphasis on nd = 2. (By the particle-hole symmetry of the model with
respect to half-filling, this also describes the fillings 3 ≤ nd ≤ 5.) In multi-orbital systems
Hund’s first rule is only effective for a site occupation that is larger than one electron (and
smaller than one hole), because only then a finite J changes the local multiplet structure
(e.g. it reduces the atomic ground state degeneracy) and has a qualitative influence on the
physics of the system (cf. Sec. 2.6.1 and Sec. 2.6.2 of Ref. [SKWvD18] reprinted in Sec. 5.2).
We remark that Eq. (1.2) can be equivalently used to describe a degenerate two-band
model with orbital index, m = 1, 2. Then the system has U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(2)orb
symmetry. We will refer to this two-band Hubbard-Hund model as 2HHM. However, our
main focus lies on the degenerate 3HHM (also referred to as SCAHM in Ref. [SYvD+ 15] in
Sec. 4.2).
Note that we fully neglect any material-specific details like crystal-field splitting or realistic
band structures, although undoubtedly present in real materials. On the one hand, this is
important as we can thus explicitly exploit the U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb symmetry of
the 3HHM within NRG (cf. Sec. 2.2.4 for details), reducing numerical costs. On the other
hand, the aim of this thesis is to focus attention on the most generic aspects of Hundness
and Mottness in the maximally simple context of full orbital degeneracy, in order to reveal
which many-body effects can be understood on this simple model level and which ones require
full information of the electronic structure. With this strategy we intend to contribute to
a general phenomenology of Hund metals. In this regard, we point out that, indeed, many
of our results for the 3HHM are found in realistic simulations of Hund metals, which are
based on ab-initio electronic structure methods, like the Kohn Sham density functional theory
(DFT) [KS65, Koh99, vB04] or the GW method [HL85, KHSK12, KOK17] (for a review on
low-energy microscopic models for iron-based superconductors, cf. Ref. [FC17]). An example
for Sr2 RuO4 and V2 O3 is given in Ref. [DSH+ 18] in Sec. 6.2.
Three-band Anderson-Hund model (3AHM). Within DMFT (cf. Sec. 1.2.2 and
Sec. 2.1) the 3HHM of Eq. (1.2) is iteratively mapped onto a three-band Anderson-Hund
model (3AHM) of the form
ĤAHM = Ĥimp + Ĥbath+hyb ,
Ĥimp = εd N̂ + Ĥint [dˆ† ]
ν

(1.3a)
(1.3b)

with the same local interaction term, Ĥint , as in Eq. (1.2b), and with total number and spin
operators, N̂ and Ŝ, defined analogously to N̂i and Ŝi . [Similarly, the 2HHM is mapped onto
a two-band version of Eq. (1.3), the 2AHM.] Within this mapping process, the hybridization
P
function, Γ(ε) = π k |Vk |2 δ(ε − εk ), which fully characterizes the interplay of the impurity
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and the noninteracting three-band spinful bath,
Hbath+hyb =



εk c†kν ĉkν + Vk dˆ†ν ĉkν + ĉ†kν dˆν ,

X



(1.4)

kν

is determined self-consistently. Here d†ν creates a local (“impurity”) electron of flavor ν with
energy εd = −µ. The average local site occupation number of the impurity model, nd ≡ hn̂i i,
is a measure of the lattice filling per site.
In this thesis, we study both the 3HHM and also, for comparison, the pure impurity
3AHM (dubbed IAHM in Ref. [SYvD+ 15] in Sec. 4.2), without DMFT self-consistency, using
a flat hybridization function, Γ(ε) = ΓΘ(DNRG − |ε|), with half-bandwidth DNRG = 1.
Three-orbital Kondo model. Further, we compare our results for the 3HHM and 3AHM
with the insights gained from a three-orbital Kondo model [YHK12, AK15, WSL+ 19], which
was derived from the 3AHM by a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation in Refs. [YHK12, AK15].
In particular, the analytic RG analysis in Ref. [AK15] and the conformal field theory and
NRG study in Ref. [WSL+ 19] help to unveil the route of screening from the atomic degrees
of freedom towards the emerging QPs in Hund metals – under the assumption that a picture
in terms of an effective broad-bandwidth metallic bath applies to these systems.

1.2.2 Dynamical mean-field theory plus numerical renormalization group
In this thesis, we treat the 3HHM of Eq. (1.2) with single-site DMFT and use full-densitymatrix (fdm)NRG [WvD07] as real-frequency impurity solver.
Single-site DMFT. In general, the description of strong correlation effects (like the
MIT) is highly challenging for most analytical and numerical methods, since competing
mechanisms dominate the physics in a wide range of energy scales and lead to an intrinsic
non-perturbative nature of the many-body problem. DMFT [GKKR96] is currently the most
powerful theoretical non-perturbative many-body approach to strongly correlated systems.
The basic idea of single-site DMFT is to map a lattice model self-consistently onto an
effective single-site quantum impurity model, whereby the full non-local self-energy of the
correlated lattice model is approximated by the purely local but still frequency-dependent
self-energy of the corresponding effective quantum impurity model. Spatial fluctuations are
frozen out by this process, but local quantum fluctuations are retained. Thus, both the
itinerant and localized nature of electrons and, therefore, both weak and strong correlations
can be handled on equal footing.
This is considered to be of utmost importance for the description of iron-based HTSCs
and other Hund metals, as neither a purely local picture nor pure band theory applies. In
these bad-metallic multi-orbital systems, the existence and interplay of itinerant but strongly
renormalized electrons and strongly but not fully localized large spins have to be analyzed
without any method-induced bias [YHK11a, Man14, BVC16, PHI+ 17].
We remark that the approximation of a purely local self-energy in single-site DMFT is
strictly valid only in the artificial limit of infinite lattice coordination number. Therefore
cluster extensions of DMFT [MJPH05], such as the dynamical cluster approximation (DCA),
should be applied to account for short-range spatial correlations of three-dimensional systems.
However, if interactions act only locally in a lattice system with finite coordination number,
as in the case of Hund’s rule coupling (which is adopted from local atomic physics), singlesite DMFT is assumed to be an appropriate method to reproduce the correct physics.
This assumption is supported by recent cluster-DMFT calculations for iron pnictides and
chalcogenides [SHK17] and recent photoemission spectroscopy results for Sr2 RuO4 [TZR+ 18],
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Figure 1.1 Schematic sketch of the nd -U phase diagram for the 3HHM at finite J. We only show
half of the phase diagram, as it is symmetric with respect to half-filling. The shading reflects the
quasiparticle weight Z. Darker regions (large Z) indicate good metallic, lighter regions (small Z)
bad-metallic behavior. The black bars mark Mott insulating phases. At all integer fillings, a MIT
occurs above a (different) critical interaction strength, Uc . Interestingly, an extended light region
(2)
exists also at moderate U  Uc around nd = 2 (and reaches to nd = 3). In this “Hund-metal regime”
(hatched area), where most Hund metals can be placed [dMMG11], strong electronic correlations
might either be induced by Hundness, (i) the presence of sizeable J, or Mottness, (ii) the influence
of the MIT at nd = 2 (blue arrow), and (iii) the influence of the MIT at nd = 3 (red arrow), or a
combination of these scenarios. This figure is taken from Ref. [SKWvD18].

justifying the single-site DMFT approach used in this thesis. We remark, however, that
others [NSA15] argue that Hund’s coupling significantly affects the non-local correlations,
too.
The self-consistently determined quantum impurity model is solved by a so-called quantum
impurity solver – the engine of the DMFT approach. For quantum impurity models several
powerful non-perturbative methods have been known (some for many years), such as Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) approaches, exact diagonalization, the Density Matrix Renormalization
Group, or NRG, just to name a few, but also iterative perturbation theory, diagrammatic
and interpolation schemes are used.
fdmNRG as DMFT impurity solver. In this thesis we employ fdmNRG [WvD07,
Wei12a] and establish it as an efficient real-frequency multi-band impurity solver within singlesite DMFT. NRG [Wil75, BCP08, Wei12a] is the gold standard for impurity models since many
decades and has been successfully applied as DMFT impurity solver before – however only for
lattice models with at most two bands [BHP98, Bul99, BCV01, PB05, DMicv+ 13, OPicv15],
since the numerical costs of NRG increase exponentially with the number of flavors, drastically
limiting its use compared to common solvers such as QMC. Recent significant technical
progress has now made three-band calculations feasible due to various algorithmic NRG
advances by us and others (cf. Sec. 2.2.4). This thesis is the first to harness the combined
power of these technical advances in the context of three-band DMFT+NRG (cf. Chapter 2
for a more detailed presentation of DMFT+NRG).
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1.2.3 Hund-metal regime in the phase diagram of a three-band
Hubbard-Hund model
Hund-metal regime. Our work is motivated by the results of various single-site DMFT
[WGTM08, dMMG11, dM11, GMM13] and slave-boson [FB15, dM17, dMC17] studies of
degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori-type models that investigated basic Hund metal
physics. In the nd -U phase diagram at finite J, they found strongly correlated (i.e. badmetallic) behavior in an extended region around a filling of nd = 2, which we dub “Hund-metal
(2)
regime” (hatched area in Fig. 1.1 at moderate U  Uc ). Naturally, bad-metallic behavior
(2)
(light regions in Fig. 1.1) occurs close to the MIT at nd = 2, i.e. for U close to Uc , but,
(2)
interestingly, it also ranges down to rather small Coulomb interaction strengths U  Uc ,
provided that Hund’s coupling J is sizable (in a sense defined at the end of Sec. 2.6.1 of
Ref. [SKWvD18], which is reprinted in Sec. 5.2). Most Hund metals can be placed there,
around one charge away from half-filling and at moderate U . Further, the bad-metallic
regime (light area) also reaches out to the insulating state at half-filling, nd = 3, where
(3)
the MIT develops already at a very low critical interaction strength, Uc , due to Hund’s
coupling [dMMG11, GMM13].
Quasiparticle weight as a measure of strong correlations. Bad-metal behavior manifests itself by a small quasiparticle (QP) weight Z. Based on a coherent FL QP picture (cf.
Sec. 3.9 for details), Z quantifies the weight of the coherent quasiparticle peak (QPP) of the
local spectral function (correlated density of states). Within DMFT and slave-boson methods,
the inverse QP weight is equivalent to the electronic mass enhancement, Z −1 = m∗ /m with
the enhanced (bare) electronic mass m∗ (m), and thus serves as measure for strong electronic
correlations. For Hund models with Nc > 3 bands, equivalent regions of low Z (hatched area)
were revealed around all integer fillings 1 < nd < Nc [GMM13, FB15, dM17], but they are
most prominent at nd = Nc ± 1 (see supplement of Ref. [FB15]).
Crystal-field effects. We note that in the presence of crystal-field splitting, Z and the filling can acquire an orbital dependence: various simulations [dMHCD09, LI10, IL10, YHK11a,
YHK12, YS12, MNI12, BVC12, HDD12, LSG+ 13, YS13, dMGC14, FB15, HW16, YS17,
KLK+ 19] and measurements [YLY+ 13, HBA+ 13, TKK+ 13, YIN+ 14, YLZ+ 15, HBdM+ 16,
YYW+ 17] suggest the occurrence of orbital differentiation and even orbital-selective Mott
phases (OSMP), depending on the type and strength of the splitting [HDD12, KLK+ 19].
In the phase diagram, both effects seem to intensify with increasing J, increasing U , and
decreasing distance to half-filling. A thorough understanding of the physics of degenerate
multi-orbital models, which we provide in this thesis, is a prerequisite for exploring these
effects of orbital selectivity. However, pronounced orbital differentiation is considered to be
relevant only for some Hund metals, e.g. for ruthenates. In contrast, for iron pnictides, it
might be less important. In the class of the iron-based HTSCs, only iron chalcogenides are
widely expected to be at the verge of an orbital-selective MIT [YHK11a, YS13]. Interestingly,
many materials with large orbital differentiation are either no superconductors or exhibit
only low transition temperatures: indeed, large orbital differentiation is argued to be harmful
for superconductivity [YHK11a].

1.2.4 Puzzling properties of the Hund-metal regime
In the Hund-metal regime of a three-band Hund model one encounters various of the puzzling
anomalous effects that have been found in real Hund metals, such as very low FL coherence
scales, an intriguing incoherent transport regime, and large mass enhancements, just to name
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a few. In the following paragraphs we give an overview of the state of research regarding the
physics of the Hund-metal regime and point out a number of unresolved or ambiguous issues,
which will be the subject of this thesis.
The origin of strong correlations in the Hund-metal regime. As motivated in
Sec. 1.1 in the context of real Hund metals, a controversially debated primary issue pertains
the origin of strong correlations. In principle, three scenarios seem possible to induce strong
correlation effects and to lead to the bad-metallic behavior (low Z) in the Hund-metal regime
(hatched area in Fig. 1.1) of a 3HHM, which lies sufficiently far away from any Mott insulating
state (black bars in Fig. 1.1):
(i) Hundness: sizeable J is the key player to induce strong correlations with considerable
electronic mass enhancements.
(ii) Mottness at nd = 2: the interaction-induced MIT at one charge away from half-filling,
nd = 2, triggers the strong correlations (blue arrow in Fig. 1.1).
(iii) Mottness at nd = 3: the strong correlations are emanated by the half-filled Mott
insulator (red arrow in Fig. 1.1).
Scenario (i) suggests a new Kondo-type screening mechanism towards strong correlations:
Hundness. Sizeable Hund’s rule coupling, J, leads to the formation of high-spin states at
intermediate energies and to the suppression of Z at low energies. It goes back to Ref. [HK09]
and is supported in various publications [YHK11a, YHK11b, MAM+ 11, dMMG11, YHK12,
SMP+ 12, GMM13, MG16].
(N −1)
Scenario (ii) is not much discussed in the literature, as Uc c
is large while U has
moderate values for Hund metals. However, a thorough investigation is needed to define clear
signatures that distinguish the physics of the 3HHM in the Hund-metal regime far from and
the Mott regime close to the MIT.
Scenario (iii) is motivated by the cuprate picture of doped half-filled Mott insulators and
advocated by several authors [IL10, FB15, dM17, dMC17]. In this scenario the existence of
(3)
finite J would have a subordinate role in correlating the electrons by lowering Uc .
Although all the model calculations listed above confirmed that strong correlation effects
dominate the Hund-metal regime of the phase diagram, their origin and nature have been under
debate even for this toy model until today, either based on different physical interpretations
or just on inconsistent terminology. In particular, scenarios (i)-(iii) have been discussed in
the context of
(D1) the existence of a spin-freezing phase [WGTM08],
(D2) the “Janus-faced” influence of Hund’s rule coupling on the MIT at nd = 2 [dMMG11,
dM11, GMM13], and
(D3) proximity effects of the half-filled MIT [FB15, dM17, dMC17], such as Hund’s-couplinginduced FL instabilities [dM17].
In this thesis, we will elucidate the role of another very fundamental effect and its connection
to the phenomena of (D1), (D2), and (D3):
(D4) “spin-orbital separation” (SOS) [YHK12, AK15, SYvD+ 15, SKWvD18, DSH+ 18].
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(D1) Spin-freezing phase. The so-called spin-freezing phase characterizes the Hund-metal
regime in terms of a spin-spin correlation function with an unusually slow (imaginary-time)
decay, which does not approach zero but a constant at finite temperature. In this picture,
scattering off Hund’s-coupling-induced large composite and very long-lived (or even frozen)
static magnetic moments leads to the incoherent transport behavior – a picture which is
consistent with the persistence of spin excitations in non-magnetically ordered phases of
Hund metals.
The spin-freezing scenario was introduced in 2008 in a first (finite-temperature) DMFT
study [WGTM08] of the nd -U phase diagram of a degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori
model using a QMC impurity solver. Later it was extended to (realistic) five-band calculations for iron pnictides [LI10, IL10, WCM+ 12, PHI+ 17] (demonstrating the importance
of Hund’s rule coupling and electronic correlations for the formation of local moments in
the paramagnetic phase [PHI+ 17]) and to models with crystal-field splitting [HW16] and
spin-orbit coupling [KJWV17]. In 2015 it led to the proposal of a fluctuating-moment-induced
spin-triplet superconducting mechanism for strontium ruthenates and uranium compounds
[HW15].
The transition into the Hund-metal regime was first interpreted as a quantum phase
transition from a paramagnetic metallic FL phase (at small nd and/or small U ) to an
incoherent metallic NFL phase with frozen local moments (at larger nd and/or larger U )
[WGTM08]. Since 2011 the existence of a FL ground state (with fully screened local moments)
has been anticipated in the Hund-metal regime and has led to the picture of a spin-freezing
crossover at finite temperatures – although the complete decay of the imaginary-time spinspin correlation function to zero has not been explicitly demonstrated with DMFT+QMC
until very recently [KHW+ 18], because, in general, QMC solvers do not have access to low
enough temperatures [dMMG11, WCM+ 12]. However, a new QMC technique using (super)
state-sampling [KHW+ 18] was able to show the FL ground state in the spin-freezing phase
for fillings up to nd = 2.63.
Spin freezing has been assumed to originate, in principle, from (i) Hundness. However,
similar to Z, the spin-freezing phenomenon is considered to be strongly doping dependent
and is very pronounced in the vicinity of the half-filled Mott insulator [WGTM08, HW15].
Interestingly, the crossover towards spin freezing near nd = Nc − 1 is characterized by a steep
drop of Z as a function of nd . A detailed quantitative analysis if and how the spin-freezing
phenomenon is connected to Z, induced by (i) Hundness and/or influenced by Mottness of kind
(ii) or (iii) has not yet been performed. One reason for this is that the mass enhancement could
only be computed in an approximate manner because the QMC solver did not reach the FL
regime [HW15]. Further, data was only available on the imaginary Matsubara frequency axis.
(D2) Janus-faced influence of Hund’s rule coupling on the MIT. The “Janus-faced”
influence of Hund’s rule coupling was a major result of a first more detailed DMFT+QMC
study of the phase diagram of the degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori model [dMMG11,
dM11, GMM13] (including a realistic classification of various 3d and 4d transition metal
oxides via their mass enhancements). A detailed exploration in terms of the QP weight, Z,
revealed that Hund’s coupling induces apparent conflicting tendencies at nd = 2. On the one
(2)
hand, increasing J promotes metallicity by shifting the critical interaction strength, Uc ,
of the MIT at nd = 2 to higher values. On the other hand, at moderate U , increasing J
reduces Z, supporting scenario (i) that Hund’s-coupling-induced strong correlations lead to
strongly-correlated behavior far from a Mott phase. Together, this Janus-faced behavior
results in an interesting MIT for sizeable J upon increasing U that is qualitatively different
from the MIT of one-band and multi-band Hubbard models without Hund’s coupling: starting
from a weakly correlated metal at small U , the system first evolves into a strongly correlated
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metal, which is stable for an extended range of U values and characterized by very small Z,
(2)
before it eventually reaches the Mott insulating phase at large Uc .
The degenerate three-band study of Refs. [dMMG11, dM11] was followed by similar
analyses for up to five bands, both with [GMM13, FB15, dM17] and without [BCV10, YS12,
BVC12, dM17] orbital degeneracy, revealing qualitatively similar behavior as in the threeband case. For degenerate models, Janus-faced behavior emerges for any integer filling away
from single and half-filling.
But even for the degenerate three-band Hund model the origin of the Janus-faced behavior
has not been fully revealed. Obviously both the QPP itself and the opening of the insulating
Mott gap are affected at the same time by changing J. Previous studies [dMMG11, dM11,
GMM13, dMC17] quantified these changes by performing a Hubbard-I-type analysis for the
gap dependence and by calculating Z to characterize the QPP. However, without access to
(reliable) real-frequency spectral data, the Hubbard-I predictions could never be explicitly
verified and the physical origin of the low Z could only be speculated about. A connection to
the low coherence scale in Hund metals was assumed but never proven, and the nature of the
incoherent regime remained unclear. Although considered, a clear connection between spin
freezing and the Janus-faced behavior has not yet been demonstrated. Moreover, we note
that the value of Z can have an error of up to 10% in these DMFT+QMC simulations (see
supplement of Ref. [dMMG11]), also strongly affecting the values of Uc .
(3)

(D3) Proximity to the half-filled MIT. At half-filling, nd = 3, Uc is strongly reduced.
The region of low Z in Fig. 1.1 directly starts at the border of the MIT at nd = 3 and extends,
even at moderate U , from there to nd = 2 with Z slightly increasing when passing from nd = 3
to nd = 2. Such a filling dependence is observed in simulations and experiments of iron-based
superconductors: their correlations are enhanced with hole-doping (i.e approaching half-filling)
[SWM+ 11, TKK+ 13, dMGC14, HBdM+ 16, PHI+ 17]. Furthermore, also the spin-freezing
phenomenon [WGTM08] is strongly doping dependent: the spin-freezing phase occurs in the
vicinity of the half-filled MIT.
Motivated by this behavior, it has been argued in Refs. [FB15, dM17, dMC17] that the
suppression of Z around nd = 2 at moderate U is connected to the MIT at half-filling,
nd = 3. In particular, the effect of suppressing intra-orbital double occupancy by J has been
regarded as a direct link to the MIT at nd = 3 [FB15]. However, it has been noted that in
contrast to the one-band Hubbard model, the reduction of Z in Hund metals does not imply
the general suppression of charge fluctuations (far from the MIT) [FB15, DSH+ 18], and Z
is thus not a good measure of Mottness: the origin of low Z and its filling dependence is
subtle. Again, DMFT+NRG real-frequency data can help to further investigate this issue
by complementing the slave-boson approaches of Refs. [FB15, dMC17] and quantitatively
revealing the connection between spin freezing and Z.
We note that for non-degenerate models, low Z is argued to be induced by the “proximity
to a half-filled MIT”, as well, but here, the half-filled MIT denotes an orbital selective Mott
transition: when an orbital is individually half-filled it can become insulating, independently
of the other orbitals [dMGC14]. This orbital decoupling effect is enhanced by Hund’s coupling,
but will not be discussed further in this thesis.
In a slave-boson study [dM17] of degenerate and non-degenerate multi-band Hund models,
d
a zone of negative compressibility, κel = ∂n
∂µ < 0, is observed at zero temperature for nonzero
J in the nd -U phase diagram, above U ≥ Uc , reaching (depending on Nc ) from half-filling
towards nd = Nc + 1. The transition from κel > 0 to κel < 0 is realized through a divergence
of the compressibility, which occurs in the phase diagram together with a strong reduction
in Z. In the absence of symmetry breaking in the model, this divergence is interpreted as
a genuine thermodynamic Hund’s-coupling-induced instability towards a phase separation.
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The enhancement of κel has been argued to be directly connected to the enhanced critical
temperature of HTSCs [dMHCD09, dM11, HDD12, dM17]. This statement of a negative
compressibility is solely based on slave-boson approaches (rotationally invariant form of the
Kotliar-Ruckenstein slave-bosons for the full Hubbard-Kanamori model involving two bands,
and slave-spin mean-field approximation for the Hubbard-Kanamori model without spin-flip
and pair-hopping term involving up to five bands). It has so far not been validated by another
(zero-temperature) method.
(D4) Spin-orbital separation (SOS). As a central result of this thesis, we will unambiguously establish “spin-orbital separation” (SOS) as a new screening route towards heavy
masses in the Hund-metal regime. SOS is a complex intertwined two-stage screening process,
in which orbital screening occurs at much higher energies than spin screening, while both
degrees of freedom are still coupled. It is based on several previous findings.
Besides the phenomena (D1), (D2), and (D3), also the Hund’s-coupling-induced coherenceincoherence crossover with increasing temperature has been discussed as a new and generic
normal-state property of Hund metals in the literature [HK09, MAM+ 11, YHK12]. As
described in Sec. 1.1.3, DFT+DMFT+QMC simulations [HSK08, HK09] of LaO1−x Fx FeAs
have revealed a low coherence temperature for this system, opening a large incoherent transport
regime, characterized by an enhanced magnetic susceptibility and a linear temperature
dependence of the resistivity. Similarly, DFT+DMFT+QMC simulations [MAM+ 11] have
found a coherence-incoherence crossover and low Z in Sr2 RuO4 .
Further, at low temperatures, (DFT+)DMFT+QMC simulations [YHK12] for ironchalcogenide and ruthenate superconductors and the 3HHM have revealed an incoherent
frequency regime with anomalous fractional power-law exponents in the Matsubara selfenergy for fillings, 1.5 . nd . 2.5, which is most pronounced at nd = 2. Similar power-law
behavior had been found before in the spin-freezing context for the Hubbard-Kanamori model
[WGTM08]. In Ref. [YHK12] it has been speculated, solely based on imaginary-frequency
data, that this apparent fractional power law on the imaginary frequency axis does imply
a generic fractional power law in the self-energy on the real frequency axis and is related
to experimentally observed fractional power-law behavior in the optical conductivity of
ruthenates and FeTe systems.
The incoherent temperature and frequency regime has been proposed [YHK12] to be
induced by two degrees of freedom that behave in different ways: the orbital degrees of
freedom of Hund systems are quenched and fluctuate very rapidly while the spin degrees of
freedom are unquenched and fluctuate albeit slowly (accordingly the local spin susceptibility
has Curie-Weiss form and a large static value). This “separation” of spin and orbital degrees
of freedom, which we have dubbed “spin-orbital separation” in Ref. [SYvD+ 15], had already
been anticipated in 1973 in the context of a generalized Kondo-type model [OY73]. There,
I. Okada and K. Yosida had deduced on qualitative grounds that the Kondo scale associated
with orbital screening is much larger than the Kondo scale for spin screening: TKorb > TKsp .
However, they had not been able to give explicit expressions for TKorb and TKsp .
Much more recently, an analytic RG analysis (poor man’s scaling RG) in the Kondo regime
of the 3HHM [AK15] has provided a simple understanding of the origin of the incoherent
regime and established how the Kondo scales depend on the representations of the spin and
orbital operators. Interestingly, in this complex multi-orbital Kondo model, spin and orbital
degrees of freedom are explicitly coupled, resulting in a non-trivial protracted RG flow of
a subtle spin-orbital Kondo effect: first, at higher energies, the intermediate-coupling NFL
fixed point of an underlying effective 2 (spin)-channel SU(3) Coqblin-Schrieffer model is
reached, where the ferromagnetic spin coupling is quenched. Then, at much lower energies,
the spin coupling renormalizes to an anti-ferromagnetic value and the RG flow results in a
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strong-coupling FL fixed point. For J = 0, the Kondo model reduces to the single-channel
antiferromagnetic SU(3 × 2) Coqblin-Schrieffer model.
Experimentally, possible signatures of such a two-stage screening of electrons have meanwhile been observed, for instance, in infrared spectroscopy [SMP+ 12], in resistivity, heatcapacity, thermal-expansion, and susceptibility measurements of the 122-iron pnictides
[HBA+ 13, HBdM+ 16], in the optical response of Sr2 RuO4 in terms of unusual excess spectral weight [SMB+ 14], in ARPES spectra of iron-based superconductors [MWR+ 14], in the
thermopower of ruthenates [MG16], and in optical conductivity measurements [YYW+ 17] of
KFe2 As2 .
However, still, several issues have needed clarification. In particular, the DMFT+QMC
calculations can not reach sufficiently low temperatures to fully reveal the FL phase of the
3HHM. An unambiguous quantitative confirmation of SOS has been missing, especially in
frequency space at low enough temperatures, including a thorough investigation of the Kondo
scales. Neither the weak-coupling nor the strong-coupling approach of Ref. [AK15] and
Ref. [OY73], respectively, have provided direct access to the incoherent regime to analyze its
transport nature. Here, a method is needed that can access all energy scales equally reliably.
Further, there has been no clear evidence that the Kondo picture is really applicable to Hund
lattice models. Importantly, real-frequency data has been needed to clarify the existence of
power laws in the self-energy on the real-frequency axis. Moreover, signatures of SOS in the
temperature dependence of the 3HHM have not yet been thoroughly studied previous to this
thesis.
The need for real-frequency impurity solvers for DMFT. Many of the open questions about the physics of the 3HHM, which we have presented in this section, have remained
unresolved due to the lack of appropriate real-frequency multi-band DMFT impurity solvers.
The scope and quality of DMFT results depends crucially on that of the impurity solver
used to self-consistently solve its underlying quantum impurity model. In this respect, Hund
models are particularly challenging. They involve at least three spinful bands and they are
particle-hole asymmetric. The coherence scale is unusually low in these systems and the
incoherent intermediate regime is the result of a complex Kondo-type screening process. At
the same time, the 3HHM can undergo a MIT at integer filling at very large U , i.e. also
atomic excitations need to be captured accurately by the impurity solver.
At the moment, (continuous-time) QMC solvers [RSL05, WCdM+ 06, Hau07b, GWPT08,
GML+ 11] are often favored among impurity solvers in terms of versatility and performance,
especially for models with multiple bands or cluster sites. However, numerically exact QMC
results are only obtained on the imaginary frequency axis. Access to real-frequency spectra, as
relevant, for instance, for ARPES or conductivity experiments, requires analytic continuation
of imaginary (Matsubara) frequency QMC data, which is notoriously difficult. Furthermore,
sign problems that occur for some models and extensive numerical costs at low temperatures
limit their use in many cases. These shortcomings explain why QMC solvers experience
difficulties in grasping the full picture of Hund-metal physics, which is extended over many
energy scales.
Similarly, other solvers face severe problems. For instance, in exact diagonalization (ED)
the numerical costs increase exponentially with the number of bands. Thus, for standard
implementations of ED [CK94] methods three-band models are extremely challenging and
even out of reach if one needs a very refined spectral resolution at the Fermi level due to the
limited number of bath sites.
In a nutshell, there is a continued need for real-frequency impurity solvers suitable for
multi-band DMFT applications, which work reliable at arbitrary temperatures and yield high
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resolution at the Fermi level. In this thesis, we establish NRG as such a powerful tool.
We remark that during the last few years also several other promising real-frequency
impurity solvers appeared on the stage. Especially, DMRG [WMPS14, WMS14, BWM+ 15,
WGM+ 15, NnFH17, NnFKH18, NnFH18] strongly advanced and is now broadly applicable
to various DMFT setups, including cluster DMFT [WMPS14, WGM+ 15] and nonequilibrium
DMFT [WMS14, BWM+ 15]. Furthermore, an efficient ED-based real-frequency solver
[LHGH14] using a restricted optimized active basis set can now handle several hundred
uncorrelated bath sites, reaching spectral resolutions better than 1% of the bandwidth. This
solver is part of Quanty [Hav16], a tool for core level spectroscopy. In 2017, a new tensor
network approach, called fork tensor-product states (FTPS), was presented in Ref. [BZT+ 17],
which is able to reliably treat three-orbital lattice models, including the resolution of fine
structures in the spectral function at higher energies by using more than 100 bath sites.

1.3 Aim
In his article “Is There Glue in Cuprate Superconductors?” [And07] P. W. Anderson argued
for an electronic pairing mechanism in cuprates based on strong correlations instead of a
“bosonic glue”:
“The crucial point is that there are two very strong interactions, U (> 2 eV) and J (∼ 0.12eV),
that we know are present in the cuprates [...]. Whether any additional ‘glue’ exists is of lesser
interest. We have a mammoth and an elephant in our refrigerator – do we care much if there
is also a mouse?” [And07]
In this thesis we study the importance of Coulomb repulsion U (the “mammoth”) and
ferromagnetic Hund’s coupling J (the “elephant”) in a minimal multi-band model with
relevance for Hund’s metals, including the iron-based HTSCs. We especially focus on the
role of orbital and spin degrees of freedom. While our results are obtained for the normal
phase, our insights might provide guidance for theories of high-temperature superconductivity.
In particular, the aim of this dissertation is twofold:
(i) We extend the scope of NRG as viable real-frequency multi-band impurity solver for
DMFT.
(ii) We apply DMFT+NRG to a degenerate three-band Hubbard-Hund model. Thereby,
we unveil the nature and origin of strong correlations in Hund metals, and establish
clear signatures distinguishing between Hund metals and metals of Mott type.
As a result of (i) and (ii) we revive DMFT+NRG as a competitive and distinguished tool in the
DMFT community, and lay the foundation for various follow-up projects, like applications of
DMFT+NRG to other multi-band lattice models [LvDW17, LvDW18] and realistic materials
[KLK+ 19] or cluster DMFT+NRG [Gle19].
The present thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we present our DMFT+NRG
method. In Sec. 2.1 we first give a compact introduction to single-site DMFT in the
context of NRG as a real-frequency impurity solver, and then, in Sec. 2.2, focus on the
standard NRG method. There, we provide an overview of K. G. Wilson’s basic NRG ideas
in Sec. 2.2.2. We further introduce a stable implementation of Zitko’s discretization scheme
[vP09, Ž09] in Sec. 2.2.3 to deal with the frequency-dependent hybridization functions arising
in DMFT+NRG. We summarize recent technical advances for NRG in Sec. 2.2.4, such as the
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use of matrix product states and complete many-body basis sets or the explicit exploitation
of non-abelian symmetries for high-symmetry models, which led to the powerful state-of-the
art fdmNRG implementation employed in this thesis. We also discuss the advantages of
fdmNRG as impurity solver. Moreover, in Sec. 2.3 (Ref. [SMvDW16]) we implement a recently
developed “interleaved” scheme of NRG (iNRG) [MGWF+ 14], which dramatically increases
the numerical efficiency of NRG for low-symmetry impurity models. We demonstrate in an
extensive study that the accuracy of iNRG is comparable to standard NRG, and thus establish
iNRG as a promising DMFT solver for material-specific model simulations. We complete
Chapter 2 with a discussion of so-called “open Wilson chains” in Sec. 2.4 (Ref. [BLS+ 17]).
Within NRG the bath of the impurity model is discretized and then mapped onto a Wilson
chain, a one-dimensional tight-binding chain. Thereby, in the standard Wilson chain setup,
bath modes are truncated. In contrast, we construct open Wilson chains which keep track of
all bath modes.
In Chapter 3 we give an overview over the computation of important physical quantities,
investigated in this thesis.
In Chapter 4 (Ref. [SYvD+ 15]) we demonstrate the power of our real-frequency multi-band
(standard) fdmNRG impurity solver, for the first time, in the context of an orbital-symmetric
three-band Hubbard-Hund model with relevance for Hund metals. As a main result of this
thesis, we unambiguously establish SOS as a new Hund’s-rule-induced two-stage Kondo
screening mechanism towards heavy masses, and thus also prove the existence of a FL ground
state in these systems.
In Chapter 5 (Ref. [SKWvD18]) we show that the phenomena of (D1), (D2), and (D3) are
directly connected to SOS and analyze, based on this insight, the origin of strong correlations,
Hundness versus Mottness [scenarios (i)-(iii) of Sec. 1.2.4], from the perspective of SOS using
real-frequency DMFT+NRG data. To this end, we investigate the 3HHM phase diagram at
zero temperature including a detailed study of the MIT at nd = 2 and the dependence of
SOS on system parameters. We elaborate on the consequences of SOS for the nature of the
incoherent transport regime, discuss anomalous power-law behavior, and establish a basic
definition of strongly correlated Hund metals and metals of Mott type at 1/3 filling.
In Chapter 6 (Ref. [DSH+ 18]) we reveal distinct signatures of Mottness and Hundness
in the temperature dependence of local spectra and the local susceptibilities describing
the charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom. These signatures are qualitatively similar
for realistic material simulations of two archetypal Mott- and Hund-correlated materials,
V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 , respectively, and model calculations of the 3HHM. We thus contribute
to a general phenomenology of Mott and Hund physics, applicable to real materials but
independently of material-dependent details.
In Chapter 7 we discuss in detail the consequences of particle-hole asymmetry in the
3HHM. In order to establish more features to distinguish between Hund metals and metals of
Mott type, we also (re)investigate the evolution of the QPP with increasing temperature,
and the temperature dependence of various quantities, like static local susceptibilities, the
QP weight, scattering rate, resistivity, thermopower, or entropy. We suggest the existence of
resilient “Hund quasiparticles” governing the SOS-induced incoherent state in the normal
phase of Hund metals. These can be described in terms of itinerant orbital degrees of freedom
coupled non-trivially to quasi-free large spins.
We summarize the main insights of this thesis in Chapter 8 and shortly present related
current and future DMFT+NRG projects.
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In this Chapter, we give a compact and generic introduction to DMFT+NRG based on an
extensive presentation of this method in Ref. [Sta13]. Note that we will omit any
´ flavour
´∞
indices in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2, for simplicity. Further, we use the short notation ≡ −∞
within this thesis. In Sec. 2.3, we present interleaved NRG [MGWF+ 14, SMvDW16], and
in Sec. 2.4, a new Wilson chain setup for quantum impurity models, so-called open Wilson
chains.

2.1 Single-site dynamical-mean field theory (DMFT) in a
nutshell
DMFT key insights. DMFT is currently the most successful non-perturbative method to
treat interacting lattice models (for a review, cf. [GKKR96]). The foundation of single-site
DMFT was laid by W. Metzner and D. Vollhardt in 1989 [MV89] and by A. Georges and
G. Kotliar in 1992 [GK92], studying the Hubbard model in infinite dimensions. It is based
on two key insights:
(i) In the limit of infinite dimensions or lattice connectivity, i.e. coordination number z,
the self-energy of the lattice problem becomes purely local in real space,
Σij (ω) −→ Σ(ω)δij ,
z→∞

(2.1a)

or momentum-independent in Fourier space,
Σk (ω) −→ Σ(ω) ,
z→∞

(2.1b)

with the same Σ(ω), simply referred to as “the self-energy”, since Σij (ω) = Σ(ω, rj −ri ) =
1 P
ik(rj −ri ) = Σ(ω) 1 P eik(rj −ri ) = Σ(ω)δ , where i, j denote lattice sites,
ij
k Σk (ω)e
k
NB
NB
and NB the number of k-points of the Brillouin zone.
Spatial fluctuations are thus neglected in this “mean-field” approach, similar to its
classical counterparts. However, temporal quantum fluctuations are retained in the
energy dependence of the “dynamical” self-energy. This explicit energy dependence of
DMFT allows to capture effects based on competing energy scales, thus both atomic-like
and band-like properties, and characterizes DMFT as an inherently non-perturbative
method, bridging the gap between the earlier Hubbard-I and Gutzwiller-Brinkman-Rice
approaches to the Mott-Hubbard problem.
(ii) Based on the purely local lattice self-energy, Σ(ω), an interacting lattice site can be
treated in “dynamical mean-field fashion” as an interacting impurity, where a single
site with same local interactions as in the lattice model is embedded in an effective
mean-field bath, which represents the “rest” of the lattice (including all its hopping
processes) in a self-consistent manner. This means that, within the DMFT framework,
techniques developed for impurity models can be directly used to solve lattice models.
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DMFT self-consistency condition. Let us elaborate on (ii). In more technical terms,
the lattice model [e.g. the 3HHM of Eq. (1.2)] is mapped [cf. Fig. 2.1(a)] iteratively onto
a quantum impurity model [e.g. the 3AHM of Eq. (1.3)], which is described by the local
(lattice) self-energy, Σ(ω), and by a self-consistently determined hybridization function (the
“Weiss mean field” of DMFT), ∆(ω) =

P

Vk2
k ω−εk ,

Γ(ω) = −Im ∆(ω) = π

which is fully specified by its imaginary part,
X

|Vk |2 δ(ω − εk ) ,

(2.2)

k

with ω ≡ ω + . For the purely local lattice self-energy, Σ(ω), in Eq. (2.1), the lattice dynamics
is completely captured by the local retarded lattice Green’s function [which is chosen to be
at site r = 0 for convenience, i.e. Glatt (ω) ≡ Glatt (ω, r = 0)],
ˆ
X
X
1
ρ0 ()
Glatt (ω) = N1B
Glatt,k (ω)eik(r=0) = N1B
= dε
.
ω
+
µ
−
ε
−
Σ(ω)
ω
+
µ
−
ε
−
Σ(ω)
k
k
k
(2.3)
ρ0 (ε) is the non-interacting density of states of a given lattice [cf. Eq. (2.8) for the Bethe
lattice], and
1
(2.4)
Glatt,k ≡ hdˆk kdˆ†k iω =
ω + µ − εk − Σ(ω)
is the retarded lattice Green’s function in momentum space with the chemical potential µ of
the lattice. After the self-consistent mapping, the local lattice Green’s function is equal to
the retarded impurity Green’s function,
ˆ dˆ† iω =
Gimp (ω) ≡ hdk

1
,
ω − εd − ∆(ω) − Σ(ω)

(2.5)

with εd = −µ, imposing the self-consistency condition:
!

Glatt (ω) = Gimp (ω) ≡ G(ω) .

(2.6)

Inserting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.6) leads to a simple relation for the imaginary part of the
self-consistency condition,
Γ(ω) = Im (Glatt (ω)−1 + Σ(ω)) ,

(2.7)

which constitutes a closed set of DMFT equations that can be solved iteratively using a
quantum impurity solver. In this thesis, we employ fdmNRG for the latter purpose (cf.
Sec. 2.2).
DMFT self-consistency loop. The iterative DMFT self-consistency procedure [cf. triangle in Fig. 2.1(b)] is initialized by an arbitrary input hybridization function, Γ(ω), for
instance a constant box distribution, Γ(ω) = ΓΘ(DNRG −|ω|), with half-bandwidth DNRG = 1.
This fully defines a quantum impurity model, which is solved with NRG [cf. black box in
Fig. 2.1(b)]. The NRG impurity solver returns a local self-energy, Σ(ω), which is computed
with the “self-energy trick” [BHP98] (cf. Sec. 3.2). Σ(ω) can be used to calculate a new
lattice Green’s function via Eq. (2.3). In a final step, the self-consistency condition, Eq. (2.7),
yields a new version of Γ(ω), and the procedure starts all over again, until we arrive at a
converged result for the effective environment in terms of the hybridization function Γ(ω)
and hence for the self-energy Σ(ω) (in practice, we may stop at a maximum relative error
between two subsequent hybridization functions of 0.2% in the case of the 3HHM).
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(c) z = 3

Γ(

ω)

=

Im

NRG

Glatt (ω)
Glatt (ω) =

dε

ρ0 (ε)
ω + µ − ε − Σ(ω)

Σ(ω)

∆(ω)

Figure 2.1 (a) Within DMFT an interacting lattice model is mapped self-consistently onto a quantum
impurity model (here, illustrated for a one-band model). (b) DMFT self-consistency loop with NRG
as impurity solver (black box). Solving the impurity model is computationally the most costly step of
the iterative mapping process, which is indicated by a thick line in the triangle. (c) Caley tree for
z = 3. The Caley tree for z → ∞ is the Bethe lattice with semi-circular density of states. This figure
is adapted from Ref. [Sta13].

Bethe lattice. In this thesis, we study the 3HHM solely on the infinite Caley tree [cf.
Fig. 2.1(c)], also called Bethe lattice, i.e. we use the non-interacting semi-circular density of
states,
q
ρB
0 (ε) =

1
πt


ε 2
2t ,

1−

ε ∈ [−2t, 2t] ,

(2.8)

that occurs in this limit of infinite lattice coordination. t is the hopping matrix between
lattice sites [cf. Eq. (1.2)]. The Bethe lattice is an artificial but convenient lattice type within
DMFT. For the Bethe lattice, the integral in Eq. (2.3) can be straightforwardly evaluated,
resulting in the simple self-consistency condition
Γ(ω) = −t2 Im G(ω),

(2.9)

and the local lattice Green’s function,
Glatt (ω) =

1
2t2



ξ−

q

ξ2

−

(2t)2



,

(2.10)

with ξ ≡ ω + µ − Σ(ω).
The core part of the DMFT self-consistency procedure is the solution of the quantum
impurity model. Therefore, the numerical efficiency and accuracy of DMFT solely depend on
the impurity solver. In the next section, we present (fdm)NRG and its merits for DMFT.
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2.2 Standard numerical renormalization group (NRG) as
impurity solver for DMFT
2.2.1 A brief history.
NRG [Wil75, Wei12a] has a longstanding and successful history as the standard tool to deal
with impurity models (cf. [BCP08] for a review). Its basic idea goes back to K. G. Wilson
who developed this method to solve the Kondo problem in a fully non-perturbative way
in 1975 [Wil75]. Together with H. R. Krishna-murthy and J. W. Wilkins, they applied it
successfully to the single impurity Anderson model (SIAM) in 1980 [KmWW80]. About ten
years later DMFT was invented [GK92, GKKR96]. In 1998, R. Bulla et al. introduced an
elegant and accurate way to employ the NRG as impurity solver for DMFT to investigate the
symmetric 1HM [BHP98, Bul99]. Applications of DMFT+NRG to two-band lattice models
followed several years later [PB05, PP10, PKP11]. However, the computational cost of NRG
scales exponentially with the number of fermionic bands. And so, for a long time, NRG was
extremely limited to go beyond two bands. In this thesis, we show that recent significant
technical advances – which not only improved the performance of the codes but also the
quality of NRG results – have now made applications of DMFT+NRG to three-band models
routinely feasible [SYvD+ 15, DSH+ 18, SKWvD18]. Even four-band calculations seem within
reach in the presence of large orbital symmetries, yet also in the absence of non-abelian
symmetries with the invention of interleaved NRG [MGWF+ 14, SMvDW16] (cf. Sec. 2.3).
In the following three sections, we first give a short introduction to Wilson’s NRG idea,
introduce a stable implementation of R. Zitko’s discretization scheme for DMFT+NRG
[vP09, Ž09], and then present our cutting-edge fdmNRG code.

2.2.2 NRG in a nutshell
Energy-scale separation. The key idea of K. G. Wilson’s NRG [Wil75] is to construct
an iterative renormalization group flow that results in a systematic energy-scale separation,
which can be exploited in the description of a quantum-many-body impurity problem in order
to handle its huge Fock space: high-energy eigenstates do not severely affect the low-energy
physics and are therefore less accurately resolved.
Logarithmic discretization. To realize this concept, the noninteracting continuous bath
[cf. Eq. (1.4)] of an impurity model Hamiltonian [cf. Fig. 2.2(a)] is discretized by the
introduction of bath intervals with logarithmically decreasing widths, In ∝ Λ−n , where
Λ > 1 is the NRG discretization parameter, resulting in an exponentially high resolution
at the Fermi level. In the coarse grained Hamiltonian each interval is represented by only
one single bath state [cf. blue circles in Fig. 2.2(b)], instead of infinitely many, while the
overall coupling of the impurity and the bath is preserved. In short, the open system is
approximated by a closed system (cf. Sec. 2.4 for an alternative discretization scheme that
systematically keeps track of neglected bath modes). Each single bath ´mode is characterized
by its “representative” energy, ξn , and its coupling strength, γn = In dω Γ(ω)/π, to the
impurity, given in terms of the weight of the hybridization function in interval n. In this
thesis, we use a stable implementation of R. Zitko’s discretization scheme to compute ξn in
a manner which accurately deals with the frequency dependence of DMFT hybridization
functions.
Wilson chain. In a next step, the discretized Hamiltonian is mapped exactly onto a onedimensional semi-infinite tight-binding chain, a “Wilson chain”, with the interacting impurity
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Figure 2.2 NRG in a nutshell. (a) Sketch of a self-consistently determined (one-band) quantum
impurity model with the impurity (red) coupled (bright blue) to a non-interacting continuous bath
(dark blue). (b) Within NRG the bath is discretized logarithmically with discretization parameter,
Λ > 1. Each bath interval is represented by one bath state (blue circles). (c) The discretized model is
mapped onto a one-dimensional semi-infinite “Wilson chain”, with the interacting impurity site coupled
to one end, and nearest-neighbor hopping matrix elements, tn , decaying logarithmically down the
chain. (d) An iterative RG procedure is applied, in which the Wilson chain Hamiltonian is successively
diagonalized. At each iteration, N , high energy eigenstates (grey) are discarded and low energy
states (red) are kept. (e) The resulting eigenstates can be formulated in matrix-product-state (MPS)
language. (f) full-density-matrix (fdm)NRG allows to compute highly accurate spectral functions, here
exemplified for the symmetric 1HM, Eq. (1.1), with U/D = 2, T = 0, Λ = 2, and Nz = 4 (D = 2t).
Raw spectral data, Araw /|ω| is plotted in grey, the smoothened spectral function in blue, and an
improved spectral function [cf. Sec. 3.3] in red. (g) Renormalization group flow diagram for the
symmetric SIAM (U = 0.8, Γ = 0.02, Λ = 2, DNRG = 1) plotted for even iterations. The red bar
marks the spin Kondo scale N (TK ). This figure is adapted from Ref. [Sta13].

site coupled to one end [cf. Fig. 2.2(c)]. This unitary mapping is usually achieved by a
standard Lanczos tridiagonalization procedure. The Wilson chain Hamiltonian is characterized
by hopping matrix elements between neighboring sites, which decay exponentially down the
Wilson chain and reflect the desired energy-scale separation of the system. This Hamiltonian
can be written in terms of a recursion relation of the form ĤN = R(ĤN −1 ) for Wilson chain
site N , and interpreted as a renormalization group (RG) transformation.
Iterative renormalization group procedure. Now an iterative RG procedure can be
applied to compute the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the Wilson chain Hamiltonian. It
is based on successive diagonalization and truncation of high-energy states [cf. Fig. 2.2(d)].
Starting at the impurity site, at each iteration, first ĤN is constructed from ĤN −1 with given
K
eigenstates, |siK
N −1 , and eigenenergies, EN −1 , by adding a new Wilson chain site N , which is
represented in terms of the local basis set |σN i of dimension dloc (e.g. dloc = 22 = 4 for a
single spinful band). The new state space of site N is then given by the enlarged non-diagonal
state space, |s, σiN = |σN i ⊗ |siN −1 . Next, ĤN is diagonalized, resulting in a new set of
X
refined eigenstates, |s0 iX
N , with eigenenergies, EN , for site N , which are connected to the
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previous states, |siK
N −1 , via a unitary transformation:
|s0 iN =
X

X

[σ ]

N
]ss0 |σN i |siK
[AKX
N −1 .

(2.11)

σN s
D
In a last step, high-energy states, |siD
N , with energies, EN , exceeding a given truncation energy,
are discarded [cf. grey lines in Fig. 2.2(d)], while the lower lying eigenstates, |siK
N , are kept [cf.
red lines in Fig. 2.2(d)]. Note that X labels kept, K, or discarded, D, states after truncation,
and both types of states, X = K, D, before truncation. The size of the Fock state space
can thus be kept fixed with increasing chain length, while still obtaining an exponentially
increased resolution of the low-energy part of the spectrum. The resolution at high energies
is, however, more coarse-grained, since discarded states remain degenerate. Nevertheless, our
approach captures all essential high-energy features [WvD07, SKWvD18, LW16, LvDW17].
The iterative RG procedure is stoped by discarding all states at iteration NT as soon as the
required energy resolution is reached. From the resulting spectrum, one can then compute
spectral functions directly on the real-frequency axes (cf. Sec. 2.2.4 for details).

Renormalization group flow. The RG scheme of NRG allows to investigate the physics
of an impurity model from an RG perspective. The lowest-lying kept eigenenergies of each
iteration can be plotted in a rescaled fashion, i.e. in terms of the characteristic energy scale (∝
energy level spacing) of each Wilson chain site, which is given in units of ωN ∝ Λ−N/2 (in the
convention of Ref. [Wei12b]; cf. supplement of Ref. [SYvD+ 15]). This results in a RG energy
flow diagram [cf. Fig. 2.2(d)], which reveals the relevant physics at all energy scales. Conceptually, the rescaled energy levels represent the finite-size spectrum of the impurity+bath put
in a spherical box of radius RN ∝ ΛN/2 , centered on the impurity [Wil75, vDZF98]: as N
increases, the finite-size level spacing ωN ∝ 1/RN decreases exponentially. The corresponding
flow of the finite-size spectrum is stationary (N -independent) while ωN lies within an energy
regime governed by one of the fixed points, but changes when ωN traverses a crossover
between two fixed points [SYvD+ 15, SKWvD18]. For instance, for a SIAM with constant
hybridization function, three different regimes exist: the free orbital regime for very small
N , the local moment regime for intermediate N and the strong coupling regime below the
Kondo scale N (TK ), which is also called FL fixed point (cf. Ref. [KmWW80] for a detailed
discussion). In the case of a FL fixed point the fixed-point spectrum can be easily understood
in a non-interacting QP picture (cf. Sec. 3.9 and Sec. 4.B). Otherwise, it can be interpreted
using conformal field theory arguments [BHZ97, vDZF98, WSL+ 19].
While this section contains a qualitative description of NRG, equations and further details
are provided in Sec. 2.3. All computational parameters and details of our DMFT+NRG
calculations are listed in the Supplementary material of Ref. [SYvD+ 15].

2.2.3 Discretization in NRG+DMFT: stable implementation of Zitko’s
discretization scheme
For pure quantum impurity models usually a box distribution, Γ(ω) = ΓΘ(DNRG − |ω|), is
used to describe the hybridization function. In contrast, within DMFT, the NRG discretization scheme has to be adapted to optimally discretize the non-trivial frequency-dependent
hybridization functions, Γ(ω), that emerge in every step of the self-consistency loop. In this
section, we present a numerically stable implementation of the scheme in Refs. [vP09, Ž09]
to accurately represent the frequency-dependent continuous baths in terms of discrete bath
modes.

2.2 Standard numerical renormalization group (NRG) as impurity solver for DMFT
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In Refs. [vP09, Ž09] R. Zitko and T. Pruschke derived a discretization scheme based on
the requirement to correctly reproduce the original continuous hybridization function after
“z-averaging” in the limit of infinitely many z-shifts, Nz → ∞,
ˆ 1
!
Γ(ω) =
dz Γdisc (ω, z) .
(2.12)
Nz →∞

0

Γdisc (z, ω) = π n γnz δ(ω − ξnz ) is the hybridization function after discretization. z ∈]0, 1]
is a z-shift [vP09, OO94], which uniformely shifts the logarithmic discretization grid, i.e.
In ∝ Λ−(n+z) (cf. also Sec. 2.2.4).
In his derivation, Zitko introduced a continuous grid parameter x = n + z ∈ [1, ∞[ for
the (in principle arbitrary but usually strictly logarithmically defined) discretization grid
(x). For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to positive frequencies. In practice, we use
(x) = ω̃Λ2−x for x ≥ 2, with ω̃ chosen slightly smaller than the overall (half) width of
the frequency-dependent hybridization function, Γ(ω), and (x) = ωmax for x < 2, with
the maximal value of the numerical frequency grid, ωmax , a choice that always ensures a
finite weight in the outermost interval. The continuous grid function, (x), for x ≤ 2, and
accordingly also the continuous function describing the representative energies, ξ(x), are
strictly monotonically decreasing functions, and fulfill the following (boundary) conditions:
P

(x = 2) = ω̃

and

ξ(x = 1) = ω̃

and

lim (x) = 0,

(2.13)

lim ξ(x) = 0 .

(2.14)

x→∞
x→∞

The ansatz, Eq. (2.12), leads to a differential equation for the representative energies,
ξ(x), of the form
´ (x)
dξ(x)
(x+1) dω Γ(ω)
−
=
,
(2.15)
dx
Γ[ξ(x)]
which can be solved for given (x) using a differential equation solver, for instance based on
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (as used in Ref. [Ž09]).
However, Eq. (2.15) is highly nonlinear. Small errors in the solution of Eq. (2.15)
accumulate in an exponential manner and the error in ξ(x) tends to diverge with increasing
x. Increasing the accuracy of the outcome conversely dramatically slows down the solver.
Moreover, for hybridization functions, Γ(ω), with frequency regimes of essentially zero (or
very small) weight as in the case of a gap in the density of states, Eq. (2.15) is not well
defined (or at least very unstable in its solution).
We therefore introduce a new stable implementation of Eq. (2.15) based on the simple
insight that this differential equation can be reformulated by using the chain rule for derivatives,
Γ[ξ(x)](d/dx)ξ(x) = (d/dx)Γ̃(ξ(x)) with (d/dω)Γ̃(ω) = Γ(ω). Multiplying Eq. (2.15) by Γ,
it can be integrated over an interval x + 1 to x, resulting in the recursion relation
ˆ

ξ(x)

ξ(x+1)

dω Γ(ω) = −

ˆ

x

x+1

dx f (x) with

f (x) =

ˆ

(x)

dω Γ(ω) .

(2.16)

(x+1)

For given (x), the function f (x) is known. For a given discretization, and hence a given
z-shift, one only needs to determine the discrete set ξ(x = n+z) for the fixed grid (x = n+z),
which is more naturally and easily done in the above integral formulation. Eq. (2.16) can be
solved iteratively, starting at a maximal value x + 1 = xmax and using the approximation
ξ(xmax ) ≈ (xmax ). Relative errors of O(1) in the first few iterations with large x (induced by
the slightly wrong start values) reduce exponentially fast with linearly decreasing x, since we
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go from exponentially small to large orders of magnitude in the numerical calculation. If the
spectral function has a gap, it is convenient to start from a value xmax with small but finite
Γ[(xmax − 1)]. We remark that, in principle, one would also assume a more stable numerical
behavior in solving Eq. (2.15) by starting at xmax .
In summary, we conclude that Eq. (2.16) is easy to implement and works reliably for
arbitrarily shaped hybridization functions.

2.2.4 State-of-the-art fdmNRG impurity solver for DMFT
In recent years, significant technical progress has been made in transforming NRG into an
efficient high-quality multi-band DMFT impurity solver. In particular, A. Weichselbaum
has developed a flexible high-performance toolbox, the QSpace tensor library [Wei12a], for
implementing NRG computations in terms of matrix product states (MPS) [WvD07, WVS+ 09,
Wei11, Sch11, Wei12b]. Our full-density-matrix (fdm)NRG [WvD07] impurity solver is based
on the following advances.
Matrix product states. fdmNRG is implemented in the transparent language and framework of matrix product states (MPS) [Wei12b] (cf. Ref. [Sch11] for a review on MPS). These
are directly generated in NRG. For instance, the eigenstates, |s0 iX
N , can be written as MPS of
the form,
X
|s0 iN

=

X

Tr

[σ0 ]
AKK



[σN −1 ] [σN ]
. . . AKK
AKX



|σN i ⊗ |σN −1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |σ0 i ⊗ |σimp i , (2.17)

σN ...σ0 σimp

by iterative insertions of Eq. (2.11). |σimp i represents the impurity basis. The A-matrices
[σ ]

N
of the basis transformations in the iterative RG procedure, written as AKX
, are threeX
K
0
dimensional tensors in the space spanned by |siN −1 , |σN i and |s iN . In a diagrammatical
tensor network representation, each A-matrix [cf. e.g. the red matrix in Fig. 2.2(e)] thus has
0 X
three legs, one for each index: |siK
N −1 to the left, |σN i at the bottom, and |s iN to the right.
Connected legs in Fig. 2.2(e) symbolize contractions, leading to the trace in Eq. (2.17).

Abelian and non-abelian symmetries. In the QSpace tensor library, abelian and nonabelian symmetries are implemented on a generic level: the state space is organized into
symmetry multiplets, and tensors “factorize” into two parts, acting in the reduced multiplet
space and the Clebsch Gordon coefficient space, respectively (cf. Ref. [Wei12a] for details).
Diagonalization of the NRG Hamiltonian at each RG iteration can then be performed in
multiplet space rather than state space, significantly reducing the matrix sizes and hence
computational cost. NRG calculations with three and even more degenerate bands have
thus became feasible, also in the DMFT context [SYvD+ 15, DSH+ 18, SKWvD18, LvDW18].
For solving our 3HHM of Eq. (1.2), we explicitly exploit its U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb
symmetry for its charge (ch), spin (sp) and orbital (orb) degrees of freedom.
Full-density-matrix (fdm)NRG. The fdmNRG solver is established on a complete approximate basis set [AS05, AS06] of the full Hamiltonian, constructed from the discarded
states of all NRG iterations by appending to each discarded state, |siD
N , a degenerate “environmental” state, |eN i ≡ |σNT i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |σN +1 i, i.e. a tensor product constructed from
the local basis states of all later iterations. The many-body basis set is thus of the form
D
{|seiD
N = |siN ⊗ |eN i}.
Importantly, the full thermal density matrix, ρ̂ = e−β Ĥ /Z with β = 1/kB T , as used for
P
[N ]
the calculation of spectral functions, can be expressed as a weighted sum, ρ̂ ≈ N wN ρ̂DD , of
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[N ]

normalized thermal density matrices, ρ̂DD , over all Wilson shells N , build from the discarded
states at each iteration (cf. Ref. [WvD07] for details).
Spectral functions are given by the Lehmann representation as a sum of poles,
A(ω) =

X
a,b

with Z =

hb| Ĉ |ai

e−βEa
fdmNRG X
ha| B̂ |bi δ(ω − Eab ) =
wN ABC
N (ω) ,
Z
N

(2.18)

P −βEa
e
and Eab = Eb − Ea , and can be calculated accurately directly on the
a

real-frequency axis in sum-rule conserving fashion [PPA06, WvD07] at zero or arbitrary finite
temperature. In fdmNRG, A(ω) is expressed in terms of discarded states only. Finally,
fdmNRG yields Eq. (2.18) in the form
Araw (ω) =

X

aj δ(ω − ωj ),

(2.19)

j

a sum over discrete delta-peaks of weights aj located at real frequencies, ωj , with j aj = 1.
Continuous spectra are obtained by broadening the discrete data with a standard log-gaussian
Kernel of frequency-dependent width [WvD07, BCP08].
To improve the resolution of spectral data, we “z-average” over the results obtained
from several, differing NRG runs, for which the logarithmic discretization of the bath has
been uniformly shifted with respect to each other [vP09, OO94]. Within the DMFT+NRG
approach, the resolution of spectral data can be further improved by applying the so-called
self-energy trick [BHP98] (cf. Sec. 3.3).
The real parts of the smoothened spectral functions are obtained via a Kramers-Kronig
transformation,
ˆ∞
1
Im G(x)
dx
,
(2.20)
Re G(ω) = P
π
x−ω
P

−∞

considering that spectral functions are of the form A = − π1 Im G.
Discarded weight. In the iterative RG procedure of NRG high energy states are discarded, introducing an error in the treatment of the low-energy spectrum. The convergence
of fdmNRG with a given truncation threshold and discretization parameter, Λ, can be analyzed in terms of the estimated discarded weight, δρdisc : as with DMRG, the decay of the
eigenspectrum of site-specific reduced density matrices, built from the ground state space
of later iterations, can be used as a quantitative (a posteriori) measure of the convergence
(cf. Ref. [Wei11] for details). In Sec. 2.3, we show that a modified approach to the discarded
weight, which quantifies the contributions of high-lying energy eigenstates to reduced density
matrices, rather than analyzing the eigenspectrum of the reduced density matrices, is more
flexible and allows a direct comparison of δρdisc for distinct Λ and between different models.
Very recently, an adaptive broadening scheme was developed [LW16], increasing the
resolution of spectral data at large frequencies, thus allowing high-resolution DMFT+NRG
[LvDW17]. Further, also non-diagonal hybridization functions can be handled now. However,
these advancements have not yet been employed within this thesis.
Merits of fdmNRG as DMFT impurity solver. Being the gold standard for quantum
impurity models, (fdm)NRG has developed to a state-of-the art real-frequency impurity solver
for multi-band DMFT applications, which offers a number of advantages over other solvers
such as QMC or ED.
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3HHM : U = 6.5, J = 2
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Figure 2.3 (a) Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ), plotted on a logarithmic imaginary-frequency scale
for different temperatures for the 3HHM with U = 6.5, and J = 2. The inset shows the same data on a
linear scale. (b) Corresponding spectral functions, A(ω), plotted versus linearly scaled real frequencies.

(i) (fdm)NRG has an exponentially enhanced resolution around the Fermi level. Thus,
spectral features are resolved down to the lowest relevant energy scale of the system.
The Friedel sum rule and Luttinger pinning within DMFT are fulfilled to very high
accuracies (cf. Sec. 3.10).
(ii) fdmNRG works equally reliable with comparable computational costs at zero and arbitrary finite temperatures, and also for arbitrary impurity fillings, arbitrary interaction
strengths, etc.
(iii) fdmNRG provides high-quality correlation functions directly on the real-frequency axis
without analytical continuation. The availability of numerically exact real-frequency
data considerably facilitates the physical interpretation of DMFT results as compared to
results on the imaginary Matsubara frequency axis. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3: while
the zero-temperature result of A(ω) (black) [cf. Eq. (3.7)] of the 3HHM exhibits a tiny
shoulder in the QPP [cf. Fig. 2.3(b)], which dissolves with increasing temperature, the
Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ) [cf. Eq. (3.13)] is rather unstructured [cf. Fig. 2.3(a)],
especially when plotted on a linear scale [cf. inset of Fig. 2.3(a)].
(iv) Renormalization group flow diagrams unambiguously reveal the relevant physics at all
energy scales.
(v) A stable implementation of Zitko’s discretization scheme [vP09, Ž09] ensures a reliable
approximation of the frequency-dependent bath of the self-consistent impurity model
in DMFT+NRG applications.
For inherent limitations of NRG (computational costs increase exponentially with the number
of particle flavors; NRG has a poor spectral resolution at high energies) remedies were
provided recently, reducing these problems:
(vi) fdmNRG is implemented in the QSpace tensor library [Wei12a] which allows to exploit
all abelian and non-abelian symmetries of the impurity system, considerably reducing
numerical costs in the case of high-symmetry models.
(vii) For low-symmetry models, iNRG [MGWF+ 14, SMvDW16] can be used (cf. Sec. 2.3
for details).
(viii) The high-energy spectral resolution is improved by an adaptive broadening scheme
[LW16].
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We remark that besides fdmNRG also DMRG [WMPS14, WMS14, BWM+ 15, WGM+ 15,
NnFH17, NnFKH18, NnFH18] is a viable real-frequency multi-band impurity solver. Most
importantly, in contrast to NRG, DMRG shows no exponential growth of the local Hilbert
space with the number of flavors. In particular, DMFT+DMRG is very powerful for studying
ground state properties. However, with a focus on both frequency and temperature dependence,
we want to put fdmNRG as DMFT impurity solver to the proof within this thesis.

2.3 Interleaved numerical renormalization group (iNRG)
2.3.1 Overview
The major bottleneck of NRG (and also other methods that need to deal with the fully
interacting quantum many-body state space) is the exponential scaling of its numerical costs
with the number of flavors. This strongly limits a broad application of NRG to multi-band
impurity setups. The underlying reason for the exponential scaling is easily identified.
Let us consider a multi-flavor impurity model with m different flavors, for instance
m = 2Nc for Nc spinful bands. In the standard NRG (sNRG) procedure (cf. Sec. 2.2.2),
each of the m conduction bands is discretized equally and then mapped onto a Wilson chain,
that consequently consists of m identical subchains. One “supersite” of the full Wilson
chain is thus composed of m subsites corresponding to different flavors, respectively. Within
the iterative RG process of solving the full Wilson chain, in principle, at each step an
A-matrix of size Ntot = NK × dloc has to be diagonalized, when NK states are kept along
the chain and dloc additional local quantum degrees of freedom couple into the system. NK
determines the accuracy and Ntot the numerical costs of NRG (the time and memory for
3 and ∝ N 2 , respectively). In sNRG, dsNRG = dm with
matrix diagonalization scale as ∝ Ntot
tot
loc
f
df = 2 for fermionic flavors. This obviously leads to an exponential increase of the numerical
(m)
costs with m (together with the fact that also NK = NK scales exponentially with the
complexity of the many-body problem, cf. below), limiting brute-force NRG implementations
to maximally two spinful channels.
For highly symmetric multi-band models, effective matrix sizes and thus numerical costs
can be dramatically lowered by using fdmNRG based on the QSpace tensor library (cf.
Sec. 2.2.4), which allows to exploit all abelian and, importantly, non-abelian symmetries of a
given system. Matrix diagonalization, for example, is then only performed in the reduced
multiplet space. This has made multi-band calculations feasible, as demonstrated for the
3HHM in this thesis. However, if symmetries are broken, the numerical expense of sNRG
increases rapidly, making sNRG for settings, that are accessible in the presence of symmetries,
essentially out of reach for broken symmetries.
In this section we present a recently developed new NRG scheme, called “interleaved”
NRG (iNRG) [MGWF+ 14], which enables an efficient treatment of both low-symmetry and
high-symmetry multi-band models, and map out its potential as an alternative to sNRG in
our article entitled “Interleaved numerical renormalization group as an efficient multiband
impurity solver” [SMvDW16].
The key idea of iNRG is to introduce an additional energy-scale separation between all
subsites associated with the same supersite, i.e. to “interleave” the Wilson subchains of
different flavors to form a m times longer “generalized” Wilson chain with a reduced local
state space dimension diNRG
= df . This is achieved by modifying the discretization scheme:
loc
the logarithmic grid is slightly shifted between conduction bands of different electronic flavors,
artificially breaking the flavour symmetry if present. Diagonalization and truncation in iNRG
is then performed separately after addition of each electron flavor. In summary, this more fine-
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grained RG scheme dramatically reduces numerical costs. For instance, computation times
sNRG /N iNRG )3 = d3(m−1) (for N sNRG = N iNRG = N ).
are smaller by a factor of order (Ntot
K
tot
K
K
f
+
However, in Ref. [MGWF 14], it was originally assumed that the additional truncation
steps in iNRG reduce its accuracy. In this article, we demonstrate that, remarkably, iNRG
yields results of comparable accuracy to sNRG, but at dramatically reduced numerical costs if
symmetries are broken.
We systematically examine and compare the accuracy and efficiency of iNRG and sNRG
in the context of the single impurity Anderson model, the two-channel Kondo model, and a
three-channel Anderson-Hund model. We explore different ways of interleaving the electronic
flavors in iNRG, and test different symmetry settings in iNRG and sNRG. We perform
iNRG and sNRG calculations for equivalent settings, i.e. we use a comparable discretization,
parametrized by Λ, to achieve the same energy-scale separation between supersites in iNRG
and sNRG; we keep (on average) the same number of kept states, NKiNRG ≈ NKsNRG ≡ NK ;
and exploit the same symmetries. In addition, we also run sNRG calculations with full model
symmetries.
To be able to perform a reliable comparison between iNRG and sNRG,
• we define the truncation energy in iNRG, such that, on average, iNRG and sNRG
calculations with the “same” truncation energy lead to similar NK ;
• we introduce a more reliable definition of the discarded weight, δρdisc (cf. Sec. 2.2.4),
which quantifies the contributions of high-lying energy eigenstates to reduced density
matrices, rather than analyzing the eigenspectrum of the reduced density matrices as
in Ref. [Wei11] (this allows to compare the convergence properties for different Λ and
between different models);
• we present an efficient tuning protocol to restore channel symmetries, which are broken
artificially in iNRG, which is important in the vicinity of a quantum critical point, such
as in the case of the symmetric two-channel Kondo model.
Or main results are summarized in the following.
1. Using equivalent settings, we obtain, for a given model,
• the same NRG convergence for iNRG and sNRG, which is estimated in terms of
the discarded weight, δρdisc ,
• the same accuracy for iNRG and sNRG, which is monitored by the deviation of
calculated physical quantities from certain exact results (such as the Friedel sum
rule), but
• much lower computational costs for iNRG than sNRG, which are tracked in terms
of CPU times. This is achieved by removing the exponential scaling with m in the
iNRG = d .
local state space, as present for sNRG, in iNRG: dsNRG
= dm
f
loc
f whereas dloc
(m)

2. However, we show that the kept states NK = NK scale roughly exponentially with m
for both iNRG and sNRG, reflecting the inherent complexity of the many-body problem.
3. When comparing the best sNRG calculation, exploiting full model symmetries, to the
most efficient iNRG calculation, where certain flavor symmetries are broken, we observe
a similar performance.
We therefore conclude that, for low-symmetry models iNRG clearly outperforms sNRG
in terms of efficiency. Moreover, iNRG can be used to solve a range of lower-symmetry
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multi-band models that are inaccessible to sNRG. But also for high-symmetry models, iNRG
is a viable and technically simple alternative to sNRG. In practice, optimal efficiency is often
reached by a hybrid method, i.e. by interleaving the Wilson chains of some flavors while
exploiting the symmetries of the remaining ones.
Importantly, iNRG can now be employed as impurity solver for DMFT, considerably
extending the scope of DMFT+NRG for multi-band applications, including models with
crystal-field splitting, realistic material simulations using DFT+DMFT+iNRG [KLK+ 19], or
cluster extensions of DMFT [Gle19]. Even four-band impurity models are within reach. We
remark however that, within this thesis, we only applied sNRG as impurity solver for DMFT.
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Quantum impurity problems can be solved using the numerical renormalization group (NRG), which involves
discretizing the free conduction electron system and mapping to a “Wilson chain.” It was shown recently
that Wilson chains for different electronic species can be interleaved by use of a modified discretization,
dramatically increasing the numerical efficiency of the RG scheme [Phys. Rev. B 89, 121105(R) (2014)]. Here we
systematically examine the accuracy and efficiency of the “interleaved” NRG (iNRG) method in the context of
the single impurity Anderson model, the two-channel Kondo model, and a three-channel Anderson-Hund model.
The performance of iNRG is explicitly compared with “standard” NRG (sNRG): when the average number of
states kept per iteration is the same in both calculations, the accuracy of iNRG is equivalent to that of sNRG but
the computational costs are significantly lower in iNRG when the same symmetries are exploited. Although iNRG
weakly breaks SU(N ) channel symmetry (if present), both accuracy and numerical cost are entirely competitive
with sNRG exploiting full symmetries. iNRG is therefore shown to be a viable and technically simple alternative
to sNRG for high-symmetry models. Moreover, iNRG can be used to solve a range of lower-symmetry multiband
problems that are inaccessible to sNRG.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.235101
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Quantum impurity problems are relevant to a range of
physical phenomena in which strong electron correlations
play a key role [1]. They describe a generic class of systems
comprising a few interacting degrees of freedom coupled
to a continuum bath of noninteracting conduction electrons.
The Kondo model [2] is the simplest exemplar, featuring a
single spin- 12 “impurity” coupled to a single spinful conduction
electron channel. The basic physics can be understood within
the renormalization group (RG) framework: the effective
impurity-bath coupling grows as the temperature/energy scale
is reduced. The RG flow from weak to strong coupling is
characterized by the Kondo temperature TK , which sets the
scale for onset of strong coupling physics and the dynamical
screening of the impurity spin by conduction electrons [1].
A detailed understanding of this problem was first obtained
using Wilson’s numerical renormalization group (NRG) [3–5].
The method involves discretization of the conduction electron
Hamiltonian, and mapping to a 1D tight-binding Wilson chain.
The transformation is defined so that the interacting impurity
subsystem couples to one end of the noninteracting Wilson
chain. A special form of the discretization is used that ensures
exponential decay of hopping matrix elements down the chain
[3]. This energy-scale separation justifies an RG scheme
based on successive diagonalization and truncation, starting
at the impurity subsystem and working down the chain. At
each step, a Wilson shell with dloc additional local quantum
degrees of freedom couples into the system, but only the
lowest NK eigenstates of the enlarged state space are kept after
diagonalization. This scheme ensures that the Fock space of
kept states does not increase exponentially with chain length,
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and allows the physics to be investigated at successively lower
energies.
The computational costs of using NRG scale exponentially
with the number of fermionic bands (distinct flavors), m,
involved in the quantum impurity model. The power and applicability of NRG would be greatly improved if these numerical
costs could be reduced, since multiflavor quantum impurity
problems appear in a wide range of contexts. For example,
iron impurities in gold are described by a spin- 32 three-channel
Kondo model [6,7]; multiple impurities separated in real space
[8,9] or manipulated by STM [10] necessitate a multichannel
description, as do magnetic nanostructures [11]; single carbon nanotube quantum dots display entangled spin-orbital
SU(4) Kondo physics [12], while certain nanotube double
dot [13] and multilead semiconductor coupled dot devices
[14–16] are described by generalized two-channel models;
and nanowire/superconductor heterostructures hosting leadcoupled Majorana fermions give rise to effective multichannel
topological Kondo models [17,18]. Furthermore, quantum
impurity problems appear as effective local models within
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) for correlated materials.
Multiorbital/band lattice models map to generalized multichannel impurity problems [19–21], and in cluster extensions
of DMFT, the number of bands of the effective impurity model
scales with the number of cluster sites [22].
There is thus much incentive to improve the efficiency
of NRG when dealing with multiflavor models. The present
paper aims to make a contribution towards this goal, by
offering a detailed analysis of a recently-proposed scheme of
“interleaving” the Wilson chains for different fermion flavors
[23]. Having a purely methodological focus, it is based on
well-studied physical models and is particularly addressed at
a readership of NRG practitioners. New physical applications
of iNRG are left for follow-up projects.
To set the scene, we first briefly summarize why the
numerical costs of NRG scale exponentially with m. For a
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given conduction electron discretization, the accuracy of the
calculation is controlled by the number of states retained or
kept at each step of the iterative RG scheme, NK . On the other
hand, the computational cost of an NRG run is controlled by the
total size of the Hilbert space to be diagonalized at each step,
Ntot = NK ×dloc , which is the tensor product of the space of
states retained from the previous iteration (of dimension NK ),
and the state space of a newly added Wilson shell (of dimension
dloc ). The computational time for matrix diagonalization scales
3
2
as Ntot
, while the memory required scales as Ntot
. In Wilson’s
original “standard” NRG formulation [3] (sNRG), the local
dimension for a system with m distinct fermionic flavors
sNRG
= dfm , with df the state space
scales exponentially in m, dloc
dimension of a single flavor. For a single fermionic level,
it follows that df = 2, since it can be either occupied or
unoccupied. Commonly, quantum impurity models involve
Nc channels of spinful conduction electrons. In this case,
sNRG
= 4Nc .
m = 2Nc , such that dloc
In fact, as the number m of flavors increases, the number NK
of states kept at each step of an NRG calculation must also be
increased to maintain the same accuracy (i.e., the same degree
of numerical convergence). We find that for converged sNRG
calculations, NK scales roughly exponentially with the number
of flavors, which we will indicate by writing NK ≡ NK(m) . This
scaling property is demonstrated explicitly in this paper.
Overall then, Ntot depends exponentially on m through both
NK and dloc in sNRG:
sNRG
Ntot

=

NK(m) × dfm

.

(1)

This exponential scaling imposes severe limitations on the
applicability of sNRG to treat quantum impurity problems
with several conduction electron channels. In practice, unless
large symmetries can be exploited, sNRG cannot be used for
problems with more than two spinful channels.
Two approaches have been developed to improve the
efficiency of NRG applied to multichannel quantum impurity
models. One approach exploits non-Abelian symmetries if
present: diagonalization of the NRG Hamiltonian at each
step can then be done in multiplet space rather than state
space, significantly reducing the matrix sizes and hence
computational cost.
From the very first sNRG studies of the Anderson impurity model [4], it was essential to exploit the SU(2) spin
symmetry so that the calculations could be performed with
the limited computational resources available at that time.
In Ref. [24], the use of SU(2) symmetries was incorporated
into the framework of the density-matrix (DM) NRG [25] to
obtain dynamical results for a symmetric two-channel model.
Finally, a generalized and flexible framework was pioneered
in Ref. [26], which now allows much larger symmetries to
be handled, including arbitrary non-Abelian symmetries. The
precise gain in computational efficiency with this scheme
naturally depends on the specific model and its symmetries;
its scope of application is of course limited when symmetrybreaking perturbations (such as a magnetic field) are present.
A second, very different strategy has recently been proposed in Ref. [23]. This “interleaved” NRG (iNRG) method,
described in detail in Sec. II, introduces slightly different
discretization schemes for conduction bands of different
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electronic flavors, leading to inequivalent Wilson chains (even
for flavors related by symmetries of the bare model). For m
electronic flavors, the m Wilson chains are interleaved to form
a single generalized Wilson chain [23], which still has the
required property of exponential energy-scale separation down
the chain. The diagonalization and truncation step in iNRG is
then done separately after addition of each electron flavor,
rather than after addition of the entire “shell” of m flavors,
as in sNRG. In practice, we specify the truncation threshold
not by fixing the number of states to be kept, but by fixing a
truncation energy: all states with higher energies are discarded
at every step.
Full interleaving leads to a reduction of the local state
sNRG
iNRG
= dfm in sNRG to dloc
= df in iNRG,
space from dloc
independent of m. However, it also raises the question as
to whether the truncation energy required to reach accurate,
well-converged results needs to be changed when switching
from sNRG to iNRG. One of the main conclusions of the
present paper is that it essentially does not change: an extensive
comparison of iNRG and sNRG results, obtained using
comparable discretization settings and exploiting the same
symmetries for both methods, shows that results of comparable
accuracy are obtained if on average the “same” truncation
energy is used (see Sec. II C for a detailed discussion).
Moreover, this implies that the number of states kept at a
given step is the same, on average, for both methods:
NKiNRG  NKsNRG ≡ NK(m) .

(2)

We find that NK(m) still depends exponentially on m, as for
sNRG. Thus, for iNRG, the computational costs are governed
by
iNRG
Ntot
= NK(m) ×df ,

NK(m)

(3)

where the first factor
is essentially the same as that in
sNRG
. However, the exponential dependence of
Eq. (1) for Ntot
dloc on m in the second factor is entirely eliminated in iNRG.
As a result, when equivalent settings are used for both
methods, iNRG yields results of comparable accuracy as sNRG
at dramatically reduced numerical cost: computation times are
sNRG
iNRG 3
/Ntot
) = df3(m−1) , and
smaller by a factor of order (Ntot
the required storage resources are smaller by a factor of order
df2(m−1) .
Although dloc is smaller in iNRG than sNRG, an additional
minor cost is incurred in iNRG because the interleaved
Wilson chain is m times longer than the standard Wilson
chain (resulting in an additional linear increase in overall
computation time with m). Furthermore, fine tuning of bare
parameters is also necessary for effective restoration of broken
symmetries in cases where flavor symmetry-breaking is a
relevant perturbation, requiring multiple iNRG runs (the
exponentially rapid convergence in the number of runs is
discussed in Sec. IV E).
The conclusions summarized above are established in this
paper by a direct comparison of iNRG and sNRG for several
symmetric quantum impurity problems (specified in Sec. III)
with Nc = 1, 2, and 3 spinful conduction electron channels.
Within iNRG, we explore different ways of interleaving the
electronic flavors, and exploit all symmetries that remain after
interleaving. For each such iNRG calculation, we perform a
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corresponding sNRG calculation using the same symmetries,
a comparable discretization choice, and the same average
truncation energies, i.e., we adopt “equivalent settings.”
Moreover, for each model, we also perform a set of benchmark
calculations exploiting the full symmetries of the bare model,
serving as an absolute reference.
Our iNRG-sNRG comparison for equivalent settings focuses particularly on comparing their efficiency (Sec. IV C)
and their accuracy (Sec. IV D). We determine efficiency by
tracking representative CPU times. We gauge accuracy in
two ways: (i) deviations of numerically computed physical
quantities from certain exact results yield an absolute measure
of the accuracy of both methods; (ii) the discarded weight [27]
estimates the degree of numerical convergence of a given NRG
run (see also Sec. II D).
It may be surprising at first that the accuracy of iNRG and
sNRG are equivalent when using equivalent settings, since
iNRG involves significantly more truncation steps. This result
can, however, be rationalized by noting that the truncation
at each step of iNRG is less severe than in sNRG (fewer
states are discarded at any given step), producing a more finegrained RG description. For equivalent settings, iNRG clearly
outperforms sNRG in terms of efficiency because the state
space diagonalized at each step is much smaller in iNRG.
In fact, for the high-symmetry multiband models studied here,
iNRG is absolutely competitive even when compared to sNRG
calculations that exploit the full symmetry of the model.
This finding greatly increases the scope of possibilities
available for NRG treatments of multiband impurity models.
For models with high symmetries, both sNRG and iNRG
can be highly efficient methods. In such cases, iNRG is a
viable and technically simple alternative to sNRG. For models
having lower symmetries (for example, when a magnetic field
is applied, particle-hole symmetry is broken, or other channel
anisotropies are present), iNRG has a clear advantage over
sNRG.
In a pure renormalization group (RG) sense, the artificial
symmetry breaking, of course, is clearly also visible in the
resulting energy flow diagrams derived from finite-size spectra
[3–5]. There, a full RG step, which in sNRG requires two
iterations (e.g., to get from one even site to the next even
site), now requires 2m iNRG steps. Nevertheless, aside from
possible fine-tuning as discussed in Sec. IV E, this does not
affect the energy scales of different phases (fixed points) [23]
nor does it affect thermodynamical physical quantities of the
model of interest.
II. METHODS

The Hamiltonian of quantum impurity models has the form
Ĥ = Ĥimp + Ĥcpl ({fˆ0ν }) + Ĥbath .

(4)

It describes an interacting “impurity” subsystem, Ĥimp , coupled by Ĥcpl ({fˆ0ν }) to a bath of noninteracting conduction
electrons,
Ĥbath =

m 

ν=1

†

εkν ĉkν ĉkν ,

(5)
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where ν = 1, . . . ,m labels the m distinct electron flavors,
†
and ĉkν creates an electron with a given flavor ν and
momentum k at energy kν ∈ [−Dν ,Dν ]. The impurity is
taken to be located at real-space
site r = 0, and coupled to

local bath sites 
fˆ0ν = Vν−1 k Vkν ĉkν , with the normalization
factor |Vν |2 = k |Vkν |2 . The density of bath states with
flavor
ν at the impurity position is then given by ρν (ω) =

2
k |Vkν /Vν | δ(ω − kν ), defined inside a band of half-width
Dν . We assume constant (momentum-independent) couplings
for which the density of bath states simplifies to a box
function, ρν (ω) = (ω − ||)/(2Dν ). When Nc channels of
spinful conduction electrons are involved, ν ≡ (α,σ ), where
α ∈ {1, . . . ,Nc } labels channels and σ ∈ {↑ , ↓} labels spins.
A. Standard Wilson chains

Within sNRG, Ĥbath is discretized and mapped onto a
1D tight-binding Wilson chain [3], consisting of m identical
“subchains,” one for each flavor. The subchains are constructed
as follows: first, each band ρν (ω) is divided up into energy
intervals with exponentially reducing width. The discretization
points are given by

n = 0,
±Dν
±
nν (z) =
(6)
±Dν −n+zν n = 1,2, . . . ,
where
> 1 is a dimensionless discretization parameter,
and zν ∈ [0,1[ (defined modulo 1) is a continuous “twist”
parameter that shifts the discretization points. Conventionally,
the twist parameter is applied symmetrically to all electronic
flavors by choosing zν ≡ z. If desired, results of Nz separate
NRG runs with uniformly distributed z can be averaged to
remove certain discretization artifacts [28,29].
A discretized version of the continuous spectrum ρν (ω) is
obtained by replacing the electron density in each interval by
a single pole of the same total weight,
ρνdisc (ω,z) =

∞ 




λ
λ
γnν
(z)δ ω − ξnν
(z) ,

(7)

n=0 λ=±
λ
(z) =
where γnν

 nνλ (z)
λ
(z)
n+1,ν
λ
ξnν (z),

dωρν (ω) gives the pole weights. The

pole positions,
are determined from a differential
equation introduced in Ref. [30], which is based on the
condition that the original (continuous) bath density of states
is reproduced exactly in the limit Nz → ∞ after z averaging,
1
ρν (ω) = 0 dzρνdisc (ω,z). For constant density of states, we use

1 − z−1
n=0
λ

γnν
(z) = Dν 
,
(8a)
1 − 1 −n+z n = 1,2, . . .

γ λ (z) +z n = 0
λ
.
(8b)
(z) = λ nν
ξnν
1
n = 1,2, . . .
ln
The Wilson subchain for flavor ν is defined uniquely [3] as
the semi-infinite 1D tight-binding chain that reproduces the
discretized density of states ρνdisc (ω) at the terminal site. The
discretized bath is represented by the sum of all m Wilson
subchains, which together form the “full” Wilson chain, with
Hamiltonian
m 
∞

disc
†
†
=
[(tnν fn,ν
fn+1,ν + H.c.) + εnν fn,ν
fn,ν ], (9)
Ĥbath

k

ν=1 n=0
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The Wilson chain coefficients tnν and εnν are obtained in
practice by Lanczos tridiagonalization [5] [in contrast to the
index k in Eq. (5), n refers to sites of the Wilson chain].
Importantly, due to the logarithmic discretization, the
hopping matrix elements decay exponentially along each
subchain [3],
zν −n/2

tnν /Dν ∼

(10)

,

for n
1, and as such depend on NRG discretization
parameters
and zν . For equal bandwidths Dν ≡ D and
constant zν ≡ z, there is an energy-scale separation between
sites with different n,
sNRG

tn+1,ν /tnν ∼

−1/2

.

−n/2

,

(12)

(the constant a is chosen such that the rescaled hoppings
tn−1 /ωn → 1 as n → ∞). As a consequence, all m subsites
of supersite n must be treated equivalently in a single step in
sNRG.
The discretized model Hamiltonian in Eqs. (4) and (9)
is diagonalized iteratively [3], starting at the impurity and
working down the chain in sNRG by adding an entire supersite
at each iteration n. The energy-scale separation embodied by
Eq. (11) justifies truncation at each step: the lowest NK states
are kept, forming a Wilson “supershell,” and the remaining
NK ×(dfm − 1) states are discarded. If the eigenenergies En of
supershell n are given in units of ωn (“rescaled units”), the
typical level spacing of the lowest-lying levels is of order 1.
B. Interleaved Wilson chains

We now turn to the iNRG method, introduced in Ref. [23].
Its key idea is to modify the discretization scheme in such a way
that energy-scale separation is achieved between all subsites
associated with the same supersite, as well as between different
supersites. The subsites from different subchains can then
be interleaved in a linear sequence, labeled by ñ ≡ (n,ν) =
m n + (ν − 1) = 0,1,2, . . . to form a single interleaved Wilson
chain, m times longer than the corresponding standard Wilson
chain [compare Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The hopping matrix
element t˜ñ = t˜(n,ν) describes hopping between subsites of the
same flavor ν in adjacent supersites n and n + 1. For m > 1,
there is thus no “nearest-neighbor” hopping on the Wilson
chain as in sNRG. Importantly, t˜ñ progressively decreases as
ñ increases. To ensure a net rate of decrease equivalent to that
of a standard Wilson chain going from one supersite to the
next [see Eq. (11)], we have t˜ñ+m /t˜ñ ∝ −1/2 . Moreover, to
achieve uniform energy-scale separation along the interleaved
chain, this decrease should occur uniformly from one subsite to
the next [see Fig. 1(d)], with t˜ñ+1 /t˜ñ ∝ −1/(2m) . By contrast,
sNRG amounts to keeping t˜ñ constant for all m subsites
associated with the same supersite [see Fig. 1(c)]. The above
behavior of t˜ñ can be achieved by choosing the twist parameter
zν differently for each conduction electron flavor ν, namely

sNRG

(a)

n=

0

1

iNRG

(b)

ñ =

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

(d)

(c)
log ωn ∼ log tsNR
n−1 G

NRG
log ω̃˜ñ ∼ log t̃iñ−1

dsNRG
= dm
loc
f

(11)

However, since the subchains are identical for sNRG, there
is no scale separation between different flavors with the same
site index n. Together, these flavors form “supersite” n of the
full Wilson chain: they all have the same characteristic energy
scale
ωn = a
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diNRG
= df
loc
NK

NK

10↑ 01↓ 12 ↑ 12 ↓ 32↑ 23 ↓

nν

0

1

2

3

4

5

ñ

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of standard (left) and interleaved
(right) Wilson chains, for a spinful single-channel model (m = 2).
(a) In sNRG, subsites for spin up (red) and spin down (blue) are
grouped into supersites (indicated by dashed boxes), which are
connected by nearest-neighbor hopping (thin lines). (b) In iNRG,
subsites are interleaved in linear fashion and hopping occurs between
next-nearest neighbors. n labels sNRG supersites, while ñ labels
iNRG subsites. (c) and (d) Depictions of the MPS-structure used
for sNRG and iNRG: boxes represent MPS tensors, vertical thin
legs represent local state spaces of dimension df , and thick diagonal
lines represent the state spaces obtained after diagonalizing a Wilson
shell and discarding all but the lowest NK states (the truncation
process is indicated by scissors). The matrix size to be diagonalized
sNRG
iNRG
= NK ×dfm in sNRG to Ntot
= NK ×df in
is reduced from Ntot
iNRG. The vertical positions of the boxes reflect, on a logarithmic
scale, the characteristic energies ωn (sNRG) and ω̃ñ (iNRG) of each
shell. The additional energy-scale separation within each supershell
justifies the additional truncations in iNRG.

zν+1 = zν − 1/(2m). This leads to
t˜n,ν+1 iNRG
t˜ñ+1
=
∼
t˜ñ
t˜nν

−1/(2m)

≡ ˜ −1/2 ,

(13)

with t˜n,m+1 = t˜n+1,1 . Evidently, the effective discretization
parameter for iNRG is smaller than for sNRG, namely ˜ ≡
1/m
, thus generating scale separation from subsite to subsite
within a supersite. We choose zm = z, such that t˜(n,m) = tn , i.e.,
the iNRG hopping matrix element of the last (ν = m) subsite
of supersite n is identical to the sNRG hopping matrix element
for that supersite. Correspondingly, the characteristic energy
scale for subsite ñ of the interleaved Wilson chain is now
ω̃ñ = ã ˜ −ñ/2 = a ˜ −(m(n−1)+ν)/2 ,

(14)

where the requirement ω̃(n,m) = ωn (which follows from
t˜(n,m) = tn ) fixes the prefactor as ã = a ˜ (m−1)/2 .
Scale separation within a given Wilson shell n is exploited
in iNRG by performing a truncation after the addition of each
new subsite (rather than only after an entire supersite of m
subsites has been added, as in sNRG). With a local state space
iNRG
of dloc
= df , at each step NK states are kept (forming a
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Wilson subshell), and NK × (df − 1) (= NK for df = 2) states
are discarded.
If the eigenenergies Ẽñ of iNRG subshell ñ are measured in
rescaled units of ω̃ñ , the spacing of the lowest-lying levels is
again of order 1. In absolute units, however, the level spacing
in iNRG scales as the mth root compared with sNRG, because
the m subsites are added asymmetrically (one by one with
different hopping matrix elements) in iNRG, implying m times
more iteration steps that lift level degeneracies. iNRG therefore
constitutes a more fine-grained RG scheme, as illustrated in
Fig. 7 (compare the faint red and blue lines).
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tings” includes this choice. By contrast, the simpler choice
iNRG
sNRG
= Etrunc
leads to a smaller average NKiNRG than NKsNRG .
Etrunc
In Appendix A, we present a heuristic justification for
Eq. (15). In Sec. IV, sNRG and iNRG results demonstrate
explicitly that the choice of Eq. (15) leads to the desired equivalence of the number of kept states, accuracy, and convergence.
In the rest of this paper, we will specify truncation energies
sNRG
in relation to the usual sNRG value Etrunc ≡ Etrunc
, taking
iNRG
is given by
it to be understood that the corresponding Etrunc
Eq. (15).
D. Discarded weight

C. Truncation energy

In practice, the value of NK needed to reach a specified
degree of accuracy depends sensitively on the specific physical
model Hamiltonian, discretization scheme, and energy regime.
This type of dependence of the accuracy on various details
can be circumvented by using an energy-based truncation
strategy [27], which we also adopt in this paper: for a
given NRG calculation, we specify a fixed, dimensionless
sNRG
iNRG
truncation energy, to be called Etrunc
or Etrunc
, and keep only
those states whose absolute (not rescaled) energies lie below
sNRG
EsNRG
abs-trunc = Etrunc ×ωn at iteration n of an sNRG calculation,
iNRG
or below EiNRG
abs-trunc = Etrunc ×ω̃ñ at iteration ñ of an iNRG
calculation. Using this energy-based truncation scheme, NK
becomes a dynamical parameter that changes from iteration to
iteration in a given NRG run, in a way that depends on Etrunc , ,
and details of the particular model under consideration (Fig. 3
below shows an example of the resulting NK values as a
function of iteration number n).
When, in our numerical analysis below, we cite sNRG
values for the number of states NK and Ntot (or for the
∗
),
corresponding number of symmetry multiplets, NK∗ and Ntot
these will refer to the geometric average over adjacent even and
odd sNRG supershells chosen around a specified energy Eref
deep in the low-energy regime, where Eref
TK . Similarly,
the corresponding iNRG values refer to a geometric average
over all iNRG subshells associated with both even and odd
supershells near Eref .
In general, sNRG calculations performed for the same
sNRG
choice of Etrunc
yield results of comparable accuracy and degree of convergence, which are to a large extent independent of
the specific model and discretization settings being considered.
We have confirmed this expectation for the models studied in
this paper, as discussed in detail in Sec. IV below. For sNRG,
the truncation energy is therefore the key quantity controlling
accuracy and convergence.
In fact, we find that this is true also for iNRG. Moreover,
we find that sNRG and iNRG calculations yield results with
comparable accuracy and convergence properties, provided
that their truncation energies are related in such a manner
that the resulting NKiNRG and NKsNRG values are equal “on
average,” i.e., after geometrically averaging over all subsites
in a neighboring pair of even and odd supersites. We find
empirically that this is achieved by choosing
iNRG
sNRG
= Etrunc
Etrunc

m−1
4m

,

iNRG
Etrunc

(15)

which implies that the parameter
is larger than the
sNRG
. Nevertheless, the phrase “equivalent setparameter Etrunc

The convergence of sNRG and iNRG calculations, with a
given truncation threshold Etrunc and discretization parameter
, can be analyzed for each model in terms of the estimated
discarded weight [27] δρdisc . As with the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG), the decay of the eigenspectrum of
site-specific reduced density matrices, built from the ground
state space of later iterations, can be used as a quantitative
(a posteriori) measure of the convergence as proposed in
Ref. [27]. However, in contrast to Ref. [27], where only the
SIAM with = 2 was investigated, we wish to compare NRG
calculations performed using a range of different (effective)
discretization parameters (or ˜ ) in different models. Since
the truncation in NRG is decided on the basis of an energy
threshold, in this context it is more natural to quantify the
contributions of high-lying energy eigenstates to reduced
density matrices, rather than analyzing the eigenspectrum of
the reduced density matrices as in Ref. [27]. The details of our
modified approach are presented in Appendix B.
By examining the decay of the discarded weight δρdisc with
increasing Etrunc , and observing the corresponding convergence of physical quantities, we have found that calculations
can be considered converged when δρdisc < 10−6 . An important advantage of defining the discarded weight in terms of
the energy eigenbasis is that δρdisc , evaluated at fixed Etrunc , is
rather insensitive to changing the discretization parameter .
The discarded weight analysis is particularly important in
benchmarking the iNRG, because the interleaving approach
appears to weaken the energy scale separation ( ˜ < ). One
might then expect [23] that a larger bare would be required
in iNRG compared with sNRG to achieve convergence with
the same discarded weight. However, our detailed study of
discarded weights in Sec. IV in fact reveals the same degree of
convergence for iNRG and sNRG when the same and Etrunc
are used.
E. Numerical implementation

Both sNRG and iNRG can be formulated within the
framework of matrix product states (MPS), which allows for
a systematic and efficient numerical implementation. Here
we employ the unified tensor representation of the QSpace
approach introduced in Ref. [26], in which Abelian and nonAbelian symmetries can be implemented on a generic level.
The state space is labeled in terms of the symmetry eigenbasis,
and the Wigner-Eckart theorem is used to determine the matrix
representation of irreducible operator sets. Based on this, every
(rank-3) tensor object relevant to NRG calculations splits into a
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tensor product of two objects that have identical data structures
within the QSpace approach, operating respectively on the
reduced multiplet space and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
space. Matrix diagonalization, for example, is then only
performed in the reduced multiplet space, resulting in an
enormous gain of numerical efficiency.
All correlation functions presented in Sec. IV are calculated
with the full-density-matrix (fdm-)NRG approach of Ref. [31].
It is established on a complete basis set [32], constructed from
the discarded states of all NRG iterations. Since iNRG also
produces a matrix-product-state similar to sNRG, from the
point of view of fdm-NRG, iNRG cannot be distinguished
from sNRG. Therefore the intrinsic multishell approach of
fdm-NRG to finite temperature has the major advantage here
that the subshell structure of iNRG poses no complications
and is automatically taken care of. Spectral functions for
the discretized model then are given from the Lehmann
representation as a sum of poles, and can be calculated
accurately at zero or arbitrary finite temperature. Continuous
spectra are obtained by broadening the discrete data with a
standard log-Gaussian kernel of frequency-dependent width
[5,31].
III. MODELS

In this paper, we study three representative models with
Nc = 1, 2, and 3 spinful conduction electron channels. In
Sec. IV, iNRG and sNRG are used to solve these models;
the accuracy and efficiency of the two methods are then
compared. Here we study models with rather high symmetries;
sNRG calculations can exploit either the full symmetries of
the model, or lower symmetries if desired for comparison with
iNRG. We therefore assume symmetry between the bands in
the following, with half-bandwidth Dν ≡ D = 1 independent
of ν. This also sets the half-bandwidth as the unit of energy.
A. Single-impurity Anderson model (Nc = 1)

The single impurity Anderson model [1] (SIAM) describes
a single correlated quantum level,

†
†
SIAM
Ĥimp
=
εdν d̂ν† d̂ν + U d̂↑ d̂↑ d̂↓ d̂↓ ,
(16)
ν

tunnel-coupled to a single spinful channel of conduction
electrons Ĥbath [Eq. (5) with m = 2] via

Ĥcpl ({fˆ0ν }) = kν (Vkν d̂ν† ĉkν + H.c.)

 †
ˆ
≡ 2D
ν (d̂ν f0ν + H.c.),
π

(17)
(18)

where ν ≡ σ ∈ {↑ , ↓} = {+,−}. Here, d̂ν† creates an electron
of flavor ν on the impurity, with energy εdσ = εd + σ h/2
in a Zeeman field h. For constant, flavor-independent couplings, Vkν , the hybridization strength is given by ν (ε) =
π |Vν |2 ρν (ε) ≡ (D − |ε|) within a band of half-width D ≡
1.
The SIAM possesses an SU(2) spin symmetry for h = 0, to
be denoted by SU(2)spin , which reduces to U(1)spin for h = 0.
Moreover, at particle-hole symmetry, εd = −U/2, the SIAM
possesses an SU(2) symmetry involving transformations be-
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tween particles and holes, to be called SU(2)charge . This reduces
to U(1)charge for εd = −U/2. Depending on the symmetries
allowed by the choice of model parameters, sNRG can exploit
any combination of these spin and charge symmetries. In
this paper, we set h = 0 and εd = −U/2, and employ either
U(1)spin ×U(1)charge or SU(2)spin ×SU(2)charge symmetries.
Within iNRG, we can interleave Wilson chains for the
ν =↑ and ↓ conduction electrons species, discretizing these
separately for a given
using two different z shifts, z↑ =
z + 14 and z↓ = z. Since this “spin-interleaved” scheme (spiniNRG) artificially breaks the bare symmetry between spin
up and down, it reduces the SU(2)spin symmetry to U(1)spin .
Furthermore, SU(2)charge is reduced to U(1)charge in spin-iNRG,
as the irreducible operator set for SU(2)charge mixes spin
components, and therefore cannot be defined within the state
space of a single fixed-spin subsite. Consequently, spiniNRG studies of the SIAM can employ U(1)spin ×U(1)charge
symmetries only.
B. Two-channel Kondo model (Nc = 2)

The two-channel Kondo model (2CKM) [33] features a
single spin- 12 impurity with spin Ŝ 12 coupled by antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange to two spinful conduction electron
channels [Eq. (5) with m = 4]

Jα Ŝ 12 · ŝα + hS z1 ,
(19)
Ĥ02CKM =
α

2


†
where ŝα = σ σ  fˆ0ασ σσ2σ  fˆ0ασ  is the conduction electron spin
density at the impurity in channel α = 1,2 (and σ is a vector
of Pauli matrices).
In the spin sector, the 2CKM possesses an SU(2)spin
symmetry for h = 0, and an U(1)spin symmetry for h = 0.
In the case of particle-hole and channel symmetry (J1 = J2 ),
the m = 4 flavors possess the enlarged symplectic symmetry
Sp(4)charge,channel . This reduces to [SU(2)charge ]2 if channel
symmetry is broken (J1 = J2 ), and further to [U(1)charge ]2
if particle-hole symmetry is broken (not considered here).
Depending on the symmetries allowed by the choice of model
parameters, sNRG can exploit any combination of these spin
and charge symmetries. We will here set h = 0 and employ
either the U(1)spin ×[U(1)charge ]2 ,SU(2)spin ×[SU(2)charge ]2 , or
SU(2)spin ×Sp(4)charge,channel symmetries.
Within iNRG, the four electron flavors can be interleaved
in several different ways. For example, using spin-iNRG (as
described above, with zα,↑ = z + 14 and zα,↓ = z), the spin
symmetry is reduced to U(1)spin . Although z1,σ = z2,σ , this can
only be combined with U(1)charge symmetries in the particle
sector.
Alternatively, one can interleave the spinful α = 1,2
channels, discretizing them separately using zα=1,σ = z + 14
and zα=2,σ = z (but zα,↑ = zα,↓ ). This “channel-interleaved”
scheme (channel-iNRG) breaks the symmetry between channel 1 and 2 (even if J1 = J2 ) and hence the full Sp(4)charge,channel
symmetry is broken. However, [SU(2)charge ]2 symmetry can
still be exploited, in combination with either SU(2)spin or
U(1)spin .
In the most asymmetric case, all four electron flavors
of the 2CKM are interleaved, using z1↑ = z + 38 ,z1,↓ = z +
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,z = z + 18 ,z2,↓ = z. The maximum symmetry consistent
8 2,↑
with this “flavor-interleaved” scheme (flavor-iNRG) is
U(1)spin ×[U(1)charge ]2 . In this paper, our iNRG studies of the
2CKM will employ the latter flavor-iNRG scheme, and also
channel-iNRG with SU(2)spin ×[SU(2)charge ]2 symmetry.
The point J1 ρ1 (0) = J2 ρ2 (0) is a critical point of the 2CKM,
characterized by a frustration of screening that gives rise to
fragile non-Fermi liquid physics [33,34]. Any finite channel
anisotropy J1 ρ1 (0) = J2 ρ2 (0) produces a crossover [34,35] to
a Fermi liquid ground state, corresponding to Kondo strong
coupling between the impurity and channel α = 1 (or 2) for
(J1 ρ1 (0))/(J2 ρ2 (0)) > 1 (or < 1). Because the interleaving in
iNRG spoils the channel symmetry [ρ1disc (0) = ρ2disc (0)] even
in the isotropic case J1 = J2 , the critical point of the 2CKM
is spuriously destabilized. Fine-tuning of the ratio J1 /J2 ≈ 1
must then be carried out to access the critical physics [23].
This is discussed further in Sec. IV E.

C. Anderson-Hund model (Nc = 3)

Finally, we consider the particle-hole symmetric threechannel Anderson-Hund model (3CAHM) of Refs. [7,26,36].
The isolated ‘impurity’, comprising α = 1,2,3 orbitals, each
with spin σ =↑ , ↓, is described by
3CAHM
Ĥimp
= −JH Ŝ2 ,

(20)

 
† σσ σ 
dασ  is the total impurity spin.
where Ŝ = α σ,σ  dασ
2
Electrons of different impurity orbitals interact through the
Hund coupling, JH , in Eq. (20).
Each impurity orbital with flavor ν = (α,σ ) is tunnelcoupled to a conduction electron band of the same flavor,
via Eq. (18); overall there are m = 6 electronic flavors. The
sNRG
= 64 for the 3CAHM means that
large local state space dloc
iterative diagonalization in state space (rather than multiplet
space) is practically intractable for sNRG. However, this
3CAHM possesses large symmetries that can be optimally
exploited in sNRG: SU(2)spin symmetry in the spin sector, and
Sp(6)charge,channel symmetry in the particle-hole/channel sector.
The 64 states describing a single Wilson supersite reduce to a
mere four multiplets in this case.
The Sp(6)charge,channel symmetry reduces to U(1)charge ×
SU(3)channel if particle-hole symmetry is broken, or to
[SU(2)charge ]3 if channel symmetry is broken. Exploiting one
of these three large symmetries is essential when using sNRG.
For iNRG, one again has several options for interleaving.
We will consider channel-iNRG with SU(2)spin ×[SU(2)charge ]3
symmetry, and full flavor-iNRG with U(1)spin ×[U(1)charge ]3
symmetry. A major advantage of iNRG is that such models
can be solved even when no large symmetries are available
[cf. yellow dashed curve in Fig. 5(b) that shows the spectral
function of the 3CAHM calculated with iNRG and U(1)spin ×
[U(1)charge ]3 symmetry].
IV. RESULTS

In the following, we present a comprehensive comparison
of iNRG and sNRG for the three models introduced in Sec. III.
We begin in Sec. IV A by summarizing our main conclusions,
referring only briefly to the relevant figures. We then offer a
detailed analysis of the figures to substantiate our main results
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in the subsequent sections. In particular, we compare iNRG
and sNRG by examining the number of kept multiplets in
Sec. IV B, the efficiency of the calculations in Sec. IV C, and
the accuracy/convergence of the results in Sec. IV D. The takehome message is that iNRG offers significant improvements
in efficiency without compromising accuracy and convergence
properties.
A. Overview

We perform calculations in which, for a given model, discretization parameter , and choice of exploited symmetries,
the truncation energies of iNRG and sNRG are related by
Eq. (15) . This use of equivalent settings allows for optimal
comparability, because it ensures that, on average, the same
number of states are kept at each iteration in both methods.
The number of kept multiplets, NK∗ , is therefore also the same
on average—as demonstrated explicitly in Figs. 2(a)–2(c)
and 3.
Number of multiplets. NK∗ , and thus also NK , is found to
increase roughly exponentially with Etrunc and also with the
number of conduction electron channels Nc [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)
and 4]. This scaling is common to both iNRG and sNRG.
It simply reflects the fact that the number of many-body
eigenstates of a gapless system grows exponentially with
energy, with an exponent that increases linearly with Nc .
Since we exploit symmetries and conserved quantities in the
calculations, the number of kept multiplets NK∗ is far smaller
than the number of kept states NK in both iNRG and sNRG.
When iNRG and sNRG use the same symmetry setting, the
total number of multiplets to be diagonalized at each iteration,
∗
, is far smaller for iNRG than sNRG [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)],
Ntot
due to the intermediate truncations in iNRG. However, iNRG
cannot always exploit the full model symmetries due to
the interleaving process. As a consequence there can be an
efficiency tradeoff in iNRG: the advantage of a reduced local
state space comes at the cost of fewer symmetries being
available to exploit. This is shown by Figs. 2(d)–2(f), where
∗
Ntot
for the most efficient iNRG calculation is essentially the
same as that of the best sNRG calculation (exploiting all
∗
symmetries) in each case [in fact, Ntot
is actually lower in
sNRG for the SIAM in panel (d)].
Efficiency. The total CPU time for a given iNRG calculation
is smaller than that of the corresponding sNRG calculation
with equivalent settings [Figs. 2(g)–2(i)]. In fact, with = 4,
spin-iNRG for the SIAM, spin and channel-iNRG for the
2CKM and channel-iNRG calculations for the 3CAHM are
also more efficient than the best sNRG calculations exploiting
∗
full symmetries. Even though Ntot
is typically similar or even
lower for the best sNRG compared to the best iNRG calculations, the book-keeping overheads involved in exploiting
symmetries can outweigh the potential gains of doing so (this
is especially pronounced for smaller Etrunc ). In general, the
gain in iNRG efficiency becomes more significant as the
number of flavors increases. Importantly, some low-symmetry,
many-band models that are prohibitively expensive for sNRG
can still be tackled with iNRG.
Accuracy and convergence. Remarkably, these gains in
efficiency do not compromise accuracy and convergence properties. To establish this, we performed extensive comparisons
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SIAM : U = 0.08, εd = −0.04, Γ = 0.01
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3CAHM : JH = 30, Γ = 10

2CKM : J1 = 0.25
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U(1)spin × U(1)charge
spin-iNRG
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U(1)spin × [U(1)charge ]2
sNRG
ﬂavor-iNRG

U(1)spin × [U(1)charge ]3
sNRG
ﬂavor-iNRG

SU(2)spin × SU(2)charge
sNRG

SU(2)spin × [SU(2)charge ]2
sNRG
channel-iNRG

SU(2)spin × [SU(2)charge ]3
sNRG
channel-iNRG

SU(2)spin × Sp(4)charge,channel
sNRG

SU(2)spin × Sp(6)charge,channel
sNRG

10

Λ = 1.7
Λ = 2.0
Λ = 4.0

Λ = 2.0
Λ = 4.0

Λ = 4.0

FIG. 2. Comparison of sNRG and iNRG for three models: SIAM (left column), 2CKM (middle column), and 3CAHM (right column).
∗
; (g)–(i) the total CPU
(a)–(c) The number of kept multiplets, NK∗ ; (d)–(f) the total number of multiplets generated during an NRG step, Ntot
time for one NRG run; (j)–(l) the relative deviations δA(0)/A(0) of correlation functions at the Fermi energy ω = 0 from their exact values [cf.
Eqs. (21)]; and (m)–(o) the discarded weight δρdisc (the horizontal dashed lines indicate the convergence threshold). All quantities (computable
sNRG
), for = 1.7 (crosses), 2.0 (triangles), and 4.0 (circles). Each
with a maximum memory of 128 GB) are plotted versus Etrunc (≡ Etrunc
symmetry setting is identified by a particular color in iNRG and sNRG. iNRG results have been geometrically averaged over all interleaved
∗
have been geometrically averaged over even and odd Wilson shells at an energy scale Eref = 5 × 10−8 D
TK .
flavors. Data for NK∗ and Ntot
We used z = 0 in all cases except for (j)–(l), where data for z = 0 and 0.5 have been averaged. An exception is the flavor-iNRG data point at
Etrunc = 7 in (l), which was obtained for z = 0 without z averaging (z = 0.5 exceeded memory resources). In (j)–(l), sNRG results with the
same but different symmetry settings coincide.
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B. Number of kept multiplets

The key difference between sNRG and iNRG is the size
sNRG
iNRG
= dfm versus dloc
= df .
of the local state space, i.e., dloc
However, to compare fairly the relative efficiency, we must
ensure that both calculations are of comparable accuracy. By
choosing the “same” truncation energies in iNRG and sNRG
[via Eq. (15)], a comparable number of multiplets is kept in
both calculations, as argued in Sec. II C. Here we present data
to substantiate this. Moreover, the consequence of this choice
is that sNRG and iNRG calculations are of equivalent accuracy,
as demonstrated explicitly below in Sec. IV D.
Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show NK∗ obtained for the SIAM,
2CKM, and 3CAHM, with several different choices of , and
employing various symmetry settings. In all cases, we find that
NK∗,iNRG and NK∗,sNRG are comparable when the same symmetry
setting is used. However, note that the different iNRG subshells
contribute unequally to their geometric average, because the
absolute truncation energy changes from subshell to subshell
in iNRG, as explained in Sec. II C. This is illustrated in Fig. 3,
which shows NK∗ as function of Wilson shell index n for the
2CKM. For iNRG, the number of multiplets kept after adding
the first channel (red dashed line) is smaller than the number
of multiplets kept after adding the second channel (red dash-

2CKM : J1 = 0.25

∗
NK

between iNRG and sNRG using equivalent settings [see
Figs. 2(j)–2(l), 2(m)–2(o), and 5].
The accuracy of iNRG was established directly, by monitoring the deviation of calculated physical quantities from
certain exact results. In particular, we studied the value of
the impurity spectral function (or t matrix) at the Fermi level,
relative to known analytic results [Figs. 2(j)–2(l)]. The quality
of the results improves with increasing Etrunc as expected,
and exact results are reproduced to within a few percent for
Etrunc > 7 in both sNRG and iNRG. This conclusion is further
supported by comparisons of the full frequency dependence of
impurity spectral functions in Fig. 5.
Furthermore, our analysis of the discarded weight shows
that both iNRG and sNRG calculations are effectively converged for Etrunc > 7 [Figs. 2(m)–2(o)]. This demonstrates
explicitly that the states discarded at intermediate steps in
iNRG do not contribute appreciably to low-energy eigenstates
at later iterations, thus validating the more fine-grained RG
scheme employed by iNRG.
Artificially broken symmetries. Finally, we examined the
tuning protocol employed in iNRG to restore channel symmetries that are broken artificially by the interleaved discretization
(see Fig. 6). Such channel symmetries are of course not
always relevant perturbations (an example is the 3CAHM,
where the same basic low-energy physics arises even in the
channel-anisotropic case). The worst-case scenario for iNRG
emerges in the vicinity of a quantum critical point, where
channel asymmetries generate a relevant RG flow to a different
fixed point [33,34]. The classic exemplar is the 2CKM, whose
frustrated critical point occurs precisely at J1 ρ1 (0) = J2 ρ2 (0).
In iNRG, where ρ1disc (0) = ρ2disc (0), the ratio J1 /J2 must be
tuned to access this physics, but is found in practice to deviate
from its exact value by only ∼1%. We also show that the critical
point can be located exponentially rapidly in the number of
iNRG runs, keeping calculation overheads to a minimum.
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FIG. 3. Number of kept multiplets NK∗ vs Wilson shell index n
for the 2CKM within the SU(2)spin ×[SU(2)charge ]2 symmetry setting.
For iNRG (red), the number of multiplets kept after adding channel
1 (dashed) or channel 2 (dash-dotted) are shown separately, as well
as their geometric average (solid). sNRG results are shown in blue
for comparison. All results are geometrically averaged over even and
odd iterations.

dotted), but their geometric average (red solid) is rather similar
to the number of kept multiplets in the corresponding sNRG
calculation (blue solid line) for all n.
Furthermore, Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) confirm that the total
number of kept multiplets NK∗ depends exponentially on Etrunc ,
with a growth exponent that increases with Nc [the slope of
the line increases from Figs. 2(a) to 2(c)]. This behavior is
expected for the many-body eigenstates of a gapless system,
whose number increases exponentially with energy.
Naturally, exploiting larger symmetries means that fewer
multiplets are kept for a given Etrunc . [For example, in Fig. 2(c)
for = 4, the black circles lie well below the red and blue
circles.] This reduction of the multiplet space arises by splitting
off large Clebsch-Gordan spaces. We also note that smaller
, which reduces energy-scale separation between iterations,
leads to larger NK∗ , and to a faster increase of NK∗ with Etrunc .
[For example, in Fig. 2(b), the blue and red triangles for = 2
lie above the blue and red circles for = 4, and rise with a
greater slope.]
Furthermore, the number of kept states, NK (which is
independent of the symmetry settings used), increases roughly
exponentially with the number of conduction electron channels, m. This is confirmed in Fig. 4, which shows NK for the
multichannel Kondo model (Nc -CKM) and the multichannel
Anderson-Hund model (Nc -CAHM), with Nc = 1,2,3 spinful
channels [these models are the generalizations of Eqs. (19)
and (20) to the case of Nc channels]. Figure 4 also shows that
the description of certain multichannel fixed points requires
a greater number of kept states than others, reflecting their
relative complexity. For example, the frustrated non-Fermi
liquid fixed points of the Nc CKM (with Nc  2) require a
larger NK than the corresponding Fermi liquid fixed points of
the Nc CAHM at Etrunc = 7.
These results confirm that the exponential scaling of
required computational resources with m in both sNRG
and iNRG cannot be avoided—it simply reflects elementary
state-counting properties for gapless multichannel systems.
However, the efficiency of the calculation for a given model
can be substantially improved by exploiting symmetries in
sNRG, or by interleaving flavors in iNRG, as now discussed.
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NK

∼df2(m−1) , here without the factor of 1/m, since memory is
required on the level of a specific NRG iteration rather than
for the whole calculation. The following table summarizes the
theoretical maximum gain relative to sNRG (in the absence
of symmetries) obtained with channel-iNRG and flavor-iNRG
for models with Nc = 1,2,3:

Λ = 4, z = 0, Etrunc = 7
Nc CAHM : JH = 30, Γ = 10

104

Nc CKM : J1 = 0.25

103

102
1
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2

3

Nc

FIG. 4. Number of kept states NK at the low-energy fixed point
of the Nc CAHM (black) and Nc CKM (blue), showing a roughly
exponential increase with the number of channels, Nc . Results were
obtained with sNRG and have been geometrically averaged over even
TK .
and odd Wilson shells at energy scale Eref = 5 × 10−8 D
C. Efficiency
∗
The total number of multiplets, Ntot
, generated in NRG near
the low-energy fixed point of the three models, is plotted as
a function of Etrunc in Figs. 2(d)–2(f). As with NK∗ , the size
∗
of Ntot
depends on the particular model under consideration,
, Etrunc , and the symmetry setting used. Additionally, we now
also see a dramatic difference between iNRG and sNRG. When
∗,iNRG
the same symmetry setting is used, Ntot
is far smaller than
∗,sNRG
iNRG
sNRG
, because dloc is smaller than dloc
. [For example,
Ntot
the red data points lie clearly below the blue data points in
Fig. 2(f) for the 3CAHM and in Fig. 2(e) for the 2CKM.]
∗,sNRG
∗,iNRG
Moreover, then also the ratio Ntot
/Ntot
grows exponentially with the number of interleaved flavors. For a given
∗,sNRG
∗,iNRG
model and symmetry, Ntot
/Ntot
would therefore be
larger for full flavor-iNRG than channel-iNRG. However, note
∗
that in general Ntot
itself might be smallest for channel-iNRG,
meaning that the optimal strategy might involve keeping some
symmetries at the expense of interleaving fewer flavors. An
example of this is seen clearly for the 2CKM in Figs. 2(e) and
2(f), where red dots lie below orange dots.
∗
are reflected in the CPU time plotted in
These trends in Ntot
Figs. 2(g)–2(i), which is the ultimate measure of calculation
efficiency. The total CPU time for an NRG calculation is
generally dominated by matrix diagonalizations (especially
for large Etrunc ), and therefore scales as ∼(Ntot )3 . Since NK∗
∗
and Ntot
grow with Etrunc , so too does the CPU time – the
faster so with smaller . For small Etrunc , however, numerical
overheads can also have a noticeable influence. [For example,
∗
in Fig. 2(e) for Ntot
, the green and orange circle points for
= 4 show a separation that is quite large and approximately
constant; by contrast, Fig. 2(h) shows an increasing difference
in the CPU time with increasing Etrunc . At large Etrunc , the
∗
difference is essentially attributable to the difference in Ntot
alone. At small Etrunc , the numerical overhead in iNRG can
presumably be attributed to larger Wilson chain lengths.]
The maximum efficiency gain of iNRG over sNRG in terms
of CPU time occurs if no symmetries are used in either iNRG
or sNRG. This gain is then of order ∼df3(m−1) /m, where the
factor of 1/m arises because the interleaved Wilson chain is
m times longer than the standard Wilson chain. Similarly, the
corresponding gain in terms of memory resources is given by

No. spinful
channels
Nc = 1
Nc = 2
Nc = 3

No. channels
interleaved
Nν=σ = 2
Nν=α = 2
Nν=ασ = 4
Nν=α = 3
Nν=ασ = 6

Max. speedup
factor (CPU)
4
32
128
1365
5461

Max. gain
in memory
4
16
64
256
1024

When symmetries are exploited in the calculations, the
efficiency gain for iNRG over sNRG is reduced, relative to the
value cited in the above table, because the local Hilbert space
of each supersite in sNRG (or subsite in iNRG) is organized
into multiplets instead of states. The factor df 3(m−1) /m, which
was based on a state-counting argument, is then effectively
reduced. Note, however, that handling and bookkeeping of
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient spaces also introduces a numerical
overhead. For very small Etrunc , this can even outweigh
the efficiency gains of exploiting symmetries. However, the
symmetry gains grow with increasing Etrunc (which leads to
increasingly large block sizes for reduced matrix elements),
and eventually always dominate compared to book-keeping
overheads. [For example, in Fig. 2(h) for = 4, the green
circles lie below the blue circles for small Etrunc , but cross
at Etrunc  6. For large Etrunc , the most efficient sNRG
calculations are those that exploit the largest symmetries (the
black circles start crossing the blue circles at Etrunc = 10).]
Ultimately, when the same symmetries are used for both
calculations, iNRG clearly requires far smaller CPU time than
sNRG for a given and Etrunc , see Figs. 2(h) and 2(i). This
effect becomes more pronounced with increasing Etrunc .
The models considered here have high intrinsic symmetries,
which can be more fully exploited in sNRG than iNRG.
The “best case” scenario for sNRG, in which the full model
symmetries are exploited, are shown as the blue data points in
the first column of Fig. 2 and as black points in the second
and third columns of Fig. 2. For Nc = 1 [panel (d)], this
∗
than the best
optimal sNRG generates a slightly smaller Ntot
corresponding iNRG calculation (for a given
and Etrunc ).
However, when the number of channels is increased to Nc = 2
∗
or 3 [panels (e) and (f)], we find similar Ntot
for the best iNRG
calculations (red dots) and the best sNRG calculations (black
dots). Nevertheless, for the range of Etrunc values used here,
the total CPU times [panels (h) and (i)] for = 4 calculations
employing channel-iNRG (red dots) are still lower than for
sNRG (black dots), even when full symmetries are exploited in
sNRG (the difference is attributable to additional bookkeeping
costs incurred when handling large symmetries in sNRG).
The benefits of exploiting symmetries increase for larger
∗
Ntot
and hence Etrunc . As a consequence, we find that the CPU
time increases with Etrunc slower for full-symmetry sNRG than
for iNRG. For example, for Nc = 3 and = 4, in panel (f) for
∗
the black (sNRG) and red (iNRG) dots are approximately
Ntot
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(a) SIAM

(21a)

(21b)

We find that iNRG and sNRG perform similarly, recovering
exact results to within a few percent for Etrunc > 7. For each
case studied, iNRG appears to deviate somewhat stronger from
δA(0)/A(0) = 0 for Etrunc < 7 than sNRG; but approximately
equivalent results are obtained for Etrunc > 7. Even when
interleaving all 6 flavors in the 3CAHM, using Abelian
symmetries only, we similarly anticipate that δA(0)/A(0) will
converge to 0 for sufficiently large Etrunc . [This is supported
in Fig. 2(l) by the orange data point at Etrunc = 7, which was
calculated for z = 0 only.]

πΓA(ω)

πΓA(ω)

0.6
0.4

0

(b) 3CAHM Etrunc = 7
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(d) 2CKM
1
Simp (T )/ ln(2)

t(ω)
0.4
0.3

100

ω
Etrunc = 13

(c) 2CKM

10-5
ω

shown in Figs. 2(j) and 2(l). For the 2CKM, we consider
the spectrum t(ω) = −πρ(ω)ImT (ω), where T (ω) is the
scattering t matrix. Again, the spectrum is pinned at the
low-energy non-Fermi liquid fixed point; the exact analytic
result [37] is t(0) = 12 . In Fig. 2(k), we therefore consider the
relative NRG deviation at the Fermi energy,
δA(0)/A(0) = 2t(0) − 1 .

sNRG

0.2

D. Accuracy

As highlighted above, the iNRG scheme is more efficient
due to the intermediate truncations along the interleaved
Wilson chain, which results in the smaller local state space
dloc = df at each step (if all flavors are interleaved). A key
question is whether these intermediate truncations adversely
affect the accuracy of iNRG results. In the following, we show
that, for the same model and same , with truncation energies
set equal as in Eq. (15), we obtain results with similar accuracy
and convergence properties for both iNRG and sNRG.
The absolute accuracy of both iNRG and sNRG can
be directly assessed from calculated physical quantities. In
particular, we focus on T = 0 correlation functions. For the
particle-hole symmetric SIAM and 3CAHM, the impurity
spectral function A(ω) = − π1 Imd̂ν ; d̂ν† ω is pinned by the
Friedel sum rule at the Fermi level, ω = 0. The exact analytic
result [1] is π A(0) = 1. As a measure of the accuracy in
NRG, we therefore consider the relative deviation at the Fermi
energy,

1

spin-iNRG

0.8

0

δA(0)/A(0) = π A(0) − 1,

Etrunc = 10

1

correlation functions

equivalent, while in panel (i) for the CPU times, the black
dots lie well above the red dots for small Etrunc , but then
rise more slowly with Etrunc , so that both roughly coincide
for Etrunc = 10. Similarly, for Nc = 1 and = 2, in panel
∗
(g) for Ntot
the blue triangles (sNRG) start above the orange
triangles (iNRG) for small Etrunc , but rise more slowly and end
up below the latter for Etrunc  7, showing that full-symmetry
sNRG can sometimes be the most efficient method. We also
anticipate that full-symmetry sNRG for Nc = 3 [panel (i)]
would be more efficient than iNRG for Etrunc  10.
Finally, we note that the optimal iNRG calculation does not
necessarily involve interleaving all possible flavors, due to the
tradeoff in lowered symmetries. Indeed, making partial use of
interleaving and partial use of symmetries can yield the best
results, as seen, for example in panels (h) and (i) for the CPU
times of Nc = 2 and 3, respectively, where the red symbols
(channel-iNRG) lie below the corresponding orange symbols
(flavor-iNRG).
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T

FIG. 5. Comparison of physical quantities calculated with iNRG
and sNRG. (a) Impurity spectral function π A(ω) at T = 0 for
the SIAM; (b) impurity spectral function π A(ω) at T = 0 for
the 3CAHM; (c) spectrum of the t matrix t(ω) and the correlator
Af0 (ω) at T = 0 for the 2CKM; (d) impurity contribution to the
entropy, Simp (T ), for the 2CKM. For the dynamical correlators shown
in (a)–(c), the protocol of Ref. [31] was used to broaden discrete
data, using a broadening parameter of σbroad = 0.8 or 1 for = 2.0
or 4.0, respectively. All quantities were z-averaged over z = 0 and
0.5, except for the flavor-interleaved 3CAHM spectral function in
(b), which was only calculated for z = 0 (z = 0.5 exceeded memory
resources). The observed low-frequency oscillations are therefore an
artifact of underbroadening, and would be removed by additional z
averaging or use of a larger σbroad .

This conclusion is further substantiated by Fig. 5, which
shows the full frequency dependence of dynamical correlation
functions at T = 0 in panels (a)–(c), and the temperature
dependence of the impurity entropy in panel (d). For the
SIAM in panel (a), the iNRG and sNRG impurity spectral
functions are essentially indistinguishable for Etrunc = 10 and
= 2, at all frequencies. For the 3CAHM in panel (b),
channel-iNRG and sNRG results for the impurity spectral
function are again indistinguishable for Etrunc = 7 and = 4.
Flavor-iNRG shows some oscillations on the lowest energy
scales due to underbroadening: the iNRG calculation was
performed only for z = 0. Obtaining a completely smooth
curve would either require additional z averaging (but z = 0.5
exceeded memory resources) or the use of a larger broadening,
σbroad . Panel (c) shows the spectrum of the t matrix t(ω), and the
†
local bath spectral function Af0 (ω) = − π1 Imfˆ0ν ; fˆ0ν ω for
the 2CKM. At Etrunc = 13 for = 4, both iNRG and sNRG
yield equivalent and highly accurate results. Finally, panel (d)
confirms that thermodynamic quantities (here illustrated for
the impurity contribution to the total entropy) are accurately
reproduced using both iNRG and sNRG for the 2CKM. In
particular, the nontrivial residual entropy [37] Simp (T = 0) =
1
ln(2) is correctly reproduced.
2
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E. Fine tuning in iNRG

If a given model possesses an exact flavor symmetry—
and furthermore, if the breaking of this flavor symmetry
is an RG relevant perturbation—iNRG must be combined
with parameter fine tuning. This is because the asymmetric
discretization required to interleave different Wilson chains
in iNRG artificially breaks bare flavor symmetries, albeit
rather weakly. However, effective channel symmetry in the
discretized model can be restored through the fine-tuning of
couplings [23].
A prime example is the 2CKM, for which channel
symmetry-breaking is relevant [33,34]. The critical point
of the 2CKM is realized at precisely ρ1 (0)J1 = ρ2 (0)J2 ,
embodying the frustration responsible for its non-Fermi liquid
properties. In sNRG, channel symmetry is exactly preserved:
ρ1disc (ε) = ρ2disc (ε), and so the critical physics is accessible
along the line J1 = J2 (only the Kondo temperature TK2CK is
affected by the actual value chosen for J1 = J2 ). However,
we note that even in sNRG, the precise value of ραdisc (0)Jα
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n(TFL )
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even (odd) spectrum
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In Figs. 2(m)–2(o), we examine the convergence of both
iNRG and sNRG calculations, analyzed quantitatively in
terms of the NRG discarded weight δρdisc (see Sec. II D).
As expected, the discarded weight decays exponentially
with increasing Etrunc . The calculations are considered fully
converged when δρdisc < 10−6 , which is reached in all
cases at around Etrunc ≈ 7. No qualitative changes occur in
physical results on further increasing Etrunc [panels (j)–(l)].
Figures 2(m)–2(o) show clearly that the convergence behavior
of iNRG is equivalent to that of sNRG, implying that the
states additionally discarded by iNRG at intermediate steps
do not have appreciable weight in the eigenstates of later
iterations. Indeed, the discarded weights for iNRG (orange
and red symbols) and sNRG (green, blue and black symbols)
for the same are approximately equal. [The only exception is
seen in panel (m), for Nc = 1 and = 4, where the discarded
weight differences between sNRG (green circles) and iNRG
(orange circles) are apparently somewhat larger. We attribute
this to inaccuracies in the estimation of the discarded weight,
since, by far, the smallest number of data points (diagonal
weights ρs ) were available for the extrapolation in this case.]
For δρdisc  10−6 , i.e., above the convergence threshold, the
discarded weights behave similarly for all NRG calculations
irrespective of the choice of ; below this threshold, the
behavior becomes somewhat dependent on : for a given
Etrunc , larger yields a larger discarded weight both for iNRG
and sNRG [panels (m) and (n)]. The reason for this is that
the spectrum of rescaled eigenenergies in NRG shows a
dependence for higher energies: while rescaling is designed
to ensure that the low-energy regime (dominated by singleparticle excitations) of the rescaled eigenspectrum is almost
-independent, it stretches apart the high-energy regime
(dominated by many-particle excitations). High-energy states
are therefore shifted up more for larger . The consequence
is that, on increasing Etrunc and , the weight of the reduced
density matrices is shifted to higher rescaled energies. This
means that the slope κ of the dashed red line in Fig. 8 would
decrease, causing an increase in the total integrated discarded
weight δρdisc .
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FIG. 6. Fine tuning in iNRG for the 2CKM (a) Flow of iNRG
many-particle energies with Wilson shell index n [solid (dashed) lines
for even (odd) n] for the 2CKM. Different colors correspond to states
with different quantum numbers. (b) The Fermi liquid crossover scale
TFL can be extracted from the flow of the first excited state (thick
black line): we fit its large-n behavior with a power law (dashed
red line), take n(TFL ) to be the iteration number [vertical grey line
in (a) and (b)] at which this power law reaches half of the fixedpoint value of this state (horizontal grey line), and define the Fermi
liquid scale as TFL = ωn(TFL ) . In (c) and (d), the resulting values of
TFL are plotted as function of J2 − J2c on a log-log or linear plot,
respectively, using red (blue) symbols for J2 > J2c (< J2c ). Grey lines
give the asymptotic form TFL ∼ (J2 − J2c )2 . By using an extrapolative
protocol, the critical coupling J2c can be located exponentially rapidly
in the number of separate iNRG runs. [Inset to (d)] The difference
between the critical coupling J2c and J1 , plotted as a function of the
truncation energy.

can deviate very slightly from the bare value ρα (0)Jα , due
to the discretization. Although the TK2CK obtained in sNRG
might therefore also be slightly different from the true value, it
should be emphasized that the universal low-energy physics is
identical.
Likewise, ραdisc (0)Jα deviates from ρα (0)Jα in iNRG. However, the important difference is that ρ1disc (0)J1 = ρ2disc (0)J2 ,
even when ρ1 (0)J1 = ρ2 (0)J2 . In the presence of this small
channel asymmetry perturbation, the critical point is destabilized, leading to a flow away from the non-Fermi liquid fixed
point, and toward a stable Fermi liquid fixed point [34,35,37].
The temperature/energy scale characterizing this Fermi liquid
crossover is denoted TFL . To access the critical physics for a
given J1 , one must therefore fine tune the value of J2 → J2c
such that TFL → 0. In principle, TFL can be extracted from any
physical quantity; it can also be extracted directly from the
flow of NRG many-particle energies, as shown in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) (see caption for details).
A very efficient extrapolative tuning protocol can be
employed if the functional dependence of TFL on J2 − J2c is
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known analytically. In the case of the 2CKM, it is known
TK2CK . This can be
[37] that TFL ∼ (J2 − J2c )2 when TFL
exploited by adopting the following protocol (somewhat
similar to Newton’s method for finding roots from a linear fit):
the lowest two values of TFL extracted from previous iNRG
runs are used to fit a parabola; the trial value of J2 for the next
iNRG run is then given by the minimum of the parabola. This
protocol is illustrated in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). J2 converges to
the critical value J2c exponentially rapidly in the number of
separate iNRG runs. In Fig. 6(c), TFL decreases by roughly
one order of magnitude per iNRG run.
When the dependence of TFL on the model parameters
is not known analytically, a more general bisection method
can instead be used to locate the critical point, provided the
two phases separated by it can be distinguished in different
iNRG runs. For example, in the 2CKM, the critical point J2c
separates Kondo strong coupling phases where the impurity
spin is ultimately fully screened by either lead α = 1 or 2
(depending on the sign of J2 − J2c ). These phases can be
distinguished by physical observables, e.g., the t matrix for
channel α, since tα=2 (0) = 1 and tα=1 (0) = 0 when J2 > J2c .
In practice, a simpler and more direct way to distinguish the
two phases involves comparing their NRG fixed point energy
level structures, which are indexed differently.
The bisection method also involves multiple iNRG runs:
each new run uses a value J2 that is an average of two previous
J2 values (one in each phase) lying closest to each other. TFL
does not need to be calculated explicitly here. This protocol
also locates the critical point exponentially rapidly (although
utilizing information about the functional dependence of TFL ,
where available, is the optimal strategy).
Finally, we note that the precise value of J2c in iNRG
depends on the discretization details. However, the critical
ratio J2c /J1 is generally found to deviate from its exact
(undiscretized) value of 1 by about 1% [see the inset of
Fig. 6(d)]. We also find that J2c /J1 converges to a specific value
on increasing Etrunc , and is essentially invariant for Etrunc > 7.
This indicates that the critical value of J2c determined by the
above tuning protocol in iNRG is the true (converged) value
for the asymmetrically discretized model.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we compared two methods for treating multiband quantum impurity problems with NRG: sNRG exploiting
model symmetries [26], and iNRG exploiting symmetrybreaking [23]. Our analysis of the NRG discarded weight
[27] and the error in certain calculated physical quantities
demonstrates that sNRG and iNRG are of comparable accuracy
when the same discretization parameter is used, and when
the same number of states are kept on average at each iteration.
iNRG therefore constitutes a more fine-grained RG scheme,
in which intermediate state-space truncations do not adversely
affect convergence or accuracy.
For models that possess high intrinsic symmetries, sNRG is
a highly efficient tool for treating multiband quantum impurity
problems, because full use can be made of the symmetries. But
in models with lower symmetries, sNRG quickly becomes
inefficient, and in practice unusable, when more than two
spinful conduction electron channels are involved.
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We find that iNRG is much more efficient than sNRG for
treating a given model with equivalent settings. This is the
appropriate comparison for systems where bare model flavor
symmetries are already broken. Such a scenario naturally
arises on inclusion of a magnetic field, potential scattering,
channel anisotropies, and in the vicinity of high-symmetry
critical points. In these cases, iNRG has the clear advantage.
For high-symmetry models where sNRG can exploit larger
symmetries than iNRG, the “best” sNRG and iNRG calculations are found to be of roughly comparable efficiency. In
this case, iNRG can be regarded as a viable and technically
simple alternative to sNRG. However, optimal efficiency can
often be obtained by combining features of sNRG and iNRG to
interleave the Wilson chains for some electronic flavors, while
retaining and exploiting other symmetries.
The results of this paper suggest that iNRG could find powerful application as an impurity solver for multiband DMFT.
For example, Hubbard models of transition metal oxides with
partially filled d orbitals, ruthenates, or iron pnictide and
chalcogenide high-temperature superconductors map within
DMFT to effective multichannel impurity problems that could
be solved accurately using iNRG. In the context of simulating
real strongly correlated materials, channel symmetries are
generally broken (for example, due to crystal field splitting).
Our analysis indicates the feasibility of studying such channelasymmetric models for three effective channels, and further
suggests that 4- and even 5-channel problems could be tackled
using iNRG in the future.
We conclude that iNRG is a competitive and versatile
alternative to sNRG, even for high-symmetry models. When
large symmetries are not available, iNRG is far more efficient
that sNRG. Moreover, iNRG provides a way forward for
complex models with lower symmetries that are beyond the
reach of sNRG, opening up possibilities for new applications
of NRG as an impurity solver.
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APPENDIX A: CHOICE OF TRUNCATION
ENERGY IN iNRG

In this Appendix, we provide a heuristic justification of
iNRG
the choice of truncation energy Etrunc
proposed in Eq. (15).
In iNRG, the subsites ñ = (n,ν) of supersite n are added one
by one, each followed by a truncation with a different absoiNRG
lute truncation energy, EiNRG
abs-trunc = Etrunc ω̃(n,ν) . The geometric
average of these truncation energies over the supershell is
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guaranteed by using the absolute truncation energy of the
previous iteration, EsNRG
trunc × ωn−1 . Only when the supersite is
complete after adding the last subsite with ν = m, the effective
absolute trucation energy is reduced to induce the necessary
truncation EsNRG
trunc × ωn . Overall, the effective truncation energy
in sNRG is subsite-dependent: specifically, within supersite n,
sNRG
we have EsNRG
abs-trunc,eff = Etrunc ×ωn−1+δνm . This is shown as the
black dashed line in Fig. 7. The geometric average of the
effective sNRG truncation energies is
1/m
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FIG. 7. Schematic depiction of the sNRG (blue) and iNRG (red)
truncation schemes used here, illustrated for a model with m = 3
flavors. The vertical axis corresponds to absolute energies on a
logarithmic scale, while the Wilson (sub)shell index is given on the
horizontal axis. The lower part of the sketch depicts the evolution
of the characteristic energies ωn and ω̃ñ for sNRG and iNRG. Thin
faint blue and red lines depict the excitation eigenenergies (relative
to the ground state energy) of sNRG supershells or iNRG subshells.
In sNRG, all three subsites comprising the supersite for that iteration
are added at once (there is no intermediate truncation), while in
iNRG the subsites are added separately, and truncation occurs at
iNRG
each step. The absolute truncation energies EsNRG
abs-trunc and Eabs-trunc
therefore form two different staircases, depicted as the thick blue
and red lines, respectively (the step width for sNRG is m times
longer than that of iNRG). States with higher energies are discarded.
The truncation pattern of sNRG, when viewed from the perspective
of iNRG, amounts to employing the effective truncation energy
EsNRG
abs-trunc,eff , shown as the black dashed line: by using a high truncation
sNRG
× ωn−1 ) for the first
threshold (that of the previous iteration, Etrunc
sNRG
m − 1 subsites, and then dropping to Etrunc × ωn only for the last
subsite, all states are effectively kept until the supersite is complete.
Viewed from this iNRG perspective, the truncation energies of iNRG
and sNRG are the same on average (green dotted line for supersite
n = 1) and the areas under the red solid, black dashed, and green
sNRG
iNRG
and Etrunc
are related via
dotted lines are the same, provided Etrunc
Eq. (15).

In sNRG, by contrast, all m subsites of supersite n are added
as one unit, followed by truncation at the absolute truncation
sNRG
energy EsNRG
abs-trunc = Etrunc ωn . The thick red and blue lines in
Fig. 7 show the resulting evolution of the absolute truncation
energies in iNRG and sNRG with NRG iteration number,
respectively. The characteristic energies ω̃ñ and ωn are shown
as the circles in the lower part of the figure.
To meaningfully compare sNRG and iNRG, it is instructive
to view the truncation profile of sNRG within the framework
of iNRG. One can think of sNRG as an effective iNRG
calculation, in which subsites are added separately, but the
effective truncation threshold EsNRG
abs-trunc,eff for the first m − 1
subsites is high enough so that all states are kept. This is

By demanding that the average truncation energies Eqs. (A1)
and (A2) are the same (illustrated by the green dotted line
in Fig. 7 for iteration n = 1), we obtain the relation between
iNRG
sNRG
Etrunc
and Etrunc
announced in Eq. (15).
Finally, we comment that, given a specific number of flavors
m, the choice of Eq. (15) implies that the area under the
sNRG
lines EiNRG
abs-trunc (red) and Eabs-trunc,eff (black dashed) is the same
for each supersite n and (as examplified for n = 1 in Fig. 7)
corresponds to the area under the green dotted line.
The important consequence of effectively using ‘same’
absolute truncation energies on average is that the number
of kept states turns out to be the same on average for iNRG
and sNRG. Nevertheless, similar to even-odd effects in the
number of states of sNRG, subshell-dependent variations of
NK occur in iNRG (see Fig. 3).
APPENDIX B: DISCARDED WEIGHT BASED
ON ENERGY EIGENSTATES

In this Appendix, we describe how to quantify the contributions of highlying energy eigenstates to reduced density matrices, rather than evaluating the eigenspectrum of the reduced
density matrices as in Ref. [27]. We do this by analyzing the diagonal weights of ρ̂, i.e., the diagonal elements of the reduced
density matrix in the energy eigenbasis |sK within the kept
sector, ρs = K s|ρ̂|sK . Hence we employ a strategy analogous
to that of Ref. [27], but here we use the energy eigenbasis (cf.
Fig. 3 of Ref. [27] and Fig. 8) rather than the eigenbasis of the
reduced density matrices (cf. Fig. 4 of Ref. [27]) to estimate the
discarded weight. This leads to a slightly different definition
of the discarded weight, as described below.
Due to the energy scale separation in NRG, the diagonal
weights of the reduced density matrices decrease exponentially
when plotted versus their corresponding rescaled eigenenergies (cf. colored dots in Fig. 8). The same is true for the
integrated weight distribution [cf. Eq. (18) of Ref. [27] and
black solid line in Fig. 8], which as such constitutes an
upper bound for the weights,
and scales as ρ(E) ≈ κe−κE
∞
(normalized such that 0 ρ(E) dE = 1). This exponential
decay shows that the contribution of an NRG state with
rescaled energy E to the properties of subsequent shells
decreases exponentially with E. This justifies the strategy in
NRG to keep track of these contributions only up to a threshold
energy of Etrunc . Moreover, by extrapolating the exponential
form to energies beyond Etrunc , the sum of weights associated
with all discarded high energy states with E > Etrunc can be
estimated. We therefore define the total discarded weight by
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FIG. 8. Estimating the discarded weight, δρdisc , of a single NRG
run. Colored dots show the diagonal weights of the reduced density
matrices in the energy eigenbasis of NRG. Different colors represent
the weights for different NRG iterations. We calculate and plot the
cumulative weights (blue open circles) using 16 bins in the energy
window [0,Etrunc ]. The truncation energy Etrunc = 7 is indicated by
the vertical black dashed line. The red dashed line is an exponential
fit to the cumulative weights; its slope gives κ as defined in Eq. (B1).
The black line shows the normalized integrated weight distribution
ρ(E) = κe−κE , extrapolated to energies E > Etrunc . The shaded grey
area under this black line then serves as estimate for the discarded
weight: δρdisc = e−κEtrunc . This example is well-converged, with κ =
2.37 yielding δρdisc = 6.23 × 10−8 .

the following integral (represented by the shaded grey area in
Fig. 8):
 ∞
ρ(E) dE = e−κEtrunc .
(B1)
δρdisc =

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 93, 235101 (2016)

In practice, we obtain δρdisc numerically as follows. First, a
cumulative histogram is constructed of the discrete weights ρs
for E < Etrunc over all NRG iterations, using coarse-grained
energy bins (e.g., keeping 16 bins in the energy window
[0,Etrunc ]). This histogram represents ρ(E). A linear fit to
its shape on a semilogarithmic scale then yields κ, which in
turn gives δρdisc , via Eq. (B1) . Since δρdisc depends only on
the dimensionless quantity κEtrunc , the result is independent
of the choice of energy unit for Etrunc .
By examining the decay of the discarded weight δρdisc with
increasing Etrunc , and observing the corresponding convergence of physical quantities, we have found that calculations
can be considered converged when δρdisc < 10−6 . This convergence criterion has been determined to ensure that further
increasing Etrunc does not qualitatively change the results [see,
e.g., Figs. 2(j)–2(o)]. We note that the numerical value of this
threshold is about the square-root of and thus considerably
larger than that reported in Ref. [27], which was obtained
using the alternative definition of discarded weight in terms of
the eigenspectrum of reduced density matrices.
An important advantage of defining the discarded weight
in terms of the energy eigenbasis is that δρdisc , evaluated at
fixed Etrunc , is rather insensitive to changing the discretization
parameter
(we verified this explicitly over a range of
typically used in NRG, 1.7   7). We found that
Etrunc  7 generally suffices to obtain well-converged results
for physical quantities. In contrast, the discarded weight
defined in terms of density matrix eigenvalues [27] turns
out to show a much more pronounced dependence on
at
fixed Etrunc , which would be inconvenient for the present
purposes.

Etrunc
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2.4 Open Wilson chains
2.4.1 Overview
In this section we present a side project of this dissertation, which is based on the following
background. In SWCs bath modes are neglected within the discretization process by keeping
only a single mode per interval (cf. Sec. 2.2.2) and by cutting the Wilson chain at site
NT . These approximations essentially replace an open by a closed system and introduce
finite size effects, leading to errors in the renormalization of impurity properties and in bath
induced dissipative effects, as required for the correct description of nonequilibrium situations.
Already K. G. Wilson himself has pointed out the importance of these neglected bath modes
when he introduced NRG in Ref. [Wil75].
In our article entitled “Open Wilson chains for quantum impurity models: Keeping track
of all bath modes” [BLS+ 17], we introduce a new Wilson chain construction, leading to
so-called open Wilson chains (OWCs), which systematically and fully keep track of bath modes
neglected in the standard Wilson chain (SWC) setup, thus solving a longstanding fundamental
problem.
OWCs are iteratively constructed by a continued fraction expansion of the free retarded
bath correlator, introducing energy-scale separation by splitting the emerging retarded selfenergies in each step into high-energy and low-energy parts. This results in a SWC, where each
Wilson site is coupled to a bath of its own (“fast” bath) and the last chain site additionally
to a “slow” bath, representing the rest of the infinite chain. This retains the open character
of the many-body impurity problem.
In this article we concentrate on impurity models with asymmetric bath spectral functions,
namely a dissipative harmonic oscillator (DHO) and the sub-Ohmic spin-boson model (SBM)
at quantum criticality, for which the neglect of the slow bath introduces the so-called
“mass-flow problem”, a qualitatively wrong renormalization of system parameters at finite
temperature. To cure the mass-flow problem in practice, we define a renormalized Wilson
chain (RWC) – a SWC with shifted on-site energies – taking into account the energy shifts
induced by each of the baths in terms of the real parts of their retarded self-energies at
zero frequency. We solve the DHO and SBM using the variational matrix-product-state
(VMPS) approach of Refs. [GWvDV12, BWG+ 14] (instead of NRG) to reliably deal with the
bosonic baths. We demonstrate the value of RWCs by reproducing exactly known results for
the susceptibility in the DHO, which are not captured correctly in the framework of SWCs.
Furthermore, we reach the Gaussian critical fixed point of the SBM at quantum criticality
with full RWCs, which is inaccessible for SWCs. We are even able, for the first time, to
directly investigate the energy RG flow towards this fixed point, quantitatively reproducing
analytic predictions from a controlled perturbative RG.
Besides solving the mass-flow problem, we stress that the framework of OWCs is broadly
applicable to a variety of physical problems. In particular, OWCs allow to include dissipative
effects, as required for the description of nonequilibrium physics, by taking into account the
imaginary parts of the retarded bath self-energies. But OWCs can also be used, for instance,
in the context of DMFT to construct the Wilson chains for effective multi-channel impurity
models with off-diagonal couplings.
As a final remark, we acknowledge that VMPS calculations were carried out by the first
and second author, B. Bruognolo and N.-O. Linden. The author of this thesis contributed
to this project by codeveloping and testing the OWC scheme, by helping the former master
student N.-O. Linden with NRG-related issues and by supervising a bachelor thesis on using
an OWC approach to broaden discrete spectral functions (Lorenz Mayer, Broadening of
spectral functions in the discretized single impurity Anderson model, 2015).
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When constructing a Wilson chain to represent a quantum impurity model, the effects of truncated bath modes
are neglected. We show that their influence can be kept track of systematically by constructing an “open Wilson
chain” in which each site is coupled to a separate effective bath of its own. As a first application, we use the method
to cure the so-called mass-flow problem that can arise when using standard Wilson chains to treat impurity models
with asymmetric bath spectral functions at finite temperature. We demonstrate this for the strongly sub-Ohmic
spin-boson model at quantum criticality where we directly observe the flow towards a Gaussian critical fixed
point.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.121115

A quantum impurity model describes a discrete set of
degrees of freedom, the “impurity”, coupled to a bath of
excitations. For an infinite bath this is effectively an open system. However, the most powerful numerical methods for solving such models, Wilson’s numerical renormalization group
(NRG) [1,2] and variational matrix-product-state (VMPS)
generalizations thereof [3–6], actually treat it as closed: The
continuous bath is replaced by a so-called Wilson chain, a
finite-length tight-binding chain whose hopping matrix elements tn decrease exponentially with site number n, ensuring
energy-scale separation along the chain. This works well for
numerous applications, ranging from transport through nanostructures [7,8] to impurity solvers for dynamical mean-field
theory [9–11]. However, replacing an open by a closed system
brings about finite-size effects. Wilson himself had anticipated
that the effect of bath modes neglected during discretization
might need to be included perturbatively “to achieve reasonable accuracy”, but concluded that “this has proven to
be unnecessary” for his purposes (see p. 813 of Ref. [1]).
By now, it is understood that finite-size effects often do
matter. They hamper the treatment of dissipative effects
[12], e.g., in the context of nonequilibrium transport [13]
and equilibration after a local quench [14]. Moreover, even
in equilibrium, they may cause errors when computing the
bath-induced renormalization of impurity properties [15–17].
Indeed, finite-size issues constitute arguably the most serious
conceptual limitation of approaches based on Wilson chains.
Here, we set the stage for controlling finite-size effects by
constructing “open Wilson chains” (OWCs) in which each site
is coupled to a bath of its own. The resulting open system
implements energy-scale separation in a way that, in contrast
to standard Wilson chains (SWCs), fully keeps track of all
bath-induced dissipative and renormalization effects. The key
step involved in any renormalization group (RG) approach,
namely, integrating out degrees of freedom at one energy scale
to obtain a renormalized description at a lower scale, can then
be performed more carefully than for SWCs. We illustrate this
by focusing on renormalization effects, leaving a systematic
treatment of dissipative effects on OWCs for the future.
2469-9950/2017/95(12)/121115(5)

A SWC is constructed by logarithmically discretizing
the bath and tridiagonalizing the resulting discrete bath
Hamiltonian to obtain a tight-binding chain, with the impurity
coupled to site n = 0 [1,2]. Properties at temperature T
are calculated using a chain of finite length NT , chosen
such that its smallest energy scale matches the temperature
tNT  T (kB = 1). However, since sites n > NT are neglected,
the contribution of the corresponding truncated bath modes
(TBMs) to the renormalization of impurity properties is
missing [17]. For example, for a local level linearly coupled
to a bath with an asymmetric bath spectrum, this coupling
generates a physical shift in the level energy. When this
shift is computed using a SWC of length NT , the result
contains a temperature-dependent error. Hence, the use of
SWCs generically leads to qualitative errors in the temperature
dependence of renormalized model parameters, called the
“mass-flow problem” [16,17]. Quantitative errors persist even
for T → 0, when NT → ∞, because constructing a SWC
actually involves neglecting TBMs at every site.
The mass-flow problem is particularly serious when targeting a quantum critical point, where it causes errors for
critical exponents describing finite-temperature properties at
the critical point. This has been studied in some detail for
the dissipative harmonic oscillator (DHO) and the sub-Ohmic
spin-boson model (SBM). For both, SWCs are unable to
even qualitatively describe the temperature dependence of the
local susceptibility χ (T ) at criticality [15–17]. Both involve
Gaussian criticality of φ 4 type and hence a bosonic mode
whose excitation energy vanishes at the critical fixed point.
The finite-temperature RG flow in its vicinity cannot be
correctly described using finite-length SWCs because the
erroneous mass dominates over physical interaction effects.
Summarizing, methods based on SWCs produce systematic
quantitative errors for all impurity problems with asymmetric
baths, and they fail even qualitatively in addressing Gaussian
criticality and other phenomena with zero modes.
Here, we show that these issues can be addressed using
OWCs: The bath coupled to each site of the OWC induces
an energy shift for that site that can be computed exactly and
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FIG. 1. (a) Impurity model. (b) Initialization. (c) Open Wilson
chain (OWC). (d) Renormalized Wilson chain (RWC).

used to define a “renormalized Wilson chain” (RWC). The
ground-state properties of a RWC of length NT mimic the
finite-T properties of the original model in a way that is free
from mass-flow problems. We demonstrate this explicitly by
using VMPS techniques [6] on RWCs to compute χ (T ) for
the DHO and SBM. We also compute the energy-level flow of
the SBM; it unambiguously reveals flow towards a Gaussian
fixed point with a dangerously irrelevant interaction term.
Model. We consider a generic single-band impurity model
with Hamiltonian H = Himp [b† timp ] + Hbath , where Hbath
describes the bath, and Himp the impurity and its coupling to
the bath via normalized bath operators b† and b, with coupling
constant timp [Fig. 1(a)]. The free (timp = 0) dynamics of b† ,
generated by Hbath , is encoded in the free retarded correlator
G bath (ω) = b|b† ω , which is uniquely characterized by its
spectral function Abath (ω) = − π1 Im G bath (ω). The impurity
dynamics is therefore fully determined once Himp and the “bath
spectrum”,  bath (ω) = |timp |2 Abath (ω), have been specified.
Continued-fraction expansion. One well-known way of
mapping an impurity model to a chain is to iteratively construct
a continued-fraction expansion (CFE) for G bath [18]. Our main
idea is to do this in a way that zooms in on low energies
without discarding high-energy information. Our construction
involves a sequence of retarded correlators GnX (ω), with
X = S or F , describing the effective “slow” (low-energy)
or “fast” (high-energy) bath modes of iteration step n, with
1
X
spectral
functions AX
n (ω) = − π Im Gn (ω) having unit weight

dωAX
(ω)
=
1.
We
initialize
our
CFE construction with
n
S
= G bath [Fig. 1(b)]. Starting with n = 0, we iteratively
G−1
S
use Gn−1
, describing the low-energy modes of the previous
iteration, as input to define a new retarded correlator Gn and
its retarded self-energy n ,

we write the split bath spectra as nX (ω) = |tnX | AX
n (ω), with

2
“couplings” tnX chosen as |tnX | = dω nX (ω), and define new

AX
n (ω̄)
retarded correlators via GnX (ω) = d ω̄ ω−ω̄+i0
+ , also fixing
X
n (ω) via Eq. (2).
X
Iterating, using GnS as input to compute new correlators Gn+1
F
while retaining the self-energy n , we obtain a sequence of
exact CFE representations for G bath . That of depth 2, e.g., reads

Here, the corresponding retarded correlators
are defined
S/F 2 S/F
by choosing their rescaled spectral functions |tn | An
to represent the low- and high-energy parts of n (ω) =
− π1 Im n , with tnX chosen such that AX
n has unit weight
(see Sec. S-1 A of Ref. [19] for details). To be explicit,
we write n = nS + nF , with nX (ω) = wnX (ω)n (ω). The
S/F
splitting functions wn (ω) are defined on the support of n ,
take values in the interval [0,1], satisfy wnS (ω) + wnF (ω) = 1,
and have weight predominantly at low/high energies. Then

ω − ε0 − 0F (ω) −

|t0S |2

2

.

|t S |2
ω−ε1 −1F (ω)− ω−ε 1− (ω)
2
2

To ensure energy-scale separation, we choose AX
n (ω) such that
the CFE parameters decrease monotonically, max{|εn |,|tnS |} 
S
max{|εn−1 |,|tn−1
|}/ , with > 1 [20].
Open Wilson chain. We now use the CFE data (εn ,tnX ,GnX )
to represent the original bath in terms of a chain with N + 1
sites, each coupled to a bath of its own, and site 0 coupled to
the impurity (site −1) [Fig. 1(c)]. This OWC is constructed
such that the free (timp = 0) correlator of site 0 is exactly equal
to the depth-N CFE found above, i.e., G0 = G bath , implying
that the chain and original bath have the same effect on the
impurity.
S
The key point is that each CFE step of writing Gn−1
(ω)
in the form Gn (ω) = 1/[ω − εn − n (ω)] can be implemented
on the level of the Hamiltonian: It corresponds to replacing
S
the bath represented by Gn−1
, say, Sn−1 , by a new site n, with
†
energy εn and normalized site operators fn and fn , which is
linearly coupled to a new bath that generates the self-energy
n . In the present case, the latter is split into low- and highenergy contributions, nS + nF . We can generate these by
linearly coupling the new site with couplings tnS and tnF to
two new baths, say, Sn and Fn , via normalized bath operators
†
†
bSn ,bSn and bF n ,bF n , that are governed by bath Hamiltonians
†
X
Hn chosen such that bXn |bXn ω equals the GnX (ω) found
above (see Sec. S-1 A of Ref. [19] for details). For the next
iteration, we retain the fast bath Fn , but replace the slow bath
Sn by a new site n + 1 coupled to new baths Sn+1 and Fn+1 , etc.
OWC
SWC
TBM
= HN
+ HN
, with
This leads to replacing H by HN
imp

SWC
= Hf +
HN

S
Gn (ω) = Gn−1
(ω) = 1/[ω − εn − n (ω)],
(1)

with εn = dω ωAn (ω) [19]. Then we split this self-energy
into low- and high-energy parts by writing it as
 2
n (ω) = nS (ω) + nF (ω), nX (ω) = tnX  GnX (ω).
(2)
S/F
Gn

1

G bath (ω) =

TBM
=
HN

N

n=0

+
imp



N


εn fn† fn +

n=0

N−1


 † S

fn+1 tn fn + H.c. ,

n=0

N
 † F
 
bF n tn fn + H.c. +
HnF

†
bSN tNS fN
†



n=0

S
+ H.c. + HN
,

(3)

and Hf = Himp [f0 timp ]. This chain Hamiltonian is depicted
SWC
schematically in Fig. 1(c). HN
has the structure of a SWC,
TBM
while HN describes the couplings to all fast baths FnN ,
and of the last site N to its slow bath SN . These “fast and last
slow” baths Fn and SN constitute TBMs, since a SWC neglects
them. By instead using an OWC, we can keep track of their
influence, namely, to shift, mix, and broaden the eigenstates
of those subchains to which they couple. Equation (3), which
represents an impurity model in terms of a Wilson chain that
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still is a fully open system, is the first main result of this Rapid
Communication.
Renormalized Wilson chain. For concrete numerical calculations, we need to approximate an OWC by a RWC that can
be treated using standard NRG or VMPS methods, while still
including information about the TBMs. To this end, we replace
HOWC by HRWC [Fig. 1(d)], a Hamiltonian of the same form as
HSWC (without fast or last baths), but with each on-site energy
εn shifted to


ε̃n = εn + δεnF + δnN δεNS , δεnX = Re nX (0) .
(4)
S
= G0 , this amounts to replacing
For the CFE of G bath = G−1
the slow and fast self-energies by the real parts of their
zero-frequency values [21]. Therefore, Re[ bath (0)], the real
part of the zero-frequency self-energy of G bath , is reproduced
correctly [22], irrespective of the length N of the RWC used to
calculate G bath . (Since the imaginary parts of all self-energies
are neglected, dissipative effects are not included.) If the
original bath spectrum is symmetric,  bath (ω) =  bath (−ω), as
S/F
often happens for fermionic models, then δεn = 0. However,
bath
for an asymmetric bath function [e.g.,  (ω < 0) = 0, as is
the case for bosonic baths], these shifts are in general nonzero.
We will henceforth consider two types of RWCs, labeled by
C1 or C2 [23]. A C1 chain includes only fast shifts (δεNS = 0);
this turns out to lead to results qualitatively similar to those
obtained using a SWC constructed by discretizing the original
bath logarithmically, as done by Wilson, and tridiagonalizing
the bath Hamiltonian Hbath . A C2 chain includes both the
fast and slow shifts from Eq. (4), thus correctly reproducing
Re[ bath (0)].
Dissipative harmonic oscillator. As a first example, conimp
sider a DHO with Hamiltonian HDHO + Hbath , where
imp

HDHO =

a † a + 12 (a + a † )[ + timp (b + b† )]

(5)

describes an “impurity” oscillator with bare frequency and
displacement force , linearly coupled to a bosonic bath. The
bath spectral function has the form
 bath (ω) = 2αωc1−s ωs , 0 < ω < ωc ,

(6)

where s > −1, α characterizes the dissipation strength, and
ωc is a cutoff frequency, henceforth set to unity. This model
is exactly solvable. The static impurity susceptibility at
†
T
temperature T , defined by χ(T ) = da+a
| =0 , turns out to be
d

temperature independent and given by [17] χexact (T ) = 1/ r ,
where r = + Re[G bath (ω = 0)] can be interpreted as the
renormalized impurity frequency, reduced relative to the bare
one by the coupling to the bath. It vanishes at the critical
coupling αc = s /(2ωc ), beyond which the model becomes
unstable.
When χ (T ) is computed numerically for α < αc using
NRG to perform thermal averages on SWCs of length NT , one
does not obtain a constant but a temperature-dependent curve
[15–17]. We find the same using NRG on C1-RWCs of length
NT (Fig. 2, circles). The reason is the neglect of the TBMs associated with sites n > NT : Their contribution to the renormalization shift Re[G bath (ω = 0)] in r is missing. The approach
developed above offers a straightforward cure: We simply
compute χ (T ) using C2-RWCs of length NT , thus incorporating the energy shift induced by the remaining TBMs via

10
NRG C1

exact

c

3

10

10
1

10

0

10

10

10

10

10

0

10

T=

FIG. 2. DHO susceptibility χ (T ) as function of temperature,
computed by NRG on C1-RWCs (circles) and by VMPS on C2-RWCs
(squares), for α = 0.1, 0.19, 0.199, and 0.1999 (from bottom to top).
Solid lines show exact results.

the slow-mode shift for site NT . Since the latter substantially
affects the low-energy spectrum, these calculations require
VMPS methods (see Secs. S-2 B and S-2 C of Ref. [19] for
details). They yield T -independent χ values (Fig. 2, squares),
in excellent agreement with the exact ones (Fig. 2, solid lines).
We remark that SWCs constructed using previous discretization schemes [24–26] either strongly over- or underestimate the critical coupling αc , reflecting the presence of
discretization artifacts. In contrast, our C2-RWCs yield αc
values that match the analytic results almost perfectly (see
Sec. S-3 D of Ref. [19]). Thus, our RWC construction
constitutes a general, new discretization scheme free of the
discretization artifacts of previous schemes.
Spin-boson model. Next, we consider the SBM, which is
imp
not exactly solvable. In its Hamiltonian HSBM + Hbath ,
imp

HSBM = − 12 σ̂x + 12 σ̂z [ + timp (b + b† )]

(7)

describes a spin- 12 “impurity” (σ̂i being Pauli matrices) linearly
coupled to a bosonic bath, with  bath (ω) again given by Eq. (6).
and  denote the bias and the tunnel splitting of the impurity
spin, respectively.
For the sub-Ohmic case (0 < s < 1), increasing α at
zero temperature drives the SBM through a quantum phase
transition (QPT) from a delocalized to a localized phase (with
σ̂z 0 = 0 or = 0, respectively). According to a quantumto-classical correspondence (QCC) argument [15,16,27], this
QPT belongs to the same universality class as that of
a classical one-dimensional Ising chain with long-ranged
interactions [28]. Thus, the critical exponents characterizing
the QPT follow mean-field predictions for s  0.5 and obey
hyperscaling for 0.5 < s < 1. The QCC predictions were
confirmed numerically using Monte Carlo methods [29] or
sparse polynomial bases [30].
In contrast, verifying the QCC predictions using NRG
turned out to be challenging. Initial NRG studies [15] yielded
non-mean-field exponents for s < 0.5, but were subsequently
[16,17] found to be unreliable, due to two inherent limitations
of NRG. The first was a too severe NRG truncation of Hilbert
space in the localized phase; it was overcome in Ref. [6] by
using a VMPS approach involving an optimized boson basis
[31–33] on a SWC, which reproduced QCC predictions for
critical exponents characterizing zero-temperature behavior.
The second NRG limitation was the mass-flow problem:
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FIG. 3. (a) Critical exponent x for the sub-Ohmic SBM, as a
function of s, computed by VMPS using RWCs of type C1 (circles)
and C2 (squares). Examples of χ (T ) curves used to extract these
exponents are shown in (b) for s = 0.3 and (c) for s = 0.6. Error bars
in (a) are derived by varying the fitting ranges, e.g., as indicated by
dark and light shading in (b) and (c).

For exponents describing finite-temperature critical behavior
at α = αc , it causes NRG on SWCs to yield hyperscaling
results not only for 0.5 < s < 1 (correct) but also for s < 0.5
(incorrect). For example, consider the susceptibility χ (T ) =
dσ̂z T
| =0 , which scales as χ (T ) ∝ T −x at the critical coupling
d
αc . The QCC predicts x = 0.5 for s < 0.5 and x = s for
0.5 < s < 1. In contrast, past NRG calculations yielded x = s
throughout the interval 0 < s < 1 [16,17,24]. We recover the
latter behavior if we compute χ (T ) via VMPS calculations
on length-NT C1-RWCs [Fig. 3(a), circles]. In contrast, if we
use length-NT C2-RWCs instead, the results for x [Fig. 3(a),
squares] agree well with QCC predictions, showing that the
mass-flow problem has been cured.
Critical energy-level flow diagrams. The reason why the
sub-Ohmic SBM shows qualitatively different critical behavior
for 0.5 < s < 1 and s  0.5 is that the critical fixed point
is interacting for the former but Gaussian for the latter
[17]. To elucidate the difference, Fig. 4 shows energy-level
flow diagrams, obtained by plotting the rescaled lowest-
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FIG. 4. Energy-level flow diagrams for the sub-Ohmic SBM with
s = 0.6 (left column) and s = 0.4 (right column), computed by
VMPS techniques [5,19] on C1-RWCs (top row) and C2-RWCs
(bottom row). Dashed lines depict flow to delocalized (α < αc ) or
localized fixed points (α > αc ), and solid lines depict critical flow
(α = αc ). For the latter, the C2 flow in (d) is characteristic of a
Gaussian fixed point.

lying energy eigenvalues of length-N Wilson chains, N Ej ,
as functions of N. For s = 0.6 (left column), having an
interacting critical fixed point for which mass-flow effects are
not relevant, the critical level flows for RWCs of type C1 and
C2 are qualitatively similar [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], becoming
stationary independent of N for large N , in a manner familiar
from fermionic NRG.
In contrast, for s = 0.4 (right column), having a Gaussian
fixed point for which mass-flow effects do matter, the critical
C1 and C2 level flows are very different: Whereas the C1
flow becomes stationary [Fig. 4(c)] (an artifact of neglecting
slow-mode shifts), the low-lying C2 levels all flow towards
zero [Fig. 4(d)], causing the level spacing to decrease towards
zero, too. This striking behavior, inaccessible when using
SWCs, is characteristic of a Gaussian fixed point: It implies
that the fixed-point excitation spectrum contains a zeroenergy bosonic mode. Remarkably, our C2-RWCs yield a
quantitatively correct description of the critical spectral flow
for 0 < s < 0.5: It follows a power law n Ej ∝ εnκ with
κ = (2s − 1)/3, in perfect agreement with the prediction
from controlled perturbative RG for a φ 4 -type theory with
a dangerously irrelevant quartic coupling (see Sec. S-4 D of
Ref. [19]).
Conclusions and outlook. Open Wilson chains are representations of quantum impurity models that achieve energyscale separation while fully keeping track of the effects of
bath modes, by iteratively replacing them by a sequence of
separate baths at successively lower-energy scales, one for
each chain site. Starting from such a fully open system,
the effects of these baths can be included systematically.
We have taken the first step in that direction, using the
bath-induced energy shift for each site to define a renormalized
Wilson chain. Remarkably, this simple scheme is sufficiently
accurate to yield renormalized impurity properties free from
the long-standing mass flow problem. The next step, namely,
integrating out each site’s bath more carefully, should lead
to a description of dissipative effects on Wilson chains, as
required for nonequilibrium situations. For example, the effect
of bath Fn on the eigenstates of a length-n subchain could be
treated using some simple approximation capable of mixing
and broadening the eigenlevels (e.g., an equation-of-motion
approach with a decoupling scheme). This is left for future
work.
Finally, we note that our iterative construction of renormalized Wilson chains constitutes a well-controlled new
discretization scheme that offers progress on two further fronts,
unrelated to finite-size effects but relevant, e.g., when using
NRG or DMRG as impurity solvers for dynamical mean-field
theory [9–11,34], or to study multi-impurity models [35].
First, it avoids the discretization artifacts known to arise when
conventional schemes [1,24–26] are used to treat strongly
asymmetric bath spectra. Second, it can be generalized
straightforwardly to treat multiflavor models having nondiagonal bath spectral functions (see Sec. S-1 B of Ref. [19]).
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The supplementary material presented below deals
with four topics. Section S-1 offers a more detailed discussion of the construction of continued-fraction expansions and open Wilson chains. Section S-2 describes the
numerical VMPS techniques used. Section S-3 is devoted
to a detailed study of the dissipative harmonic oscillator,
in order to benchmark our numerical methods against
exact results. Section S-4 describes how the RG flow
towards the Gaussian fixed point of the sub-ohmic spinboson model for 0 < s 6 0.5 can be understood using
scaling arguments.
S-1.

DETAILED DISCUSSION OF CFE AND
OWC CONSTRUCTION

Below we supply some technical details involved in
the construction of (i) the continued-fraction expansion
(CFE) and (ii) the open Wilson chain (OWC) presented
in the main text. We begin in Subsection S-1 A with the
case of a bath involving only a single flavor of excitations,
as discussed in the main text. In Subsection S-1 B, we
generalize the construction to a multi-flavor bath having
a nondiagonal bath spectrum.
A.

(i) Continued-fraction iteration step.— We here give
some details on the central step of the CFE, which takes a
retarded correlator Gn as input and produces as output a
self-energy, split into low- and high-energy contributions.
The input correlator Gn , being
retarded, has the specR
An (ω̄)
tral representation Gn (ω) = dω̄ ω−ω̄+i0
+ , with a spec1
tral function,
A
(ω)
=
−
Im
G
(ω)
that
is normalized
n
n
π
R
to unity, dωAn (ω) = 1. If this correlator is represented
in the form [Eq. (1)]
1
,
ω − εn − Σn (ω)

Since both Gn (ω) and Σn (ω) are by assumption retarded
functions and hence analytic in the upper half-plane, the
left-hand side of the first line yields zero, as can be seen
by closing the integration contour in the upper half-plane.
The second line follows from the right-hand side of the
first using the spectral representation of Gn , and the fact
that An is normalized to unity. Since the last line, being
equal to the first, must equal zero too, it fixes εn to the
value stated in above (again using the unit normalization
of An ). Once εn has been fixed, the self-energy is fixed,
too, by inverting Eq. (S1):
Σn (ω) = ω − εn − 1/Gn (ω).

Single-flavor bath

Gn (ω) =

text this fact was used, but not explained. To understand
its origin, invert Eq. (S1), multiply it by Gn (ω), and integrate over frequency:
Z
Z
h
i
dω Σn (ω) Gn (ω) = dω (ω − εn ) Gn (ω) − 1


Z
Z
ω − εn
= dω dω̄
−
1
An (ω̄)
ω − ω̄ + i0+


Z
Z
ω̄ − εn
= dω̄ dω
An (ω̄)
ω − ω̄ + i0+
Z
= −iπ dω̄ (ω̄ − εn ) An (ω̄) .
(S2)

(S1)

with Σn (ω) analytic in the upper half-plane as required
for a retarded self-energy, then the constant in the denominator must be equal to the
R average energy of the
spectral function An (ω), εn = dω ωAn (ω). In the main

(S3)

To summarize: The fact that the retarded correlator
Gn (ω) is analytic implies the same for its self-energy
Σn (ω); this uniquely fixes εn and thus also Σn (ω) itself, which in turn can be viewed as a correlator with its
own self-energy, etc. Thus, the analyticity of Gn (ω) guarantees that it is always possible to iteratively construct
a CFE for it. The new twist added to this well-known
fact in the present work is to zoom in to small energies
by splitting the self-energy into slow and fast parts and
using only the former as input for the next iteration step.
To explicitly implement this splitting, given by Eq. (2),
X
X 2 X
Σn (ω) = ΣSn (ω)+ΣF
n (ω), Σn (ω) = |tn | Gn (ω),

(S4)

we proceed as follows. We split Γn (ω) = − π1 ImΣn (ω),
which may be viewed as the bath spectrum of iteration
n, into slow and fast parts, Γn = ΓSn + ΓF
n , with
X
ΓX
n (ω) = wn (ω)Γn (ω).

(S5)

2
S/F

Here the splitting functions wn (ω) are defined on the
support of Γn , take values in the interval [0, 1], satisfy
wnS (ω) + wnF (ω) = 1, and have weight predominantly at
low/high energies. Then we write the split bath spectra
X 2 X
X
as ΓX
n (ω) = |tn | An (ω), with “couplings” tn chosen as
Z
2
|tX
|
=
dω ΓX
(S6)
n
n (ω) ,
to ensure that the new spectral functions AX
n (ω) are normalized to unity. Using them to define new retarded corR
AX
n (ω̄)
relators via GnX (ω) = dω̄ ω−ω̄+i0
+ , we obtain the desired slow/fast splitting of the self-energy stated above.
Next we describe the choice of splitting functions
wnX (ω) used to obtain the numerical results of the main
−
+
text. Let InS = [ωSn
, ωSn−
] denote the support of the
slow spectral function ASn . The bath spectrum for iteration n, Γn (ω) = − π1 Im Σn (ω), has support on the
S
same interval, say In , as the correlator Gn = Gn−1
, i.e.
S
In = In−1
. To implement the splitting Γn = ΓSn + ΓF
n,
we partition this interval into disjoint slow and fast sub±
±
| 6 |ωSn−1
|, and use
ranges, In = InS ∪ InF , with |ωSn
corresponding step-form splitting functions:
(
1 for ω ∈ InX ,
X
wn (ω) =
(S7)
otherwise.
To ensure energy-scale separation, InS should be chosen
such that
max{|εn |, |tSn |} 6 max{|εn−1 |, |tSn−1 |}/Λ

(S8)

holds, with Λ > 1. If the bath spectrum Γbath (ω) has
±
a flat or power-law form, a natural choice is ωSn
=
±
ωSn−1
/Λ. This is the choice used for the numerical work
in the main text. However, if Γbath (ω) has nontrivial
±
structure, the choices for the subrange boundaries ωSn
might have to be fine-tuned to ensure Eq. (S8) at each
iteration. More generally, one might also explore using
splitting functions wnX (ω) of smoother shape than those
of Eq. (S7). The freedom of choice available for ensuring Eq. (S8) is one of the major strengths of the above
strategy for generating a CFE.
(ii) Construction of open Wilson chain.— Here we
provide some details on the construction of the OWC
OWC
Hamiltonian of HN
of Eq. (3). It describes a chain
with N + 1 sites, each coupled to a bath of its own, and
site 0 coupled to the impurity (site −1) [Fig. 1(c)]. It
is constructed such that the free (timp = 0) correlator of
site 0 is given by a depth-N CFE, G0 = G bath .
S/F
We associate with each pair of correlators Gn
from
the CFE two mutually independent baths Sn and Fn .
We regard GnX as the free retarded correlator of a normalized bath operator b†Xn , whose dynamics is generated
by a bath Hamiltonian HnX , chosen such that GnX (ω) =
hhbXn ||b†Xn iiω has the form found via the CFE.
We start our OWC construction by associating bath
S
S−1 with the original bath [Fig. 1(b)], setting H−1
=

S
Hbath , b†S,−1 = b† and G−1
= G bath , with impurity-bath
coupling tS−1 = timp . We then proceed iteratively, starting
with n = 0. The central CFE iteration step of writing
S
Gn−1
in the form of Eq. (1) corresponds, on the level of
the Hamiltonian, to replacing the bath Sn−1 by a new site
n [Fig. 1(c)], with energy εn and normalized site operator
fn† , which is linearly coupled to two new baths, Sn and
Fn , in such a way that its free (tSn−1 = 0) site correlator
S
Gn equals Gn−1
[Eq. (1)]. To achieve this, we make the
replacements b†Sn−1 → fn† and
X †
X
S
Hn−1
→ εn fn† fn +
(bXn tX
HnX . (S9)
n fn + H.c.) +
X

X

Then Gn = hhfn ||fn† iiω indeed matches Eq. (1), since the
self-energy generated for it by the new baths, Σn (ω) =
P
X 2 X
S
X |tn | Gn (ω), agrees with Eq. (2). Since Gn = Gn−1 ,
†
fn† and bS,n−1 have the same dynamics, i.e. the new site,
bath Sn and bath Fn jointly have the same effect on site
n − 1 as the previous bath Sn−1 . Now we iterate: we
retain the fast bath Fn , but replace the slow bath Sn
by a new site n + 1 coupled to new slow and fast baths
Sn+1 and Fn+1 , etc. After N +1 steps, the initial H has
OWC
given in
been replaced by the OWC Hamiltonian HN
Eq. (3).
The above argument does not require the free Hamiltonians HnX and bath operators b†Xn to be constructed explicitly. For concreteness we specify them nevertheless:
X
X †
†
HnX =
εX
b†Xn =
bXqn λX
qn bXqn bXqn ,
qn . (S10)
q

q

These involve a set of canonical annihilation and creation operators satisfying [bXqn , b†Xqn ]± = 1 (+ for a
fermionic anti-commutator, − for a bosonic commutator). The bath operators bXn are normalized to satisfy
[bXn , b†Xn ]± = 1. The free dynamics of b†Xn , generated
by HnX , is characterized by the free retarded correlator
and spectral function
GnX (ω) =
AX
n (ω) =

X
q

X
q

2
|λX
qn |
,
X
ω − εqn + i0+

(S11a)

2
X
|λX
qn | δ(ω − εqn ) .

(S11b)

X
The bath energies εX
qn and couplings λqn are assumed
X
such that Gn (ω) has the form obtained in the CFE.

B.

Multi-flavor bath

Next we consider impurity models involving a multiflavor bath with mf flavors of excitations, labeled by
an index ν = 1, . . . , mf . We assume that the impurity
Hamiltonian Himp [b†ν ], describing the impurity degrees
of freedom and their coupling to the bath, depends on
the bath only through mf bath operators b†ν and their
conjugates bν , not necessarily normalized or orthogonal,

3
†
bath
with retarded correlator Gνν
0 (ω) = hhbν ; bν 0 iiω . We assume that the corresponding bath spectrum,
 bath

bath∗
Γbath
νν 0 (ω) = − Gνν 0 (ω) − Gν 0 ν (ω) /(2πi) , (S12)

is a specified, Hermitian, positive definite matrix function (i.e. for any given ω, the eigenvalues of the matrix
are real and non-negative). Together with the form of
Himp , this matrix function fully determines the impurity dynamics. Models of this structure arise in studies
of the Kondo compensation cloud [36], when considering
multi-impurity situations [34], and in DMFT studies of
multi-band lattice models, where Γbath
νν 0 (ω) is constructed
iteratively from the impurity spectral function Aimp
νν 0 (ω)
computed at the previous DMFT iteration.
If Γbath
νν 0 (ω) can be diagonalized using a frequencyindependent unitary transformation, the eigenvalues,
say Γν (ω), constitute mf hybridization functions that
can be discretized independently, using either standard Wilsonian discretization or our RWC discretization
scheme. Here we are interested in the more general
case that diagonalizing the bath spectrum requires a
frequency-dependent unitary transformation, Γbath
νν 0 (ω) =
P †
0
u
(ω)Γ
(ω)u
(ω).
This
would
be
the
case,
for exν̄
ν̄ν
ν̄ ν ν̄
ample, for DMFT studies of a fermionic lattice model
with broken band degeneracy and spin-orbit coupling;
the corresponding self-consistent impurity model is a
multi-band Anderson model involving nondiagonal levelbath couplings, leading to a nondiagonal impurity spectral function.
To treat this situation in Wilsonian fashion, one
could write the bath spectrum as Γbath
=
νν 0 (ω)
R
P †
dεq ν̄ vqν
δ(ω
−
ε
)
v
,
with
bath-lead
matrix
eleq
q ν̄ν
ν̄ p
ments vqνν 0 = Γν (εq ) uνν 0 (εq ), and discretize the integral logarithmically (with the implicit assumption that
Γν (ω) and vqνν 0 (ω) change sufficiently slowly with ω that
within a discretization interval they may be replaced by
constants). We note, though, that the neglect of truncated bath modes is potentially more problematic for
multi- than single-flavor models, since Γbath
νν 0 (ω) will generically have matrix elements asymmetric in frequency.
Below we explain how multi-flavor models can alternatively be discretized using a generalization of our RWC
construction. (We thank Andrew Mitchell for a stimulating discussion which led to this realization.) The overall
strategy is completely analogous to the single-flavor case,
but with a flavor index added to all creation and annihilation operators (e.g. b†Xnν ), and two flavor indices to all
X
matrix elements (e.g. tX
nνν 0 ) and correlators (e.g. Gnνν 0 ).
We will mostly use a compact notation that suppresses
these indices and indicates their implicit presence by an
†
†
X
X
X
underscore, e.g. b†Xn , tX
n , G n , (bXn tn )ν 0 = bXnν tnνν 0 ,
P
†
†
and f n εn f n = νν 0 fnν εnνν 0 fnν 0 , etc.
Extracting normalized modes from bath spectrum.—
The CFE to be constructed below involves a sequence of
bath spectra with matrix structure, generically denoted
by Γ(ω). Each is a Hermitian, positive definite matrix
function, Γ(ω) = Γ† (ω). We would like to express such a

function in terms of a Hermitian, positive definite matrix
function A(ω) that is normalized as
Z
dω A(ω) = 1 ,
(S13)
because such an A(ω) can be viewed as the spectral function of a set of orthonormal bath modes.
R To this end,
we note that the frequency integral w = dω Γ(ω) yields
a Hermitian, positive definite matrix. (Reason: If two
matrices are Hermitian and positive definite, the same is
true for their sum, and similarly for an integral of such
matrix functions.) The matrix w can thus be diagonalized in the form w = u† d u, with u unitary
√ and d diagonal
and positive. Then the matrix t = u† d u can be used
to write the bath spectrum in the form
Γ(ω) = t† A(ω) t ,

(S14)

where both t and A are Hermitian and positive definite,
while A by construction is normalized as in Eq. (S13).
The Rfirst moment of A yields a Hermitian matrix, too:
ε = dω ω A(ω). In the chain to be constructed below,
ε plays the role of an onsite Hamiltonian and t that of
a nearest-neighbor coupling. If desired, one may make
another unitary transformation that diagonalizes either
ε or t, while leaving the normalization condition (S13) in
tact.
Continued-fraction expansion.— As for the one-band
case, we aim to iteratively represent G bath (ω) in terms of
a sequence of continued-fraction expansions that zoom in
on low energies. These involve a sequence of Hermitian,
X†
positive definite functions, AX
n (ω) = An (ω). Each is
normalized to unity [Eq. (S13)] and can be viewed as the
spectral function of a retarded correlator G X
n (ω),

 X
X†
AX
n (ω) = − G n (ω) − G n (ω) /(2πi) ,

(S15)

which in turn can be expressed as
GX
n (ω) =

Z

dω̄

AX
n (ω̄)
.
ω − ω̄ + i0+

(S16)

The multi-band CFE construction follows the oneband case, except that all correlators carry underscores
to indicate their matrix structure. First we initialize the
CFE by expressing the bath spectrum in terms of a norS
S
malized spectral function, Γbath (ω) = tS†
imp A−1 (ω) timp
[cf. (S14)] and compute the corresponding retarded correlator G S−1 via Eq. (S16). Starting with iteration n = 0,
we then iteratively use G Sn−1 as input to define a new
retarded correlator G n and its retarded self-energy Σn ,
S
G n (ω) = Gn−1
(ω) = 1/ [ω1 − εn − Σn (ω)] ,
(S17)
R
with εn = dω ω An (ω). Then we split this self-energy
into low- and high-energy parts by writing it as

Σn = ΣSn + ΣF
n,

X† X
X
ΣX
n (ω) = tn G n (ω)tn .

(S18)
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To be concrete, we achieve this splitting by proceeding
as follows. We split Γn (ω) = − Σn (ω) − Σ†n /(2πi), the
bath spectrum of iteration n, into slow and fast parts,
Γn = ΓSn + ΓF
n , with
X
ΓX
n,νν 0 (ω) = wn,νν 0 (ω)Γn,νν 0 (ω)

(S19)

(no index summation implied here), using symmetric,
real matrix functions wX
Their matrix elements
n (ω).
S/F
wnνν 0 (ω) are splitting functions that are defined on the
support of Γn , take values in [0, 1], have weight preS
dominantly at low/high energies, and satisfy wnνν
0 (ω) +
F
wnνν 0 (ω) = 1. (The simplest choice would be wX
n (ω) =
wnX(ω)1, using the same pair of weighting functions for
all matrix elements; but situations may arise where the
additional freedom of making different choices for different matrix elements is useful.) Since the splitting functions are symmetric and non-negative, the split spectra
ΓX
n are Hermitian and positive definite matrix functions,
too. We can thus express them in terms of normalized
spectral functions [Eq. (S14)]:
X† X
X
ΓX
n (ω) = tn An (ω)tn .

(S20)

Computing the corresponding retarded correlators G X
n
[Eq. (S16)] we obtain the self-energy splitting stated in
Eq. (S18). To ensure energy-scale separation, the weighting functions wX
n should be chosen such that
max{k εn k, k tSn k} 6 max{k εn−1k, k tSn−1k}/Λ

q

X
where εX
qn and λqn are matrices w.r.t. to the flavor indices.
X
εqn is diagonal and real, and λX
qn unitary, normalized
such that [bXn , b†Xn ]± = 1. The free bath correlators and
spectral functions then have the explicit representations
X


+
X −1 X
GX
λqn , (S23a)
λX†
qn (ω + i0 )1 − εqn
n (ω) =
q

AX
n (ω)

=

X
q

X
X
λX†
qn δ(ω1 − εqn )λqn .

S
Hn−1
→ f †n εn f n +

X

(b†Xn tX
n f n + H.c.) +

X

X
X

HnX . (S24)

The final OWC Hamiltonian has the same form as Eq. (3)
of the main text, suitably decorated with underscores,
and with Himp [f †0 timp ] as impurity Hamiltonian. Similarly, when moving on to a RWC, the energy shift
equation (4) of the main text is decorated by underscores, i.e. we shift the onsite energy matrices εn by
δεX
n shifts that should be chosen to optimize the truncated CFE representation of G bath . We expect this step
to be more important for multi- than single-flavor models, since ΓX
n (ω) will generically have matrix elements
asymmetric in frequency. If one is interested mainly in
correctly reproducing low-energy properties, one could
X
choose δεX
n = ReΣn (ω = 0), as in the main text. Another option would be to view the δεX
n as fitting parameters, chosen to get the best possible agreement between
the depth-n CFE for G bath (ω) and its actual form.

(S21)

holds, with Λ > 1, where k k denotes some matrix norm.
Iterating this procedure yields a sequence of CFEs for
G bath , in the same fashion as for the one-band case.
X
Chain representation.— The CFE data (εn , tX
n , Gn )
can now be used to represent the model in terms of a
chain with N + 1 sites, each coupled to a bath of its own.
The chain is constructed such that the free (tS−1 = 0) correlator of the first site (n = 0) is given by a dept-N CFE.
To this end, we associate each pair of correlators G S/F
n
with two mutually independent baths Sn and Fn , and
X
regard each G n as the free retarded correlator of a set of
mf normalized bath operators b†Xn , whose free dynamics is generated by a bath Hamiltonian HnX , such that
†
GX
n (ω) = hhbXn |bXn iiω . These free bath Hamiltonians
and bath operators have the form
X †
X †
HnX =
bXqn εX
b†Xn =
bXqn λX
qn bXqn ,
qn , (S22)
q

This representation for AX
n (ω) shows explicitly that it is
a Hermitian, positive definite matrix function.
The iterative OWC construction proceeds as for the
single-flavor case, except that all operators, matrix elements and correlators now carry underscores to indicate
implicit flavor indices. For example, the generalization of
Eq. (S9) now involves the replacements b†Sn−1 → f †n and

(S23b)

S-2.

NUMERICAL DETAILS

In this section, we elaborate on the details of the numerical methods employed in the main text. In Subsection S-2 A we briefly review NRG and its limitations in
the context of bosonic impurity models. In Subsection S2 B we discuss the VMPS techniques by which these limitations can be overcome. Finally, in Subsection S-2 C we
present a generalized VMPS scheme that simultaneously
targets multiple low-energy states on the Wilson chain,
which enables us to generate the well-controlled energylevel flow diagrams for the sub-Ohmic spin-boson model
(SBM) shown in Fig. 4 of the main text.

A.

Bosonic NRG

The numerical renormalization group (NRG) is one
of the most powerful tools to numerically evaluate the
properties of quantum impurity models [1]. Wilson’s formulation of “standard NRG” involves two steps. First,
the model is represented in terms of a Wilson chain, i.e.
a semi-infinite tight-binding chain whose hopping matrix elements tn decrease exponentially with n, ensuring
energy-scale separation along the chain. In the main text
and Sec. S-1, we have described in detail how this is
achieved for an RWC; for details on setting up a SWC we
refer to Refs. [24] and [2]. Second, the chain is diagonalized iteratively one site at a time, discarding high-energy
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states at each step, to yield a set of so-called Wilson
shells, where shell N contains the low-lying eigenstates
of a finite chain whose last site is labelled N (a “lengthN ” chain). These shells can be used to calculate both
thermodynamic and dynamical quantities; in particular,
we employed the full-density-matrix NRG scheme (fdmNRG) to evaluate thermal averages of observables in this
work [35].
Whereas NRG has been highly successful in the context of fermionic impurity models, its application to bosonic baths has been impeded by two numerical issues, (i)
the mass-flow error and (ii) the local Hilbert space truncation. We elaborated on (i) in detail in the main text.
We add that NRG cannot be completely cured from the
mass flow using the C2-RWC construction, as discussed
in more detail in Sec. S-3 below. This is related to the
iterative nature of the NRG diagonalization procedure,
which does not allow to incorporate any feedback of the
slow-mode correction to earlier iterations, in contrast to
the variational setup presented in Sec. S-2 B below. Problem (ii) is related to the fact that only a limited number
of bosons can be included in an NRG calculation. NRG
requires an a priori truncation of the infinite-dimensional
local bosonic Hilbert space on each site n to a numerically feasible number of dn bosonic states. For example,
for the spin-boson model NRG is therefore not able to
accurately deal with the fact that the oscillator displacement occurring in the localized phase grows exponentially
along the Wilson chain, which implies that the number
of bosons in the standard oscillator representation must
increase exponentially, too [16].
In the context of the sub-Ohmic SBM, it has been thoroughly illustrated how the limitations of bosonic NRG
can tamper with physical properties. Here, the interplay of these two numerical issues affected a number of
critical exponents, causing them to follow hyperscaling
instead of mean-field results for 0 < s < 0.5 [15]. The internal consistency of these NRG results (which were later
shown to be incorrect) was so striking that it initially
lead to the controversial conclusion, that the quantumto-classical correspondence breaks down in case of the
sub-Ohmic SBM. This subtle “conspiracy of errors” [27]
implies that NRG is not fully equipped to deal with bosonic baths, since parts of the phase diagram and, in
particular, the impurity quantum phase transition, may
not be reliably accessible for the method.

B.

VMPS with optimal boson basis

The intrinsic flaws of bosonic NRG can be completely
dealt with by employing the strategy of the density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) to treat RWC
Hamiltonians [4, 37]. To this end, we use the matrixproduct-state (MPS) formulation of DMRG [38], which
we refer to as variational matrix-product-state approach
(VMPS) in the following [3, 4]. This method can overcome the issue of Hilbert space truncation by using a flex-

ible, shifted optimized boson basis (OBB) [31], as shown
in [6, 39]. Moreover, the mass-flow problem can be successfully cured by performing the variational procedure
on C2-RWCs, as demonstrated in the main text. We
briefly elaborate on the main aspects of the VMPS approach and refer to [6] for technical details.
The goal of the VMPS approach is to efficiently represent the ground state of a Wilson chain with N bath
sites in the formalism of matrix-product states [38]. A
generic MPS of a bosonic impurity model has the form
X
|ψi =
A[σ] A[m0 ] A[m1 ] ... A[mN ] |σi|mi ,
(S25)
σ,m

where |σi represents the local space of the impurity (e.g.,
a spin- 12 degree of freedom) and m = |m0 i...|mN i describes the local boson number eigenstates in a truncated Fock basis, i.e., fn† fn |mi = mn |mi with mn =
0, 1, ..., dn − 1. Starting with a random MPS, the ground
state is approximated by iteratively varying the tensors
A[...] to minimize the energy of the Wilson chain Hamiltonian, sweeping back and forth through the chain until a
global energy minimum is reached with sufficient convergence.
One key advantage of VMPS over NRG is the ability
to flexibly adapt the local bosonic state basis on each
site of the Wilson chain during the optimization process. This concept of an adaptive boson basis enables
us, for example, to determine the ground state also in
the localized phase of the SBM faithfully, which is not
possible in NRG calculations. Our OBB implementation
includes two features: First, we introduce an additional
basis transformation V with V † V = 1, which maps the
local harmonic oscillator basis |mn i onto a smaller effective basis |m̃n i on each site n,
|ñn i =

dX
n −1

mn =0

Vm̃n ,mn |mn i (m̃n = 0, ... , d˜n − 1) . (S26)

V can be naturally embedded in the MPS structure and
is optimized in an additional local update to determine
the best set of local basis states |m̃n i for the subsequent
update steps [6].
Second, we explicitly incorporate any oscillator displacements occurring in strong-coupling phases when
constructing the local boson basis sets. To this end, we
shift the oscillator coordinate x̂n = √12 (fn + fn† ) on each
site n by its equilibrium value hx̂n i [30] employing an
unitary transformation to the Hamiltonian of the system
[6]. hx̂n i can be determined self-consistently in a variational setting. Using such a setup, the OBB is able
to capture quantum fluctuations around the shifted coordinate x̂0n = x̂0n − hx̂n i.
In practice, the shifted OBB not only allows a significant increase of the size of the local basis sets from
dn ≈ O(102 ) to dn . O(104 ) by means of the basis
transformation V . In addition, the shifted oscillator
basis enables us to account for the exponentially growing oscillator displacements in a numerically quasi-exact
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way, which would require a local dimension of up to
10
deff
n ≈ (10 ) in a nonshifted basis [6].
An additional advantage of the variational optimization over NRG is the fact that the former typically involves multiple sweeps along the chain, so that information from different parts of the Wilson chain (i.e., from
different energy scales) is incorporated during the optimization process. This feedback mechanism is not needed
for chains that have energy-scale separation. However,
the latter is violated at the last site of a C2-RWC, where
the slow-mode energy shift is large enough to affect the
nature of the MPS not only on the last site but also on
several preceding sites. In contrast to NRG, the VMPS
approach is capable of feeding back this slow-mode information from low-energy scales to higher ones during the optimization sweeps, which is key to successfully
avoid any mass-flow effects.
Even though the VMPS scheme described above only
targets the ground state, it can be used to mimic finitetemperature averages on the Wilson chain, such as the
thermal average ha+a† iT or hσ̂z iT needed to compute the
local susceptibility χ(T ) for the DHO or SBM, respectively. To this end, we compute the ground-state expectation value hG|a+a† |GiNT or hG|σ̂z |GiNT for a length-NT
C2-RWC, where NT is chosen such that the chain’s lowest energy scale matches the temperature, T ∼ Λ−NT .
This works because, for a length-NT chain, the response
of the ground state is calculated for a discrete spectrum
whose low-energy excitations have characteristic spacing
T . This is the strategy that was used for the VMPS
calculations of χ(T ) reported in the main text. A more
detailed description of this strategy is given in Sec. S3 below, devoted to a detailed study of the dissipative
harmonic oscillator (DHO). There we compare several
different strategies for computing thermal averages and
benchmark their results against the exact solution for
χ(T ).
An important prerequisite for studying critical properties is a highly accurate determination of the critical
coupling αc . Numerically, it can be found in several
ways. First, by determining the α-value at which the
susceptibility χ(T = 0) diverges; this was our method of
choice in the context of the DHO. Second, by monitoring how the NRG or VMPS energy flow diagrams evolve
with α. For the SBM there exist a third option, namely
monitoring the behavior of the average boson occupation
per site, hmn i: at the phase boundary it stays almost
constant throughout the chain, but in the delocalized
(localized) phase it decreases (increases) towards the end
of the Wilson chain. We used the third scheme for the
SBM, since it can be automated very easily. C2-chains
sometimes required additional fine-tuning, since the slowmode shift always increases the occupation numbers at
the end of the chain.
We end this section with some technical notes. All
VMPS ground-state calculations in this work for both
DHO and SBM were performed using a 1-site update
with fixed bond dimension D = 60, dn = 100, and

...

Figure S1. Illustration of mVMPS setup for variationally calculating the m lowest-energy excitation on a Wilson chain.

d˜n = 16. Convergence was assumed if the change in the
chain’s ground-state energy dropped below the threshold
|δEG | < 10−15 , which for our longest chains corresponded to ' 0.5 of the hopping matrix element tN to the
last site. This typically took 10 to 50 sweeps. For the
determination of the temperature-dependent susceptibility χ(T ), we performed separate VMPS calculations for
each value of T and used a five-point stencil to evaluate
the numerical derivative with respect to . The convergence of the results with respect to all important numerical parameters was checked thoroughly.

C.

Multilevel VMPS

The study of energy-level flow during the renormalization procedure is an important part of the NRG toolbox
to characterize the fixed-point properties of an impurity
model. However, in the presence of the mass-flow error, prominent for a bosonic bath with asymmetric bath
spectrum, NRG does not correctly capture the physics of
the critical fixed point and the resulting RG flow can no
longer be considered reliable. On the other hand, we have
already demonstrated that VMPS techniques are able to
appropriately deal with mass flow; below we show that
they can also be employed to properly access the energylevel flow at quantum critical points.
In its standard formulation, described above, VMPS
only targets the ground state and does not have sufficient information about low-lying excited states on the
Wilson chain to accurately describe the energy-level flow.
In order to go beyond ground-state physics and properly
capture the critical energy-level RG flow of multiple lowlying levels, we have implemented a multi-level VMPS
(mVMPS) optimization scheme, in the spirit of Ref. [5],
that simultaneously targets the lowest k energy eigenstates |ψj i. A detailed description of our procedure may
be found in Sec. 2.3.6 of [40]. Here we just outline the
main idea.
Assuming canonical form of the MPS with the center
shifted to site n, we define an array A[mn ] consisting of k
[m ]
[m ]
[m ]
tensors {A1 n , A2 n , ... , Ak n } (illustrated in Fig. S1).
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[mn ]

For each tensor Aj
|ψj i =

X

, with j = 1, ..., k, the state
[mn ]

A[σ] A[m0 ]...A[mn−1 ] Aj

σ,m

A[mn+1 ]...A[mN ] |σi|mi,

(S27)
describes one of the k lowest-energy eigenstate of the specified Wilson chain Hamiltonian; the state corresponding
to j = 1 targets the ground state. The optimization procedure then works as follows: we generate a local Krylov
space on site n by subsequent application of the Hamiltonian on each of the k orthonormal states associated with
the array A[mn ] . The resulting Hamiltonian Ĥn has a
block structure in the Krylov space, with nonzero elements in form of k × k blocks along the diagonal and
the first off-diagonal. Next, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the Krylov subspace and construct from its eigenvectors an updated version of the array A[mn ] , each
element being orthonormal to the others by construction. To move the orthonormal center of the MPS to the
next site (n + 1), we form the reduced density matrix
ρred,j
n,n+1 of each component j by tracing out the rest of the
chain and sum them up to form ρred
n,n+1 . Similar to the
original DMRG formulation, we then diagonalize ρred
n,n+1 ,
keep only the D largest eigenvalues and use the resulting
isometry to move the orthonormal center to site n + 1.
We repeat the optimization procedure, sweeping multiple
times through the entire chain. Convergence was assumed when the change in each energy level Ej dropped
below the threshold |δEj | < 10−11 , which for our longest
multi-level chains corresponded to ' 10−3 of the hopping
matrix element tN to the last site. In all mVMPS calculations we used bond dimensions of D = 100, dn = 40.
0.3

ΛnEj (C2)

0.25

=0.5567 (delocalized)
(a)

s=0.6, =2,

=1
(b)

=0.55695 (localized)

0.2

0.15

the results for various lengths and rescaling
each set of
0
energies appropriately by a factor ΛN , we obtain the
energy-flow diagrams in a variational setup.
In addition to the critical fixed-point flows shown in
Fig. 3 of the main text, we here present the energy-flow
to the stable fixed points in Fig. S2. Panel (a) displays
the energy flow to the delocalized fixed point (α < αc ),
which features a nondegenerate ground state. In contrast, the fixed point flow to the localized fixed point
(α > αc ) in panel (b) clearly shows a doubly degenerated ground state before getting numerically distorted
by the exponentially growing oscillator displacements.
The main goal of our mVMPS calculations was to
study the critical energy-level flow for the SBM. Since
at the critical point the truncation of the bosonic Hilbert space is not problematic, it was not necessary to
incorporate the OBB scheme in our mVMPS setup. Doing so would become essential, however, when studying
the effects of a local bias,  6= 0, since then hσ̂z i 6= 0.
In particular, this would be needed if one wishes to
compute the static susceptibility χ(T ) using not just
the VMPS ground-state expectation value for a lengthNT RWC (as described above), but a thermal average
over a shell of low-lying VMPS eigenstates (as done in
NRG). We have refrained from attempting such combined mVMPS+OBB computations of χ(T ), since they
are numerically expensive, and the ground-state-based
scheme worked very well.
S-3.

DISSIPATIVE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

In this section, we perform a systematic study of the
properties of RWCs in the context of the exactly solvable
DHO, which was briefly introduced in the main text. We
compare the RWC and SWC setups in detail with respect
to the following issues: iteration details, static susceptibility, and critical coupling αc .

0.1

0.05
0
1
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20

30

1

10

n

20

30

Figure S2. Energy-flow diagrams obtained with mVMPS for
the SBM on a C2-RWC. (a) Flow to the delocalized fixed
point, characterized by a unique ground state. (b) Flow to the
localized fixed point, featuring a doubly degenerated groundstate level. Note that the flow gets distorted deep in the localized regime. This is a signature of the exponentially growing
oscillator shifts which cannot be properly dealt with in the
mVMPS setup.

To account for the mass flow in the energy-level flow of
a length-N RWC system, we conduct a separate mVMPS
calculation for every chain length N 0 < N . This ensures that the k excited states properly take into account
the fast- and slow-mode correction at a particular energy
scale, which is crucial for correctly describing the critical energy flow at a Gaussian fixed-point. Combining

A.

Iteration details

We introduced two types of RWCs in the main text:
C1 chains, which include only the fast shifts (δεSN = 0),
and C2 chains, which contain both slow- and fast-mode
shift in Eq. (4). For completeness, we also discuss a third
type of RWC to be called C0 chains, which by definition
S/F
include no energy shifts, i.e. δn = 0 in Eq. (4).
We have explored two versions of the RWC iteration
scheme, that differ only in the choice of the frequencies
+
+
ωSn
that define the intervals InS = [0, ωSn
]. For version 1,
+
we chose ωSn in such a manner that the resulting hopping
matrix elements tSn of the OWC agree with those used
by Bulla, Tong and Vojta (BTV), [24] to be called tBTV
n
[Eq. (13) of Ref. 24], with relative error below 10−3 . (The
error could be further reduced, if desired, by using a finer
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Figure S3. Iteration details: chain parameters. (a-d) Comparison of the Wilson chain parameters tn and εn for α = 0.199,
obtained using the standard discretization scheme of BTV [24] for Λ = 4, or using two versions of the RWC-approach described
above: for version 1 (left two columns), ωS,n was fine-tuned to ensure that tn = tBTV
; for version 2 (right two columns),
n
+
+
BTV
we simply chose ωSn
= ωSn−1
/Λ. (a) tBTV
used by BTV (black) and our tS
n
n (red dashed). (b) The onsite energies εn
F
S
(black), our C0 onsite energies εn (red dashed), and the shifts |δεn | (blue) and |δεn | (green). Evidently, they all scale
BTV
the same way with n. (c) Relative difference ∆t = (tBTV
− tS
in hopping elements. The noisy structure seen for
n
n )/tn
version 1 (left, note the amplification factor of 104 ) reflects the ω-discretization grid used to represent the bath correlators
BTV
GnX (ω) during the OWC construction. (d) Relative differences ∆ε of various onsite energies: ∆C0
− εn )/εBTV
(red);
ε = (εn
n
C1
BTV
F
BTV
F
F
S
S
∆ε = (εn
− εn − δεn )/εn
(purple); ∆ε = δεn /εn (blue); and ∆ε = δεn /εn (green). For version 1 (left), the relative
difference between BTV and C0 energies (no shifts) is quite significant throughout (∆C0
ε ' 0.2). The relative difference between
BTV and C1 energies (only fast shifts) is significant for early iterations, but becomes small (∆C1
. 10−3 ) once the iteration
ε
C1
scheme reaches self-similarity. For version 2 (right), both ∆C0
ε and ∆ε differ significantly from 0. Both the fast and last slow
F/S
mode shifts are comparable in magnitude to the bare OWC energies, O(∆ε ) = 1.

frequency grid for representing Γn (ω), and more accurately fine-tuning the numerical integration routine used
to evaluate the integral that yields tSn .) For version 2, we
+
+
used a plain exponential discretization, ωSn
= ωBn
/Λ.
A comparison of the resulting tSn , the bare onsite enF/S
ergies εn and the shifts δεn , is shown in Fig. S3. It
has two take-home messages: First, all these quantities scale the same way with n and are comparable in
magnitude [Figs. S3(a,b)]. In particular, the fast and
F/S
slow shifts δεn are comparable to the bare OWC energies εn . Second [Figs. S3(d)], our RWT energies, both
F
S
εn + δεF
n and εn + δεn + δεn , are in general different
from the SWC onsite energies εBTV
obtained by BTV
n
using standard Wilsonian discretization and tridiagonalization, the relative difference being O(1). For version
1, however, we note that the relative difference between
BTV
εn + δεF
becomes negligible for after a few
n and εn
iterations, but for early ones the difference remains.
Note that we also explored a third discretization
scheme similar to version 1, with the difference that we
+
fixed the truncation energies ωSn
such that the resulting
hoppings agree with those resulting from the improved
logarithmic discretization recently proposed by Zitko and
Pruschke (ZP) [26]. This leads to results qualitatively
similar to those of version 1, therefore we refrained from
including them in the discussion above.
The results in the main text were obtained using version 2. This discretization scheme is particularly appealing due to its accuracy and simplicity. It is more ac-

curate than standard Wilsonian discretization, since by
construction it reproduces the hybridization function correctly. The discretization scheme of ZP was devised to
achieve this, too, but our scheme turns out to be more
accurate, due to its inclusion of TBMs (compare green
and red symbols in Fig. S5 below). Our discretization
scheme is also simpler to implement than that of ZP, since
their chain parameters are found by solving a differential equation, whereas our chain parameters (fixed fully
by the energies ε̃n and couplings tSn ) are found purely
by numerical integrations. The accuracy of the latter
can be easily controlled by distributing the grid points
logarithmically and, in particular, increasing the resolution around the cut-off frequencies ωSn+ . Note that our
discretization scheme offers great flexibility, as one can
easily relax the logarithmic discretization in favour of a
linear or mixed one (log-linear or linear-log) if high- or
low-energy properties need to be taken into account more
carefully [4]. (The resulting chain would then have to be
treated purely with VMPS methods.)
In addition, we have also examined the retarded
self-energies ΣSn generated in different iterations n and
checked to what extent our chain parameters reproduce
the original bath correlator G bath [Fig. S4]. (In this context, the two discretization schemes yield qualitatively
similar results, so that Fig. S4 only displays version 2.)
The main conclusion drawn from the real and imaginary part of ΣSn [Figs. S4(a,b)] for the power-law coupling spectrum Γbath considered here is that the iteration
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Figure S4. Iteration details: self-energies. (a) Re[ΣS
n (ω)] and
+
(b) Im[ΣS
n (ω)], plotted vs. ω/ωSn for n = 0, 1, 4, 9 (different
colors), showing that the spectral functions and self-energies
have a self-similar structure. (c-f) Various CFE representations of G bath = G0 . (c) Re[G bath (ω)] and (d) Im[G bath (ω)]
vs. ω/ωc , calculated directly from Γbath (ω) (solid black), or
S
from a CFE while including both ΣF
n (ω) and ΣN (ω) with
N = 25 (dashed red), only ΣF
n (ω) with N = 5 (cyan) or N = 25
(dashed green), or neither of the two with N = 25 (blue). In
the latter case, the absence of any imaginary parts in the CFE
causes Im[G bath (ω)] to vanish and Re[G bath (ω)] to have divergences. Behavior of (e) Re[G bath (ω)] and (f) Im[G bath (ω)] for
ω → 0 with the same color code as in (c,d). The missing
slow-mode term in the CFE using only ΣF
n (ω) (green) causes
discrepancies for both the imaginary and the real part only in
the vicinity of ω = 0 illustrating that the effect of slow-mode
shifts becomes noticeable only at the lowest energy scale of a
Wilson chain, associated with its last site.

scheme has a self-similar structure, in that the shape of
Re[ΣSn (ω)] and Im[ΣSn (ω)] vs. ω/ωSn does not change
with n. Moreover, the continued fraction expansion of
G bath [Figs. S4(c-f)] fully reproduces the original function (black) if both the fast- and last mode contributions
F/S
Σn (ω) are included (dashed red), but if these are neglected (dashed green, cyan, blue), the low-frequency behavior changes significantly.

B.

Various averaging schemes

For the VMPS calculations of χ(T ) reported in the
main text, we mimicked thermal averages by groundstate expectation values of C2-RWCs of length NT .
However, we have also explored several other averaging

schemes. For the sake of completeness, we briefly describe them here, and in the next section compare their
results for the susceptibility of the DHO.
For a RWC of specified length N , we have explored
the following ways of calculating ground-state expectation values or thermal averages, distinguished by combinations of the following labels: W stands for Wilsonian
NRG with energy-based truncation; V for variational
MPS; G for a ground-state expectation value; and T
for a thermal average. For Wilsonian NRG calculations,
we denote the eigenstates and -energies of Wilson shell n
W
W
W
by |siW
n and Esn , and by |Gin and EGn for that shell’s
ground state. For VMPS calculations, we variationally
minimize the ground-state expectation value of a lengthN RWC in the space of all MPS having specified matrix
dimensions. Call the resulting ground state |GiV
N , with
V
energy EGN
.
Z
Z
We write hÔiGZ
N = N hG|Ô|GiN for a ground-state expectation value of type Z = W or V. We write NT for
the length of a RWC whose smallest excitation energies
are comparable to the temperature,
max{|ε̃NT |, |tSNT |} ' T,

(S28)

and hÔiTW
NT for a
states |siW
NT . We

thermal average over all Wilson shell
will call this TW-averaging. Thermal
averages can also be mimicked using a single state associZ
Z
ated with a length-NT chain, e.g. hÔiGZ
NT = NT hG|Ô|GiNT
(GW- or GV-averaging), because, by the choice of NT ,
the characteristic energy spacing for low-energy excitations above such a state is of order T . GW-, TW- and
GV-averaging require calculating a separate length-NT
chain for every temperature.
C.

Susceptibility

In this section, we compare the various types of RWCs
discussed above (C0,C1,C2) and the various averaging
schemes by using them to calculate the static susceptibility of the DHO. It is defined by
dha + a† iT
,
→0
d

χ(T ) = lim

(S29)

where h. . . iT denotes a thermal expectation value. Its
form is easily found analytically [17],
χexact (T ) =

1
,
Ω + Re(G bath (ω = 0))

(S30)

which, importantly, is independent of temperature.
Alternatively, the static susceptibility can also be calculated via the dynamical correlation function
Z ∞
1
C(ω) =
eiωt C(t)dt ,
(S31)
2π −∞
where C(t) = 21 h[(a + a† )(t), (a + a† )]iT . The integral
Z ∞
C(ω)
χdyn (T ) = 4
dω
(S32)
ω
0
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can analytically be shown to equal the static susceptibility, χ(T ) = χdyn (T ), yielding an important consistency
check for numerical calculations. Our Wilsonian NRG
calculations passed this check for all three types of RWC
introduced above (C0, C1, C2), where χ(T ) was calculated by evaluating h. . . iT in Eq. (S29) using a Wilsonshell thermal average h. . . iTW
NT , and χdyn (T ) was calculated using fdm-NRG [35]. This illustrates the internal
consistency of Wilsonian NRG for a given RWC. However, none of these calculations reproduce the exact result (S30). In contrast, the latter is reproduced correctly
when calculating χ using VMPS on chain type C2, as we
now discuss in detail.
Fig. S5 shows χ(T ) for three types of RWC, C0 (blue),
C1 (green), and C2 (red), calculated in four different
ways, involving either a CFE (solid lines), or a thermal
average over Wilson shell NT (TW, triangles), or two
types of expectation values w.r.t. states associated with
site NT (GW, GV), as detailed in the figure caption. We
observe the following salient features.
First, all four methods yield mutually consistent results both for C0 and for C1, but not for C2 (all orange
data lie on a line, as do all blue data, but not all red
data). Thus the methods differ mainly in their treatment of slow last modes, which are absent in C0 and C1,
but present in C2.
Second, for C0 (orange), which has the structure of
a standard Wilson chain without any TBM information
included, χC0 (T ) differs from the exact result, χexact
(dashed black line) in two important ways: instead of
being T -independent, χC0 (T ) increases with decreasing
T , eventually saturating toward a constant value, χC0 (0);
and this constant value disagrees from χexact . The reason
for these failings was identified clearly by VBGA [17]:
the neglect of TBMs causes Re[G bath (0)] to be represented incorrectly [as is also clearly visible in Fig. S4(c)].
VBGA called the missing contribution to Re[G bath (0)]
a “mass-flow” error (since near a quantum phase transition, it implies an artificial scale-dependent shift of the
order-parameter mass).
Third, for C1 (blue), which includes fast but not last
slow modes, the T -dependence of χC1 (T ) persists, but its
asymptotic low-temperature value agrees with the exact
one, χC1 (0) = χexact . Thus, including fast modes is essential to get the asymptotic value right. Indeed, if they
are omitted but the slow mode correction included, one
obtains curves (not shown) whose T → 0 limits corresponds to those of C0 curves rather than the exact result.
Fourth, for C2 (red), which includes fast and last slow
modes, two methods fully reproduce the T -independent
result χC2 (T ) = χexact : CFE and GV. Their common
feature is that both succeed in fully incorporating the
slow-mode contributions to Re[G bath (0)]. For the CFE
this is guaranteed by construction. For GV-averaging
using |GiV
NT , it reflects the ability of the variational MPS
scheme to correctly deal with the large energy shift δεSNT
at the end of the length-NT RWC.

Fifth, the other two methods fail to yield a T independent result even for C2, since, being based on
Wilsonian NRG, they fail to properly deal with the last
slow shift. TW- and GW-averaging involve, respectively,
a thermal average or ground-state expectation value for
Wilson shell NT ; but the slow shift δεSNT on the last site
is so large that upon adding it to the chain, some feedback to earlier sites becomes necessary. Since Wilsonian
NRG does not allow for such feedback, while a variational
MPS approach does (through back and forth optimization sweeps along the chain), TW- and GW-averaging
fail, whereas GV-averaging does not. We also note that
GW does better (yielding a weaker T -dependence) than
TW. Presumably the reason is that the thermal average
used by the latter incorporates information from higherlying Wilson states |siW
NT , for which the ω = 0 focus
of the static approximation works less well than for the
shell’s ground state |GiW
NT .
The upshot of the above analysis is that GV-averaging
fully meets the challenge of correctly computing χ(T ) for
the DHO. Therefore, GV-averaging was the scheme used
for the VMPS calculation of χ(T ) reported in Figs. 2 and
3 of the main text.

D.

Critical oupling αc

We now turn our attention a small but very important detail illustrating the power of RWCs to minimize
discretization artefacts: the determination of the critical
coupling αc . Its analytical value for the parameters used
here is αc = 0.2. Numerically, we determined αc by monitoring the divergence of the susceptibility, as described
at the end of Sec. S-2 C.
On a SWC with Λ = 4, the analytical value is either
largely overestimated when using the BTV discretization
scheme (αcBTV ≈ 0.228), or underestimated when using
the improved ZP discretization (αcZP ≈ 0.1984); the deviations are due to the missing information of the TBMs
in the Wilson chain setup. In Fig. S5, computed for
α = 0.199, this causes the low-temperature limit of the
susceptibilities χBTV and χZP to lie far below or above
the analytical value χexact , respectively. (In fact, χZP
diverges in that figure because α = 0.199 lies above the
critical coupling αcZP .)
In contrast, the critical coupling obtained for a C2RWC matches almost perfectly with the analytic result.
For our setup, we found αc = 0.199998. It is possible
to systematically reduce the deviation from the analytical value of αc even further by improving the resolution
of the frequency grid used to represent GnX (ω) while constructing a RWC. Once again, this illustrates the power of
our RWC construction and points out how missing TBMs
can introduce systematic “discretization” artefacts. Correspondingly, we expect that RWCs will turn out to be
useful for reducing discretization artefacts also for other
dynamic quantities such as local spectral functions.
As α is tuned ever closer to αc , the VMPS scheme ex-
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Figure S5. The static susceptibility χ(T ) of the DHO as function of temperature, for α = 0.199, s = 0.4. The black dashed
line gives the exact result χexact expected from Eq. (S30), the
purple and green symbols the results obtained with standard
NRG using the discretization scheme of BTV and ZP, respectively. The other data are numerical results for three types of
RWC, C0 (orange), C1 (blue), and C2 (red), obtained in four
different ways. The first uses a CFE of length NT to evaluate
Re[G0 (0)] in Eq. (S30) (CFE, solid lines), while including both
F
F
ΣS
n (ω) and ΣN (ω) for C2 (red), only Σn (ω) (blue), or neither
of the two (orange). The second evaluates h. . . iT in Eq. (S29)
as thermal average over Wilson shell NT (TW, triangles). The
other two ways approximate h. . . iT by an expectation value
taken w.r.t. one of two different single states: the ground state
|GiW
NT of Wilson shell NT (GW, circles) and the variational
ground state |GiV
NT of a length-NT chain (GV, squares). In all
cases, the derivative d/d in Eq. (S29) was evaluated numerically, using several -values chosen small enough (typically
 T ) to ensure that the calculated averages depend linearly
on . TW-, GW- and GV-averages require a separate run for
each combination of T and .

periences increasing convergence problems, resulting in
increasing errors for χ(0). This is not surprising, because the effective potential of the DHO becomes ever
shallower the nearer α approaches αc , where the energy
of one mode vanishes. That leads to very large zero-point
fluctuations, and a very strong linear response to small
values of . Increasing the VMPS bond dimension to keep
more states during the calculation failed to significantly
improve χ(0). We were able to ameliorate this convergence problem to some extent by implementing an optimized boson basis designed to incorporate large bosonic
displacements. However, as a matter of principle, this
problem will become unmanageable in the limit α → αc .
S-4.

RG FLOW TOWARDS GAUSSIAN FIXED
POINT

In this section, we connect the numerically obtained
energy-level diagrams to analytical considerations and

show that the numerical results prove the existence of
a Gaussian critical fixed point for the SBM with bath
exponents 0 < s 6 0.5.
Using a Feynman path-integral representation, the
spin-boson model (7) can be shown to be equivalent –
in the scaling limit – to the following one-dimensional φ4
theory:
Z
Z


dω
S=
(m0 + |ω|s )|φ(iω)|2 + dτ u0 φ4 (τ ) + ¯φ(τ )
2π
(S33)
where ¯ is a rescaled bias, and the |ω|s term arises from
integrating out the oscillator bath with bath exponent
s; this generates a bilinear coupling which is long-ranged
in time. m0 is the (bare) mass of the Ising order parameter φ; an increase of m0 corresponds to a decrease
in the dissipation strength α. Finally, u0 is the quartic
self-interaction. By universality arguments, the same φ4
theory also describes the phase transition of a classical
Ising chain with 1/rs+1 interactions.
Power counting in Eq. (S33) yields the scaling dimensions at criticality:
dim[φ(τ )] = (1 − s)/2 ,
dim[u0 ] = 1 − 4dim[φ(τ )] = 2s − 1 ,

(S34)

i.e., the system is above (below) its upper-critical dimension for s < 0.5 (s > 0.5).
In the following, we focus on the regime 0 < s 6 0.5
where the transition is controlled by a Gaussian fixed
point. Although the quartic interaction u0 is irrelevant at
criticality, i.e., its fixed-point value is zero, it is required
to stabilize the system and it influences observables in
a nontrivial fashion, hence it is termed “dangerously irrelevant”. The scaling dimension (S34) implies that the
leading-order behavior of the dimensionless renormalized
quartic coupling u, defined as u0 = µ1−2s u with µ a
renormalization energy scale, at criticality is given by
u ∝ ε1−2s
uv

(S35)

with logarithmic corrections present at s=0.5, where εuv
is the running ultraviolet cutoff. From this we can expect that the many-body spectrum, i.e., the energy-level
flow as described above, displays families of levels whose
spacing goes to zero as the cutoff energy εuv goes to zero.
This is in contrast to interacting critical fixed points, here
realized for 0.5 < s < 1 where the renormalized u reaches
a finite fixed-point value: This causes the level spacings
to approach constant values as εuv → 0 (see Ref. 41 for a
detailed analysis of NRG fixed-point spectra at interacting critical points). Both behaviors are nicely borne out
by our numerical results in Figs. 4 and S6.
While the effect of u on many observables can be calculated using (renormalized) perturbation theory, this
does not apply to the level spectrum at criticality: For
u = 0 the spectrum is degenerate (reflecting a bosonic
zero mode), such that the effect of u is nonperturbative.
This zero-mode physics in the presence of a quartic interaction is captured by the toy-model Hamiltonian for
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Figure S6. Energy-level flow diagram for the SBM on a C2RWC obtained for (a) s = 0.3 and (b) s = 0.4 at the critical
point. The dashed lines illustrate the power-law fits employed
to extract the exponent κ characterizing the Gaussian fixed
point. The numerical results are in excellent agreement with
the analytical prediction κ = (1 − 2s)/3.

a quartic oscillator, H4 = p2 /(2m) + ux4 in standard
notation. Scaling considerations shows that the eigenenergies of this model obey the exact scaling ei ∝ u1/3 .
Importantly, this toy model, if used with a renormalized

u, describes renormalized energy levels.
Let us now connect the behavior of these renormalized energy levels with those generated by NRG. To this
end, we note that in NRG the Wilsonian scale εn ∝ Λ−n ,
which is an infrared cutoff, controls the RG flow in a way
analogous to that of the running UV cutoff εuv in a perturbative RG scheme, as both schemes are designed to describe the renormalized physics at the scale εuv . Indeed,
in an NRG calculation the ultraviolet cutoff at a fixed
point is a multiple of the infrared cutoff εn . Combining the energy scaling of H4 with Eq. (S35), we conclude
that the low-lying renormalized energy levels obtained
from mVMPS, Λn Ej , scale with the Wilsonian energy
scale εn ∝ Λ−n as
κ
with κ = (1 − 2s)/3 ,
(S36)
Λn Ej ∝ Λ−n

characterizing the approach to a Gaussian fixed point.
Fig. S6 shows a log-log plot of the energy-level flow for
two values of s, together with a power-law fit. We obtain
κ = 0.13 ± 0.01 for s = 0.3 and κ = 0.07 ± 0.01 for s =
0.4, in excellent agreement with the analytical prediction,
which yields 0.4/3 = 0.13̄ and 0.2/3 = 0.06̄, respectively.
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3 Overview of computed physical quantities
In this Chapter we give an overview of important physical quantities that we computed
within this thesis. The following list is not meant to be complete. We rather concentrate on
presenting computational particularities and details, which are of special use to NRG+DMFT
practitioners. We omit any flavour indices in the following and set kB = h = e = 1 within
this thesis, if not included explicitly in the formulas.

3.1 Local orbital and spin susceptibilities and Kondo scales
The major physical quantities to unveil SOS in the 3HHM are the local orbital and spin
susceptibility, as well as the corresponding orbital and spin Kondo scale.
Real-frequency local orbital and spin susceptibility. The dynamical real-frequency
orbital and spin susceptibility for the impurity site are defined as
χorb (ω) =
and

χsp (ω) =

1
3

1
8

hT̂ a k T̂ a iω

(3.1)

hŜ α k Ŝ α iω ,

(3.2)

X
a

X
α

P
a
ˆ
respectively [Wei12a, HW14], where T̂ a = mm0 σ dˆ†mσ 12 τmm
0 dm0 σ are the impurity orbital
operators with the SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices, τ a , normalized as Tr[τ a τ b ] = 2δab , and Ŝ α
are the impurity spin operators, defined in Sec. 1.2.1. Their imaginary parts are given as
χ00 (ω) ≡ − π1 Im χ(ω). The (seemingly unnecessary) average in Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) is
convenient in a calculation that exploits non-abelian symmetries, since it does not pick an
arbitrary but fixed individual orbital operator T̂ a [Wei12a].

Orbital and spin Kondo scale. The orbital and spin Kondo scale, TKorb and TKsp , below
which Kondo screening of the local orbital and spin degrees of freedom set in, are specified as
the peak positions of χ00orb and χ00sp , respectively. We remark that these scales are only defined
up to a constant factor. Further, our definition of TK does not guarantee strict universal
scaling of physical quantities away from the scaling limit where the bandwidth is by far the
largest energy scale in the system (for details and an altered definition of TK that allows
strict universal scaling of dynamical or thermal quantities for a given fixed Hamiltonian, see
Ref. [HW14]). Note that, in the 3HHM, pure FL behavior, χ00orb,sp ∝ ω, is reached below TKsp .
Imaginary-time local orbital and spin susceptibility. The imaginary-time impurity
orbital-orbital and spin-spin correlators are obtained from the real-frequency orbital and spin
susceptibility, Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2), respectively,
ˆ
hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i ≡ 81 hT̂(τ ) · T̂(0)i = dω nB (ω)χ00orb (ω) eωτ ,
ˆ
hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i ≡ 31 hŜ(τ ) · Ŝ(0)i = dω nB (ω)χ00sp (ω) eωτ ,
(3.3)
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with the Bose-Einstein distribution nB (ω) = 1/(eβω − 1), β = 1/kB T and the imaginary
We remark that we implemented the term nB (ω) eωτ in the form
 time τ ∈ [0, β/2].

1/ eω(β−τ ) − e−ωτ for the numerical evaluation of the integral.
Static local orbital and spin susceptibility. The static local orbital and spin susceptibility is defined as χorb,sp
≡ χorb,sp (ω = 0) with χorb,sp (ω) of Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2),
0
respectively.
For T > 0, a technical NRG-related subtlety has to be considered in the way in which one
has to extract the zero-frequency limit from the dynamical susceptibility, χ(ω, T ) [HW14].
In principle, the static susceptibility is obtained as the Hilbert transform [Kramers-Kronig
´
00
0
relation, Eq. (2.20)] of χ00 (ω), χ0 (T ) = −P dω χ ω(ω0 ) . χ00 (ω), the output of fdmNRG, is a
Lehman representation [cf. Eq. (2.18)] which contains a δ-function of the form δ(ω − Eab )
with Eab = Eb − Ea . P denotes a principal value integral. The problem is, that, for finite-size
systems such as Wilson chains, this integral skips all degenerate terms of χ00 (ω) with Ea = Eb .
Thus, their contribution to χ0 (T ) has to be dealt with separately. This is taken care of by
the fdmNRG routine, which generates, besides χ00 (ω), also a direct output for the additional
contribution to χ0 (T ). The contribution of the Ea = Eb terms is negligible at T = 0, where
the Wilson chain is in effect very long. However they become increasingly important for finite
temperatures, where the Wilson chain in effect becomes shorter (automatically so in case of
fdmNRG).

3.2 Real-frequency self-energy
Self-energy trick. We apply the so-called “self-energy trick”, introduced by Bulla et al. in
Ref. [BHP98], in order to improve the resolution of the one-particle self-energy, Σ(ω), within
NRG. There, the self-energy is derived as the ratio,
Σ(ω) =

F (ω)
,
G(ω)

(3.4)

of the two-particle retarded Green’s function,
ˆ Ĥint [dˆ† ]] k dˆ† iω ,
F (ω) = h[d,

(3.5)

and the one-particle correlator G(ω) ≡ Gimp (ω) [cf. Eq. (2.5)]. Ĥint [dˆ† ] is the onsite interaction
term of the local impurity Hamiltonian Ĥimp [cf. Eq. (1.3b)].
Eq. (3.4) has clear advantages over the commonly used Dyson equation,
Σ(ω) = G0imp (ω)−1 − Gimp (ω)−1 ,

(3.6)

the difference of the inverse of the exactly known noninteracting retarded impurity Green’s
function, G0imp (ω) = [ω −εd −∆(ω)]−1 , and the interacting retarded impurity Green’s function,
Gimp (ω) of Eq. (2.5), computed with NRG. While Eq. (3.6) directly transfers systematic
numerical errors from Gimp (ω) to Σ(ω), the self-energy trick, Eq. (3.4), partly cancels out
systematic errors in F (ω) and G(ω) by taking their ratio in Σ(ω). In particular, discretization
and broadening artefacts, like artificial oscillations or overbroadening of high-energy features,
are systematically reduced.
Overshoot correction. Despite using the self-energy trick, the self-energy has controlled,
yet finite accuracy δIm Σ(ω) relative to max(|Im Σ(ω)|). Therefore it can happen at sufficiently
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Figure 3.1 (a) The imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Σ(ω), and (b) the optical conductivity, σ(ω),
for the 3HHM with U = 7.5, J = 2 at nd = 2 and T = 0. σ(ω) is calculated with Eq. (3.15) using
three different input functions for Im Σ(ω). The black curve is the original DMFT+NRG result of
Im Σ(ω), the blue curve is the shifted result, Im Σshift (ω), and the red curve is an improved function
(see text). The color scheme for σ(ω) in (b) follows the color scheme of (a). Dashed grey fits comply
with FL behavior. Solid (dashed) vertical lines mark the spin (orbital) Kondo scale.

low temperatures that the self-energy “overshoots”, i.e. Im Σ(ω) can become slightly positive
around the Fermi level, ω = 0, which is unphysical.
During the DMFT self-consistency procedure this error needs to be fixed by hand by
either “cutting” all positive values of Im Σ(ω), i.e. by setting them to zero, or by shifting
Im Σ(ω) to Im Σshift (ω) = Im Σ(ω) − Im Σ(ω = 0). We found that both strategies lead to
essentially the same converged DMFT results. This might be based on the fact that the
overshooting of the self-energy is a systematic error: once a DMFT+NRG calculation is
converged, the overshooting error in the output function Im Σ(ω) is reproduced in any further
DMFT loop, although the cut or shifted version of Im Σ(ω) was used as input.
For the calculation of physical quantities, for which Σ(ω) serves as an input function, we
use the shifted self-energy, based on Im Σshift (ω).
This procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 for the calculation of the optical conductivity,
σ(ω), at T = 0 [cf. Sec. 3.6 and Eq. (3.15) for details of the calculation]. In Fig. 3.1(a) the
original DMFT+NRG result, Im Σ(ω), is plotted in black, the shifted result, Im Σshift (ω), is
plotted in blue. Whereas the black curve exceeds zero in the grey shaded area, the thin blue
curve has its maximum at ω = 0. Further it is purely negative and follows roughly FL behavior,
Im Σ(ω) ∝ ω 2 , at low frequencies, as indicated by the dashed grey parabolic fit (cf. Sec. 3.9 for
details about FL behavior). In addition, we build an improved function (red curve) to check
the reliability of the optical conductivity calculation. It is a combination of the parabolic
fit function at small ω and Im Σshift (ω) at larger ω. Thus, at low ω, exact FL behavior is
incorporated and artificial oscillations are suppressed. In Fig. 3.1(b) we demonstrate, how
these three choices for Im Σ(ω) affect the outcome of the optical conductivity, σ(ω). Clearly,
σ(ω) differs at low frequencies. The black curve obviously misses the true FL behavior (Drude
peak), σ(ω) ∝ ω −2 , which is indicated by a grey dotted line in Fig. 3.1. It even exhibits an
artificial maximum at approximately ω = 0.005. In contrast, the blue curve keeps increasing
with decreasing frequency, approaching but not fully reaching FL behavior. The red improved
curve, which is based on the exact FL behavior in Im Σ(ω), displays the FL Drude peak at
low frequencies, proofing the general quality of the calculation.
Within this thesis, unless specified otherwise, we mainly employ Im Σshift (ω) for an
unbiased evaluation of our results, however, bearing in mind that these are, strictly speaking,
only accurate up to a systematic error of Im Σ(ω = 0).
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3.3 Real-frequency spectral function and local occupation
Spectral function.

The local density of states (spectral function),
1
A(ω) = − Im G(ω),
π

(3.7)

is defined as the imaginary
´ part of the local interacting Green’s function, G(ω), of Eq. (2.6)
and fulfills the sum rule dω A(ω) = 1. Within NRG, A(ω) can be directly obtained as the
Lehman sum over discrete delta-peaks [cf. Araw (ω), Eq. (2.19) of Sec. 2.2.4], which needs to
be (log-Gaussian) broadened to obtain a smooth curve.
In order to reduce discretization artefacts, an improved version of A(ω) can be computed
by inserting Eq. (2.5), i.e. Gimp (ω) = [ω − εd − ∆(ω) − Σ(ω)]−1 , into Eq. (3.7), while using
Σ(ω) obtained from the self-energy trick Eq. (3.4).
The full hybridization function for a flat band, Γ(ω) = ΓΘ(|ω| − DNRG ), is calculated as
∆(ω) =

ω + + DNRG
Γ
.
ln +
π
ω − DNRG

(3.8)

Within DMFT+NRG, an improved version of A(ω) is obtained from Eq. (3.7) inserting
the lattice Green’s function, Glatt (ω) of Eq. (2.10) together with Σ(ω) of Eq. (3.4). The
DMFT+NRG spectral functions shown in this thesis are always “improved” ones.
Local occupation. From the (improved) spectral function A(ω) we can directly obtain
the filling (average occupation number), nd , of the impurity (or equivalently, hn̂i i, of a lattice
site i),
ˆ
nd ≡ hn̂i i =

where

dω A(ω)f (ω),

f (ω) = [eω/(kB T ) + 1]−1

(3.9)

(3.10)

is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function with the Fermi level at ω = 0. When using Araw (ω)
P
of Eq. (2.19) the integral in Eq. (3.9) reduces to a simple sum, nd = j aj f (ωj ).

3.4 Matsubara Green’s function and self-energy
Matsubara Green’s function. The Matsubara correlator, G(iωn ), associated with the
retarded correlator, G(ω) = hdˆ k dˆ† iω [cf. Eq. (2.5)], is the Hilbert transform of A(ω) [cf.
Eq. (3.7)] and can be directly computed from NRG raw data as
ˆ
X
A(ω)
aj
G(iωn ) = dω
=
.
(3.11)
iωn − ω
iωn − ωj
j
The expression D(iω0 ) = − π1 ImG(iω0 ) with the first Matsubara frequency, ω0 , is used within
DMFT+QMC to estimate the density of states at the Fermi level (cf. Ref. [DSH+ 18] in
Sec. 6.2).
Matsubara self-energy.
transform

The Matsubara self-energy is either obtained via the Hilbert
ˆ
Im Σ(ω)
1
Σ(iωn ) = −
dω
(3.12)
π
iωn − ω
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with Σ(ω) as defined in Eq. (3.4), or via the self-energy trick on the Matsubara axis,
Σ(iωn ) =

F (iωn )
,
G(iωn )

(3.13)

where F (iωn ) is the Hilbert transform of −1/π Im F (ω) analogously to Eq. (3.11) [F (ω) is
defined in Eq. (3.5)].
Note that results on the Matsubara axis obtained from Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.13) can be
computed directly on the discrete data without the need for broadening.

3.5 ARPES structure factor and band dispersion relation
The structure factor or momentum-resolved spectral function, A(εk , ω), as experimentally
accessible by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), is directly obtained from
the self-energy Σ(ω) within DMFT [GKKR96]. For the Bethe lattice, we use the formula
A(εk , ω) = − π1 Im [ω + µ − εk − Σ(ω)]−1 .

(3.14)

The band dispersion relation can then be either defined as the maxima, E ∗ (ω), of A(εk , ω)
for given ω, or as the maxima, E(εk ), of A(εk , ω) for given εk . Note that these definitions
can lead to slightly different QP dispersions for the Bethe lattice (cf. Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.7, and
Fig. 7.8 in Chapter 7). E(εk ) is the solution to the equation ω + µ − εk − Re Σ(ω) = 0, as used
in Ref. [DSH+ 14]. For fixed ω, this trivially yields a single value for εk , but not necessarily a
unique value for E(εk ) ≡ ω for fixed εk (cf. the s-shaped QP band dispersions in Fig. S-4(a)
of Ref. [SYvD+ 15] in Sec. 4.2, Fig. 11(b) of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2, and Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.7,
Fig. 7.8 in Chapter 7).

3.6 Optical conductivity, kinetic energy, resistivity and the
Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) limit
Optical conductivity. The (real part of the) optical conductivity (per spinful band) is
computed in linear response theory as in Ref. [DMicv+ 13],
ˆ
0
0 ˆ
2πe2
0 f (ω ) − f (ω + ω )
σ(ω) =
dω
dε Φ(ε)A(ε, ω 0 )A(ε, ω + ω 0 ).
(3.15)
~
ω
The transport velocity kernel,
Φ(ε)

=
=

Bethe

ˆ




1 X ∂εk 2
dd k
∂εk 2
δ(ε − εk ) =
δ(ε − εk )
V k ∂kx
(2π)d ∂kx
"

Φ(0) 1 −



ε
D

2 # 32

(3.16a)
(3.16b)

,

contains the information about band velocities (here, given in x-direction),
vkx =



∂εk
.
~∂kx


(3.17)
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V is a normalization volume. Eq. (3.16b) is the transport velocity kernel for the Bethe lattice,
Eq. (2.8). A(ε, ω) is the structure factor as defined in Eq. (3.14), f (ω) is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function of Eq. (3.10).
Kinetic energy. The kinetic energy, K(Ω), is the integral of the optical conductivity, σ(ω),
up to a cutoff value Ω [SMP+ 12]:
´Ω
dω σ(ω)
K(Ω)
= ´ 0∞
.
K(∞)
0 dω σ(ω)

(3.18)

Within this thesis, K(Ω) is normalized to K(∞).
Resistivity. The temperature-dependent optical resistivity is given as the inverse of the
optical conductivity evaluated at the Fermi level, ω = 0,
ρ(T ) =

1
.
σ(ω = 0, T )

(3.19)

Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) limit. In conventional metals ρ(T ) increases with temperature.
This behavior can be explained in a QP picture: the mean-free path l of a QP gradually
decreases because thermally-induced scattering events become more frequent. For phonon
scattering at higher temperatures, i.e. above a small temperature below which electronelectron scattering is dominant, this leads to a linear growth of ρ(T ) ∼ T . However, this QP
picture breaks down approximately when l becomes shorter than the interatomic spacing a,
leading to the Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) limit: lmin ≈ a (other definitions include kF lmin ≈ 1
or kF lmin ≈ 2π) [IR60, Mot72, Gur81]. As a consequence, above a corresponding MIR
temperature, TMIR , the resistivity saturates in conventional metals, approaching a maximum
value, ρMIR . While for most good metals, l  a holds up to their melting temperatures, there
is a vast number of metals for which the MIR resistivity saturation is observed [HTT04].
Interestingly, most strongly correlated metals, like cuprate HTSCs, heavy fermions, Hund
metals (including iron-based HTSCs), and also several organic compounds, exceed the MIR
limit and ρ(T ) does not saturate with increasing temperature. Due to this unconventional
but common feature, which is generically assumed to be induced by some kind of NFL
behavior, all these materials are collectively referred to as “bad metals” in the literature
[EK95, HTT04].
2 Φ(0)
Within this thesis, σ(ω) is measured in units of σMIR = e ~D
, the MIR limit value
+
for a free electron gas derived in Ref. [DMicv 13] for a parabolic band in two dimensions,
~2 (k2 +k2 )

x
y
ε(k) =
, using the criterion kFL lmin = 1. Accordingly, ρ is given in units of
2m
ρMIR = 1/σMIR .

3.7 Thermopower
The thermopower (Seebeck coefficient), α(T ) = −∆V/∆T , is the ratio of an electrical field
−∆V that is generated when a thermal gradient, ∆T is established in a material, measured
under the condition that no electrical current flows [MG16]. We calculate α(T ) with the
Kubo formula of Ref. [MG16],
α(T ) = −

kB
e

´

∂f
dω T (ω)βω − ∂ω

 ,
´
∂f
dω T (ω) − ∂ω





(3.20)
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with β = 1/kB T . f (ω) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of Eq. (3.10) with its derivative
1
β
∂f
=−
.
∂ω
2 1 + cosh(βω)

(3.21)

The transport function, T (ω), (exemplified for transport in x-direction) reads
ˆ
2πe2 X x 2
2πe2
2
T (ω) =
(vk ) Ak (ω) = 2
dε Φ(ε)A(ε, ω)2 ,
V
~
k

(3.22)

with vkx as defined in Eq. (3.17), Φ(ε) as in Eq. (3.16b) for the Bethe lattice, and A(ε, ω) as
in Eq. (3.14).
In Ref. [MG16] it is pointed out that the following relations between the thermopower and
the entropy, S, can be considered to interpret the temperature dependence of α(T ). For a
free electron gas of density, n, the direct relation, α = −S/ne, holds at low temperatures and
the Heikes formula, αH = −1/e(∂S/∂n)E = 1/e(µ/T )at at high-temperatures in the atomic
limit. For multiorbital systems with integer filling, nd , the latter relation can be expressed
as [MG16],
kB
dn −1
αH =
log d ,
(3.23)
2e
dnd +1
which only depends on the degeneracies, d, of the atomic states with neighboring valences
nd ± 1, but not on any other system parameter. Further, the Kelvin formula,
1
αK = −
e



∂S
∂n


T

1
=
e



∂µ
∂T



,

(3.24)

n

is considered as an approximation to the thermopower.

3.8 Entropy
Within DMFT, where a lattice system is mapped self-consistently onto an impurity system,
we can both calculate the impurity contribution to the entropy, as usually done within
NRG [BCP08], and the lattice entropy. Importantly, these entropies differ (quantitatively
but not qualitatively), as is discussed in detail in Sec. 7.3.

3.8.1 Impurity contribution to the entropy
The impurity contribution to the entropy, Simp , is introduced in Eq. (48) and Eq. (53) of
Ref. [BCP08] as the difference,
(0)

Simp (T ) = Stot (T ) − Stot (T ),

(3.25)

between the entropy of the total Wilson chain, Stot , and the entropy of a reference system,
(0)
Stot , which is the bare conduction Hamiltonian without impurity. In practice, it is thus
necessary to perform two independent NRG runs, one for the full Hamiltonian and one for
the same Hamiltonian without impurity (e.g. by effectively removing it by setting εd to a
very large number, we used εd = 1000).

3.8.2 Lattice entropy
In principle, two different approaches are available to calculate the lattice entropy within
DMFT. One approach is based on the total internal energy, Elatt , the other one on the free
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energy, Flatt , of the system. However, the latter approach leads to physically wrong results
within our current implementation, as described below. The exact reason is still unknown
and requires further investigation of both the derivation of the applied formulas and their
numerical evaluation.
Lattice entropy from the total internal energy. In the first approach, the lattice
latt
entropy is obtained from the specific heat, C(T ) = ∂E∂T
, and the thermodynamic relation
∂S
∂E
T ∂T = ∂T via integration,
Slatt (T ) = Slatt (T0 ) +

ˆ

T

T0

dT 0

C(T 0 )
T0

(3.26)

(following Eq. (238) of Ref. [GKKR96]). Slatt (T0 ) is a constant (in principle unknown) offset.
In the case of a FL, however, Slatt (T0 ) can be determined exactly (with Eq. (3.42) in Sec. 3.9).
For Hubbard-type models in the limit of large lattice coordination, the total internal energy
is given by Eq. (7) of Ref. [Kot99], which we apply in the form,
ˆ
¨
A(ω1 )A(ω2 )
Elatt
=
dω f (ω)(ω + µ)A(ω) + 2t2
dω1 dω2 f (ω1 )
(3.27a)
Nc
ω1 − ω2
ˆ
ˆ
2t2
=
dω f (ω)(ω + µ)A(ω) −
dω f (ω)Re G(ω)Im G(ω),
(3.27b)
π
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, f (ω) [cf. Eq. (3.10)]. To reduce the double
integration in Eq. (3.27a) to only one integral in Eq. (3.27b) we used the Kramers-Kronig
´
´
0)
0)
= P dω 0 A(ω
relation, Re G(ω) = π1 P dω 0 ImωG(ω
0 −ω
ω−ω 0 .
Lattice entropy from the free energy. In the second approach, the lattice entropy is
obtained as the derivative of the free energy. Following Eq. (46) of Ref. [GKKR96], the free
energy of the lattice is composed of two parts, Flatt = Fimp + Fcor : the impurity free energy,
Fimp , and a correction term for the lattice,
Fcor = −T

"
X
n

ln Glatt (iωn ) −

ˆ

D

#

dε ρ0 (ε) ln G (iωn ) ,
ε

−D

(3.28)

´
with the lattice Green’s function Glatt (iωn ) = dε ρ0 (ε)Gε (iωn ), the noninteracting density of states ρ0 (ε), for which we use the Bethe lattice version, Eq. (2.8), and Gε (iωn ) =
[iωn + µ − Σ(iωn ) − ε]−1 . Note that the correction term Eq. (3.28) includes only local quantities within DMFT. For the lattice entropy we thus obtain the expression
Slatt (T ) = −

∂Flatt
∂Fimp ∂Fcor
=−
−
= Simp + Scor .
∂T
∂T
∂T

(3.29)

For Simp we use Eq. (3.25). For Scor we perform the partial derivative of the correction term
Eq. (3.28). Often, Scor is neglected in the literature, as it is supposed to be small, which is,
however, not true in general, as explicated at the end of Sec. 3.9 and in Sec. 7.3.
We now turn to the explicit calculation of Fcor . Eq. (3.28) is analytically continued in order
to be able to directly use real-frequency NRG data. We apply the analytical continuation of
the form
˛
1X
dz
g(iωn ) = (−1)
f (z)g(z)
(3.30)
β n
2πi
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for a function g(iωn ) with poles in the complex plane, fermionic Matsubara frequencies
ωn = 2π(n + 12 )T , and the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, f (z) [cf. Eq. (3.10)]. A
derivation is given in Ref. [BF11]. In Eq. (3.28), g(iωn ) = ln G(iωn ) has a branch cut at the
real axes. So the contour integral leads to the expression
˛
X
dz
−T
ln G(iωn ) =
f (z) ln G(z)
(3.31a)
2πi
n
ˆ
h
i
dω
=
f (ω) ln G(ω + i0+ ) − ln G(ω − i0+ )
2πi
ˆ
h
i
dω
f (ω) ln GR (ω) − ln GA (ω)
=
2πi
!
ˆ
GR (ω)
dω
f (ω) ln
=
2πi
GA (ω)
ˆ
dω
=
f (ω)φ(ω),
(3.31b)
π
where φ(ω) is the phase of GR (ω) and GR = GA are complex conjugates to each other. The
real-frequency retarded Green’s function, G(ω + i0+ ) = GR (ω), is defined in the upper half
plane whereas G(ω − i0+ ) = GA (ω), the advanced Green’s function, is defined in the lower
half-plane. Overall, we therefore obtain for the correction term of the free energy Eq. (3.28),
∗

ˆ

Fcor

"
#
ˆ D
dω
ε
=
f (ω) φ(ω) −
dε ρ0 (ε)φ (ω)
π
−D
ˆ
dω
f (ω) [Φ1 (ω) − Φ2 (ω)] ,
=
π

(3.32a)
(3.32b)

with
Im G(ω)
Φ1 (ω) ≡ φ(ω) = arctan
,
Re G(ω)
ˆ D
Φ2 (ω) ≡
dε ρ0 (ε)φε (ω), and


−D

φε (ω) = arctan





(3.33a)
(3.33b)

Im Σ(ω)
,
ω + µ − ε − Re Σ(ω)


(3.33c)

where, by construction, φ(ω) and φε (ω) are only defined in the interval [0, π], thus Φ1 (ω)
and Φ2 (ω) have to be positive. The derivation of Eq. (3.33c) is completely analogous to
Eq. (3.33a).
We illustrate the nontrivial calculation of Slatt in Fig. 3.2 for the particle-hole symmetric
1HM of Eq. (1.1) with Coulomb interaction strength U = 4. Examples of original outcomes
for Φ1 (ω) and Φ2 (ω) are plotted in Fig. 3.2(a,b) (cf. dashed blue and red curves, respectively).
In order to fulfill that φ(ω), φε (ω) ∈ [0, π], we use φ(ω) mod π and φε (ω) mod π in Eq. (3.33).
This results in the “flipped” solid blue and solid red curves for Φ1 (ω) and Φ2 (ω), respectively.
Their difference, Φ1 (ω) − Φ2 (ω) (green curve) is multiplied by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function (dotted curve), leading to the orange curve. Integration thereof basically gives Fcor
[cf. blue curve in Fig. 3.2(d)]. This procedure is repeated for each data point of T . In
Fig. 3.2(a) it is illustrated for T = 0, in Fig. 3.2(b) for T = 0.5. Corresponding spectral
functions are shown in Fig. 3.2(c). The negative partial derivative of Fcor results in Scor [cf.
blue curve in Fig. 3.2(d)], which shows a pronounced maximum at 0.08. We note that this
behavior is qualitatively similar to the negative derivative of A(ω = 0) (cf. orange curve).
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Figure 3.2 We illustrate the computation of Slatt (T ) for the 1HM with U = 4 and µ = − U2 . (a,b)
The calculation of Fcor , Eq. (3.32), is divided into several steps. We plotted intermediate results for
(a) T = 0 and (b) T = 0.5. (c) We also show spectral functions for several temperatures. These
temperatures are marked by vertical dashed lines in (d) using the color code of (c). (d) The final
result, Slatt , as well as its components Simp and Scor are plotted as functions of temperature. Further,
Fcor (T ), the spectral function A(0, T ) at zero frequency and its negative derivative are shown. In
principle, a plateau at ln(2) is expected for Slatt (T ) and Simp (T ) in the local moment regime for two
spin degrees of freedom, ln(4) should be approached in the free orbital regime as charge fluctuations
are included there. However, here, the plateau at ln(2) is replaced by a transition through ln(2) above
the Kondo temperature TK (vertical black line) for Simp , because TK is too near to the bare bandwidth
of the model. Slatt (T ) exhibits an unphysical negative slope below about ln(2) (see text for details).
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Interestingly, Scor (T ) approaches zero as soon as the QPP of A(ω) has vanished. Simp is
obtained via Eq. (3.25) and plotted in black. Together, this leads to Slatt (cf. red curve).
However, our final result exhibits a pronounced maximum with a negative slope above about
0.1, which would imply an unphysical negative specific heat. This flaw is generically found
for various values of U , and also for the 3HHM. We are not aware of any published results
using this approach. Hence, it is left for future investigations to reveal if this unphysical
behavior is due to a failure of Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29) or due to a computational subtlety.

3.9 Physical quantities in Landau’s Fermi-liquid (FL) theory
Fermi-liquid theory is one of the most successful effective theories to tackle the many-body
problem of metals. It was developed by L. D. Landau in the late 1950s and has been
extended further, ever since. Its central idea is to describe a complicated system of interacting
particles as a gas of noninteracting effective quasiparticles (QPs) which are characterized
by renormalized parameters (such as an effective mass m∗ ). Its derivation is based on
perturbation theory for which the adiabatic continuity principe holds, i.e. interactions
enter on a perturbative level and are treated adiabatically. As a consequence, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the excitations of an interacting system and the lowenergy excitations of a free Fermi gas (they are adiabatically connected), and occupation
and quantum numbers are retained in the effective single QP picture of FL theory. The QPs
follow Fermi statistics. However, they are neutral: they can be thought of electrons that are
“dressed” (surrounded) by a screening cloud of charges which strongly confines, i.e. screens
the effect of Coulomb interactions. Further, the QPs are only approximate eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian. Eventually, FL theory allows a semi-classical description of transport in terms
of scattering processes of QPs in a Fermi gas, similar to kinetic gas theory. This explains the
success of free electron transport models. Yet, the FL QP picture is only applicable on time
scales shorter than the (finite) QP lifetime, τ .
In the following, we present the FL form of the one-particle retarded lattice Green’s
function in momentum space and the corresponding spectral function within DMFT, and
give an overview of FL features for various physical quantities used in this thesis. We remark
that this section is based on Chapter 14 of Ref. [BF11] and Sec. 5.2 of Ref. [Sta13].
FL form of the one-particle Green’s and spectral function within DMFT. By a
linear expansion of the lattice Green’s function in momentum space, Eq. (2.4), in k − kF and
ω we obtain the retarded QP Green’s function,
Z
1 ,
ω − ε̃k + i τ (ω)

(3.34)

1
,
1 − ∂ω Re Σ(ω)|ω=0

(3.35)

G̃k (ω) =
with the QP weight,
Z=
the inverse QP lifetime,

τ −1 (ω) = −ZIm Σ(ω),

(3.36)

for small ω, and the effective energy,
ε˜k = Z(k − kF ) ∂k εk |k=kF .

(3.37)
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kF is the Fermi wave vector (Fermi surface) determined by the equation (cf. Sec. 3.10.2),
εkF − µeff = 0,

(3.38)

with the renormalized (effective) chemical potential,
µeff = µ − Re Σ(ω = 0).

(3.39)

The spectral function, Ak (ω), then splits into two parts, a coherent FL part, AFL
k (ω) =
−1/π Im G̃k (ω), of spectral weight Z and an incoherent part, Aic
(ω),
of
spectral
weight
1 − Z,
k
which was neglected in the first order expansion:
Ak (ω) =

AFL
k (ω)

+

Aic
k (ω)

1
Z τ (ω)
1
ic
=
 + Ak (ω).

π (ω − ε̃ )2 + 1 2
k
τ (ω)

(3.40)

For k close to kF and very small ω, AFL
k (ω) describes a Lorentzian shaped coherent QP peak
of width τ −1 (ω) centered at the position ε̃k . Since the one-particle spectral function always
integrates to 1 = Z + incoherent contribution, this, indeed, justifies the terminology of Z ≤ 1
as the “QP weight”.
Overview of FL features of physical quantities. Below, we give an overview of FL
features of physical quantities which we employed in this thesis to identify the FL regime in
the 3HHM. For Hubbard-type models it was shown [MH89] that these features are retained
at high dimensions, which is important in the DMFT context. The following list is neither
meant to be exhaustive, nor does it contain detailed derivations.
• An essential quantity in this thesis is the QP weight, Z, defined in Eq. (3.35). Z ∈ [0, 1]
reflects the weight of the QP peak of the spectral function, and is, within DMFT, equal
to the mass renormalization of the QPs,
Z=

m
,
m∗

(3.41)

with the free electron mass, m, and the effective QP mass, m∗ . This relation can be
derived by reformulating Eq. (3.37) to ε˜k = (k − kF )kF /m∗ in analogy to the dispersion
relation of free electrons, εk = k2 /(2m).
Importantly, Z −1 thus measures the strength of electronic correlations (the electronic
mass enhancement) of a correlated system. Strongly correlated systems, i.e. systems
with heavy electron mass, are characterized by a small QP weight, Z [cf. Fig. 1.1]. In a
MIT, Z is used to identify the metallic phase (Z > 0) and the insulating phase (Z = 0).
We remark that very close to the MIT and for large temperatures exceeding τ −1 , the
FL picture breaks down and Z only serves as a heuristic indicator of the behavior of
the correlated system.
• Within DMFT, the renormalized chemical potential is constant in the FL regime,
µeff = const.
• The real part of the self-energy, Re Σ(ω), exhibits a linear-frequency FL behavior at
T = 0.
• For small ω and T , the imaginary part of the self-energy, which is associated with the
transport scattering rate, obeys the FL relation, Im Σ ∝ ω 2 + (πT )2 . The same relation
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then holds for the invers lifetime, τ −1 . We note that the latter is also referred to as
coherence scale, Γ∗ = τ −1 .
For small ω and T , the scattering rate goes to zero, the lifetime becomes very large, and
a free-electron-like spectral peak is reproduced, AFL
k (ω) ≈ Zδ(ω − ε˜k ), i.e. the behavior
of a free particle with renormalized mass is approached, justifying the FL picture.
• The Matsubara self-energy follows the FL relation, Im Σ(iωn ) ∝ ωn .
• The imaginary part of the orbital and spin susceptibility shows linear FL behavior,
χ00orb,sp ∝ ω, at T = 0. The real part is Lorentzian shaped close to the Fermi level,
i.e. it has a maximum with negative curvature of the form χ0 = χ0 (0) − aω 2 . The
temperature dependence of the static orbital and spin susceptibility is characterized by
Pauli behavior in the FL regime, χorb,sp
(T ) = const.
0
• The spectral function, A(ω), is Lorentzian shaped at T = 0.
• The optical conductivity, σ(ω), has a Lorentzian-shaped Drude peak and decays as ω −2
at T = 0.
• For the optical resistivity the FL relation, ρ(T ) ∝ T 2 , holds.
• The thermopower exhibits linear FL behavior with temperature, α(T ) ∝ T .
• Both the impurity contribution to the entropy and the lattice entropy (cf. Sec. 3.8)
scale linearly in temperature in the FL regime,
S(T ) = γT
2Nc π 2
with γ =
.
3Z

(3.42a)
(3.42b)

For the lattice entropy, the mass renormalization is given by Eq. (3.35), i.e. Z ≡ Z,
which is derived from the lattice Green’s function. In contrast, for the impurity
contribution to the entropy, the mass renormalization is given by Z ≡ Zimp , which has
to be derived from the impurity Green’s function, Eq. (2.5), instead, as shown in the
following.
Similar to the derivation of Z above, we perform a first order expansion of Eq. (2.5) in
Zimp
ω, leading to Gimp (ω) = ω−ε̃d −iZimp
Im ∆(ω) with ε̃d = Zimp [Re ∆(0) − µeff ] and
Zimp =

1
1
= −1
,
1 − ∂ω [Re ∆(ω) + Re Σ(ω)]|ω=0
Z − ∂ω Re ∆(ω)|ω=0

(3.43)

where the self-consistency condition, Eq. (2.7), in the form ∆(ω) = t2 G(ω), can be used
in case of DMFT when using a Bethe lattice.
Obviously, Z and Zimp differ in the FL regime. This implies that, in general, the
impurity contribution to the entropy and the lattice entropy of a system differ as well
(cf. Sec. 7.3).

3.10 Benchmarks
A convenient way to check the accuracy of numerical results is to perform benchmarks with
analytically known relations. A stringent test for NRG impurity model calculations with a
flat conduction band is the Friedel sum rule, while DMFT results have to obey the Luttinger
theorem and the Hartree-Fock limit for the Matsubara self-energy.
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3.10.1 Friedel sum rule for NRG
In the case of a flat hybridization function, Γ(ω) = ΓΘ(|ω| − DNRG ), and for T = 0, the
impurity spectral function is pinned by the Friedel sum rule to
πΓA(ω = 0) = sin2 (δ)

(3.44)

πnd
with the scattering phase shift δ = 2N
, where 2Nc is the total number of spin×orbital flavors
c
An equivalent form of the Friedel sum rule reads
nd
2Nc

=

1
2

−

1
π

arctan



εd +Re Σ(ω=0)
Γ



.

(3.45)

A derivation is given in Sec. 5.2 of Ref. [Hew93].
The Friedel sum rule is a stringent test for the accuracy of our NRG results. Within
this thesis, Eq. (3.45) is fulfilled within about 2%, Eq. (3.44) within less than 1%, because
A(ω = 0) can be directly obtained from discrete NRG data. For instance, for the particle-hole
symmetric spectral functions in Ref. [SMvDW16] (cf. Sec. 2.3.2), A(ω = 0) was calculated
P
very accurately from the sum, A(ω = 0) = − j aj ∂f (ω)/∂ω|ω=ωj , using the derivative of the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function, Eq. (3.21), for convenience, at some artificial temperature
Taux  T .
We note that the Friedel sum rule is replaced by Luttinger pinning within DMFT, which
is described in the subsequent section.

3.10.2 Luttinger theorem and Luttinger pinning for DMFT
Luttinger theorem. The Luttinger theorem [MH89, GKKR96] states that, in the limit of
high dimension and at T = 0, the Fermi surface of a Hubbard-type system is not renormalized
by interactions. The Fermi surface of a noninteracting system is defined as the solution to
the equation, εkF = µ0 (n0 ),´ with the noninteracting Fermi energy, µ0 , which is fixed by the
µ0
particle number, n0 = 2Nc −∞
dε ρ0 (ε). ρ0 is the noninteracting density of states. From the
condition that the number of particles in the noninteracting system has to be equal to the
number of quasiparticles, nd , in the interacting system,
ˆ µ0
ˆ 0
!
n0 = 2Nc
dε ρ0 (ε) = 2Nc
dω A(ω) = nd ,
(3.46)
−∞

−∞

with the total number of spin×orbital flavors, 2Nc , the Luttinger theorem follows in the form
!

µ0 = µ − Re Σ(ω = 0) ≡ µeff ,

(3.47)

using the definition of µeff in Eq. (3.39). A detailed derivation of Eq. (3.47) is given in
Ref. [MH89]. It is based on the central DMFT assumption, Σk (ω) = Σ(ω), which holds in
infinite dimensions.
In order to check the accuracy of our DMFT+NRG results, we compute n0 (µeff ) and
compare
it to nd . For the Bethe lattice,
Eq. (2.8), n0 can be evaluated explicitly, n0 =

µeff
µeff
2Nc  µeff
π
π
2t cos arcsin 2t + arcsin 2t + 2 . We use µeff = µ − Re Σ(iω0 ) to compute n0 in
practice, since Σ(iωn ) is less error-prone (cf. Sec. 3.4), and, for T = 0, we have Re Σ(ω = 0) =
Re Σ(iω0 ) with the first Matsubara frequency ω0 = 0.
Luttinger pinning.

For a FL system, the Luttinger theorem implies “Luttinger pinning”,
A(ω = 0) = ρ0 (µeff ),

(3.48)
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i.e. the correlated spectral function at the Fermi level, A(ω = 0), is pinned to its noninteracting
value ρ0 (µeff ). The density of states at the Fermi surface is thus not renormalized.
Eq. (3.48) can be simply derived by expanding Re Σ(ω) of the lattice Green’s function in
momentum space, Eq. (2.4), in first order in ω, leading to
Gk (ω) ≈

1

ω
Z

+ µeff − εk − i Im Σ(ω)

.

(3.49)

We then calculate the corresponding spectral function in momentum space,
1
1
Ak (ω) = − Im Gk (ω) =
π
π

Im Σ(ω)
ω
Z

+ µeff − εk

2

+ (Im Σ(ω))2

and use Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (3.7) to obtain the local spectral function,
ˆ
A(ω) = dε ρ0 (ε)Ak (ω),

(3.50)

(3.51)

for which we take the limit ω → 0,
A(ω = 0) =

ˆ

dε ρ0 (ε)δ(ε − µeff ) = ρ0 (µeff ).

(3.52)

The results in this thesis fulfill Luttinger pinning at zero frequency within 1%.

3.10.3 Hartree-Fock limit of Matsubara self-energy for DMFT
The high-temperature (i.e. high-frequency) limit of the real part of the Matsubara self-energy
within DMFT is estimated using the first moment (Hartree-Fock value) of the model. For
the 3HHM this leads to
lim Re Σ(iωn ) = (5U − 6J) n6d ,
ωn →∞

which is fulfilled within less than 0.01% for our results.
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4 Spin-orbital separation (SOS)
4.1 Overview
In this Chapter we present our article “Dynamical Mean-Field Theory Plus Numerical
Renormalization-Group Study of Spin-Orbital Separation in a Three-Band Hund Metal”
[SYvD+ 15], which lies at the heart of this thesis. It touches two important issues in the field
of strongly correlated electron systems. First, it addresses the need for real-frequency impurity
solvers of multi-band models in DMFT and presents a state-of-the-art implementation of
NRG as such a promising tool. Second, it provides a deeper understanding of a new class
of strongly correlated electron systems, the Hund metals. Our major result is that these
systems are characterized by spin-orbital separation (SOS).
NRG as multi-band impurity solver. The quality of DMFT results depends crucially
on that of the impurity solver used to self-consistently solve its underlying quantum impurity
model. For multi-band models, continuous-time QMC methods are often favored among
impurity solvers in terms of versatility and performance. However, obtaining real-frequency
spectra requires analytic continuation of imaginary (Matsubara) frequency QMC data, which
is notoriously difficult. Furthermore, sign problems and extensive numerical costs at low
temperatures limit their use in many cases. For instance, it is hard or even impossible to
reach the true ground state in the normal phase of Hund metals. Thus, there is a continued
need for real-frequency impurity solvers suitable for multi-band DMFT applications, which
work at arbitrary temperatures.
In this article, we demonstrate that fdmNRG [WvD07, Wei12a, Wei12b] (cf. Sec. 2.2.4)
is such a tool, offering unprecedented real-frequency spectral resolution at arbitrarily low
energies and temperatures. As mentioned before, NRG is the gold standard for impurity
models since many decades and was frequently used as impurity solver for DMFT – however,
only for models with at most two bands. Recent technical progress has now made threeband calculations feasible due to various algorithmic NRG advances by us and others (cf.
Sec. 2.2.4 for details). Most importantly, this includes the generic implementation of nonabelian symmetries that goes beyond the well-exploited SU(2) symmetry, and significant
improvements in the representation of the shape of bath hybridization functions. This paper
is the first to harness the combined power of all these technical advances in the context of
multi-band DMFT+NRG. It can be regarded as a proof of concept of a technical breakthrough
opening the door to the rich physics of lattice models with three- (or even more-) bands, and
as the base for a number of subsequent publications employing the fdmNRG as impurity
solver for DMFT [LvDW17, DSH+ 18, SKWvD18, LvDW18, KLK+ 19].
Spin-orbital separation in the 3HHM. In this paper, we illustrate the capabilities of
our new methodology studying the simplest model of the normal state of a Hund metal, the
3HHM on a Bethe lattice at 1/3 filling, with DMFT+NRG. Note that the definition of U in
the 3HHM is slightly altered compared to Eq. (1.2). We use standard not interleaved NRG
in the present article. We thus exploit all abelian and non-abelian symmetries of the model
(cf. Sec. 1.2.1). We study both the self-consistent solution of the 3HHM, i.e. Eq. (1.2), and
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also, for comparison, the corresponding pure impurity model without self-consistency, i.e. the
3AHM defined in Eq. (1.3).
In a thorough benchmark with a state-of-the-art continuous-time QMC solver [Hau07a,
Hau07b], developed by K. Haule, we explicitly demonstrate the high accuracy of our
DMFT+NRG results. The benchmark results are kindly provided by Z. Yin, one of the
authors of this article. Remarkably, the agreement is excellent, also at large frequencies,
and Luttinger pinning (cf. Sec. 3.10.2) at zero frequency is fulfilled within 1%. Moreover,
at T = 0.002, our NRG solver has overall a nearly 2 orders of magnitude better numerical
efficiency than CTQMC. And while NRG is able to access arbitrarily low temperatures at
same DMFT convergence and without much additional computational effort per DMFT
iteration, the numerical costs of CTQMC grow exponentially with decreasing temperature.
Notably, the 3HHM has never before been analyzed using a non-perturbative real-frequency
method. We therefore settle several outstanding issues, that could not be thoroughly
mapped out by DMFT+QMC, and yield further insights. Specifically, we reach the following
conclusions:
1. We prove that the ground state of the 3HHM is a FL. Amongst others, we make use of
the renormalization group flows of NRG, which clearly reveal the relevant physics at all
energy scales. We explicitly check that the ground state excitation spectrum can be
interpreted in a FL picture, i.e. in terms of noninteracting single-particle excitations
(cf. Sec. 4.B).
The existence of a FL ground state was a subject of controversy in the literature – also
because DMFT+QMC calculations could not reach sufficiently low temperatures to
fully reveal the FL phase. For instance, Refs. [HK09, MAM+ 11, YHK12] argued for a
FL, whereas Ref. [WGTM08] argued for a NFL ground state. In somewhat different but
related models, Ref. [OC12] argued for a NFL ground state, but Ref. [AT13] against.
2. As a central result of this article and this thesis we unambiguously establish spinorbital separation by computing real-frequency spin and orbital susceptibilities: orbital
screening occurs at much higher energies than spin screening, TKorb  TKsp (with the
orbital and spin Kondo scales as defined in Sec. 3.1). This leads to a very small coherence
scale below which a FL is formed and a broad incoherent regime with screened orbital
degrees of freedom coupled to slowly fluctuating large spins.
Importantly, TKorb and TKsp are, in principle, two independent scales, that can be varied
individually with J and nd (but not with U , as revealed in Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2).
We show that SOS is absent for J = 0, while TKorb /TKsp grows when J is increased from
0 to 1. Further, SOS is absent for nd ≤ 1 in the 3HHM and in the 2HHM (and 2AHM)
with only two bands (cf. Sec. 4.A). Clearly, Hund metal physics requires at least three
bands and a filling of more than one electron or hole.
However, we remark that TKorb and TKsp are not fully independent in the 3HHM: the
maximal size of the incoherent regime is inherently limited. If one performs a SchriefferWolff transformation (as done in Ref. [AK15]) to obtain a generalized multi-orbital
Kondo model, the latter contains three different impurity-lead coupling constants,
corresponding to effective exchange-type interactions in the spin-spin, orbital-orbital,
and spin/orbital-spin/orbital sectors, respectively. Within the context of the 3HHM
(and 3AHM), these three coupling constants are not independent. One can only vary
them independently in the generalized Kondo model, offering a flexible route to tune
the ratio TKorb /TKsp in order to study the nature of the NFL fixed point, as done in
Ref. [WSL+ 19].
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Note that we do not claim to be the first to notice the possibility of SOS – but we do claim
to be the first to study it carefully with non-perturbative theoretical tools sufficiently
powerful to uncover its behavior in detail on the real-frequency axis. For instance,
the fact that orbital fluctuations are quenched at a larger scale than spin fluctuations
in the AHM at occupancy one away from half-filling has already been anticipated in
a remarkable pioneering paper by I. Okada and K. Yosida in 1973 [OY73]. Okada
and Yosida performed a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation and analyzed the resulting
generalized Kondo-type model using a strong-coupling approach based on a rather simple
variational wave-function (Fermi sea plus one extra electron or one extra hole). Though
they were able to deduce on qualitative grounds that TKorb > TKsp , they were not able to
give explicit expressions for TKorb and TKsp [cf. their statement after their Eq. (7.10)],
nor to study the physics of the intermediate region. Much more recently, C. Aron and
one of the authors, G. Kotliar, analyzed the same model using weak-coupling methods
(poor man’s scaling RG) and presented perturbative, i.e. weak-coupling estimates of the
TKorb and TKsp scales [AK15] (see discussion above and Sec. 1.2.1). However, such a poor
man’s scaling approach, too, is unable to access the intermediate region where SOS
takes place, because it would require sending TKorb → ∞. To study this intermediate
regime explicitly, a method is required that is not limited to either the strong-coupling
or a weak-coupling regime (in contrast to Ref. [OY73] or Ref. [AK15]), but that can
access all energy scales equally reliably. The NRG approach used here is such a method.
3. We reveal a strong particle-hole asymmetry in the SOS regime with a shoulder-like
structure in the spectral function, A(ω), and in Im Σ(ω), both occurring at negative
frequencies only. Interestingly, for the parameters studied in this article (J = 1),
the asymmetric structure of Im Σ(ω) leads to an apparent fractional power law for
the imaginary Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ), confirming the results of previous
DMFT+QMC studies [WGTM08, YHK12]. However, we show, as a genuinely new
result, that this apparent fractional power law on the imaginary axis does not imply
a generic fractional power law in the self-energy on the real axis, as conjectured in
Ref. [YHK12]. Instead, we find this to be true only for positive frequencies (for J = 1)
due to the strong breaking of particle-hole symmetry for a filling of nd = 2. A more
detailed discussion of the generality of these apparent power laws is given in Sec. 5.A.
Obviously, the interpretation of imaginary-frequency data can sometimes be misleading.
Since the self-energy can be probed experimentally in tunnelling and ARPES spectroscopy, this result has direct physical implications.
4. We show that SOS leads to a coherence-incoherence crossover with increasing temperature. This coherence-incoherence crossover was first observed in DFT+DMFT+QMC
studies of iron pnictides [HK09] and further investigated in iron-chalcogenide and ruthenate superconductors [MAM+ 11, YHK12]. In this article, we explicitly demonstrate
that the coherence-incoherence crossover is connected to a Hund’s coupling-induced
spectral weight transfer from very low to higher energies in A(ω). A detailed study of
the temperature dependence of A(ω) and other physical quantities is given in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7.
5. The T = 0 spectral properties are not driven by DMFT self-consistency, since we find
similar behavior also for a pure impurity model. Thus, Hund physics, i.e. SOS, is
essentially impurity physics.
To summarize, our paper describes an important technical advance (DMFT+NRG for a
three-band model), which has enabled us to gain numerous new physical insights (listed above)
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about a new class of correlated materials, the Hund metals. In particular, DMFT+NRG
unlocks access to previously inaccessible subtle spectral features of such systems, like SOS,
which are manifestly different from those of Mott-Hubbard systems. Our predictions can be
tested in materials with weak orbital differentiation, such as Ba 122, hence our theory has
falsifiable predictions.
We remark that this article investigates the 3HHM only for a limited set of parameters.
An extensive study of the full phase diagram of the 3HHM at T = 0 is provided in Chapter 5,
where we show that the parameters used here in Ref. [SYvD+ 15] lie rather close to the
border of the Mott boundary. In Chapter 5 we give a clear picture of the Mott transition
in the presence of zero and finite J, we establish SOS as a generic Hund’s-coupling-induced
phenomenon in the metallic regime and study its dependence on U , J and nd . We investigate
in detail the origin of strong correlations in Hund metals, i.e. Hundness versus Mottness. As
a result, we establish a deeper understanding of SOS as a new screening route towards strong
correlations in Hund metals.

4.1 Overview
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We show that the numerical renormalization group is a viable multi-band impurity solver for dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT), offering unprecedented real-frequency spectral resolution at arbitrarily low
energies and temperatures. We use it to obtain a numerically exact DMFT solution to the Hund metal
problem for a three-band model on a Bethe lattice at 1=3 filling. The ground state is a Fermi liquid. The
one-particle spectral function undergoes a coherence-incoherence crossover with increasing temperature,
with spectral weight being transferred from low to high energies. Further, it exhibits a strong particle-hole
asymmetry. In the incoherent regime, the self-energy displays approximate power-law behavior for positive
frequencies only. The spin and orbital spectral functions show “spin-orbital separation”: spin screening
occurs at much lower energies than orbital screening. The renormalization group flows clearly reveal the
relevant physics at all energy scales.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.136401

PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.10.Fd, 75.20.Hr

Introduction.—A widely-used method for dealing with
interactions in strongly-correlated electron systems and electronic structure calculations is dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT) [1,2]. It treats the interplay between a given lattice site
(the “impurity”) and the rest of the lattice (the “bath”) as a
quantum impurity model with a self-consistently determined
hybridization function. Since DMFT’s performance depends
on that of the method used to solve this impurity model, much
effort has been invested over the years to develop ever more
powerful impurity solvers. For multi-band models, continuoustime quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) methods appear to be
the current favorites in terms of versatility and performance [3].
However, they are not without limitations: sign problems
can occur, low-temperature calculations are costly, and
obtaining real-frequency spectra requires analytic continuation
of imaginary (Matsubara) frequency QMC data, which is
notoriously difficult. Thus, there is a continued need for realfrequency impurity solvers suitable for multi-band DMFT
applications.
In this Letter, we show that the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [4–6] is such a tool, offering unprecedented real-frequency spectral resolution at low energies.
NRG is the gold standard for impurity models, with
numerous previous DMFT applications (e.g., [7–13]) but,
so far, was limited to models with at most two bands.
However, recent technical progress [14–16] has now made
three-band calculations feasible [17–19].
We illustrate the potential of DMFT þ NRG by
studying the minimal model [20–22] of a three-band
“Hund metal” [23,24], which has both a Hubbard interaction U and a ferromagnetic Hund coupling J, with
Uð1Þch × SUð2Þsp × SUð3Þorb symmetry for its charge (ch),
spin (sp), and orbital (orb) degrees of freedom. Hund metals
0031-9007=15=115(13)=136401(5)

are multi-orbital materials with broad bands which are
correlated via the Hund-J rather than the Hubbard-U interaction. Examples are iron pnictide and chalcogenide hightemperature superconductors [23,25], ruthenates [26,27], and
other 4d transition metal oxides [21,28].
Early DMFT studies using CTQMC [3] as impurity solver
suggest that consequences of the Hund’s rule coupling
include (i) Fermi-liquid behavior at low energies [23]
and (ii) a coherence-incoherence crossover with increasing
temperature [23], relevant for various material systems
[27,29]. The incoherent regime is characterized by (iii) a
fractional power law for the imaginary part of the Matsubara
self-energy [20,26,30], and (iv) the coexistence of fast
quantum mechanical orbital fluctuations and slow spin
fluctuations [20]. However, since CTQMC can not reach
truly low temperatures, (i) could not be conclusively established yet, and a more detailed understanding of (ii)–(iv) is
difficult to achieve based on imaginary-frequency data alone.
Our real-frequency DMFT þ NRG results definitively settle
these issues and yield further insights. For the parameters
used in our study, we find (i) a Fermi-liquid ground state;
a real-frequency one-particle spectral function showing (ii) a
coherence-incoherence crossover (driven by Hund J, not
Hubbard U) with significant transfer of spectral weight from
low to high energies, and (iii) strong particle-hole asymmetry, which leads to the above-mentioned apparent fractional
power laws; (iv) two-stage screening, where spin screening
occurs at much lower energies than orbital screening (“spinorbital separation”); and (v) zero-temperature spectral properties that are similar with or without DMFT self-consistency,
in contrast to Mott-Hubbard systems, where the DMFT selfconsistency opens a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum at large
interaction strength.
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Model.—Our three-band model has the Hamiltonian
X
X
ð−μN̂ i þ Ĥint ½d̂†iν Þ þ
td̂†iν d̂jν ;
ð1aÞ
Ĥ ¼
hijiν

i



3
1
1
U − J N̂ i ðN̂ i − 1Þ − JŜ2i :
Ĥint ½d̂†iν  ¼ JN̂ i þ
4
2
2

ð1bÞ

Here, d̂†iν creates an electron on site i of flavor (fl) ν, with
composite index ν ¼ ðmσÞ labeling its spin (σ ¼ ↑; ↓) and
P
orbital (m ¼ 1; 2; 3). N̂ i ¼ ν d̂†iν d̂iν is the total number
operator for site i and Ŝi its total spin, with components
P
Ŝαi ¼ mσσ 0 d̂†imσ 12 σ ασσ0 d̂imσ0 , where σ α are Pauli matrices.
We study a Bethe lattice with nearest-neighbor hopping
amplitude t, used as energy unit (t ¼ 1). On-site interactions are described by Ĥ int [20]. The on-site Coulomb
interaction U penalizes double occupancy. The ferromagnetic coupling J > 0 accounts for Hund’s first rule by
favoring a large spin per site. We choose the chemical
potential μ such that the filling per lattice site is one below
half-filling, hN̂ i i ≃ 2, inducive to an intricate interplay of
spin and orbital degrees of freedom.
Methods.—We use single-site DMFT to map the lattice
model onto a three-band Anderson-Hund model (AHM)
of the form ĤAHM ¼ εd N̂ þ Ĥ int ½d̂†ν  þ Ĥbathþhyb . Here, d†ν
creates a local (“impurity”) electron of flavor ν with energy
εd ¼ −μ, experiencing local interactions Ĥ int , with total
number and spin operators N̂ and Ŝ defined analogously to
N̂ i and Ŝi . The local site, on average, hosts two electrons
(nd ¼ hN̂i ≃ 2), forming a spin triplet and orbital triplet
(the one hole relative to half-filling can be in one of three
orbital levels). The local electrons hybridize with a threeband spinful bath,
X
Hbathþhyb ¼
ðεk c†kν ĉkν þ V k ½d̂†ν ĉkν þ ĉ†kν d̂ν Þ; ð2Þ
kν
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P
with a hybridization function ΓðεÞ ¼ π k jV k j2 δðε − εk Þ
that fully characterizes the impurity-bath interplay. In
DMFT, ΓðεÞ has the role of the effective Weiss mean-field
and is determined self-consistently [1,2,31]. We studied
both the self-consistent AHM (SCAHM) and also, for
comparison, the pure impurity AHM (IAHM), without selfconsistency, using a flat density of states with halfbandwidth D, ΓðεÞ ≡ ΓΘðD − jεjÞ.
We use full-density-matrix NRG [42] exploiting nonAbelian symmetries [15], both to solve the IAHM and for
each SCAHM iteration (for NRG details, see [31]). The key
idea of NRG, due to Wilson [4], is to discretize the bath’s
continuous spectrum logarithmically, map the model onto a
semi-infinite “Wilson” chain with exponentially decaying
hopping amplitudes, and exploit this energy-scale separation to iteratively diagonalize the model while discarding
high-energy states. This allows one to zoom in on
low-energy properties, at the expense of having only
coarse-grained resolution at high energies. Nevertheless,
NRG results are also accurate for spectral integrals even if

these include large energies, since they can be evaluated
using discrete, unbroadened NRG data.
Matsubara benchmark.—We illustrate this by benchmarking NRG versus CTQMC [31], which treats the
bath as a continuum and has no bath discretization
issues. We used both methods to compute the self-energy
Σðiωn Þ of the Matsubara correlator Gðiωn Þ associated
with the retarded local correlator GR ðωÞ ¼ hdν ∥d†ν iω. In
NRG, its spectral function is expressed in terms of discrete
NRG P
data, AðωÞ ¼ −ð1=πÞImGR ðωÞ ≃
s as δðω − ξs Þ, hence,
R
NRG P
Gðiωn Þ ¼ dωAðωÞ=ðiωn − ωÞ ≃
s as =ðiωn − ξs Þ.
Figure 1 compares NRG and CTQMC results for Σðiωn Þ
at T ¼ 0.002. The agreement is excellent, also, at large
frequencies [with relative deviations of ≲2.5% for ImΣðiωn Þ
and ≲0.5% for ReΣðiωn Þ]. However, the numerical costs
differ vastly (≃102 versus 104 CPU hours) [31], since the
chosen temperature is challengingly low for CTQMC,
whereas NRG can access any temperature. Luttinger pinning at zero frequency [1,43] is fulfilled within 1% for both
methods [31]. ImΣðiωn Þ displays fractional power-law
behavior for intermediate frequencies (0.05 ≲ ωn ≲ 0.5),
as found in [20,26], and Fermi-liquid behavior (∝ ωn ) for
very low frequencies, as found in [23,27], but not in [26].
Coherence-incoherence crossover.—We now turn to
real-frequency properties [Fig. 2]. At zero temperature,
the local spectral function AðωÞ of the SCAHM shows a
well-defined low-energy quasiparticle peak and −ImΣR ðωÞ
a dip reaching down to zero [insets of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].
This indicates that strong Kondo-type screening correlations exist between bath and local spin and orbital degrees
of freedom. At higher energies, AðωÞ also shows incoherent, rather flat particle-hole asymmetric side peaks, that
reflect charge fluctuation.
With increasing temperature, a coherence-incoherence
crossover occurs: the quasiparticle peak first weakens and
then gives way to a pseudogap [Fig. 2(a)]; concurrently,
the dip in −ImΣR ðωÞ is first smeared out into a broader
minimum, which then changes into a maximum [Fig. 2(b)].

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1 (color online). Benchmark comparison of NRG and
CTQMC for the three-band SCAHM. (a) Imaginary and (b) real
part of the self-consistently converged self-energy as a function of
Matsubara frequencies. Grey lines in (a) are power-law fits to low
and intermediate-frequency data, respectively. The inset of (a)
shows ImΣðiωn Þ on a linear scale.
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(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(d)

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The local spectral function AðωÞ and
(b) the imaginary part of the retarded self-energy, ImΣR ðωÞ, for
the SCAHM, plotted versus frequency for four temperatures.
Insets show a larger frequency range for T ¼ 10−8. (c)–(d) Same
as in (a) and (b), but for an IAHM.

During this process, quasiparticle weight is transferred
from low to high energies, in a way reminiscent of recent
photoemission measurements [44–46] (see Fig. S-4 in
[31]). Note that the spectral weight near ω ≃ 0 remains
nonzero at all temperatures, implying that metallic behavior
persists for the parameters studied here. The evolution of
these features to those of the Mott transition that occurs
for larger values of U is left for future investigation.
Since the SCAHM is based on an impurity model, it is
instructive to study a corresponding IAHM, with parameters
tuned to yield a similar spectral function at T ¼ 0 [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)]. Likewise, it features a large low-energy (Kondo)
peak that weakens with increasing temperature, though no
pseudogap occurs. This shows that the T ¼ 0 spectral properties of the SCAHM are governed by the impurity physics
of the IAHM. The transfer of spectral weight with increasing
T is driven by Hund J for both IAHM and SCAHM
(see Fig. S-2 of [31]), and for the latter, it is amplified by
DMFT self-consistency [compare Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].
Particle-hole asymmetry.—Next, we exploit the power of
NRG to zoom in to arbitrarily low energy scales: In Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), we replot, on a logarithmic scale, the data [black
(red) for SCAHM (IAHM)] from Figs. 2(a)–2(d) for
AðωÞ and ImΣR ðωÞ at T ¼ 10−8 . For comparison, the right
column of Fig. 3 again shows results for the IAHM, but using
parameters that yield smaller crossover scales (defined
below), to better separate the low-energy features associated
with spin and orbital screening from high-energy features
associated with charge fluctuations. Note, again, the striking
qualitative similarity between the SCAHM (black) and
IAHM (red or blue) spectra – clearly, for T ¼ 0, DMFT
self-consistency plays no major role.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a)–(f) Spin-orbital separation in realfrequency, ground state correlators. The left column uses the same
parameters and color code as Fig. 2 for the SCAHM (black) and
IAHM with ðΓ; DÞ ¼ ð0.778; 0.5Þ (red). For comparison, the right
column shows IAHM results with ðΓ; DÞ ¼ ð0.200; 1.0Þ (blue),
yielding smaller crossover scales. (a) and (d) The local spectral
functions, (b) and (e) the local self-energy, and (c) and (f) the spin
and orbital susceptibilities, χ 00sp (solid) and χ 00orb (dashed). We use
a logarithmic frequency scale, with thick (thin) lines for ω < 0
(ω > 0). Insets show data on a linear scale. In all panels, solid
(dashed) vertical lines mark the spin (orbital) Kondo scale, T sp
K
(T orb
K ). Grey guide-to-the-eye lines indicate Fermi-liquid power
laws (solid) or apparent fractional power laws (dashed). Inset to (f):
orb
Kondo scales T sp
K (solid) and T K (dashed) for the IAHM, plotted
as a function of nd . (g) and (h) show NRG eigenlevel flow
diagrams for the SCAHM and IAHM of panels (a)–(c) and (d)–(f),
respectively: the rescaled energies of the lowest-lying eigenmultiplets of a Wilson chain of (even) length k are plotted versus its
characteristic level spacing ωk ∝ Λ−k=2 (see text). Numbers above
lines give multiplet degeneracies, Q their symmetry labels.

With decreasing temperature, the quasiparticle peaks
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) show an increasing particle-hole
asymmetry (which is not surprisingly away from halffilling), which at T ¼ 0 is very pronounced: in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(d), for AðωÞ, the thick (ω < 0) lines show a
shoulderlike structure for intermediate frequencies
(between the vertical solid and dashed lines), while the
thin (ω > 0) lines do not; and in Figs. 3(b) and 3(e), for
ImΣR ðωÞ, the thick lines show a plateaulike structure,
whereas the thin lines show approximate ∼ωα power-law
behavior (with nonuniversal α). For the Matsubara
self-energy obtained via the Hilbert transform
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R
ground state multiplets whose spin × orbital structure is
Σðiωn Þ ¼ −ð1=πÞ dωImΣR ðωÞ=ðiωn − ωÞ, the asymmettriplet × triplet, triplet × singlet, and singlet × singlet,
ric contributions from the power law and shoulder in
implying an impurity contribution to the ground state
ImΣR ðω ≷0Þ conspire in such a way that ImΣðiωn Þ shows
entropy of ln(9), ln(3), and ln(1), respectively (see
an apparent fractional power law, but ReΣðiωn Þ does not
[Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Conversely, this example illustrates
Fig. S-5 in [31]). The RG flow between these fixed points
can be visualized via NRG eigenlevel flow diagrams
that care is due when drawing real-frequency conclusions
[Figs. 3(g) and 3(h)]. Technically, they show how the
from imaginary-frequency power laws: if one is present
lowest-lying rescaled eigenlevels of a length-k Wilson
only for ImΣðiωn Þ, but not for ReΣðiωn Þ (as in [20,26]),
chain evolve with k, where “rescaled” means given in
then ImΣR ðωÞ need not show pure power-law behavior.
Spin-orbital separation.—Next, we elucidate the
units of ωk ∝ Λ−k=2 (as defined in [6]), where Λ > 1 is a
screening of local spin and orbital degrees of freedom
discretization parameter [31]. Conceptually, these levels
by the bath of conduction electrons. To this end,
represent the finite-size spectrum of the impurity þ bath
Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), respectively, show the imaginary part
put in a spherical box of radius Rk ∝ Λk=2 , centered on the
00
ðχ Þ of the dynamical susceptibilities of the spin and
impurity [4,48]: as k increases, the finite-size level spacing
P
ωk ∝ 1=Rk decreases exponentially. The corresponding
orbital operators for the impurity site, χ sp ¼ 13 α hŜα ∥Ŝα iω
P
flow of the finite-size spectrum is stationary (k indepenand χ orb ¼ 18 a hT̂ a ∥T̂ a iω , with orbital operators T̂ a ¼
P
dent) while ωk lies within an energy regime governed by
† 1 a
a
mm0 σ d̂mσ 2 τmm0 d̂m0 σ , where τ are the SU(3) Gell-Mann
one
of the fixed points but changes when ωk traverses a
matrices, normalized as Tr½τa τb  ¼ 2δab . Both χ 00sp and χ 00orb
crossover between two fixed points.
exhibit a peak with (nearly) power-law flanks, characterFigures 3(g) and 3(h) show this RG flow for the SCAHM
istic of Kondo screening of the local spin and orbital
and the IAHM, revealing similar behavior for both [49].
degrees of freedom. Strikingly, for both SCAHM and
We label multiplets by their Uð1Þch × SUð2Þsp × SUð3Þorb
IAHM the peak for χ 00sp occurs at a much lower energy
symmetry labels, Q ¼ ½q; 2S; q1 q2 ; here q denotes particle
and is much higher than for χ 00orb. We take the peak positions
number relative to half-filling, S spin, and ðq1 q2 Þ an SU(3)
orb
to define the spin and orbital Kondo scales, T sp
irreducible representation, identified by a Young diagram
K and T K
with q1 þ q2 (q2 ) boxes in its first (second) row. The flow of
(vertical solid and dashed lines). T sp
K acts as the coherence
the lowest-lying levels reveals two crossover scales, T orb
scale below which Fermi-liquid behavior [ImΣR ðωÞ ∝ ω2 ,
K and
00
T sp
χ sp;orb ∝ ω, see Figs. 3(b)–3(f), grey lines] sets in. The
K (whose spacing, though, is too small for the level flow
in between to become stationary [50]). As ωk drops below
SUð2Þsp and SUð3Þorb crossover scales differ strongly,
T orb
sp
K , orbital screening sets in, favoring orbital singlets
T K ≪ T orb
K , because the Kondo temperature for an
[ðq1 q2 Þ ¼ ð00Þ], hence, other multiplets rise in energy.
SUðNÞ Kondo model scales as ln T K ∼ −1=N [47]. This
Similarly, as ωk drops below T sp
K , spin screening sets in,
implies two-stage screening, with spin screening occurring
favoring spin singlets and pushing up multiplets with S ≠ 0.
at significantly lower energies than orbital screening. This
For ωk ≪ T sp
K , the ground state is a spin and orbital singlet
“spin-orbital separation”, featuring a very small coherence
[Q ¼ ð0; 0; 00Þ]. We have checked that its excitation specscale and an intermediate regime with screened orbital
trum can be interpreted in terms of noninteracting singledegrees of freedom coupled to slowly fluctuating, large
particle excitations, thus confirming its Fermi-liquid nature.
spins, was first anticipated in Ref. [47] and, more recently,
Conclusions.—We have demonstrated the potential of
discussed qualitatively in Refs. [21,22]. Its explicit demDMFT þ NRG as a real-frequency method to treat multionstration here is a central result of this Letter.
orbital systems, with no need for analytic continuation.
orb
The inset of Fig. 3(f) depicts T sp
K and T K for the IAHM as
Applied to the simplest model of a three-band Hund metal, it
a function of the filling nd . For nd ≃ 1, where the bare
revealed subtle spectral features which are manifestly differimpurity’s ground state has SU(6) symmetry also for J ≠ 0,
ent from those of Mott-Hubbard systems, and which can be
SUð6Þ
orb
T sp
. As nd increases from 1 to 2, T sp
probed in photoemission and STM spectroscopies.
K ≃ TK ≃ TK
K and
T orb
Our work is a first step towards using LDA þ DMFT þ
K split apart if J ≠ 0, indicating that spin-orbital separation sets in. (See, also, Ref. [31], Fig. S-3.) As nd continues
NRG to calculate ac and dc transport properties in strongly
to increase towards 3, T sp
correlated materials. Such applications will typically involve
K drops below the lowest relevant
less orbital symmetries than the model studied here, but could
energy scale and T orb
becomes
very
large
(≳D),
reflecting
K
be treated using the recent “interleaved” NRG approach of
the fact that, for half-filling, the orbitals form an orbital
[16]. The latter yields results of comparable accuracy and
singlet from the outset. In this sense, nd ≃ 2 is special: there,
efficiency as when symmetries can be exploited [51].
conditions are optimal for the Hund coupling to align two
A key advantage of NRG is its ability to iteratively
spins in different orbitals without forming an orbital singlet.
uncover the system’s RG flow from high to low energies,
RG flow.—In RG terms, the two-stage screening disrevealing the relevant physics at each energy scale. In the
cussed above is associated with the RG flow between three
context of Mott-Hubbard systems, RG ideas have been very
fixed points, describing high, intermediate, and low-energy
fruitful even in very approximate implementations [52–54].
excitations. Their effective fixed point Hamiltonians have
136401-4
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For the present Hund metal, the numerically exact RG flow
achieved via DMFT þ NRG revealed a clear, simple
picture of the crossover from the incoherent to the coherent
Fermi-liquid regime: two-stage screening of first orbital,
then spin degrees of freedom. Using DMFT þ NRG to gain
this type of RG understanding of real material properties
would be a worthwhile goal for future research.
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Computational details

Recent NRG progress.— While Wilson’s NRG [4, 5]
has been tremendously successful in the past, significant
further progress was achieved in recent years, triggered
by the realizations that it (i) can be formulated in MPS
language [6, 32], and (ii) that the discarded states can
be used to construct a complete many-body basis of approximate energy eigenstates [33]. It has become possible
(iii) to reliably calculate finite-temperature spectral functions in sum-rule conserving fashion [34, 42]; (iv) to treat
a bath with nontrivial hybridization function by suitably
optimizing its representation in terms of discrete bath
states [35–37]; to treat multi-band models, either (v) by
exploiting non-Abelian symmetries [14, 15] if the bands
couple symmetrically to the impurity [17–19], as here,
or (vi) by using an “interleaved” discretization scheme
[16, 51]; and (vii) to greatly increase numerical efficiency
by optimizing MPS bond dimensions and to ensure accuracy by checking the discarded weight [38]. Taken together, these advances make NRG a highly competitive
real-frequency impurity solver for DMFT.
Details of our NRG implementation.— Wilson’s
NRG approach is based on logarithmically coarsegraining the continuous bath in energy space into intervals of exponentially decreasing widths in order to resolve
even the lowest relevant energy scale of the impurity system. To accurately represent the frequency-dependent
hybridization function of the DMFT self-consistency condition in terms of a set of discrete states, we use a numerically stable implementation [37] of the discretization
scheme of Ref. [36].
The model is then mapped onto a semi-infinite
“Wilson” chain with exponentially decaying hopping
amplitudes. This energy-scale separation is exploited
to iteratively diagonalize the model by adding one site
at a time, while discarding high-energy states. The accuracy of this truncation procedure can be checked by
estimating the discarded weight δρdisc [38], a quantitative convergence criterion inspired by DMRG, after each

run. Empirically, an NRG run is well-converged when
δρdisc < 10−12 .
We exploit all available non-Abelian symmetries of the
AHM studied here, namely U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb ,
by using the QSpace approach developed by A. Weichselbaum [15]. QSpace is a tensor library that is able to treat
Abelian and non-Abelian symmetries on a generic level.
In the presence of symmetries, the state space can be
organized into symmetry multiplets, and tensors “factorize” into two parts, acting in the reduced multiplet space
and the Clebsch Gordon coefficient space, respectively,
vastly reducing numerical cost.
We use full-density-matrix NRG [6, 42] to calculate
high-quality, sum-rule-conserving spectral functions at
arbitrary temperature. Both for the IAHM and when
implementing the DMFT self-consistency loop for the
SCAHM (as described below) we smoothen the discrete spectral data provided by fdmNRG using the logGaussian smoothening approach of Ref. [42]. To improve
the resolution of the smoothened spectral data we calculate the self-energy in every iteration from the ratio of
two correlation functions [8].
NRG-related computational parameters.— The performance of NRG is further governed by the following computational parameters: the dimensionless logarithmic discretization parameter Λ; the truncation energy
Etrunc in rescaled units (as defined in Ref. 6), up to which
all eigenmultiplets are kept, unless their number exceeds
max
Nkeep
, the maximal number of kept multiplets per iteration; the number Nz of z-shifts for z-averaging [36, 39];
and the log-Gaussian broadening parameter σ for smooth
spectral data [42].
We used Λ = 4 and σ = 0.5 throughout. We checked
that the choice Λ = 3 and σ = 0.5, which is computationally somewhat more demanding, yields qualitatively
similar results, as illustrated in Fig. S-1.
For the IAHM and the last DMFT iteration of the
SCAHM, we used Nz = 2 and Etrunc = 9, and for impurmax
ity spectral functions and self-energies kept Nkeep
= 5000
multiplets at maximum, yielding discarded weights of
δρdisc < 10−13 , unless specified otherwise. For the susceptibilities χsp and χorb we employed a smaller value for
max
Nkeep
= 1500 (because the operators involved are numer-
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Figure S-1. Analysis of discretization and broadening issues:
SCAHM results for −ImΣR (ω), for two choices of the NRG
discretization parameter (black: Λ = 4; red: Λ = 3) and
three choices of the broadening factor (fat lines in panel (a):
σ = 0.8; thin lines in panel (a): σ = 0.5; thin lines in panel
(b): σ = 0.3). Panel (a) shows that curves calculated using
Λ = 3 or 4, but broadened in the same way, essentially coincide (compare thin red and black lines, or thick red and black
lines). As expected, reducing the broadening yields curves
whose features (e.g. shoulders, kinks and peaks) are somewhat more clearly resolved (compare fat and thin curves), but
the qualitative behavior does not change. In particular, in the
rather narrow intermediate frequency regime where the curves
show approximate fractional power law behavior, running parallel to the guides-to-the-eye dashed straight line, their slopes,
and hence the corresponding exponents, are essentially equal
(within the error bars arising from the narrowness of the frequency range used to extract the slopes). Panel (b) shows
that if σ is reduced even more, to σ = 0.3, discretization artefacts arise, which are naturally stronger for Λ = 4 than for
Λ = 3.

ically rather costly); this yielded values for TKsp and TKorb
that are converged to better than 10% and consistent
with the crossover scales derived from NRG eigenlevel
flow diagrams. For earlier DMFT iterations, we used
max
Nz = 1, Etrunc = 7 and Nkeep
= 2500, to lower numerical costs.
DMFT self-consistency loop.— In single-site DMFT
a quantum lattice model is treated in a quantum meanfield fashion [1]. Spatial correlations are frozen out by
dropping the momentum-dependence of the lattice selfenergy, whereas temporal quantum fluctuations are retained. The lattice dynamics is then fully captured
by the local retarded lattice Green’s function, GR
latt (ω),
given in terms of the purely local but still frequency dependent self-energy, ΣR (ω), – or equivalently by the retarded Green’s function of an impurity model GR
imp (ω)
R
with equal local interactions (equal Σ (ω)) and effective hybridization Γ(ω). This equivalence, GR
latt (ω) =
Gimp (ω) ≡ G(ω), imposes a self-concistency condition,
that simplifies to Γ(ω) = −t2 Im GR
imp (ω) for a Bethe lattice, and fully maps the quantum lattice problem onto
an effective quantum impurity problem by iteratively

determining Γ(ω) [1]. In each iteration of the DMFT
self-consistent mapping, we solve the quantum impurity
model with NRG.
Computational costs.— Our CTQMC solver, developed by K. Haule, is based on an expansion in the
hybridization function [40]. Its implementation is described in [41]. For the benchmark calculations shown
in Fig. 1 of the main paper, our CTQMC solver was
run in parallel using 2500 cores with 2 · 108 Monte Carlo
steps in each core. To achieve DMFT self-consistency for
T = 0.002, it needed less than 10 iterations of about 1.5
hours each. Our NRG code, developed by A. Weichselbaum [6, 15] and run on 8 cores in parallel with 128 GB
memory in total, achieved DMFT self-consistency after 7
iterations, starting from a flat hybridization. The NRG
run for the last DMFT iteration took 10 hours; for earlier
iterations, run times were smaller. Overall, this results in
nearly 2 orders of magnitude better numerical efficiency
than CTQMC. Moreover, NRG is able to access arbitrarily low temperatures at same DMFT convergence and
without much additional computational effort per DMFT
iteration, whereas for CTQMC the numerical costs grow
exponentially with decreasing temperature. For example,
when temperature is further lowered to T = 0.001 within
CTQMC, about 20 DMFT iterations with 6 hours each
are needed to also converge the first few Matsubara frequencies, while the overall self-energy and Green’s function do not change much after a few iterations.
In the present context, the computational cost of solving the impurity problem by NRG does not significantly depend on either U or J. However, the choice of
U does affect the number of DMFT iterations needed
to reach self-consistency. This number increases significantly when U becomes so large that the system approaches a Mott transition. The latter falls beyond the
scope of the present paper and is left for future investigation.

Supplementary results for physical quantities

Effect of turning on Hund coupling J.— Figs. S-2
and S-3 illustrate how turning on Hund coupling J from
0 to 1 at fixed U = 6 (as in main paper) affects the
quasiparticle peak shown in Figs. 2(a,c), and the spin
and orbital susceptibilities shown in Figs. 3(c,f), respectively. As discussed in the corresponding figure captions,
Fig. S-2 clearly shows that the T -induced suppression of
the quasi-particle peak is due to Hund physics, not Mott
physics or thermal broadening; and Fig. S-3 shows that
changing J from 0 to 1 reduces TKsp significantly, but TKorb
only very slightly.
Structure
factor
A(ω, εk ).— The
coherenceincoherence crossover can be probed experimentally
using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
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Figure S-2. The local spectral function A(ω) of the SCAHM
(left column) and the IAHM (right column) for three values
of Hund coupling J at fixed U = 6, for the four temperatures
shown in Figs. 2(a,c) of the main text. Increasing J from 0
through 0.5 to 1 causes a significant reduction of the width
of the quasi-particle peak at T = 0, and also of the coherence
scale beyond which the quasiparticle peak begins to be suppressed with increasing T . Indeed, for J = 0 the quasi-particle
peak is almost T -independent for the lowest three temperatures [the corresponding curves in panels (a,d) coincide almost
completely], showing broadening only for very large T ; but
for finite J, its suppression starts at much lower T , indicating
that the coherence scale has been reduced. This clearly illustrates that the suppression of the quasi-particle peak is due
to Hund physics, not Mott physics or thermal broadening, as
discussed in the main text. For the SCAHM, this suppression
is amplified through DMFT self-consistency, the more so the
larger J [compare peak-heights in panels (b,c) with (e,f)].
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Figure S-3.
The importance of Hund J for spin-orbital
separation in real-frequency ground state susceptibilities for
(a) the SCAHM and (b) the IAHM. We show χ00sp (solid) and
χ00orb (dashed) for U = 6 (as in Figs. 3(c,f) of the main text),
but now for three values of Hund coupling. As J is increased
from J = 0 (red) to 0.5 (blue) to 1 (black), the peak position
of χ00sp (i.e. TKsp ) shifts to significantly lower values, but that of
χ00orb (i.e. TKorb ) shifts only very slighlty. This is the hallmark
of spin-orbital separation.
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Figure S-4. (Color online) The spectral function A(εk , ω) of
the SCAHM, calculated from the local spectral function A(ω)
of Fig. 2(a), for the same four temperatures used there.

(ARPES) to measure the structure factor A(ω, k).
Fig. S-4 shows our predictions for the temperature
dependence of a related quantity, A(ω, εk ), calculated
from the local spectral function A(ω) using the standard
DMFT protocol [1]:
1
A(ω, εk ) = − Im[ω + µ − εk − Σ(ω)]−1
π

(1)

The temperature-induced suppression of the quasiparticle peak in A(ω) (Fig. 2, main text) is directly reflected in A(ω, εk ) of Fig. S-4: at low temperatures it
displays a strong, dispersive peak (ωpeak shifts with εk ),
that weakens with increasing T , eventually disappearing
altogether. This type of behavior is characteristic of the
physics of Hund metals. It does not occur for J = 0,
since then the quasi-particle peak in A(ω) is essentially
independent of T , as shown in Fig. S-2(a).
The behavior of A(εk , ω) shown in Fig. S-4 is qualitatively reminiscent of that observed in several recent
ARPES studies of Hund metal systems: examples of a
dispersing peak that disappears with increasing temperature, yet not due to thermal broadening, can be found
in Fig. 3(a-c) of Ref. 44, Figs. 3(a-e) of Ref. 45, and Fig. 3
of Ref. 46.
It should be emphasized, though, that since our model
is SU(3) symmetric by construction, all three bands behave the same way, whereas the material systems of
Ref. 44–46 all exhibit orbital selectivity. To be specific: Ref. 44 reports the observation of a temperatureinduced crossover to an orbital-selective Mott phase in
Ax Fe2−y Se2 (A=K,Rb) superconductors: with increasing temperature the system evolves into a state in which
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a further enhancement of the entropy.
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Figure S-5. (Color online) (a,c) Same panels as Fig. 3 (c,f)
of main paper, showing the spin and orbital susceptibilities
as functions of ω. (b,d) Impurity contribution to the entropy
as function of T , (b) for the SCAHM (black) and IAHM with
(Γ, D) = (0.778, 0.5) (red) and (d) the IAHM with (Γ, D) =
(0.200, 1.0) (blue).

the dxy bands have depleted spectral weight, while the
dxz /dyz bands remain metallic. Similar behavior is found
in Ref. 45 for Li(Fe1−x Cox )As, and in Ref. 46 for iron
chalcogenide superconductors (FeCh). A detailed theory
of such systems would therefore have to be based on a
3-band model without SU(3) symmetry, which would go
well beyond the scope of this paper and is left for the
future. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that already the
minimal Hund metal model studied here yields the qualitative feature of a dispersive excitation [peak in A(ω, εk )]
that disappears with increasing temperature, but not due
to thermal broadening, and while remaining in a metallic state. In that sense Hundness by itself (not Mottness)
might be the driving force in these materials.
Ground state impurity entropy.— In addition to the
RG flow in Fig. 3(g,h) of the main paper, we also calculated the impurity contribution to the ground state entropy, Simp (T ) [Fig. S-5]. From the three effective fixed
point Hamiltonians associated with two-stage screening
of orbital and spin degrees of freedom, a ground state
impurity entropy of ln(1), ln(3) and ln(9) is expected
for the low, intermediate and high-energy fixed point
regimes, respectively. Below TKsp the Fermi-liquid spinsinglet×orbital-singlet ground state structure is directly
reflected in a ground state impurity entropy of ln(1)
[Fig. S-5 (b,d)]. As the temperature traverses the intermediate regime between TKsp and TKorb , the entropy
increases through the value ln(3) associated with a spin
triplet and orbital singlet. However, no plateau is seen at
ln(3), because the energy spacing between TKsp and TKorb
is too small for the corresponding RG flow to become stationary there [cf. Fig. 3 (g,h) of main paper]. Thus, Simp
shows a gradual transition from ln(1) to ln(9) above TKorb
in the free orbital regime, with triplet×triplet structure
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4.A Results for a two-band Hund metal
We complement the three-band study of the previous section with results for two bands to
emphasize that the pure presence of finite J is not sufficient to evoke SOS.
Fig. 4.1 clearly shows that SOS is absent in the 2HHM and the 2AHM for nd = Nc − 1 = 1
and J = 1: the orbital (dashed vertical lines) and spin (solid vertical lines) Kondo scales
essentially coincide, TKorb ≈ TKsp . (The small discrepancy of a factor TKorb /TKsp ≈ 1.5 for the
2HHM is induced by the presence of charge fluctuations at higher energies.) Below TKsp , FL
behavior is found [cf. solid grey guide-to-the-eye lines in Fig. 4.1(b-f)]. As a consequence,
the QP peak of A(ω) in Fig. 4.1(a,d) has no substructure, there is no plateau in Im Σ(ω) [cf.
Fig. 4.1(b,e)], χ00orb (ω) ≈ χ00sp (ω) in Fig. 4.1(c,f), and multiplets that are degenerate in the FL
regime only split slightly at higher energies in the NRG flow diagram due to the different
influence of charge fluctuations in the presence of Hund’s coupling, but SOS splitting is absent
[cf. the green S = 1 and the red S = 0 curves in Fig. 4.1(g,h)]. Note that Q = [q, 2S, 2C]
are the U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(2)orb multiplet symmetry labels for Nc = 2, where q denotes
particle number relative to half-filling, S the spin, and C the SU(2) isospin (channel) quantum
number.
The inset of Fig. 4.1(f) reveals the evolution of TKorb and TKsp with the filling nd in the
2AHM. While for nd ≤ 1, we find TKorb = TKsp , an apparent SOS regime with TKorb  TKsp opens
for 1 < nd < 2. As nd continues to increase towards 2, TKsp drops below the lowest relevant
energy scale and TKorb becomes very large (& D), reflecting the fact that for half-filling the
orbitals form an orbital singlet from the outset. A similar observation holds for the inset of
Fig. 3(f) of Ref. [SYvD+ 15] with Nc = 3. In Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 5.2) we thoroughly
elucidate these observations for Nc = 3. It might be worthwhile to also study the regime,
1 < nd < 2, of the 2HHM in more detail to unveil its similarities and differences as compared
to the 3HHM.
To summarize, we again emphasize that, in essence, SOS is a solid-state manifestation
of Hund’s first rule, the alignment of spins in different orbitals, which requires a filling of
1 < nd < Nc electrons (or Nc < nd < 2Nc − 1 holes) on average to show any effect.

4.B Unveiling the FL phase from NRG eigenenergy spectra
As remarked in Ref. [SYvD+ 15] (cf. Sec. 4.2) the ground state excitation spectrum of the
3AHM and the 3HHM (at nd = 2) can be interpreted in terms of noninteracting single-particle
excitations, thus confirming its FL nature (cf. Sec. 3.9). In the following, we explain this
procedure for the 3AHM, the 3HHM, and the 2AHM for nd = Nc − 1.
For each model, we plotted in Fig. 4.2 the rescaled energy spectrum which corresponds to
an even NRG iteration in the converged ground state fixed point of its NRG flow diagram,
respectively (see figure caption for details). The left column reveals the particle number, q,
of each multiplet excitation (grey lines), the right column the spin quantum number, 2S.
Numbers on the grey lines give the full state space degeneracy for each multiplet. In the
case of a FL ground state, we should be able to model the spectrum of a given Hamiltonian
by constructing (all) possible combinations of particle and hole excitations from the ground
state.
We start with the 3AHM in Fig. 4.2(a,b) and exemplify the procedure for the five lowestlying multiplets. Here, 6 = 3 × 2 (orb × sp) flavors imply 6 possible electronic states per
given energy in a noninteracting QP picture. The ground state, for which all states below
the Fermi energy are filled, lies at zero energy and is specified by the quantum numbers,
q = 0 and S = 0 with degeneracy 1. This ground state can be excited by adding one hole
(with spin up or down) to the system. The resulting hole excitation has quantum numbers,
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Figure 4.1 (a-f) Absence of SOS (TKorb ≈ TKsp ) in real-frequency ground-state correlators for (left
column) the two-channel SCAHM (2HHM) and (right column) the two-channel IAHM (2AHM) with
nd = 1. Panels are analoguous to Fig. 3 of Ref. [SYvD+ 15] in Sec. 4.2. (a,d) The local spectral
functions, (b,e) the local self-energy, and (c,f) the spin and orbital susceptibilities, χ00sp (solid) and
χ00orb (dashed). We use a logarithmic frequency scale, with thick (thin) lines for ω < 0 (ω > 0). Insets
show data on a linear scale. In all panels, solid (dashed) vertical lines mark the spin (orbital) Kondo
scale, TKsp (TKorb ). Grey guide-to-the eye lines indicate FL power laws (solid). Inset to (f): Kondo
scales TKsp (solid) and TKorb (dashed) for the IAHM, plotted as function of nd . (g) and (h) show NRG
eigenlevel flow diagrams for the SCAHM and IAHM of panels (a-c) and (d-f), respectively: the rescaled
energies of the lowest-lying eigenmultiplets of a Wilson chain of (even) length k are plotted versus its
characteristic level spacing ωk ∝ Λ−k/2 . For each multiplet, the number close to the line gives its full
state space degeneracy, Q its symmetry labels.
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this has a unique ground state) in the low-energy FL fixed-point regime of (a,b) the 3AHM, (c,d) the
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its full state space degeneracy. Colored labels indicate colored multiplets of the respective NRG flow
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q = −1 and 2S = 1 with a degeneracy of 61 = 6, because the hole can be in one of six
possible states. In Fig. 4.2(a,b), we find the hole excitation at energy Eh = 0.57 (cf. the
dark blue number). The excitation of one electron also yields 6 degenerate states with q = 1
and S = 1, but at energy Ep = 1.18 ≈ 2Eh in the spectrum [cf. the bright blue number
in Fig. 4.2(a,b)]. The difference between the lowest particle and hole excitation energies
originates from the particle-hole asymmetry of the model and determines the phase shift in
nd
0.57
h
the 3HHM, φ ≡ EhE+E
= 0.57+1.18
≈ 31 ' 2N
, which is equal to the filling ratio according to
p
c
Friedel
sum
rule,
Eq.
(3.44).
The
excitation
of
two holes, each of energy Eh , has a degeneracy
6
of 2 = 15 with q = 2 [cf. the brown number in Fig. 4.2(a)]. The two holes form either a
6-fold degenerate spin singlet with S = 0 [cf. the red number in Fig. 4.2(b)] or combine to a
9-fold degenerate spin triplet with S = 1 [cf. the green number in Fig. 4.2(b)]. For S = 0,
the spin singlet has 6-fold degeneracy
in the orbital sector only (two holes are distributed in

three orbitals, leading to 3+2−1
=
6
possible states). For S = 1, the spin triplet is 3-fold
2

degenerate in the spin sector and can occupy the three orbitals in 32 = 3 different ways,
resulting in a 3 · 3 = 9-fold degeneracy. After having analyzed the five lowest-lying multiplets,
the FL character of the ground state in the 3AHM becomes already obvious. We remark
that with increasing energy, the NRG multiplet eigenenergies deviate more and more from
the true single-particle picture. The level spacing is widened exponentially due to the basic
concept of energy scale separation within NRG.
The spectrum of the 3HHM in Fig. 4.2(c,d) can be interpreted in the same way as in the
h
3AHM above. However, the phase shift φ ≡ EhE+E
= 0.29 is not equal to the filling ratio
p
nd
1
2Nc = 3 , since the Friedel sum rule does not hold within DMFT.
For the 2AHM, we can analogously reproduce the energy spectrum of Fig. 4.2(e,f) in terms
of noninteracting QP excitations. The only difference to the 3AHM is the number of flavors.
The 2AHM has only 4 × 4 (orb × sp) flavors and thus 4 possible states per given energy,
nd
h
changing the degeneracies of the multiplets. Further, the phase shift is φ ≡ EhE+E
≈ 41 ' 2N
,
p
c
in accordance with Friedel sum rule.
As a result of the analysis of NRG eigenenergy spectra in this section, we unambiguously
confirmed the FL ground state in the 3AHM, the 3HHM, and the 2AHM for nd = Nc − 1.
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5 Hundness versus Mottness: on the origin of strong
correlations in Hund metals
5.1 Overview
In this Chapter we turn to a very central but controversially debated issue about Hund
metals: what is the origin of strong correlations in these systems? Is it Mottness, i.e. the
blocking of charge fluctuations close to a MIT induced by Coulomb interaction, as known
from Mott-Hubbard systems? Or is it Hundness, a new route towards strong correlations
induced by Hund’s rule coupling?
This fundamental question is thoroughly studied in our article entitled “Hundness versus
Mottness in a three-band Hubbard-Hund model: On the origin of strong correlations in
Hund metals” [SKWvD18], which we present in the next section. We remark that parts
of this article were reused in the introduction to this thesis. We complement our insights
of Ref. [SYvD+ 15] by providing an exhaustive real-frequency DMFT+NRG analysis of the
full phase diagram of the 3HHM on a Bethe lattice at T = 0, in which Hund metals are
represented at sizeable J and moderate U close to a filling of nd = 2 (cf. Fig. 1.1). In this
Hund-metal regime strong correlations are manifested in a low QP weight, Z, even rather
far from the MIT at nd = 2 and nd = 3 (cf. Sec. 1.2.3). In particular, we carefully explore
the MIT in the presence of zero and finite J and the effect of J, U , and nd on the energy
scales and the nature of SOS. Based on this, we clarify the differences between a Hund- and
a Mott-correlated metal at T = 0.
Motivated by previous model studies, we examine three different scenarios that can, in
principle, induce strong correlation effects in the Hund-metal regime of the phase diagram:
(i) Hundness: the solid-state manifestation of Hund’s first rule is the key player to induce
strong correlations;
(ii) Mottness at nd = 2: the interaction-induced MIT at one charge away from half-filling
triggers strong correlations;
(iii) Mottness at nd = 3: the half-filled Mott insulator emanates strong correlations.
We study these scenarios by scanning the parameter space of the phase diagram in two
orthogonal directions: we either vary nd for different parameter sets of U and J, or we vary
U and J for fixed nd = 2. In the following, we elaborate on the backgrounds of (i)-(iii) and
give an overview of our main insights:
(i) The importance of Hund’s rule to promote a highly incoherent metallic state together
with a large mass enhancement is emphasized by various authors, for instance in
Refs. [WGTM08, HK09, MAM+ 11, dMMG11, YHK12, GMM13, AK15, MG16]. In
particular, Z. P. Yin, K. Haule, and G. Kotliar [HK09, YHK12] suggested that the
incoherent regime is controlled by the Hund’s-rule-induced coexistence of fast quantum mechanical orbital fluctuations and slow spin fluctuations, while P. Werner et
al. [WGTM08] established an interpretation in terms of Hund’s-rule-induced frozen
local moments (cf. Sec. 1.2.4).
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We show as the main result of this article that in the Hund-metal regime, far from any
MIT, indeed, Hundness and not Mottness, i.e. the localization of large spins rather
than charges, is the key player to induce strong correlations. More precisely, a complex,
intertwined, two-stage SOS screening process correlates the electrons in Hund metals
(cf. also Ref. [SYvD+ 15] in the previous Chapter 4). Close to nd = 2, orbital and spin
degrees of freedom are, on the one hand, separated but, on the other hand, still coupled
within this screening process: below TKorb , the orbital degrees of freedom form an orbital
singlet through the formation of a large Hund’s-coupling induced effective 3/2 spin –
including a bath spin degree of freedom; and below TKsp , the latter is fully screened by
the three bath channels of the 3HHM. Accordingly, the spectral function, A(ω), exhibits
a two-tier QPP: a sharp central SU(2) Kondo resonance on top of a wide SU(3) Kondo
resonance, clearly visible as a shoulder at negative frequencies. Interestingly, the SOS
regime is characterized by apparent fractional power laws, as discussed in more detail
in Sec. 5.A.
This screening process supports the interpretation of Z. P. Yin, K. Haule, and G. Kotliar
[HK09, YHK12]. However, we also clarify that the two terminologies, “spin-freezing”
and “spin-orbital separation”, ultimately describe the same physics of the Hund-metal
regime.

(ii) The findings in Refs. [dMMG11, GMM13], in particular the Janus-faced behavior of
the MIT (cf. Sec. 1.2.4), motivated us to study scenarios (i) and (ii), i.e. to map out
the MIT in the 3HHM at nd = 2 based on real-frequency spectral data. For increasing
0 ≤ J . 1, we confirm that the physics of the MIT is governed by the gradual J-induced
splitting of local multiplets within each charge sector, changing the nature of the actual
ground state, and exponentially decreasing the Kondo scales. For sizeable J > 1, this
splitting is completed and we observe a qualitative change in the emerging physics of
the 3HHM. In this regime, we disentangle the Janus-faced behavior of the MIT by
replacing U with the bare gap between the lowest atomic excitations of the Hubbard
bands, ∆b = U − 2J, as an unambiguous measure of Mottness. We reveal that, for
fixed J, both TKorb and TKsp decrease linearly with increasing ∆b , but with a much larger
slope in the case of TKorb . The ratio TKorb /TKsp is universal (constant) as a function of
∆b and rather large for J & 1. For fixed ∆b , TKorb /TKsp saturates with increasing J. We
further show that the QP weight is proportional to the spin Kondo scale, Z ∝ TKsp .
Importantly, this finding holds generically in the whole metallic regime due to its FL
ground state. Thus, TKsp governs the strength of correlations, whereas TKorb governs the
MIT (together with the Hubbard side bands). In sum, the low Z far from the MIT can
then be directly explained by the SOS-reduced TKsp , thus by Hundness.
Based on these insights we develop a description of multi-band Hund-correlated and
Mott-correlated metals in the presence of sizeable J, as relevant for instance for Sr2 RuO4
and V2 O3 [DSH+ 18]. Hund-correlated metals are far from the MIT and characterized
by a very broad incoherent SOS regime: TKorb is comparable in magnitude to bare atomic
energy scales of the system and TKsp is strongly reduced. In contrast, in Mott-correlated
metals, close to the MIT, both TKorb and TKsp are strongly reduced, the SOS regime is
vanishingly small, and the QPP well separated from the Hubbard bands. Thus, Hund
metals are dominated by the SOS Kondo-type screening process, while Mott-correlated
metals are governed by the localization of charges, invoked by the DMFT self-consistency.
(iii) Based on the interpretation of cuprates as doped half-filled Mott-insulators and the
research of Refs. [IL10, FB15, dMC17, dM17] we also study the scenario “Mottness at
nd = 3”. We explore the evolution of the Hubbard bands and the SOS for 2 < nd ≤ 3.

5.1 Overview
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In principle, SOS is a generic Hund’s-coupling-induced feature for 1 < nd < 3 and
sizeable J. However, we find that, close to the MIT at nd = 3, the nature of both the
Hubbard bands and the SOS change strongly. There, the orbital degrees of freedom
get blocked by the formation of a 3/2 impurity spin. In the SOS screening process, the
orbital and spin dynamics thus get decoupled. To summarize, we argue that Mottness
at nd = 3 does not mediate strong correlation effects in the Hund-metal regime.
Further, we show that, at least for the parameters studied in our article, the electronic
d
compressibility, κel = ∂n
∂µ , remains positive close to the MIT at nd = 3, in contrast
to findings of Ref. [dM17], which suggests genuine Hund’s induced FL instabilities in
terms of a negative compressibility (cf. Sec. 1.2.4). In Sec. 5.B we elaborate on this
issue in more detail.
To summarize, in this article, we shed light on the origin and nature of strong correlations
in Hund metals. We thoroughly corroborate that SOS is a new screening route towards heavy
masses with relevance for Hund metals. Accordingly, Hundness is the origin of low Z in the
Hund-metal regime of the 3HHM at T = 0, whereas close to the MIT at nd = 2 and nd = 3
typical Mott physics dominates. Hund-correlated systems are thus characterized by a large
incoherent energy regime with itinerant orbitals coupled to quasi-free spins. This leads to
interesting implications for the nature of electronic transport. In the next two Chapters
we will unveil the signatures of Hund- and Mott-correlated systems in the temperature
dependence of various physical quantities for the 3HHM.
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Abstract
Hund metals are multi-orbital systems with moderate Coulomb interaction, U , among charges and sizeable Hund’s rule coupling, J(< U ), that aligns the spins in different orbitals. They show strong correlation
effects, like very low Fermi-liquid coherence scales and intriguing incoherent transport regimes, resulting
in bad-metallic behavior. But to what extent are these strong correlations governed by Mottness, i.e. the
blocking of charge fluctuations close to a Mott insulator transition (MIT) induced by U , or by Hundness,
a new route towards strong correlations induced by J? To answer this question, we study the full phase
diagram of a degenerate three-band Hubbard-Hund model on a Bethe lattice at zero temperature using
single-site dynamical mean-field theory and the numerical renormalization group as efficient real-frequency
multi-band impurity solver. Hund metal behavior occurs in this minimal model for a filling close to nd = 2,
moderate U and sizeable J, the “Hund-metal regime”. In particular, strong correlations manifest themselves
there by an unusually low quasiparticle weight. Generalizing previous results on this model, we show that
“spin-orbital separation” (SOS) is a generic Hund’s-coupling-induced feature in the whole metallic regime
of the phase diagram for 1 < nd < 3 and sizeable J. There orbital screening always occurs at much higher
energies than spin screening below which Fermi-liquid behavior sets in. The low quasiparticle weight can
then be directly explained in terms of the Hund’s-coupling-reduced Fermi-liquid scale. We carefully analyze
the effect of J (Hundness), and the effect of the MIT at nd = 2 and nd = 3 (Mottness) on the energy scales
and the nature of SOS. In the Hund-metal regime, far from any MIT, Hundness – the localization of large
spins – is shown to be the key player to induce strong correlations. There, physical properties are governed
by a broad incoherent energy regime of SOS where intriguing Hund metal physics occurs: large, almost
unscreened spins are coupled to screened orbital degrees of freedom. With increasing proximity to an MIT
correlations are further enhanced and the Fermi-liquid scale is further reduced. However, in the Hund-metal
regime, this effect of Mottness is minor. In contrast, very close to the MIT at nd = 2, the incoherent
spin-orbital separation regime is strongly downscaled and becomes negligibly small, whereas Mottness – the
localization of charges – becomes dominant in inducing strong correlations. Close to the MIT at nd = 3,
the SOS regime widens up because the orbital degrees of freedom get blocked by the formation of an S=3/2
impurity spin, but its nature changes: the orbital and spin dynamics get decoupled. Our results confirm
Hundness as a distinct mechanism towards strong correlations in the normal state of Hund metals, leading
to various interesting implications for the nature of electronic transport.
Keywords: Hundness, Hund metal, multi-orbital model, Mott-insulator transition, numerical
renormalization group, dynamical mean-field theory
PACS: 71.10.Fd, 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h, 75.20.Hr
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1. Introduction and Motivation
1.1. Bad-metal superconductors
Iron-based high-temperature superconductors [1, 2] (HTSCs) are “bad metals”. On the one hand, in
their superconducting state (with critical temperatures up to 56K [3–5]), they are perfect conductors with
dissipationless supercurrents; on the other hand, in their normal state they conduct surprisingly badly. But
which fundamental physical mechanism causes this bad-metallic behavior? Interestingly, this bad-metallic
behavior is not found in conventional BCS-like superconductors, but it is reminiscent of the unconventional
normal state of (doped) cuprate HTSCs. These are known to be strongly correlated and the conventional
superconducting mechanism based on electron-phonon coupling is most likely not strong enough to generate
their high critical temperatures.
There is firm evidence that strong correlation effects play a key role in iron-based HTSCs, as well.
In their paramagnetic phase, these materials exhibit anomalous and bad transport properties that are
characterized by very low Fermi-liquid (FL) coherence scales [6–9]. Above the FL scale puzzling non-Fermiliquid (NFL) behavior [6–17] occurs in a large intermediate (paramagnetic) energy window, typically at
or slightly below room temperature, together with poorly screened, large fluctuating local moments, as
observed in observed in X-ray emission spectroscopy measurements [18–20]. At higher temperatures, the
resistivity reaches unusually large values that exceed the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [6, 9]. In accordance, various
experiments revealed particularly large mass enhancements [8, 9, 16, 17, 21–28].
1.2. Hundness versus Mottness in multi-orbital bad metals
Since the “standard model” of a Fermi liquid in condensed matter theory breaks down in the presence of
strong correlations, both the superconducting and the bad-metal normal state are still poorly understood in
the iron-based HTSCs. In particular, one widely but controversially debated fundamental question pertains
to the origin of strong correlations: is it “Hundness” or “Mottness”?
Cuprate HTSCs are widely considered as doped charge-transfer Mott insulators [29, 30]. Strong correlations arise here due to Mottness: the proximity to a Mott-insulator transition (MIT), i.e. a transition at
a critical interaction strength Uc from an (increasingly correlated) metal to an insulator, which is driven by
a large Coulomb repulsion, U . In theoretical descriptions, the original multi-band electronic structure of
cuprates is usually reduced to a low-energy effective (two-dimensional) one-band Hubbard model, such that
U acts only between electrons in one orbital per lattice site and the MIT occurs at half-filling for undoped
cuprates.
In contrast, doped and undoped iron-based HTSCs are (bad) metallic materials with an effective multi band description that allows for an additional type of interaction: Hund’s rule coupling, J (Hundness),
which favors the alignment of spins in different orbitals on the same (iron) atom and consequently correlates
the electron hopping in terms of a non-trivial interplay of orbital and spin degrees of freedom [6, 7, 31].
In iron-based HTSCs and other multi-band materials, the strong correlation effects may thus be caused by
either Hundness, or Mottness, or a combination of both.
Therefore, the following question has been raised [7, 32]: what is the role of “Hundness versus Mottness”
as origin of strong correlations in multi-orbital bad metals? Here we address this question from a fundamental
model-based point of view: we investigate the zero-temperature properties of a toy model, the degenerate
three-band Hubbard-Hund model Hamiltonian (3HHM) [7, 31, 33], using single-site dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) and a highly-efficient multi-band numerical renormalization group (NRG) impurity solver
I K.M.S., A.W., and J.v.D. acknowledge support from the excellence initiative NIM; A.W. was also supported by WE4819/1-1
and WE4819/2-1 until 12/2017 and by US DOE under contract number DE-SC0012704 since. G.K. was supported by National
Science Foundation grant DMR-1733071. Author contributions: K.M.S. and G.K. proposed this project; K.M.S. performed
the DMFT+NRG calculations; A.W. developed the NRG code and assisted K.M.S. in the initial stages of the DMFT+NRG
computation. K.M.S. drafted the manuscript with the help of G.K., A.W and J.v.D.
∗ Corresponding author.
Email addresses: Katharina.M.Stadler@physik.uni-muenchen.de (K. M. Stadler), kotliar@physics.rutgers.edu (G.
Kotliar), weichselbaum@bnl.gov (A. Weichselbaum), vondelft@lmu.de (J. von Delft)
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[33–36] to tackle the correlated many-body problem. A central theme of our work is spin-orbital separation
(SOS). It was first revealed and argued to be related to anomalous power law behavior for the Matsubara
self-energy in Ref. [7], further analyzed using perturbative scaling arguments in Ref. [31], and conclusively
established by a detailed DMFT+NRG analysis in Ref. [33]. (For a complementary study, where we focussed
on finite-temperature properties not addressed in this paper, see Ref. [37].)
We next summarize the state of research on multi-band models motivating and providing the basis for
this article.
2. Scope and Aim
2.1. Hund metals
For a long time strong electronic correlations in materials have exclusively been associated with the proximity to a MIT evoked by U , i.e. to the suppression of charge fluctuations. The MIT was extensively studied
in one-band systems [38–41], including the cuprate HTSCs. But a MIT also occurs at any integer filling of
multi-orbital materials. Examples are various 3d (and 4d) transition metal oxides with the prototypal Mott
material V2 O3 [37, 42–45].
Soon after the discovery of the iron pnictides [1, 2], it was realized that the special multi-orbital character
of these HTSCs (and many other strongly correlated materials) allows for a new mechanism towards heavy
effective masses: Hundness [6]. This new class of materials was dubbed “Hund metals” [46, 47] and includes
multi-orbital materials like iron pnictides and chalcogenides [6, 7, 14, 15, 46–50], as well as various transition
metal oxides of the 3d and 4d series, such as ruthenates [7, 47, 51–55]. Hund metals are characterized
by rather broad bands leading to sizeable Hund’s coupling strengths compared to only moderate Coulomb
interactions, which are strongly screened in these materials due to the large spatial extension of the correlated
orbitals [52, 56].
Interestingly, bad-metal behavior can be found in essentially all these Hund metals. Although the
importance of Hund’s coupling in realistic materials is increasingly being appreciated there is still an ongoing
debate whether Hundness or Mottness is the key player in renormalizing the electron masses of Hund metals.
This debate is strongly driven by the fact that, indeed, striking analogies in the (doping-temperature) phase
diagrams of cuprate and iron-based HTSCs hint towards a common framework. For instance, in both
cases superconductivity emerges in the vicinity of an incoherent metallic regime with NFL properties and
unconventional spin dynamics. So, ultimately, understanding the normal state of Hund metals might lead
to deeper insights into the superconducting mechanism in HTSCs.
2.2. Hund models
A very basic approach to address the issue of “Hundness versus Mottness” in Hund metals is to study the
paramagnetic phase diagram of Hubbard-Kanamori-like model Hamiltonians (for a review, see Ref. [47]).
These take into account two spin and multiple (Nc ) orbital degrees of freedom, a Coulomb interaction, U ,
and, most importantly, a finite ferromagnetic Hund’s coupling, J. Hund-metal physics is then captured by
these models for a filling, nd , close to one charge away from half-filling: nd ≈ Nc ± 1. This is motivated
by the particle-hole asymmetry of real Hund materials. For instance, the average occupancy of the five Fe
3d orbitals is d6 for the undoped stoichiometric parent compounds of almost all iron-based HTSC families
[50]. Small to moderate crystal field splittings, as well as hole or electron doping lead to variations in
the occupancy, such that the electron densities can range between 5.5 and 6.3 electrons per iron atom
[46, 50]. Assuming a fully filled eg duplet, this leaves nd ∼ 2 electrons for three active t2g orbitals. Similarly,
ruthenates have an average filling of approximately four electrons in t2g -orbitals.
Here we study the minimal model [7, 31] with relevance for Hund metals, the 3HHM, presented in
Sec. 2.6. It involves three degenerate orbitals. We thus fully neglect any material-specific details like
crystal-field splitting or realistic band structures, although undoubtedly present in real materials. Our aim
in this study is to focus attention on the most generic aspects of Hundness and Mottness in the maximally
simple context of full orbital degeneracy, in order to reveal which many-body effects can be understood on
this simple model level and which ones require full information of the electronic structure. Since Hund’s
3
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the nd -U phase diagram for the 3HHM at finite J. We only show half of the phase diagram,
as it is symmetric with respect to half-filling. The shading reflects the quasiparticle (QP) weight Z. Darker regions (large Z)
indicate good metallic, lighter regions (small Z) bad-metallic behavior. The black bars mark Mott insulating phases. At all
integer fillings, a MIT occurs above a (different) critical interaction strength, Uc . Interestingly, an extended light region exists
(2)
also at moderate U  Uc around nd = 2 (and reaches to nd = 3). In this “Hund-metal regime” (hatched area), where most
Hund metals can be placed [53], strong electronic correlations might either be induced by Hundness, (i) the presence of sizeable
J, or Mottness, (ii) the influence of the MIT at nd = 2 (blue arrow), and (iii) the influence of the MIT at nd = 3 (red arrow),
or a combination of these scenarios.

rule coupling is only effective for a site occupation that is larger than one electron (and smaller than one
hole), we simulate fillings 1 < nd < 3 with particular emphasis on nd = 2. (By the particle-hole symmetry
of the model with respect to half-filling, this also describes the fillings 3 < nd < 5.)
2.3. Phase diagram and bad-metal regime
Our work is motivated by the results of various single-site dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [47, 51,
53, 57] and slave-boson [32, 50, 58] studies of degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori-type models that
reproduced basic Hund metal physics: in the nd -U phase diagram at finite J, they found strongly correlated,
bad-metallic behavior in an extended region around a filling of nd = 2, which we dub “Hund-metal regime”
(2)
(hatched area in Fig. 1 at moderate U  Uc ). Naturally, bad-metallic behavior (light regions in Fig. 1)
occurs close to the MIT at nd = 2, but interestingly, it also ranges down to rather small Coulomb interaction
(2)
strengths U  Uc , provided that Hund’s coupling J is sizable (in a sense defined at the end of Sec. 2.6.1).
Most Hund metals can be placed there, around one charge away from half-filling and at moderate U . Further,
the bad-metallic regime (light area) also reaches out to the insulating state at half-filling, nd = 3, where the
(3)
MIT develops already at a very low critical interaction strength, Uc .
Bad-metal behavior manifests itself by a small quasiparticle (QP) weight Z. Based on a coherent FL
QP picture, Z quantifies the weight of the coherent quasiparticle peak (QPP) of the local spectral function
(correlated density of states). Within DMFT and slave-boson methods, the inverse QP weight is equivalent to
the electronic mass enhancement, Z −1 = m∗ /m, and thus serves as measure for strong electronic correlations.
For Hund models with Nc > 3 bands, equivalent regions of low Z (hatched area) were revealed around all
integer fillings 1 < nd < Nc [32, 47, 58], but they are most prominent at nd = Nc ± 1 (see supplement of
Ref. [32]).
We note that in the presence of crystal-field splitting Z and the filling can acquire an orbital dependence:
various simulations [7, 11, 12, 32, 46, 48, 59–67] and measurements [8, 9, 17, 27, 28] suggest the occurrence of
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orbital differentiation and even orbital selective Mott phases (OSMP), depending on the type and strength
of the splitting [64, 67]. In the phase diagram, both effects seem to intensify with increasing J, increasing
U , and decreasing distance to half-filling. A thorough understanding of the physics of degenerate multiorbital models is a prerequisite for exploring these effects of orbital selectivity. However, pronounced orbital
differentiation is considered to be relevant only for some Hund metals, e.g. for ruthenates. In contrast, for
iron-pnictides, it might be less important. In the class of the iron-based HTSCs, only iron chalcogenides are
expected to be at the verge of an orbital-selective MIT [46, 61]. Interestingly, many materials with large
orbital differentiation are either no superconductors or exhibit only low transition temperatures: indeed,
large orbital differentiation is argued to be harmful for superconductivity [46].
2.4. The Hund-metal problem
In principle, three scenarios seem possible to induce strong correlation effects and to lead to the badmetallic behavior (low Z) in the Hund-metal regime (hatched area in Fig. 1) of a 3HHM also sufficiently far
way from any Mott insulating state (black bars in Fig. 1):
(i) Hundness: sizeable J is the key player to induce strong correlations with considerable electronic mass
enhancements.
(ii) Mottness at nd = 2: the interaction-induced MIT at one charge away from half-filling, nd = 2, triggers
the strong correlations (blue arrow in Fig. 1).
(iii) Mottness at nd = 3: the strong correlations are emanated by the half-filled Mott insulator (red arrow
in Fig. 1).
Scenario (i) suggests a new route towards strong correlations: Hundness. Sizeable Hund’s rule coupling,
J, leads to the formation of high-spin states and to the suppression of Z. It goes back to Ref. [6] and is
supported in various publications [7, 15, 33, 37, 46, 47, 52, 53, 55, 68].
(N −1)
is large while U has moderate values for
Scenario (ii) is not much discussed in the literature, as Uc c
Hund metals.
Scenario (iii) is motivated by the cuprate picture of doped half-filled Mott-insulators and advocated by
several authors [12, 32, 50, 58]. In this scenario the existence of finite J would have a subordinate role in
(3)
correlating the electrons by lowering Uc1 .
Although all the model calculations cited above confirmed that strong correlation effects dominate the
Hund-metal regime of the phase diagram their origin and nature have been under debate even for this toy
model until today, either based on different physical interpretations or just on inconsistent terminology.
In particular, scenarios (i)-(iii) have been discussed in the context of (D1) the existence of a spin-freezing
phase [51], (D2) the “Janus-faced” influence of Hund’s rule coupling [47, 53, 57], and (D3) various proximity
effects of the half-filled MIT [32, 50, 58], such as Hund’s-coupling-induced Fermi-liquid instabilities [58]. In
this work we will elucidate the role of another very fundamental effect: (D4) spin-orbital separation (SOS)
[7, 31, 33]. We will show that the phenomena (D1), (D2), and (D3) are directly connected to (D4). Based on
this insight, we will study scenarios (i)-(iii) by revisiting (D1)-(D3) from the perspective of SOS in Sec. 2.7.
(D1) Spin-freezing phase
The so-called spin-freezing phase characterizes the Hund-metal regime in terms of a spin-spin correlation
function with an unusually slow (imaginary-time) decay, which does not approach zero but a constant at
finite temperature. In this picture, scattering off Hund’s-coupling-induced large composite and very longlived (or even frozen, static) magnetic moments leads to the incoherent transport behavior.
The spin-freezing scenario was introduced in 2008 in a first (finite-temperature) DMFT study [51] of
the nd -U phase diagram of a degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori model using a Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) impurity solver. Later it was extended to (realistic) five-band calculations for iron-pnictides
[11, 12, 14, 19] (demonstrating the importance of Hund’s rule coupling and electronic correlations for the
formation of local moments in the paramagnetic phase [19]) and to models with crystal-field-splitting [66]
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and spin-orbit coupling [69]. In 2015 it led to the proposal of a fluctuating-moment-induced spin-triplet
superconducting mechanism for strontium ruthenates and uranium compounds [70].
The transition into the Hund-metal regime was first interpreted as a quantum phase transition from a
paramagnetic metallic FL phase (at small nd and/or small U ) to an incoherent metallic NFL phase with
frozen local moments (at larger nd and/or larger U ) [51]. Since 2011, the existence of a FL ground state (with
fully screened local moments) has been anticipated in the Hund-metal regime and has led to the picture of a
spin-freezing crossover at finite temperatures – although the complete decay of the imaginary-time spin-spin
correlation function to zero has not been explicitly demonstrated until recently [71], because, in general,
QMC solvers do not have access to low enough temperatures [14, 53]. However, a new QMC technique using
(super) state-sampling [71] was able to show the FL ground state in the spin freezing-phase for fillings up
to nd = 2.63.
Spin-freezing has been assumed to originate, in principle, from (i) Hundness. However, similar to Z,
the spin-freezing phenomenon is considered to be strongly doping dependent and is very pronounced in
the vicinity of the half-filled Mott insulator [51, 70]. Interestingly, the crossover towards spin-freezing near
nd = Nc − 1 is characterized by a steep drop of Z as a function of nd . A detailed quantitative analysis if
and how the spin-freezing phenomenon is connected to Z, induced by (i) Hundness and/or influenced by
Mottness of kind (ii) or (iii) has not yet been performed. One reason for this is that the mass enhancement
could only be computed in an approximate manner because the QMC solver did not reach the FL regime
[70]. Further, data was only available on the imaginary Matsubara frequency axis.
(D2) Janus-faced influence of Hund’s rule coupling
The “Janus-faced” influence of Hund’s rule coupling was a major result of a first more detailed DMFT+
QMC study of the phase diagram of the degenerate three-band Hubbard-Kanamori model [47, 53, 57]
(including a realistic classification of various 3d and 4d transition metal oxides via their mass enhancements).
A detailed exploration in terms of the QP weight, Z, revealed that Hund’s coupling induces apparent
conflicting tendencies at nd = 2. On the one hand, increasing J promotes metallicity by shifting the critical
(2)
interaction strength, Uc , of the MIT at nd = 2 to higher values. On the other hand, at moderate U ,
increasing J reduces Z, supporting scenario (i) that Hund’s-coupling-induced strong correlations lead to
bad-metallic behavior far from a Mott phase. Together, this Janus-faced behavior results in an interesting
MIT for sizeable J upon increasing U that is qualitatively different from the MIT of one-band and multiband Hubbard models without Hund’s coupling: starting from a weakly correlated metal at small U , the
system first evolves into a strongly correlated metal which is stable for an extended range of U values and
(2)
characterized by very small Z, before it eventually reaches the Mott insulating phase at large Uc .
The degenerate three-band study of Refs. [53, 57] was followed by similar analyses for up to five bands,
both with [32, 47, 58] and without [58, 60, 63, 72] orbital degeneracy, revealing qualitatively similar behavior
as in the three-band case. For degenerate models, Janus-faced behavior emerges for any integer filling away
from single and half-filling.
But even for the degenerate three-band model the origin of the Janus-faced behavior has not been fully
revealed. Obviously both the QPP itself and the opening of the insulating Mott gap are affected at the same
time by changing J. Previous studies [47, 50, 53, 57] quantified these changes by performing a HubbardI-type analysis for the gap dependence and by calculating Z to characterize the QPP. However, without
access to (reliable) real-frequency spectral data, the Hubbard-I predictions could never be explicitly verified
and the physical origin of the low Z could only be speculated about. A connection to the low coherence
scale in Hund metals was assumed but never proven, and the nature of the incoherent regime remained
unclear. Although considered, a clear connection between spin-freezing and the Janus-faced behavior has
not yet been demonstrated. Moreover, we note that the value of Z can have an error of up to 10% in these
DMFT+QMC simulations (see supplement of Ref. [53]), also strongly affecting the values of Uc .
We therefore conclude that both scenarios (i) and (ii) should be revisited. In particular, the Janus-faced
behavior has to be disentangled by identifying a measure for Mottness (ii) which does not change with J,
in order to study the pure effect of Hundness (i), and to analyze the difference in nature between strongly
correlated Hund metals at moderate U and strongly-correlated systems close to the MIT. Scenario (iii) will
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be considered in the context of (D3).
(D3) Proximity to the half-filled MIT
(3)
At half-filling, nd = 3, Uc is strongly reduced. The region of low Z in Fig. 1 directly starts at the border
of the MIT at nd = 3 and extends, even at moderate U , from there to nd = 2 with Z slightly increasing
when passing from nd = 3 to nd = 2. Such a filling-dependence is observed in simulations and experiments
of iron-based superconductors: their correlations are enhanced with hole-doping (i.e approaching half-filling)
[19, 27, 65, 73, 74]. Furthermore, also the spin-freezing phenomenon [51] is strongly doping dependent: the
spin freezing phase occurs in the vicinity of the half-filled MIT.
Motivated by this behavior it has been argued in Refs. [32, 50, 58] that the suppression of Z around
nd = 2 at moderate U is connected to the MIT at half-filling, nd = 3. In particular, the effect of suppressing
intra-orbital double occupancy by J has been regarded as a direct link to the MIT at nd = 3 [32]. However,
it has been noted that in contrast to the one-band Hubbard model, the reduction of Z in Hund metals
does not imply the general suppression of charge fluctuations (far from the MIT, as shown in Ref. [37])
and Z is thus not a good measure for the latter: the origin of low Z and its filling dependence is subtle.
Again, DMFT+NRG real frequency data can help to further investigate this issue by complementing the
slave-boson approaches of Refs. [32, 50] and quantitatively revealing the connection between spin-freezing
and Z.
We note that for non-degenerate models, low Z is argued to be induced by the “proximity to a half-filled
MIT”, as well, but here, the half-filled MIT denotes an orbital selective Mott transition: when an orbital
is individually half-filled it can become insulating, independently of the other orbitals [65]. This orbital
decoupling effect is enhanced by Hund’s coupling, but will not be discussed further in this work.
In a slave-boson study [58] of degenerate and non-degenerate multi-band Hund models, a zone of negative
d
compressibility, κel = ∂n
∂µ < 0, is observed at zero temperature for nonzero J in the nd -U phase diagram,
above U ≥ Uc , reaching (depending on Nc ) from half-filling towards nd = Nc + 1. The transition from
κel > 0 to κel < 0 is realized through a divergence of the compressibility, which occurs in the phase diagram
together with a strong reduction in Z. In the absence of symmetry breaking in the model, this divergence
is interpreted as a genuine thermodynamic Hund’s-coupling-induced instability towards a phase separation.
The enhancement of κel has even been argued to be directly connected to the enhanced critical Tc of HTCS
[57–59, 64]. This strong statement of a negative compressibility is solely the result of slave-boson approaches
(rotationally invariant form of the Kotliar-Ruckenstein slave-bosons for the full Hubbard-Kanamori model
involving two bands, and slave-spin mean-field approximation for the Hubbard-Kanamori model without
spin flip and pair hopping term involving up to five bands). It has so far not been validated by another
(zero-temperature) method.
In order to investigate if the suppression of Z in the Hund-metal regime is mediated by the MIT at halffilling and to check if a negative compressibility is a generic Hund’s-coupling-induced effect (i.e. independent
of details of the model and the method), we will also study scenario (iii), the effect of the MIT at nd = 3 on
Z and κel .
(D4) Spin-orbital separation (SOS)
Besides the phenomena (D1), (D2), and (D3), also a Hund’s-coupling-induced coherence-incoherence
crossover with increasing temperature has been discussed as a new and generic normal state property of
Hund metals in the literature [6, 7]. Further an incoherent frequency regime with anomalous power-law
exponents in the Matsubara self-energy was revealed for 1.5 . nd . 2.5, which is most pronounced at
nd = 2 [7, 51]. The incoherent temperature and frequency regime was proposed to be induced by two
degrees of freedom that behave in different ways: the orbital degrees of freedom are quenched and fluctuate
very rapidly while the spin degrees of freedom are unquenched and fluctuate albeit slowly (accordingly the
local spin susceptibility has Curie-Weiss form and a large static value) [7, 37]. An analytic RG analysis in the
Kondo regime [31] provided a simple understanding of the origin of the incoherent regime and established
how the Kondo scales depend on the representations of the spin and orbital operators.
However, still, several issues needed to be clarified: in particular, the DMFT+QMC calculations could
not reach sufficiently low temperatures to fully reveal the FL phase. To settle this issue, zero- (and finite-)
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temperature, real-frequency DMFT+NRG calculations were performed in 2015 in Ref. [33] for the 3HHM
of Eq.(1) at nd = 2. These calculations clearly confirmed that, at zero temperature, finite Hund’s coupling
leads to SOS [see Fig. 13(a)] – a two-stage screening process, in which orbital screening occurs at much higher
energies than spin screening – thus strongly reducing the coherence scale below which a FL ground state is
formed. Importantly, at intermediate energies above the coherence scale, a broad incoherent regime opens up
involving screened, delocalized orbitals which are non-trivially coupled to almost unscreened, large, localized
spins. The incoherent frequency regime is strongly particle-hole asymmetric and displays approximate powerlaw behavior in the self-energy for positive real frequencies only, leading to apparent fractional power laws
on the imaginary Matsubara axis. SOS also occurs in pure impurity calculations without DMFT selfconsistency. With increasing temperature, SOS in frequency space translates to a coherence-incoherence
crossover for temperature-dependent quantities. Only recently, this two-stage crossover was confirmed in
realistic DFT+DMFT+QMC simulations of the temperature dependence of the thermopower, entropy [55]
and the local spin and orbital susceptibilities [37] for Sr2 RuO4 . SOS is thus considered to be relevant
not only for degenerated toy models but also for realistic Hund materials featuring tetragonal crystal-field
splitting of the t2g orbitals.
However, in Ref. [33] SOS was studied only at nd = 2 for a small set of parameters U and J, which
(as will be shown in Fig. 6) lie at the border of the coexistence region of the phase diagram, thus close to
the MIT. Therefore many open questions remained: Is SOS a generic phenomenon of Hund metals? Where
does it occur in the phase diagram and how is it influenced by J and the proximity to the MIT at nd = 2
and nd = 3? How is it connected to the phenomena of (D1)-(D3) and how to the low Z in the Hund-metal
regime? And most importantly, what is the origin of SOS, scenario (i), (ii), or (iii), or a combination of
these?
2.5. Aim of this paper
The aim of this work is to identify the origin of strong correlations in the Hund-metal regime of the
3HHM, based on real-frequency data, and to develop from this a global, unified and consistent scenario
for strong correlation effects in Hund metals. For this we study scenarios (i)-(iii), i.e. “Hundness versus
Mottness”, by scanning the full phase diagram of the 3HHM at zero temperature, using DMFT+NRG.
In DMFT the lattice model (the 3HHM) is mapped self-consistently onto a quantum impurity model [the
Anderson-Hund model (AHM) of Eq. (A.1)], which we solve with NRG, a powerful real-frequency multiband impurity solver. NRG is well suited for the investigation of Hund and Mott physics as it both reveals
the spectral properties of Hund metals down to its very low coherence scales and still captures the main
features of the Hubbard side bands. We thus provide, for the first time, detailed and unbiased real-frequency
spectral data in a large parameter space of the phase diagram instead of only measuring the strength of
strong correlations by analyzing the behavior of Z, as done in previous studies [32, 47, 53, 57]. This allows
us to reveal the origin of those correlations and the physical nature of the incoherent regime in Hund metals.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2.6 we give a detailed description of our model and discuss
its local multiplet level structure at nd = 2 (in particular its dependency on J) and at nd = 3. The
DMFT+NRG method is introduced in Appendix Appendix A. In Sec. 2.7 we present our main insights: we
will show that the low Z in the Hund-metal regime results directly from the suppression of the coherence
scale due to SOS. SOS therefore forms the basis of our main study and scenarios (i)-(iii) will be investigated
from that perspective. In particular, we follow a three-fold approach in Sec. 2.7. We revisit (D1) the spinfreezing phase in Sec. 3, (D2) the Janus-faced influence of Hund’s rule coupling in Sec. 4, and the influence
of (D3) the MIT at half-filling in Sec. 5, and explain these aspects step by step within the SOS framework.
2.6. Model and Methods
For our 3HHM we use the Hamiltonian of Refs. [7, 31, 33, 37] in the form
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ĤHHM

=

X
i

Ĥint [dˆ†iν ]

= U

X
hm

− J
=

1
2

 X
t dˆ†iν dˆjν ,
−µn̂i + Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] +
hijiν

n̂†im↑ n̂im↓ + (U − J)

X

m6=m0

X

m6=m0

dˆ†im↑ dˆim↓ dˆ†im0 ↓ dˆim0 ↑

n̂†im↑ n̂im0 ↓ + (U − 2J)

(1a)
X

n̂†imσ n̂im0 σ

m<m0 ,σ

(1b)


U − 23 J n̂i (n̂i − 1) − J Ŝ2i + 34 J n̂i .
| {z }

(1c)

≡Ũ

This is a minimal version of the generalized Kanamori Hamiltonian of Ref. [47], with U(1)ch × SU(2)sp ×
SU(3)orb symmetry for its charge (ch), spin (sp) and orbital (orb) degrees of freedom. dˆ†iν creates an electron
on site i of flavor (fl) ν = (mσ), which is composed of a spin (σ =↑, ↓) and an orbital (m = 1, 2, 3) index.
P
n̂iν ≡ dˆ†iν dˆiν counts the electrons of flavor ν on site i. n̂i ≡ ν n̂iν is the total number operator for site i
P
α ˆ
α
are Pauli
with nd ≡ hn̂i i, and Ŝi its total spin, with components Ŝiα = mσσ0 dˆ†imσ 12 σσσ
0 dimσ 0 , where σ
matrices. We study a Bethe lattice with degenerate bands, each of bandwidth W = 4t, i.e we assume
negligible crystal field splitting and a uniform hopping amplitude t restricted to nearest-neighbor hopping
between the same kind of orbital and spin degrees of freedom. Both the chemical potential µ and the hopping
amplitude t are then equal for all flavors, leading to a locally SU(6)fl symmetric kinetic term in Eq. (1a).
t = 1 serves as energy unit.
The onsite interaction term, Ĥint , incorporates Hund’s rule and Mott physics in its most basic form and
reduces the symmetry to SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb for J > 0. It was first introduced by Dworin and Narath in
a generalization of the Anderson impurity model to study magnetic impurities [75]. The first three terms
of Eq. (1b) are density-density interactions. U is the intraorbital Coulomb interaction between electrons
with opposite spins in the same orbital, U − J < U the interorbital Coulomb interaction between electrons
with opposite spins in different orbitals, and U − 2J the Coulomb interaction between electrons with parallel
spins in different orbitals, where the interorbital Coulomb interaction is further reduced by the ferromagnetic
coupling J due to Hund’s first rule that favors the alignment of spins. The last term of Eq. (1b) is a spin
exchange term.
The generalized Kanamori Hamiltonian of Ref. [47] involves some additional terms not present in Eq. (1),
which reduce the SU(3)orb symmetry in the orbital sector to SO(3)orb . However, these additional terms do
not affect the low-energy physics, since they are irrelevant in a renormalization group sense [76].
Eq. (1c) is a more compact notation of Eq. (1b) and summarizes the two main aspects of our model.
The first term is known to trigger Mott physics, whereby U penalizes double occupancy of orbitals. The
second term directly reflects Hund’s first rule: it favors a large spin per site for J > 0. Note that the third
term only shifts the chemical potential, µ.
We choose µ such that we obtain a total filling per lattice site, nd = hn̂i i, of 1 ≤ nd ≤ 3. For nd > 1,
Hund’s first rule reduces the atomic ground state degeneracy and thus strongly influences the physics of the
system. The orbital and spin degrees of freedom of electrons can show very distinct behavior and conspire in
a highly non-trivial way, leading to striking new phenomena like spin-orbital separation [33]. In contrast, at
half-filling, nd = 3, a fundamentally different ground state emerges: a large spin state is formed and orbital
degrees of freedom are fully blocked [47].
We treat the 3HHM of Eq. (1) with single-site DMFT and use full-density-matrix (fdm)NRG [34] as
real-frequency impurity solver. For methodological details and further definitions of physical quantities used
in the main paper, see Appendix Appendix A.
2.6.1. Multiplet structure at filling nd = 2
The physical behavior of the system depends in a crucial manner on the multiplet structure of the local
Hamiltonian, and can change in dramatic ways when parameters are tuned such that level crossings occur
[77]. This section is therefore devoted to a detailed discussion of this multiplet structure.
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Figure 2: Local multiplet structure of a single 3HHM site at filling nd = 2 using µ = µ2 , with Ũ ≡ U − 32 J as specified in
Eq. (2). The energies for J = 0 are indicated by the thick grey levels, which are split when turning on J as indicated. The
individual multiplets are given labels g for “ground state”, h for hole-like, and e for electron (particle) like, which are specific to
the current filling, here nd = 2. Each multiplet is followed by its symmetry labels (S, q) and the combined multiplet dimension
of spin times SU(3), with the SU(2) spin S and SU(3) representation q ≡ (q1 , q2 ) ≡ (q1 q2 ). The grey downward arrows indicate
a lowering of the energy levels by the Hund’s term −J Ŝ2(i) . The shown multiplet structure is complete for nd = 1, 2, 3. Together
with the vacuum state at nd = 0 and the symmetry relative to half-filling, this yields a total number of states (respective to
nd = 0, 6 and 1, 5 and 2, 4 and 3) of 2 · (1 × 1) + 2 · (2 × 3) + 2 · (1 × 6 + 3 × 3) + 1 · (2 × 8 + 4 × 1) = 64 = 43 , i.e. the complete
state space of three spinful fermionic levels. Note that 1-particle excitations from g2 (yellow lines) cannot reach the S = 32
multiplet e1.
(i)
The local Hamiltonian of a single site i is given by Ĥloc ≡ Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] − µn̂i . With focus on the specific
filling nd = 2, this Hamiltonian can be written as
(i)

Ĥloc

=

Ũ
2 (n̂i

− 2)2 − J Ŝ2i − (µ − µ2 ) n̂i − 2Ũ .
| {z }

(2)

≡δµ2

with µ2 ≡ 32 (U − J). Here the Coulomb interaction in the first term on the r.h.s. has been written such that
for µ = µ2 , i.e. δµ = 0 and small J, this Hamiltonian clearly favors the desired filling of nd = 2. By writing
the local states space in terms of symmetry multiplets, the above Hamiltonian reduces to one-dimensional
multiplet blocks and hence already becomes diagonal. The symmetry labels of SU(3) follow the Dynkin
convention where the irreducible representation q = (q1 , q2 ) ≡ (q1 q2 ) corresponds to a Young diagram with
q1 + q2 (q2 ) boxes in its first (second) row.
For the case µ = µ2 , the multiplet structure of the local Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) is sketched in Fig. 2.
There the two low-energy multiplets at nd = 2 are labeled by g1 and g2, also referred to as the g-levels.
The actual ground state multiplet g1 is in triplet configuration across two out of the three orbitals. The
singlet configuration g2, split off by an energy 2J, also includes the pair singlets within a single orbital. This
therefore results in a total of dg2 = 6 symmetric states described by the single irreducible multiplet q = (20).
By removing an electron, this leads to the hole-like level, denoted by h. It contains just one electron, nd = 1,
which can be in any spin and orbital, hence S = 1/2 and the defining representation q = (10). Conversely,
by adding a particle to the g-multiplets, one obtains half-filling nd = 3. This allows states with one particle
per orbital, resulting in one S=3/2 multiplet, labeled e1 with (S, q) = ( 23 , 00), and two S=1/2 multiplets. By
symmetry, the latter ones need to be grouped with the six S = 1/2 multiplets with a double and a singly
occupied orbital into the single SU(3) multiplet q = (11) with 8 states total, forming the single multiplet e2.
In what follows, we now slightly alter the chemical potential towards finite δµ2 in Eq. (2), using the
specific choice δµ2 = − 3J
2 . This raises the e-levels in Fig. 2 and lowers the h-level by equal amounts relative
to the g-levels at nd = 2, to the extent that level h and e1 become aligned, i.e. degenerate. This simplified
setting is the reason for our choice of δµ2 .
The resulting excitation energies from the ground state multiplet g1 can be simply determined from
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Fig. 2 while also accounting for the plain shift due to δµ2 in Eq. (2),
(2)

#

ωe1 ≡ +(Ee1 − Eg1 ) =
(2)
ωe2
(2)
ωh

+
4

≡ +(Ee2 − Eg1 ) =
≡ −(Eh − Eg1 ) =

U
2
U
2

−J,
+ 2J ,

(2)
−ωe1

(3a)

,

where we added the superscript (2) to these transition frequencies for later reference to emphasize the current
setting of having nd = 2 (this filling is implicit for the g-, e-, and h-multiplet labels in the present discussion,
for readability). The signs in Eqs. (3a) are taken in consistency with the definition of the spectral function
A(ω), and is thus opposite for particle- and hole-like excitations. The symbols to the left will be used in
Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 to mark the positions of the multiplet excitation energies in the spectral function A(ω).
Similarly, also the transition energies w.r.t. level g2 are simply derived from Fig. 2,
(2)

(2)

ω̃e2 ≡ +(Ee2 − Eg2 ) = ωe2 − 2J =

+

(2)
ω̃h

4

≡ −(Eh − Eg2 ) =
(2)

(2)
ωh

+ 2J =

U
2

,

−( U2

(3b)
− 3J) ,

(2)

where we note that the transition ω̃e1 = −ω̃h is forbidden for 1-particle spin-half excitation processes.
(2)
The above picture of well-separated ground-state multiplets breaks down entirely, once ωe1 in Eqs. (3a)
becomes negative, i.e. levels h and e1 cross g1 as the new ground state. Hence we will mostly constrain our
discussion to the regime J/U < 0.5. This regime, nevertheless, already reaches up to extraordinarily large
Hund’s coupling from a materials point of view where one typically encounters J/U . 0.2 [47].
For J  U , the g-levels are typically considered well-separated from the e- and h-levels. However, this
picture already breaks down earlier, namely once the degenerate e1- and h-levels pass across g2. According
(2)
to the excitation energies in Eqs. (3b), this occurs at ω̃h = 0 which defines the crossover energy scale
U
∗
∗
J ≡ 6 . The regime J & J quantifies what we mean by sizeable Hund’s coupling in the 3HHM at nd = 2.
There for J & J ∗ , we expect a qualitative change in the emerging physics of the 3HHM.
2.6.2. Multiplet structure at filling nd = 3
We now focus on the filling nd = 3 with the Hamiltonian
(i)

Ĥloc

=

Ũ
2 (n̂i

− 3)2 − J Ŝ2i − (µ − µ3 ) n̂i − 92 Ũ ,
| {z }

(4)

≡δµ3

and µ3 ≡ 25 U − 3J. By construction, µ = µ3 , i.e. δµ3 = 0 directly leads to a particle-hole symmetric
excitation spectrum, and therefore to exact half-filling at nd = 3. The multiplets in Fig. 2 are shifted
relative to each other for different nd such that nd = 3 becomes the new ground state symmetry sector with
the lowest energy excitations in nd = 2 and 4 split off symmetrically by Ũ /2 at J = 0. Hence the g- and
e-multiplets in the previous discussion for nd = 2 as in Fig. 2 acquire the new respective labels h and g here
at nd = 3.
In the following we only focus on the case of sizeable J, and there, for simplicity, only on the lowest
levels h, g, and e at nd = 2, 3, 4, respectively. The level g has maximal spin S = 3/2 linked with an orbital
singlet configuration q = (00) [level e1 in Fig. 2]. The lowest hole level h at nd = 2 has (S, q) = (1, 01) [i.e.
level g1 in Fig. 2]. The lowest particle level e at nd = 4 is given by (S, q) = (1, 10), i.e. the particle-hole
transformed level h.
The excitation energies from the ground state multiplet g at µ = µ3 can be simply determined from
Eq. (4), analogous to Eq. (3a),
∗

ωe(3) ≡ +(Ee − Eg ) =



≡ −(Eh − Eg ) =

(3)
ωh

U
2

+J,

−ωe(3)

(5)

,

where the reference point of a filling of nd = 3 is implied, yet also explicitly indicated with the superscript
in the transition frequencies. We will refer to them in Sec. 5.
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2.7. Overview of Results
In the following three sections we present our real-frequency-based DMFT+NRG results for the 3HHM.
In Sec. 3 we reveal the connection between SOS and spin-freezing. We argue that while both terminologies
describe in principle the same Hund physics, the latter term has the drawback that it was proposed based
on QMC results that did not account for a Fermi-liquid ground state. In Sec. 4 we study the U -J-phase
diagram at nd = 2 and systematically disentangle the Janus-faced effects of (i) Hundness and (ii) Mottness.
Thereby we quantitatively explain the existence of the low QP weight, Z, by SOS, which is revealed to
occur in the whole metallic regime, but at different scales. We explain the difference between Hund- and
Mott-correlated systems. In particular, we show that sizeable J leads to low Z also far away from the
MIT at nd = 2 and opens up a large incoherent frequency regime where intriguing Hund-correlated physics
occurs: large, almost unscreened spins are coupled to screened orbital degrees of freedom. In Sec. 5, we
study the doping-dependence of Z and the compressibility, κel . We demonstrate that, in principle, SOS
also occurs and determines the low Z behavior at intermediate fillings, 1 < nd < 3. We give evidence that
SOS is generically based on a two-stage screening process involving the formation and the full screening of
effective 3/2 spins. The details of this process, however, vary with filling. κel is shown to be positive at finite
J for all fillings and values of U , that we have studied. Thus we assume that no Hund’s-coupling-induced
instabilities emerge in the system.
Overall, we scan the parameter space of the phase diagram in two orthogonal directions (indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 1): we either vary nd (along the horizontal direction of the red arrow) for different parameter
sets of U and J as in Sec. 3 and Sec. 5, or we vary U (along the vertical direction of the blue arrow) and J
for fixed nd = 2 as in Sec. 4.
To summarize, we will develop a global picture of spin-orbital separation that strongly supports (i)
Hundness as a new mechanism towards strong correlations in the normal state of Hund metals.
3. Spin-freezing and spin-orbital separation - two terminologies for the same Hund physics
To set the scene, we first revisit SOS [33] and explain its connection to the spin-freezing theory introduced
in 2008 in a finite-temperature DMFT+QMC study [51] of the nd -U phase diagram of a degenerate threeband Hund model.
3.1. Spin-orbital separation at nd = 2 revisited
We calculate the dynamical real-frequency spin and orbital susceptibilities
X
hŜ α kŜ α iω ,
χsp = 31

(6a)

α

χorb

=

1
8

X
hT̂ a kT̂ a iω ,

(6b)

a

P
a
ˆ
respectively, where T̂ a = mm0 σ dˆ†mσ 21 τmm
0 dm0 σ are the impurity orbital operators with the SU(3) Gella
a b
Mann matrices, τ , normalized as Tr[τ τ ] = 2δab .
Fig. 3(a) depicts the zero-temperature results of the imaginary parts, χ00 (ω) ≡ − π1 Im χ(ω), of the dynamical impurity orbital (dashed curve) and spin (solid curve) susceptibilities for U = 5, J = 1 and a filling
of nd = 2. The filled circle and the open square mark the orbital and spin Kondo scales, TKorb and TKsp , which
are defined as the peak positions of χ00orb and χ00sp , respectively. Clearly, these two energy scales are very
distinct: in Fig. 3(a) we revisit the central result of our DMFT+NRG study of the 3CAHM – spin-orbital
separation [see Fig. (3c) in Ref. [33] and also Fig. 13]. Orbital screening sets in at much higher energies
than spin screening, TKorb  TKsp , opening a non-trivial intermediate NFL regime exhibiting “Hund metal
physics”: slowly fluctuating (not frozen), Hund’s-coupling-induced large spins are coupled to screened orbital
degrees of freedom. The existence of large, composite spins which are only poorly screened, manifests itself
in an enhancement of χ00sp with decreasing frequencies. Interestingly, the fluctuations of these spins influence
the physics of the screened orbitals, leading to an intriguing interplay of spin and orbital degrees of freedom:
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Figure 3: (a) The imaginary part of the dynamical real-frequency orbital χ00
orb (dashed) and spin χsp (solid) susceptibility
sp
orb
for U = 5, J = 1, nd = 2 and T = 0. The orbital Kondo scale TK (filled circle) and the spin Kondo scale TK
(open
00 , respectively, and show SOS, i.e. T orb  T sp . Grey guide-to-the-eye
square) are defined as the peak positions of χ00
and
χ
sp
K
orb
K
lines indicate Fermi-liquid power laws. (b) The imaginary-time impurity orbital-orbital hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i (dashed) and spin-spin
hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i (solid) correlator plotted as a function of the rescaled imaginary time τ · T for the same parameters as in (a), but
at different temperatures. The solid yellow and blue curves show spin-freezing: hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i approach large constant values at
times τ = 1/(2T ). The inset shows the zero-temperature results of hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i (dashed) and hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i (solid) calculated from
(a) the real-frequency susceptibilities. Both approach zero in the FL regime at very large imaginary times. The filled circle
orb and 1/T sp , respectively.
and the open square mark 1/TK
K

below TKorb , χ00orb decreases as the frequency is lowered, indicating the screening of the orbital degrees of
freedom. However, for ω > TKsp , χ00orb does not follow FL scaling, as the orbital degrees of freedom still “feel”
the slowly fluctuating, large local moments. Below the very small, Hund’s-coupling-reduced coherence scale,
TKsp ≈ 0.072, both the spin and orbital degrees of freedom get fully screened and FL behavior is restored
[χ00orb (ω) ∝ ω and χ00sp (ω) ∝ ω, see Fig. 3(a), grey lines].
From the real-frequency orbital and spin susceptibility we also calculate the imaginary-time impurity
orbital-orbital and spin-spin correlators,
Z
hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i ≡ 18 hT̂(τ ) · T̂(0)i = dω nB (ω)χ00orb (ω) eωτ ,
Z
hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i ≡ 31 hŜ(τ ) · Ŝ(0)i = dω nB (ω)χ00sp (ω) eωτ ,
(7)
respectively, with the Bose-Einstein distribution nB (ω) = 1/(eβω − 1). In the inset of Fig. 3(b) we plot
both correlators for zero temperature and the same parameters as in Fig. 3(a). In accordance with the realfrequency susceptibilities, the orbital-orbital correlator (dashed curve) is much smaller than the spin-spin
correlator (solid curve). The latter approaches zero rather slowly, thus, the FL regime is only reached at
very long imaginary times, τ > 100.
3.2. Spin-freezing at nd = 2
In order to understand the connection of SOS and the spin-freezing phenomenon that was based on
finite-temperature DMFT+QMC [51] data, we have performed similar calculations at higher temperatures
[see Fig. 3(b)]. For temperatures well below the FL coherence scale, T < TKsp , hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i decays to zero
on the scale τ = 1/(2T ) (solid purple curve). For TKorb ≥ T ≥ TKsp , in contrast, hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i approaches a
large constant value at times τ ≈ 1/(2T ) (solid yellow and blue curves). This finite-temperature finding –
a spin-spin correlation function which does not decay to zero at long times – was called “spin freezing” in
Ref. [51] and interpreted as the existence of frozen local moments leading to an incoherent metallic state.
As exemplified in Fig. 3 (a,b) and further demonstrated in this work, spin freezing was a phenomenological
interpretation of the spin-spin correlator based on a QMC solver that didn’t reach low enough temperatures
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Figure 4: (a,b) The imaginary-time impurity orbital-orbital hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i (dashed) and spin-spin hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i (solid) correlators
calculated from (c) the real-frequency susceptibilities for U = 5, J = 1, and T = 0 at various fillings nd . The filled circles
orb and 1/T sp , respectively. The inset in (a) shows a zoom to better resolve the orbital-orbital
and the open squares mark 1/TK
K
correlators. (a) For short imaginary times, the curves for hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i seem to remain constant, a phenomenon which was
interpreted as spin-freezing in Ref. [51]. (b) In contrast, for large imaginary times, they clearly show FL behavior. (c) The
00
imaginary parts of the dynamical real-frequency orbital χ00
orb (dashed) and spin χsp (solid) susceptibilities. The orbital Kondo
orb and the spin Kondo scales T sp are marked as filled circles and open squares, respectively. (d) The orbital Kondo
scales TK
K
orb (dashed line with filled circles) and spin Kondo scales T sp (solid line with open squares) plotted versus the filling
scales TK
K
nd . SOS is revealed for all 1 < nd < 3.

(or equivalently long enough times) to reveal the FL ground state for many parameters in the phase space.
However, the spins are not frozen, they fluctuate slowly above TKsp and get fully screened in the FL regime
below TKsp .
Moreover, a detailed analysis of hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i at nd = 2 in Fig. 3(b) shows that the orbital-orbital correlators (dashed yellow and dashed light and dark blue curves) do not fully decay to zero in the incoherent
temperature regime T > TKsp , but remain finite, as well (as opposed to the statement in Ref. [51]). This
finding supports the interpretation obtained from the real-frequency orbital susceptibility and further revises
the spin-freezing picture: the orbital degrees of freedom are screened below T < TKorb , but they are not fully
decoupled from the spin dynamics.
3.3. Spin-freezing for varying nd
Originally, without access to the FL ground state, it was argued that the Hund-metal regime of the phase
diagram in Fig. 1 is a spin-freezing NFL phase and that a quantum phase transition connects a paramagnetic
FL phase (at small nd and small U ) and a paramagnetic NFL phase featuring frozen local moments (at larger
nd and larger U ) [51].
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In Fig. 4 we revisit this transition with our NRG solver at T = 0. We calculate the imaginary-time
orbital-orbital and spin-spin correlators for intermediate U = 5, J = 1 and vary nd from 1.02 to 2.92.
Indeed, at short times, τ . 25, our DMFT+NRG results in Fig. 4(a) seem to confirm this FL-to-NFL
transition. For nd < 2, hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i decays to zero (solid purple and green curves) while at larger nd it grows
and remains finite (solid red to yellow curves), seemingly indicating frozen local moments.
However, in contrast to QMC solvers, we have direct access to exponentially long times (low temperatures) and can explicitly reveal the existence of a FL ground state for any given filling. In Fig. 4(b) we confirm
that for sufficiently long times, τ  1/TKsp , hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i approaches zero for all fillings, 1 < nd < 3 (solid
curves). Equivalently, all real-frequency spin susceptibilities exhibit FL behavior below TKsp [χ00sp (ω) ∝ ω, see
Fig. 4(c), grey line]. Clearly, the NFL regime is not governed by the proximity to a quantum critical point.
The general existence of a FL ground state for all fillings was later conjectured [14, 53, 70] and only
recently demonstrated [71] based on DMFT+QMC Hund-model studies, and spin freezing was reinterpreted
as the existence of long-lived magnetic moments. Instead of a quantum phase transition, a “spin-freezing
crossover” from a FL to a NFL state at finite temperatures was suggested [70] (which is called “coherenceincoherence crossover” by others [6, 7, 33]). The present work demonstrates directly and completely that the
time-dependence of orbital-orbital and spin-spin correlation functions reveal FL behavior in the long-time
limit for all fillings 1 < nd < 3.
3.4. Spin-orbital separation for varying nd
Interestingly, we observe in Fig. 4 that SOS, i.e. TKorb  TKsp , occurs at all fillings 1 < nd < 3 (in
Ref. [33], it was only explicitly revealed at nd = 2). TKsp is found to be strongly doping dependent [see
Fig. 4(c,d), open squares]. It decreases very fast with increasing filling nd → 3, such that the decay of
hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i with imaginary time becomes very weak and is therefore almost invisible on short time scales
[Fig. 4(a), e.g. solid, yellow curve]. In contrast, TKorb is almost independent of the filling [see Fig. 4(c,d),
filled circles]. It even increases slightly from nd = 2 to nd = 3. In summary, this leads to an intermediate
regime of SOS that expands with larger nd → 3, mainly towards smaller energies [Fig. 4(d)].
Based on these insights we conclude that SOS is a generic feature in the whole Hund-metal regime,
evolving with nd in the following way. With increasing nd , larger local moments form in the intermediate
SOS regime and lead to the increase of the maximum of χ00sp (or equivalently hŜ(τ )Ŝ(0)i) [see solid curves
Fig. 4(a-c)]. At the same time, TKsp is lowered, because, heuristically, it is more difficult to screen these
larger spins. In contrast, the height of χ00orb (or equivalently hT̂ (τ )T̂ (0)i) decreases with increasing nd → 3
[see dashed curves in Fig. 4(a-c) and inset of (a)]. This reflects the reduction of the phase space for orbital
fluctuations due to the formation of large spins composed of electrons in different orbitals. Consequently,
the interplay of spin and orbital degrees of freedom is diminished for nd close to 3.
This first crude analysis of our results with varying nd will be refined in Sec. 5. There, we will show in
more detail how it is connected to the SOS scenario introduced above for nd = 2.
3.5. The connection between spin-freezing and spin-orbital separation
In sum, we argue that the two terminologies, “spin-freezing” and “spin-orbital separation”, ultimately
describe the same physics of the Hund-metal regime. The large spins that appear as “frozen” at short imaginary times (which are accessible for QMC) were revealed by our real-frequency finite and zero-temperature
DMFT+NRG approach as long-lived, slowly fluctuating, large local moments in the incoherent regime, that
get fully screened at long imaginary times to form a FL ground state. In this picture, the intermediate energy
regime of Hund metals with its incoherent transport properties is governed by scattering off (almost) free,
large and long-lived magnetic moments that are non-trivially coupled to (almost) screened orbital degrees
of freedom. A local spin susceptibility showing Pauli behavior at low and (quasi) Curie-Weiss behaviour at
intermediate temperatures in Refs. [37, 78] supports this viewpoint.
We note that various DMFT+QMC findings on spin-freezing, such as spin-freezing in (realistic) fiveband calculations for iron-pnictides [11, 12, 14, 19], spin-freezing in models with crystal-field-splitting [66],
and spin-orbit coupling [69] eventually demonstrate the importance of SOS. In 2015, a fluctuating-momentinduced s-wave spin-triplet superconducting mechanism was proposed for Hund metals, where equal-spin
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electrons are paired in different local orbitals. It was shown to be connected to the emergence of local
magnetic moments in the NFL regime [70]. In 2016, it was even conjectured that the relevant model for
cuprates, the single-orbital Hubbard model on the square lattice, can be mapped onto an effective multiorbital problem with strong ferromagnetic Hund’s coupling, suggesting that spin-freezing (or equivalently
SOS) is the universal mechanism which controls the properties of unconventional superconductors [79].
The insights gained above are relevant for a wide range of fillings nd and interaction strengths U and
J, as will be further demonstrated in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5. In these sections we will also clearly show that,
indeed, SOS causes the numerically observed bad-metallic behavior in the 3HHM. SOS therefore constitutes
the framework for our main study of Hund metals.
4. Janus-faced influence of Hund’s rule coupling: Hundness versus Mottness at nd = 2
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Figure 5: The zero-temperature phase diagram of the 3HHM at nd = 2 reveals three phases in the J-U -plane: a metallic
phase (squares), a coexistence region (circles), and an insulating phase (triangles), separated by two non-monotonic phase
transition lines, Uc1 (solid red curve) and Uc2 (dashed black curve), obtained when initiating the DMFT self-consistency with
an insulating and metallic seed, respectively. The color intensity of the symbols in the metallic and the coexistence region
indicates the value of Z ∈ [0, 1]: the lower Z the more faded is the red color. Based on the discussion of the multiplet structure
in Fig. 2, we added guides at J = U/2 [ωe1 = ωh = 0] and J = U/6 [ω̃h = 0] and shaded the areas separated by these. The
crossing point of Uc1 with the U/6 (cyan circle) occurs at (U, J) ≈ (7.5, 1.25). We also added a guide U/14 (see text), whose
crossing point with Uc1 (orange diamond) occurs very close to the minimum of Uc1 at (U, J) ≈ (6.66, 0.48). The black star
marks the parameters for which SOS has first been revealed in Ref. [33]. [Note that Ref. [33] used a slightly different definition
of the Coulomb energy which, while keeping the definition of J the same, corresponds to U = 7 here.]

In this section we derive SOS as a consistent explanation for the extended bad-metallic behavior (low
(2)
Z) in the phase diagram at nd = 2 that reaches from a high critical Uc down to an unusually low U , i.e.
we explain the Janus-faced behavior. By introducing clear measures for (i) Hundness and (ii) Mottness we
are able to show that sizeable J, thus (i), leads to low Z also far away from the MIT at nd = 2 and opens
up a large incoherent SOS regime with intriguing Hund-correlated physics.
In this section, all results are calculated at T = 0. Further, we note that we will neglect the superscript
(2)
(2) in Uc because we will mainly refer to the filling, nd = 2, in the following. The few exceptions where
we refer to other fillings will be clear from the context.
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4.1. U -J phase diagram
As an overview, Fig. 5 presents the full U -J phase diagram for nd = 2 at T = 0. We find a metallic
(squares), coexistence (circles) and insulating (triangles) region, which are separated by two distinct Mott
transition lines, Uc1 (solid red line) and Uc2 (black dashed line), respectively. We note that, so far, only
Uc2 has been studied in the context of three-band Hund models in the literature, because it can be simply
derived from the QP weight Z. The black star in Fig. 5 marks the parameters of the main result in Fig. 3
of Ref. [33], for which SOS was revealed. It lies at the border of the coexistence region close to Uc1 , raising
the question how stable this feature is at lower U .
In Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory, the quasiparticle weight
−1

Z = (1 − ∂ω Re Σ(ω)|ω=0 )

=

m
m∗

is obtained from the frequency-dependent self-energy Σ(ω), which is directly accessible in NRG, and measures the inverse mass enhancement within single-site DMFT. Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory is based on a
one-to-one correspondence between long-lived, coherent but renormalized Landau QPs and the low-energy
excitations of a free Fermi gas. Z ∈ [0, 1] reflects the weight of the Lorentzian-shaped coherent QPP of the
momentum-dependent local spectral function in a first order expansion, while the additional incoherent part
has weight 1 − Z. In Fig. 5 the value of Z is indicated by the color intensity of the red squares and blue
triangles in the conducting regime U < Uc2 .
Similar to the case of the one-band Hubbard model, the MIT shows hysteresis at low temperatures in
the multi-band case. Starting with an “insulating seed” (iS) [i.e. a real-frequency local spectral function
A(ω), with an insulating Mott gap, ∆, around the Fermi level], the MIT transition occurs at a lower critical
interaction strength, Uc1 , at which ∆ closes with decreasing U . Starting with a “metallic seed” (mS) [i.e. a
metallic input spectral function with finite weight at ω = 0] leads, in contrast, to a larger critical value, Uc2 ,
above which the QP resonance is lost (accordingly Z = 0) and a stable gap is formed with increasing U .
Therefore Z can be used to quantitatively track the MIT at Uc2 when initiating the DMFT loop with a mS.
The coexistence region between Uc1 and Uc2 is characterized by two solutions, a metallic solution for mS and
an insulating solution for iS. This is typical for DMFT. As mean-field approach with an iterative solution
scheme it can have more than one stable fixed point, depending on the initialization. Fig. 5 demonstrates
that the coexistence region is broad at J = 0, reaching from moderate to large values of U ; for finite but
small J, it strongly narrows, shifting to lower U values; and at J > 1, it eventually approaches a fixed width
while shifting linearly with J to ever larger U values [80, 81]. It is known that for J = 0 both Uc1 and Uc2
grow as a function of Nc at all fillings of multi-orbital models [80]. In contrast, for given Nc , the effect of a
finite J on Uc1 and Uc2 is strongly filling dependent [47, 53]. At half-filling Uc1 and Uc2 is strongly reduced,
as finite J increases correlations by forming large S = Nc /2 spin states that block the orbitals. For one
electron/hole, Uc1 and Uc2 increases with J, as J reduces the effective Coulomb interaction in the system.
At all intermediate fillings 1 < nd < Nc , the special non-monotonic dependence of Uc1 and Uc2 on J occurs,
which has been mentioned by several previous studies (especially for Uc2 ) [32, 47, 50, 53].
This non-monotonic behavior can be understood to a great extent from the local multiplet structure of
the underlying local Hamiltonian. For nd = 2, the relation of the local multiplet structure in Fig. 2 with the
phase diagram is discussed in Fig. 5 (bright blue, white and orange regimes). As pointed out with Eqs. (3) in
Sec. 2.6.1, we expect a strong qualitative change in the physics of the 3HHM once ω̃h turns negative. For the
local multiplet structure, this occurs at the sizeable Hunds coupling J ≥ U/6. Accordingly, in the 3HHM,
one can distinguish two regimes in the U -J phase diagram of Fig. 5, by relating the Uc1 phase boundary
with the reference line J = U/6, for which a single crossing point exists at (U, J) ≈ (7.5, 1.25) [cyan circle
in Fig. 5]. Therefore, for the sizeable Hund’s coupling
∗ ∼
J > Jc1
= 1.25 ,

(8)

which we define as the “Hund regime” in the 3HHM, the high-lying h- and e1-multiplets have crossed below
the g2-level. In this regime, a qualitatively different behavior occurs all the way up to Uc1 as compared to
standard Mott physics. Specifically, Z is low in the entire “Hund regime” [see color shading of symbols in
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Figure 6: (a) The QP weight, Z, of the 3HHM at nd = 2, plotted as a function of U , shows Janus-faced behavior when J is
increased: on the one hand, at small to moderate U , Z decreases (metallicity worsens), on the other hand, Uc2 (marked by
crosses) increases (metallicity improves). Each dot on the curves represents a DMFT+NRG data point. The inset is a zoom
of the Uc2 -behavior. (b,c) The local spectral function, A(ω), shows a MIT with growing U for (b) J = 0 and (c) J = 1. Solid
(dashed) lines are DMFT results for a metallic (insulating) seed. The insets zoom into the QP. For J = 1, the QP in A(ω)
shows a shoulder characteristic of SOS.
∗
Fig. 5]. In contrast, for J < Jc1
, which we refer to as “good-metal regime”, Z reaches up to much larger
values [squares are colored in intensive red in Fig. 5]. More generally, one may already expect the crossover
to the Hund regime to set in earlier. For example, considering the approaching h-level at ω̃h ∼ 2δωg with
δωg ≡ ωg2 − ωg1 = 2J, this results in J = U/14 [also indicated by an orange dashed line in Fig. 5]. Its
crossing point with Uc1 occurs around (U, J) ≈ (6.66, 0.48) [orange diamond in Fig. 5] which turns out to be
in close proximity to the point where the non-monotonic behavior of Uc1 versus J reaches a minimum, i.e.
min
turns around at Uc1
' 6.66. In summary, we see that as the Hund’s coupling exceeds the moderate value
∗
of J & Jc1 ∼ 1, the 3HHM is dominated by Hund physics: sizeable J leads to a qualitative change in the
local multiplet structure and thus to a strong change in the physics of the 3HHM, affecting both the phase
boundaries, Uc1 and Uc2 , and the regime far from the MIT at much lower U , where Z is low.
The scaling of Uc1 and Uc2 for large J, eventually, is linked to a further stark change in the local multiplet
structure, namely when the h- and e-levels actually become the new local ground states having ωe1 < 0.
Allowing for a shift by kinetic energy this suggests Uc1 ' 2J + const. This scaling is approximated by thin
solid red and dashed grey lines in Fig. 6(a), respectively, and will be further corroborated in Fig. 8(c).

4.2. Janus-faced behavior of Z
In Fig. 6(a) we plot Z versus U for various values of J ∈ [0, 4]. In general, Z is finite in the metallic
phase (with an upper limit of Z = 1 for the non-interacting case) and zero in the insulating phase. Uc2 is
defined by the transition point between both phases [marked by × in Fig. 6(a)]. We note, however, that near
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the MIT Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory might break down as a valid physical description of the excitations
and Z only remains as a heuristic indicator of the MIT. For all J, we observe in Fig. 6(a) that Z decreases
with increasing U in the metallic phase, thus strong correlation effects increase with increasing proximity to
Uc2 , as known from the half-filled one-band Hubbard MIT. However, the strength of correlations strongly
differs for different values of J. For small J, Z is still large at small to moderate U , while for large J, Z
is generally small [compare e.g. black and yellow curve to red or green curve in Fig. 6(a)]. Moreover, J
induces competing effects. While Z strongly decreases with J at moderate U [see e.g. black to red curve
at U = 6 in Fig. 6(a)], Uc increases with J (for J ≥ 0.5, after a slight decrease for very small J) [see inset
in Fig. 6(a)]. We thus observe Janus-faced behavior in our data similar to Ref. [53]: on the one hand J
promotes bad metallicity by a loss of coherence, on the other hand it promotes metallicity by increasing
Uc2 . In sum, this Janus-faced behavior leads to a strongly reduced Z for sizeable J in a large interval of U
(including the Hund-metal regime at nd = 2) [as seen e.g. for the red or green curve in Fig. 6(a)]. We will
clarify its physical origin and nature in the following by disentangling the opposing Janus-faced effects.
4.3. Real-frequency study of MIT at zero and finite J
For each data point in our U -J phase diagram, NRG yields a set of detailed frequency-dependent information of the system, in contrast to previous QMC or slave-boson studies. This is useful, because Z only
measures the strength but not the type, Hundness or Mottness, of strong correlations.
Much additional information about the MIT can be gained from the real-frequency local spectral function,
A(ω), defined in Eq. (A.6). For example, the dual character of strongly correlated electrons is directly
reflected in the shape of A(ω). In Fig. 6(b,c) we track the MIT in A(ω), i.e. how this dual character
changes with U , for J = 0 and J = 1, respectively. The metallic, delocalized behavior of electrons in
the solid is characterized by a finite spectral weight at the Fermi level in form of a well-defined QPP [see
e.g. solid and dashed red curves in Fig. 6(b,c)]. Local Kondo-type screening processes of the ground state
multiplet dominate the low-energy physics of the self-consistent impurity model and lead in the 3HHM to a
Fermi-liquid ground state with coherent QP excitations in the whole metallic phase, as will be discussed in
detail later. The localized behavior of the electrons is manifest at high energies in terms of local (atomic)
multiplet excitations which are broadened by the solid-state environment and form the Hubbard side bands
(see discussion of Fig. 7). At small to moderate U , these incoherent high-energy bands are close to the Fermi
level and even overlap, and the QPP is broad. With increasing U , the Hubbard side bands move to larger
|ω| and the QPP narrows [compare red versus blue curves in Fig. 6(b,c)]. Above Uc1 or Uc2 (depending on
the seed) the DMFT self-consistency opens a Mott gap in A(ω) around the Fermi level, the QPP vanishes
and A(ω) then consists solely of the high-energy bands [see e.g. black curve in Fig. 6(c)]. Heuristically, this
decrease of the QPP width with increasing U is tracked by the QP weight, Z, as the peak height is pinned
to a fixed value at zero frequency (Luttinger pinning [82, 83]) for all U < Uc .
As part of the MIT, we also directly observe the coexistence region Uc1 < U < Uc2 in Fig. 6(b,c). While
the purely metallic and the purely insulating phase have only one solution of the DMFT self-consistency,
independent of the seed, we find two differing solutions in the coexistence region, an insulating for iS and
a metallic one for mS, respectively [see dashed versus solid purple and blue curves in Fig. 6(b,c)]. We note
that NRG is perfectly suited for pinpointing Uc1 and Uc2 via A(ω), as its energy resolution is exponentially
refined around the Fermi level, capturing the QPP down to its smallest width. Thus the iterative DMFT
procedure does not break down before its solution becomes thermodynamically unstable. However, the
broadening of discrete spectral data in NRG might minimally shift additional spectral weight to the Fermi
level, thus artificially but only slightly shifting the coexistence region to larger U values.
At first glance, the MITs for J = 0 and J = 1 seem to behave overall similarly with changing U . However,
we find striking differences between the spectra in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), corresponding to the black and
blue lines in Fig. 6(a), respectively.
As discussed above, Z is much lower for the J = 1 MIT than for the J = 0 MIT. Accordingly, we observe
qualitative differences in the shape of the QPP. For finite J, in Fig. 6(c), the QPP has a shoulder at negative
frequencies and a slight kink at positive frequencies. The shoulder (and the kink) drastically narrow the top
of the QPP while the bottom remains broad. These features are present for all values of U , but they are
more pronounced for smaller U , for which the overall width of the QPP is broader [see inset of Fig. 6(c)].
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Figure 7: (a) Insulating and (b) metallic local spectral function, A(ω), for J = 2, obtained from DMFT+NRG (solid) and via
Hubbard-I approximation (dashed). The symbols, as specified in the legend, correspond to the local multiplet excitations listed
in Eqs. (3a). The inset in (b) shows results for J = 0. Here, the symbols correspond additionally to the transition frequencies
in Eqs. (3b), i.e triangles and pluses also correspond to ω̃h and ω̃e2 . In order to directly compare the Hubbard-I approximation
with the log-Gaussian broadened DMFT+NRG results, we convoluted the Hubbard-I spectral function with a log-Gaussian
broadening Kernel of width α = 0.4, as defined in Ref. [34].

At J = 0, however, these features are absent [see Fig. 6(b) and its inset]. From Ref. [33] we know that the
shoulder emerges due to SOS, which only occurs for finite J > 0. Fig. 6(c,d) thus give a first hint that there
is a direct connection between the Janus-faced low Z and SOS.
Further, we find differences in the shape of the Hubbard side bands. For J = 0 there are two bumps in
Fig. 6(b). The lower Hubbard band at negative frequencies is less pronounced than the upper Hubbard band
at positive frequencies. With growing U , the distance between these Hubbard bands increases, reminiscent
of the single-band Hubbard model. For J = 1 there are in principle two Hubbard side bands, as well, in
Fig. 6(c), however the band at positive frequencies consists of two bumps, so that, at large U , we observe three
peaks altogether. For small U , the negative frequency and the lower positive frequency peaks are hidden in
the QPP [red curve in Fig. 6(c)] and only one positive-frequency bump is visible. But with growing U ≥ 4
the lower peak is shifted to lower frequencies and the two-peak structure at positive frequencies clearly
develops [see purple, blue and black curves in Fig. 6(c)].
4.4. Peak structure of Hubbard bands: Hubbard-I analysis
The peak structure of the Hubbard bands (at zero temperature) can be fully understood in terms of
a Hubbard-I approximation of the lattice Green’s function, i.e. from its local multiplet excitations, as
demonstrated in Fig. 7. (This was stated in previous studies but never demonstrated explicitly, due to the
lack of reliable real-frequency data [47, 50, 53]. So far, a similar real-frequency analysis was only carried out
for a three-band Hund model at nd = 1 using Fork Tensor Product States as real-time DMFT solver [84]).
To obtain the local multiplet excitations spectrum of the underlying atomic problem, i.e in the “atomic
limit”, t = 0, we diagonalize the local Hamiltonian as discussed in Sec. 2.6.1 with Eq. (2) and schematically
depicted in Fig. 2.
The positions of the peaks in the Hubbard bands shown in Fig. 7 are well captured by the discrete
multiplet excitations indicated by the symbols provided with Eqs. (3). Thus the structure of the incoherent
side-bands can be understood from atomic physics. In order to explicitly demonstrate this, i.e. to reproduce
the form of the Hubbard bands, we use the Hubbard-I approximation around the atomic limit to disperse
the atomic eigenstates by embedding them in a lattice environment. In this approximation the lattice selfenergy is replaced in Eq. (A.5) by the purely atomic self-energy corresponding to the limit t = 0 in Eq. (1):
Σ(ω) = Σatom (ω). The atomicP
self-energy is given by Σatom (ω) = ω + µ − G−1
atom (ω) in terms of the atomic
Green’s function, Gatom (ω) = M pM /(ω − ωM + i0+ ), summing over the atomic multiplet excitation poles
with pM the probability for a one-particle excitation from the ground state into the excited state M .
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The resulting Hubbard-I spectral functions are plotted with dashed lines in Fig. 7. The insulating DMFT
spectral function for U = 11.5 and J = 2 is reproduced very well [Fig. 7(a)]. The structures of the Hubbard
bands in the metallic states for U = 8.5 and J = 2 [Fig. 7(b)] and for U = 10.5 and J = 0 [inset of Fig. 7 (b)]
are still matched reasonably well, but the QPP is not captured at all within the Hubbard-I approximation
because finite-lifetime effects are not contained in the purely real atomic self-energy. For smaller U in the
metallic regime, thus for a broader QPP in the spectral functions, the deviations between the DMFT and
the Hubbard-I results therefore naturally increase.
The atomic excitation energies listed in Eqs. (3) fully explain the qualitatively different structure of
the corresponding Hubbard bands: while two bumps are well-separated and pronounced at J = 0 (with a
larger peak at positive frequency due to the higher degeneracy of the corresponding atomic excitation), the
three-peaked Hubbard bands form a broad incoherent background for sizeable J, because J shifts the inner
side-peaks at ωe1 = −ωh = U2 − J towards the Fermi level, while the peak at ωe2 = U2 + 2J is shifted to
higher frequencies. This difference was also recently revealed for two archetypal correlated materials, the
Mott material V2 O3 and the Hund material Sr2 RuO4 [37]. We note that additional structures at the lowenergy edges of the Hubbard bands with doublon-holon origin [85] are principally expected, but presumably
a higher resolution using adaptive broadening [86] and/or extensive z-averaging [87] would be needed to
resolve them.
4.5. The “bare gap” as a measure of Mottness
∗
In a next step we use the atomic excitation spectra for sizeable J & Jc1
to derive a measure of Mottness.
Following Refs. [47, 50, 53, 57], we define the “bare gap”, ∆b ≡ ωe1 − ωh = U − 2J, as the distance between
the lowest atomic excitations at positive and negative frequencies. [Incidentally, ∆b is equal to the atomic
interaction of the energetically most favored atomic configuration in line three of Eq. (1b)]. Up to an offset,
∆b measures the distance to the MIT. In this sense it is similar to the true Mott insulating gap ∆ which
closes at the MIT. Here ∆ = ω + −ω − is defined from the criterion that A(ω) < 10−3 holds for ω − < ω < ω + .
In the inset of Fig. 8(a) we plot ∆ versus U (for iS) for various values of J and derive Uc1 from the
closure of the Mott insulating gap, ∆(Uc1 ) = 0 (marked by crosses) using a well-suited linear extrapolation
to the data points. Obviously, Uc1 strongly depends on J (as seen already in Fig. 6). However, when ∆ is
plotted versus ∆b [see Fig. 8(a)] the different lines lie ever closer to each other at large J and the critical
value of the bare gap, ∆c1
b ≡ Uc1 − 2J, approaches a constant value, W1 = 4.8. This is also demonstrated in
∗
Fig. 8(b). For large J  Jc1
, the critical interaction ∆c1
b (solid red line) is J-independent. Consequently, ∆b
serves as measure for Mottness, in the sense that W1 − ∆b quantifies the distance to the MIT at Uc1 (∆c1
b ).
Thus, the larger ∆b , the closer the system is to the MIT and the stronger the influence of Mottness. We
∗
demonstrate that this idea also works for an mS: for J > Jc1
, ∆c2
b = Uc2 − 2J approaches a constant value
W1 = 6.3 [see dashed black line in Fig. 8(b) and ×-signs in Fig. 8(c)]. We thus switch from U to ∆b (J, U )
∗
as independent parameter in the following to quantify Mottness. However, we note that for J < Jc1
, ∆c1
b
c2
and ∆b do still depend on J, thus ∆b breaks down as a simple measure for Mottness for small J in the
above sense.
The reason for the ∆c,i
b with i = 1, 2 becoming a constant for large J can again be roughly understood by
simply looking at the local multiplet structure, where for J > U/2 the excited levels h and e1 actually pass
across g1 (see discussion at end of Sec. 2.6.1). Therefore one may expect a qualitative change of behavior
at ∆b = U − 2J ∼ const, as already mentioned in Sec. 4.1.
The finite offset for ∆c1
b can be explained with the Hubbard criterion [88] for the breakdown of the
Mott insulating state, which uses ∆ = ∆b − W̃ (J) ≡ 0 to conclude that ∆c1
b ≡ W̃ (J): the system becomes
metallic when the effective kinetic energy in the system, W̃ (J), is large enough to overcome the energy
cost of hopping, given by the energy scale of the bare gap ∆b . W̃ (J) sets the scale for the dispersion of
the Hubbard bands and can be regarded as the effective bandwidth of the system. As shown in Fig. 8(b),
W̃ (J) has a large value W̃ (0) = 7.3 at J = 0 and decreases with increasing but small J, approaching a
∗
. From Fig. 2 we know that at the SU(6) symmetric point J = 0 the
constant W1 = 4.8 for sizeable J > Jc1
atomic excitation spectrum becomes more degenerate: g2 becomes degenerate with g1, and thus also a true
ground state; furthermore, all three excited levels h, e1, and e2 become degenerate. Accordingly, the widths
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Figure 8: (a) Mott insulating gap, ∆, as a function of the bare gap, ∆b = U − 2J, for several values of J. Each dot on the
curves represents a DMFT+NRG data point using iS. The lines are linear fits from which the critical ∆c1
b values (pluses) are
c1
c2
defined as ∆(∆c1
b ) = 0. The inset shows the same data as a function of U . (b) ∆b and ∆b as functions of J: both first
∗ [see also Sec. 4.7] and then approach fixed values, W = 4.8 (thin solid red
decrease roughly exponentially at small J < Jc1
1
∗ . (c) Z is plotted as a function of ∆ to disentangle
line) and W2 = 6.3 (thin dashed grey line), respectively, at large J > Jc1
b
c2
the Janus-faced behavior of Fig. 6(a): the slope of Z decreases with increasing J, while ∆b = W2 is J-independent for
∗
∗
sizeable J > Jc1 (and grows with decreasing J for J < Jc1 ). Thus Z is small far away from the MIT due to Hundness rather
than Mottness. The dashed yellow lines are quadratic and linear fits to the J = 0.5 behavior of Z at small U and larger U ,
respectively. The inset is a zoom of the ∆c2
b -behavior. (d) Z is plotted as a function of J, for two fixed values of ∆b , indicated
by the thin black and red lines in (c). Inset: same data in a semilog-plot of Z, revealing its roughly exponential decrease with
∗
∗ .
increasing J for J < Jc1 , whereas Z is very small but rather constant for J > Jc1

of the Hubbard bands, i.e. W̃ (J), are larger at small J, because more hopping processes are allowed than
∗
for J > Jc1
. In contrast, sizeable J favors high-spin states, reducing the atomic ground state degeneracy
by quenching its orbital fluctuations and blocking many excitations. We note that a similar analysis was
performed in Refs. [47, 50].
As in Ref. [47], we conclude that the non-monotonic behavior of Uc1 can be summarized as follows: with
growing J, Uc1 decreases at small J due the reduction of the kinetic energy by orbital blocking, whereas it
increases again at large J, due to the reduction of ∆b by reducing the energy cost for the double occupancy
of different orbitals. The turnaround occurs around J ∼ 1, i.e. when J is on the order of the lattice hopping,
t = 1. At the same time, as we point out at the end of Sec. 2.6.1, the non-monotonic behavior in Uc1 can
also be directly linked to a qualitative change in the underlying multiplet structure: the turn-around of
Uc1 coincides with the point in the parameter regime where the ‘excited’ levels h and e1 pass across the
‘low-energy’ level g2 in the metallic regime J > Uc1 /6. This occurs when J & 1. The behavior of Uc2 , which
is similar to Uc1 , will be revisited and explained in Sec. 4.8 in the context of SOS.
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4.6. Hundness as origin of strong correlations
In contrast to previous studies, we now use ∆b as a measure for Mottness in Fig. 8(c,d) to disentangle
the Janus-faced effects of J in Z and to analyze the “pure” effect of Hundness for strong correlations.
Fig. 8(c) shows Z versus ∆b for various values of J. We observe that, as visible for J = 0.5, the reduction
in Z with ∆b first follows a quadratic behavior for small ∆b < 4J (which coincides with U < 6J) followed,
as visible for all values of J, by a linear behavior for moderate ∆b up to ∆c2
b (for J = 0.5 this behavior
∗
is illustrated by fits, shown as the upper and lower dashed yellow lines, respectively). For J > Jc1
, ∆c2
b is
J-independent [see inset of Fig. 8(c)], and W2 − ∆b again measures the distance to the MIT.
For fixed ∆b , we observe in Fig. 8(c) that increasing J reduces Z, with the decay in Z significantly slowed
∗
down for J > Jc1
(see inset).
The data along the thin red and black vertical lines is further summarized in Fig. 8(d). Note that the
curve for ∆b = 5.5 already proceeds midway in between Uc1 and Uc2 in the coexistence region in Fig. 5 for
large J (e.g., see intercept at J = 0 for their linear extrapolation), whereas ∆b = 3.5 is still in the metallic
phase.
Interestingly, for fixed ∆b , the overall suppression of Z with increasing J is more pronounced for smaller
∆b , where the values of Z are still very large for small J, but strongly reduced for large J [compare e.g.
the Z values following the thin vertical lines for ∆b = 3.5 and ∆b = 5.5 in Fig. 8(c) or compare black and
red curve in Fig. 8(d)]. This behavior can be inferred from the important insight that increasing J reduces
the slope of Z when plotted as a function of ∆b (or U ) in Fig. 8(c) for all J > 0, while ∆c2
b is first reduced
and then approaches a fixed value. As another major result of this work we thus summarize: for sizeable J,
Z is strongly lowered also far from the MIT, at small ∆b , because Hundness promotes the reduction of the
slope of Z. The latter effect holds for any nonzero J [yellow, blue, red and green curve in Fig. 8(b)], even
independently of the fact whether ∆b is a valid measure of Mottness (green and red curve) or not (yellow
curve). Therefore, Hundness, i.e. scenario (ii), is the origin of strong correlations in the Hund-metal regime
far from the MIT at nd = 2.
∗
In the next section, we focus also on small J < Jc1
. As seen in Fig. 8(d), in this regime, Z is reduced
roughly exponentially with increasing J (see also inset). However, here, we cannot fully disentangle the
Janus-faced behavior of Z using ∆b .
4.7. Spin-orbital separation in the U -J phase diagram
In order to better understand the strong reduction of Z at small J and to reveal the physical nature
∗
causing the low Z for J > Jc1
, we now systematically analyze the underlying DMFT+NRG real-frequency
spectral data in the metallic (and coexistence) region of the U -J phase diagram. In particular, we consider
χ00orb (ω) and χ00sp (ω), the imaginary parts of the dynamical impurity orbital and spin susceptibilities, defined
in Eqs. (6), the local spectral function A(ω), and the imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Σ(ω), defined
in Eqs. (A.4). Similar to Ref. [33], we plot χ00orb (ω) and χ00sp (ω) in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a) to deduce TKorb
and TKsp from their respective maxima. A(ω) is plotted in Fig. 9(b-d) and Fig. 10(b-d), and Im Σ(ω) in
Fig. 9(e,f) and Fig. 10(e,f). In Fig. 9 ∆b = 3.5 is fixed and J is varied, while in Fig. 10 J = 2 is fixed and
U (∆b ) is varied [the latter is similar to Fig. 6(c), there for J = 1].
SOS, i.e TKorb  TKsp , occurs in the whole metallic regime for nonzero J, as seen in Fig. 9(a) and
Fig. 10(a). It is a generic consequence of finite Hund’s coupling in particle-hole asymmetric multi -band
systems, as anticipated early on [89]. Since TKsp is finite, the ground state is a FL [see thin grey |ω|1 -guideto-the-eye lines in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a)] for all values of U and J at nd = 2, independently of the
proximity to the MIT. This strongly contradicts the spin-freezing phase scenario proposed in Ref. [51], but
confirms the expectations of Refs. [6, 7, 14, 53].
For fixed ∆b , the SOS regime opens up with increasing J [the maxima of χ00sp (ω) are shifted to smaller |ω|
in Fig. 9(a)]. This effect is accompanied by the formation of a shoulder at ω < 0, and a weak kink at ω > 0
in A(ω), which narrow the top of the QPP [see Fig. 9(b-d)], and reveal a strong particle-hole asymmetry
in the system. Accordingly, the imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Σ(ω), develops a pronounced shoulder
(bump) in the SOS regime at ω < 0 [Fig. 9(e)], and a kink at ω > 0 [Fig. 9(e)], as well. Note that the kink is
only visible for J > 1, while at smaller J, Im Σ(ω) seems to follow apparent power-laws (as indicated by the
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Figure 9: (a) The imaginary parts of the dynamical impurity orbital and spin susceptibilities, |χ00
orb (ω)| (dashed) and |χsp (ω)|
(solid), (b-d) the local spectral function A(ω), and (e,f) the imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Σ(ω), for fixed ∆b = 3.5
orb (filled circles) and T sp (open squares) are defined from the maxima of χ00 (ω) and χ00 (ω),
and various choices of J. (a) TK
sp
orb
K
orb > |ω| > T sp , with complex NFL behavior. χ00 (ω)
respectively. With increasing J > 0, an SOS regime clearly develops, TK
orb
K
follows an apparent |ω|3/2 power law in the SOS regime (dashed grey guide-to-the-eye line), which we believe is just a cross-over
sp
behavior (see discussion in Sec. 5.5). Below TK
, the expected |ω|1 FL power-law behavior sets in, indicated by a solid grey
guide-to-the-eye line. (b,c,d) With increasing J a SU (6) Kondo resonance in A(ω) splits into a SU (3) Kondo peak (shoulder
for ω < 0 and kink for ω > 0) and a sharp SU (2) Kondo QPP, reflecting two-stage screening of orbital and spin degrees of
freedom due to SOS. These features are shown on (b) linear and (c,d) logarithmic frequency scales for (c) negative and (d)
positive frequencies. (e,f) Im Σ(ω) is plotted versus (e) negative and (f) positive frequencies. Solid grey guide-to-the-eye lines
indicate |ω|2 FL power-law behavior and apparent |ω|3/2 behavior at ω < 0, the magenta guide-to-the-eye line in (f) shows an
apparent fractional-power law at ω > 0 for J = 0.5. The latter fractional power laws presumably originate just from a cross-over
behavior. The symbols, as specified in the legend in (b), correspond to the local multiplet excitations listed in Eqs. (3a). For
J = 0, triangles and pluses also correspond to the transition frequencies in Eqs. (3b), i.e to ω̃h and ω̃e2 .
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Figure 10: Similar data as in Fig. 9, but for fixed J = 2 and various choices of U (∆b ), plotted as a function of ω/TK
on a
logarithmic frequency scale in (a,c,d,e,f), and in (b) as a function of ω on a linear frequency scale. All curves are identical for
sp
orb /T sp ≈ 20 while, nevertheless, the low-energy physics moves to smaller energies with increasing U on a linear
|ω/TK
| < TK
K
sp
sp
scale (panel b). (c-f) Thus, “QP Hund features” in A(ω/TK
) and Im Σ(ω/TK
) are independent of U in both the rescaled SOS
sp
sp
regime, and the rescaled FL regime for |ω| < TK
(narrow, sharp peak in A(ωTK
)). The symbols, as specified in the legend in
(b), correspond to the local multiplet excitations listed in Eqs. (3a).
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magenta guide-to-the-eye line for J = 0.5 in Fig. 9(f) and observed in Fig. 3(b,e) of Ref. [33]). For J = 0,
the QPP is formed by one broad SU (6) Kondo resonance. With increasing J, this Kondo resonance is split
into a narrow SU (2) spin Kondo resonance on top of a wider SU (3) orbital Kondo resonance (e.g., the
shoulder), corresponding to spin and orbital screening, respectively [see Fig. 13(a) for a schematic sketch].
The orbital features become strongly particle-hole asymmetric with increasing J, with lesser effects on the
spin resonance. Thus, SOS is manifest in a two-tier QPP with a wide base and a narrow “needle” of (half-)
width TKorb and TKsp , respectively. We see from the behavior of TKorb in Fig. 9(a) that the “full” width of
the QPP is rather stable with increasing J (at least for negative frequencies). In contrast, the width of the
needle strongly reduces with J [compare e.g. red and black curves in Fig. 9(b-d)].
We note that the orbital and spin screening in the 3HHM are non-trivial screening processes that differ
from standard SU(N) Kondo-type screening processes. The Kondo model corresponding to the 3HHM with
specific representations of the impurity spin and orbital operators has been worked out in Refs. [31, 90],
e.g. resulting in a ferromagnetic bare spin coupling. In particular, a complex, protracted RG flow has been
revealed where orbital and spin degrees of freedom are not decoupled, leading to a subtle spin-orbital Kondo
effect (see also Fig. 13): first, at higher energies, the intermediate-coupling NFL fixed point of an underlying
effective 2 (spin)-channel SU (3) Coqblin-Schrieffer model is reached, where the ferromagnetic spin coupling
is quenched. Then, at much lower energies, the spin coupling renormalizes to an anti-ferromagnetic value
and the RG flow results in a strong-coupling FL fixed point. For J = 0, the Kondo model reduces to the
single-channel antiferromagnetic SU (3 × 2) Coqblin-Schrieffer model. Therefore, when for J > 0, we refer
to a SU (3) orbital and a SU (2) spin Kondo resonance, or, for J = 0, to a SU (6) Kondo resonance, we have
this non-trivial spin-orbital Kondo effect in mind.
Fig. 10 shows similar data as in Fig. 9, but now for a fixed J and different values of U (∆b ), plotted as
a function of ω/TKsp in (a,c,d,e,f) and ω in (b). Here, U affects TKorb and TKsp in the same way: their ratio,
TKorb /TKsp ≈ 20, is essentially independent of U , such that the curves in Fig. 10(a) lie on top of each other
for |ω| < TKorb (see also the discussion of Fig. 12, and the expressions for the orbital and spin Kondo scales
derived in Ref. [31]). As a consequence, the shapes of the QPPs in A(ω) and the self-energies Im Σ(ω) are
scale invariant for |ω| ≤ TKorb , too, when plotting both quantities as a function of ω/TKsp [see Fig. 10(c,d)
and (e,f), respectively], reminiscent of the universal behavior in the single-band Hubbard model. The reason
for this is that the ratio TKorb /TKsp is constant in the underlying Kondo model [31] of the 3HHM (for a fixed
nd = 2 corresponding to a certain spin and orbital operator representation). This universal behavior of the
Kondo scales is not changed by the DMFT self-consistency: the SOS is characteristic of impurity physics,
i.e. it also emerges in the impurity AHM in the absence of an MIT [33]. The DMFT self-consistency just
adjusts the overall width of the QPP, by affecting the value of TKorb , but not its internal structure, governed
by TKorb /TKsp . In Fig. 10(b), on a linear frequency scale, the SOS features are more pronounced for larger
TKorb , i.e. smaller U , when compared to bare energy scales in the system.
We summarize the effect of spin-orbital separation at nd = 2 in Fig. 11. There we show the structure
factor A(k , ω), as experimentally accessible by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), for
J = 0 [panel (a)] and J = 2 [panel (b)]. Within DMFT, A(k , ω) is directly obtained from the self-energy
−1
Σ(ω): A(k , ω) = − π1 Im [ω + µ − k − Σ(ω)] . The QP dispersion (white curve) is defined as the solution
to the equation ω + µ − k − Re Σ(ω) = 0 [91]. For fixed ω, this trivially yields a single value for k , but not
necessarily a unique value for ω for fixed k . Considering the latter solution(s), E(k ), for given k , then for
J = 0, E shifts linearly with k , i.e. the band corresponding to the QPP is fully characterized by a linear
∂E
FL dispersion relation with constant slope ∂
∼ m∗1 ∼ Z ∼ TKsp , in the whole frequency regime plotted in
k
J=0
Fig. 11(a). In contrast, for J = 2, TKsp is reduced by more than one order of magnitude compared to J = 0.
∂E
Thus ∂
∼ m∗1 is constant only in a very small energy regime [as indicated by the black dashed line in
k
J=2
the inset of Fig. 11(b)]. Further, this slope is much smaller than for J = 0, indicating a strong reduction
of the effective mass, m∗ , for finite J (due to Hund’s-coupling-induced strong correlations). Interestingly,
when entering the SOS regime for frequencies |ω| above the FL regime, the slope becomes steeper: the spin
degrees of freedom become unscreened, the QPs thus “undressed” and the effective mass smaller. For ω > 0,
∂E
this change in the slope is manifest in a slight kink, followed by a rather constant behavior of ∂
. For ω < 0,
k
the shoulder (bump), observed in A(ω) and Im Σ(ω), leads to a somewhat artificial s-shaped dispersion, E,
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Figure 11: The structure factor, A(k , ω), at ∆b = 3.5 and T = 0 for (a) J = 0 and (b) J = 2. The white curves show the QP
dispersion, E (see text for a definition). The inset in (b) zooms into the FL regime at J = 2. FL behavior is indicated by the
black dashed guide-to-the-eye line.

including a divergence in the slope and negative effective masses (due to the Bethe lattice). In this regime,
three maxima are observed in A(k , ω) at fixed k . All these SOS features of A(k , ω) are completely absent
for J = 0.
4.8. Spin-orbital separation as origin of low Z
We are now ready to reveal the connection of SOS and Z. We corroborate and summarize our findings
of the previous Sec. 4.7 by directly analyzing the behavior of TKorb and TKsp as functions of ∆b and J.
Importantly, we expect, as pointed out earlier [see Luttinger pinning [82, 83], here with A(ω = 0) = 1/π],
that the width of the Kondo resonance scales linearly with the QP weight Z. As we will demonstrate below,
∗
in the Hund regime of J, this holds for the spin Kondo scale, i.e. Z ∝ TKsp for J > Jc1
.
sp
orb
We replot the data of Fig. 8(c,d) in Fig. 12, but now with focus on TK and TK instead of Z on a linear
[Fig. 12(a,c)] and a semi-logarithmic [Fig. 12(b,d)] scale. For reference, we also replot our Z data, but rescale
it by a factor a(J) ≡ TKsp /Z [indicated by the dotted grey curve in Fig. 12(c)], which is essentially the same
for all values of ∆b . Fig. 12(a,b) show that for fixed J, TKsp and Z have the same dependence on ∆b , i.e.
∗
TKsp = a(J)Z, with a proportionality factor, a(J) ' 0.36, for J > Jc1
and increasing values of a(J) > 0.36
∗
∗
for decreasing J < Jc1 [see a(J) in Fig. 12(c)]. Analogously, for fixed ∆b and varying but sizeable J > Jc1
sp
in Fig. 12(c,d), we find that TK ≈ 0.36 Z.
We thus conclude, as a major result of this work, that the reduction of Z in the Hund-metal regime of
Fig.1 at nd = 2 is directly linked to the reduction of TKsp due to SOS, and that all insights gained for Z hold
for TKsp , and vice versa, specifically so for sizeable J. Based on the knowledge that the 3HHM at nd = 2 has
a FL ground state, it is of course expected that Z is a measure of the coherence scale using Landau’s FL
theory (see Luttinger theorem above), as e.g. also pointed out in Refs. [47, 50, 53]. In this work, we have
now demonstrated quantitatively that and how Z and TKsp are connected. Additionally, we have conclusively
identified the origin of low Z and the physical mechanism causing the bad-metallic transport – spin-orbital
separation.
Fig. 12(a,b) demonstrate again the important insight that SOS is absent for J = 0 for all values of ∆b (U ):
TKorb = TKsp (black filled big circles and black open squares lie approximately on top of each other; the small
difference is due to the fact that |χ00orb (ω)| was obtained form a calculation with different NRG parameters,
i.e. stronger truncation due to numerical cost; we checked that using the same (stronger) truncation leads
to exactly TKorb = TKsp . But also here, TKsp = a(J)Z with a(J) > 1 [see dotted grey line in Fig. 12(c)] due
to the FL ground state. In contrast, for nonzero J, SOS with TKorb  TKsp occurs: with increasing J, TKorb
is only moderately reduced, while TKsp and thus Z are strongly reduced (at fixed ∆b ). More importantly,
the slope of the linear function TKsp (∆b ) and thus Z(∆b ) is strongly reduced with increasing J [solid lines in
Fig. 12(a)], while the slope of the linear function TKorb (∆b ) is approximately J-independent [dashed lines in
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orb (dashed curves with big filled circles), the spin Kondo scale, T sp (solid curves with
Figure 12: The orbital Kondo scale, TK
K
open squares), and the rescaled QP weight, a(J)Z (dotted grey curve), plotted as a function of ∆b for various values of J
sp
orb
using (a) linear scale and (b) logarithmic scales for the y-axis. Both TK and TK decrease linearly with ∆b , with a larger
orb if J > 0. The slope of T sp strongly decreases with J, whereas the slope of T orb is rather J-independent. SOS,
slope for TK
K
K
orb  T sp , occurs for all ∆ ≤ ∆c2 at J > 0, but is more prominent at smaller ∆ . (c,d) Same quantities as in (a,b) now
TK
b
b
b
K
orb and T sp
plotted as a function of J for two values of ∆b [indicated by vertical lines in (a)]. When J is turned on, both TK
K
∗ , and saturating at J > J ∗ .
decrease strongly, but differently, opening up the SOS regime at small J < Jc1
c1

Fig. 12(a)]. Far away from the MIT, at small to moderate ∆b , this leads to a broad SOS regime which is
extended from very low up to very large energy scales (comparable to the bare atomic excitations). When
approaching the MIT with increasing ∆b , both TKorb and TKsp decrease linearly, but with different slopes:
the SOS regime shrinks and is shifted to lower energies [compare values of TKorb and TKsp at ∆b = 3.5 (black
vertical line) and ∆b = 5.5 (red vertical line) for a fixed J > 0 in Fig. 12(a); see also the black (∆b = 3.5)
∗
, the distance between dashed and solid line is smaller
and red (∆b = 5.5) curves in Fig. 12(c): for J > Jc1
for larger ∆b = 5.5]. During this process the ratio TKorb /TKsp first remains constant, as can be observed on a
semi-logarithmic scale in Fig. 12(b) (blue curves). Very close to the MIT both TKorb and TKsp (and thus also
Z) vanish together. Clearly, the DMFT self-consistency affects the QPP as a whole and finally destroys the
QPP – including its internal structure – at the MIT.
We now also discuss in more detail the behavior of the Kondo scales and Z for fixed ∆b and varying J
[see Fig. 12(c,d)]. At small J, spin-orbital separation is turned on. The broad SU (6) Kondo QPP with large
TKorb = TKsp splits very abruptly with increasing J into a SU (3) and a SU (2) Kondo resonance, reducing, after
a slight decrease of TKorb , both TKsp and TKorb . As TKsp is affected much stronger, the ratio TKorb /TKsp grows with
∗
increasing J, eventually saturating for sizeable J > Jc1
. In the latter large-J regime, we observe that both
sp
orb
TK and TK (Z) are only slightly reduced with increasing J [as already observed in Fig. 8(d) for Z], and
a(J) ≈ 0.36 is J-independent, i.e. SOS is fully developed and quite stable for sizeable J, and thus Z is low.
Therefore, the main reason for lowering TKsp and Z upon turning on J can be heuristically ascribed to the
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following effect: the ground state multiplet degeneracy is lifted by blocking orbital fluctuations through the
selection of high-spin multiplets, as discussed in Sec. 2.6.1. The resulting orbital degeneracy is still much
larger than the spin degeneracy. Consequently, local Kondo-type screening of orbital degrees of freedom
occurs at much higher scales than spin screening. TKorb is only moderately whereas TKsp and thus Z are
strongly lowered. As mentioned before, a quantitative analysis for a corresponding Kondo model is given
in Refs. [31, 90]. As the degeneracy of the FL ground state changes when J is turned on, the factor a(J)
is strongly reduced, as well, in the small-J regime [see grey dotted curve in Fig. 12(c)]. The reduction of Z
with increasing J is thus less severe than the reduction of TKsp (compare solid lines with small dots to solid
lines with open squares).
sp
∗
c2
Since Z ∝ TKsp , also the behavior of ∆c2
b (Uc2 ) is determined by SOS. For J  Jc1 , TK and thus ∆b
∗
(Uc2 ) first decrease with increasing J [see Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 8(b), respectively]. For J > Jc1
, TKsp plotted
as a function of ∆b essentially saturates, accordingly also ∆c2
b saturates [see black dashed curves in Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 8(b)]. This explains why Uc2 behaves non-monotonously, similar to Uc1 , and shows that the bare
gap, ∆b , can be used as a measure of Mottness at sizeable J both for a mS and an iS.
Let us summarize the main conclusion of Sec. 4. The main effect to induce strong correlations in the Hund
metal regime of the 3HHM at nd = 2 is Hundness rather than Mottness, i.e. the very abrupt turning-on of
spin-orbital separation in the presence of nonzero (sizeable) J, independently of the value of ∆b , thus also far
from the MIT. The MIT itself, which is purely induced by the DMFT self-consistency, is an additional but
subleading effect in the system, that only further lowers the spin and orbital Kondo scales with increasing
U . The formation of J-induced large spins is, in principle, a local process occurring on individual lattice
sites. In contrast, the formation of a charge gap is a highly non-local process that needs to self-consistently
incorporate the whole lattice dynamics (via a gapped hybridization function). As a consequence of Hundness,
the nature of the incoherent transport is governed by “Hund metal physics” in the SOS regime at nd = 2:
large slowly fluctuating spins are non-trivially coupled to screened orbitals (see definition in Sec. 3.1).
But when SOS is a generic effect in the metallic regime of the 3HHM (and presumably of all particle-hole
asymmetric degenerate multi-band Hund models), in which sense do Hund- and Mott-correlated systems
then differ in nature?
4.9. Hund- versus Mott-correlated bad metals
Indeed, for the 3HHM at fixed and sizeable J, the features occurring for instance in A(ω), differ, in
principle, only quantitatively when U is varied: the Kondo scales shift as a function of U , but the qualitative
structure of the QPP does not change. However, we argue that the ratio of the bare atomic scales and the
Kondo scales (in particular TKorb ), or phrased differently, the ratio of the characteristic energy scale of the
Hubbard bands and the overall width of the QPP, sets the framework for a meaningful characterization of
Mott- and Hund-correlated systems: this ratio is much larger in Mott than in Hund systems (see Fig. 13),
leading to qualitative different signatures, as demonstrated for temperature-dependent quantities in Ref. [37].
Hund metals (characterized by moderate U , but sizeable J) are by definition far from the MIT. Their
lowest bare atomic excitation scales, ωh and ωe1 are small [see discussion following Eqs. (3b)]. The Hubbard
bands still overlap for moderate values of U and form a broad incoherent background in a range estimated
by ωe2 −ωh , having ωh < 0 < ωe1 < ωe2 . While TKsp and thus Z are considerably reduced, TKorb is comparable
to the bare atomic excitation scales. This implies a ratio of order one between TKorb and the bare atomic
excitation scales [see Fig. 13(b)]. As a consequence, the incoherent SOS window, TKsp < |ω| < TKorb , is
broad and “Hund metal physics” is relevant in a large energy window in Hund metals. For instance, the
temperature-dependent local spin susceptibility of a Hund metal shows Curie-like behavior in the incoherent
regime revealing large localized spins [37]. The low Z of Hund metals thus implies spin localization but no
charge localization. Impurity physics dominates.
Multi-band Mott systems (characterized by U being large compared to J) are by definition close to
the MIT. Their lowest bare atomic excitation scales, ωh and ωe1 are large, thus the Hubbard bands are
pronounced and well separated. Both Kondo scales are small and thus the QPP narrow. Together this
implies that the bare atomic scales are much larger than TKorb [see Fig. 13(c)]. Further, the incoherent SOS
window, TKsp < |ω| < TKorb , is very small and “Hund metal physics” is almost not observable. Similar to
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(c) Mott correlated metals
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Figure 13: (a) Schematic depiction of the two-stage screening process of SOS at filling nd = 2. First the orbital degrees
orb , by the formation of a large, effective, Hund’s-coupling induced
of freedom are screened below the orbital Kondo scale, TK
3/ -spin including a bath spin degree of freedom. Then, at a lower spin Kondo scale, T sp , this effective 3/ -spin is fully screened
2
2
K
by the three bath channels of the 3HHM (see also the discussion for Fig. 16 in Sec. 5.5). Incoherent NFL behavior is found
sp
sp
orb
for TK < |ω|, T < TK , and FL behavior at energies below TK . (b) In Hund metals, bare atomic excitation scales, ωh and
orb , are comparable in magnitude, while T sp and thus Z are much smaller, opening a
ωe1 , and the overall width of the QPP, TK
K
sp
orb  ω , ω , such that Z is reduced
large relevant NFL regime in the system. (c) In Mott-correlated metals, we find TK
∼ TK
e1
h
while SOS is not important.

one-band Mott systems, Z is low because charge fluctuations are suppressed. In sum, typical Mott physics,
i.e. the DMFT self-consistency, dominates.
Finally, we note that the physics of Hund metals also strongly differs from that of generic one-band (or
multi-band) Hubbard models (with J = 0) which are far from the MIT. First, the latter are weakly correlated,
whereas a Hund system is strongly correlated, despite being far away from the MIT. Second, SOS and thus
incoherent “Hund metal physics” only occurs for particle-hole asymmetric multi -orbital systems with at
least three-bands, fillings of 1 < nd < 2Nc − 1 with nd 6= Nc , and, most importantly, nonzero J.
5. Proximity to the half-filled MIT: Hundness versus Mottness at 2 < nd < 3
We now study the doping-dependence of the QP weight, Z, and of the electronic compressibility, κel ≡
In particular, we demonstrate that SOS also occurs for 2 < nd < 3, and that it determines the low
Z-behavior there, as well. In particular, we focus on the question how Mottness of type (iii), i.e. the
MIT at nd = 3, affects SOS and whether (i) Hundness or (iii) Mottness is the key player to induce strong
correlations in the Hund-metal regime for nd & 2. Further, we will show that, for all parameters studied,
no Hund’s-coupling-induced Fermi-liquid instabilities (negative compressibilities) occur near the half-filled
MIT of the 3HHM, in contrast to suggestions in Ref. [58].
∂nd
∂µ .

5.1. MIT at nd = 3
(3)

As mentioned before, at half-filling nd = 3, Uc2 is much smaller than at other fillings. This is now
explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 14(a), where we plotted A(ω) at nd = 3, and J = 1 for various values of U ,
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Figure 14: The zero-temperature local spectral function, A(ω), (a) for nd = 3, J = 1 and various values of U , revealing an
(3)
MIT with very small 2 < Uc2 < 2.25, and (b) for U = 7.5, J = 1 and varying nd , revealing how the structure of the Hubbard
side bands changes with filling. The five different markers represent the energy of the atomic multiplet excitations at given nd
[for nd = 2, see Eqs. (3); for nd = 3, see (5) for details and an assignment of the markers; for nd = 2.6, the excitation energies
are adapted to µ(nd )]. The insets in (a,b) zoom into the QPP.

revealing the MIT at nd = 3. Starting from an mS and using J = 1, we deduce from our real-frequency
(3)
(2)
data the extrapolated value Uc2 ∼ 2.1 ± 0.1 at nd = 3, which is strongly lowered compared to Uc2 = 8.8 at
(2)
nd = 2. While the region of low Z around nd = 2 reaches down to moderate values of U far below Uc2 , i.e.
(3)
far away from the MIT at nd = 2 in Fig.1, these U values are still larger than Uc2 . Therefore, Refs. [32, 50]
(2)
have argued that the MIT at nd = 3 might be the reason for the low Z at moderate U  Uc2 (even at
nd = 2) – a statement that will be investigated in this section.
Further, we observe that also the structure of the Hubbard bands at nd = 3 differs completely from those
at nd = 2 [compare red and black curves in Fig. 14(b)]. Specifically, in contrast to the nd = 2 results of
Sec. 4, the spectral functions of Fig. 14(a) are particle-hole symmetric and the QPP has no shoulder, only
slight kinks (see inset). In a pictorial language, in the case of nd = 3 for larger J, the only local multiplet
is the 3/2 spin, with a singlet orbital character. Hence orbital Kondo physics is absent (or quenched up to
energies on the order of the local multiplet excitations, i.e. the Hubbard bands). Therefore SOS features,
as revealed for nd = 2, are absent at half-filling.
5.2. Peak structure of Hubbard bands at 2 ≤ nd ≤ 3
At integer filling nd = 2 [red curve in Fig. 14(b)] A(ω) consists of three peaks away from ω = 0, while at
nd = 3 it has only two pronounced peaks [black curve in Fig. 14(b)] that are particle-hole symmetric with
respect to ω = 0. The peak positions at finite frequency can be understood simply from the underlying
atomic multiplet transition energies listed in Eqs. (3) for nd = 2 and Eqs. (5) for nd = 3, assuming sizeable
J.
In order to study scenarios (i) and (iii) at intermediate fillings, 2 < nd < 3, we start by investigating
the structure of the Hubbard side bands for a filling, nd = 2.6 [blue curve in Fig. 14(b)]. We find that they
are composed of all five types of atomic multiplet excitations from both the nd = 2 and nd = 3 ground
states (5 peaks altogether) with their excitation energies adapted to µ(nd = 2.6). Overall, at intermediate
fillings, nd = 2 → 3, we find a smooth crossover in the structure of the Hubbard bands between their
shape at nd = 2 and nd = 3, respectively, caused by the smooth level transformation of eigenstates in the
spectrum of the local Hamiltonian with changing µ(nd ), interchanging the ground state and varying the
probability of one-particle multiplet excitations. In contrast, the shape of the Kondo resonances at ω = 0
change drastically when moving from nd = 2 to nd = 3.
5.3. Spin-orbital separation at 2 < nd < 3 as the origin of low Z
Next we gain insights from the structure of the QPP with varying nd . Similar to Fig. 4, we study the
filling dependence of TKorb (dashed curves) and TKsp (solid curves) in Fig. 15(a) and its inset, now for three
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different values of U . With increasing nd (decreasing distance to half-filling, 3−nd ), we observe an increasing
separation of both Kondo scales, i.e. an increasing ratio of TKorb /TKsp , for all values of U . Thus SOS emerges
for all fillings 1 < nd < 3 in the metallic phase (as already indicated in Sec. 3 and the inset of Fig. 3(f) in
Ref. [33]). We will show, however, that the “nature” of SOS changes with nd . We remark that the behavior
of TKsp plotted versus nd in the inset of Fig. 15(a) corroborates earlier results of Ref. [7].
We begin by considering nd = 1. We note that, in the absence of charge fluctuations, i.e. for the pure
Kondo limit of the AHM, and if the energy scale of charge fluctuations is much larger than the Kondo scales
in the 3HHM (or AHM), the Hund’s coupling J just becomes an energy offset and hence irrelevant, such
that the SU(6) symmetry remains intact. Therefore it holds at nd = 1 that TKorb = TKsp independent of J
(as demonstrated for the impurity AHM in the inset of Fig. 3(f) in Ref. [33] and for a Kanamori model in
Fig. 6 of Ref. [76]). In the presence of charge fluctuations at higher energies, it still holds TKorb ≈ TKsp . For
example, in Fig. 15(a) for the self-consistent 3HHM, TKorb is shifted by about a factor of 2 towards larger
values compared to TKsp , especially for lower values of U which encourages larger charge fluctuations (see
e.g black curves). For nd near 1, the Kondo scales are large in energy and comparable to the bare atomic
multiplet excitations scales. Thus, signatures of the QP and of bare atomic physics merge in χ00orb and χ00sp
[see Fig. 16(d)]. As both quantities are affected differently by the charge fluctuations due to Hund’s coupling,
their maxima, TKorb and TKsp , become shifted in energy with respect to each other.
As the local occupation increases towards nd = 2, SOS is turned on, i.e the impurity’s ground state
SU (6) symmetry is split, and TKsp decreases by more than a factor of 2 for U = 2.25 (solid black curve), of
5 for U = 5 (solid blue curve) and of 10 for U = 7.5 (solid red curve). At the same time, TKorb first slightly
increases, reaching a maximum at around nd = 1.5, and then (slightly) decreases again. For the largest
U = 7.5, this leads to a reduction of TKorb by a factor of about 4 (dashed red curve; see also inset). There
at nd = 2, a strong minimum develops in TKorb and a shoulder in TKsp , respectively, with increasing U (red
curves) due to the growing influence of the MIT at nd = 2, lowering both Kondo scales (as explained in
Sec. 4). For nd → 3, similar to the behavior in the inset of Fig. 3(f) in Ref. [33] for the impurity AHM, TKsp
drops below the lowest relevant energy scale. On the contrary, TKorb grows up to energy scales comparable
to the bare atomic scales in the system. This shows that orbital fluctuations are suppressed right away
together with charge fluctuations. Hence no orbital Kondo physics can develop. What is left at half-filling,
is a large spin S=3/2 on the impurity that needs to be screened dynamically.
Figure 15(a) also shows Z (dotted curves) as a function of nd . We find that, similar to the case of nd = 2
in Sec. 4, Z essentially follows the behavior of TKsp for 2 ≤ nd < 3 with TKsp /Z ≈ 0.4, reflecting the fact
that the ground state is a FL. Throughout this regime, the small values of Z can be understood, via their
proportionality to TKsp , to be a direct consequence of SOS, which ensures that TKsp  TKorb . For nd → 1 the
ratio TKsp /Z changes, due to strong changes in the ground state degeneracy [see deviations between dotted
and solid curves for nd < 2 in the inset of Fig. 15(a)], reminiscent of the behavior of Z for small J in
Fig. 12(c).
We remark that from the behavior of TKsp (nd ) we cannot deduce any indication for a relation between the
physics at nd = 2 and the physics at nd = 3. On the contrary, we see markedly different physical behavior
for nd = 3 as compared to nd = 2, e.g. with the absence of Kondo physics in the orbital sector, and in this
sense the absence of SOS for nd = 3. Further, the Hund-metal regime, (hatched area in Fig. 1) is special
in that there we have not only SOS with TKsp  TKorb , but in addition also a dynamically generated, fairly
small value of TKorb . Thus, conditions there are optimal for the Hund’s coupling to align spins in different
orbitals without forming an orbital singlet from the outset, allowing for a non-trivial interplay between both
spin and orbital degrees of freedom, which induces SOS. We thus argue that the MIT at nd = 3 does not
trigger the low Z around nd = 2.
5.4. Spin-orbital separation at 2 ≤ nd < 3: QPP structure
Next we study the qualitative change in the structure of the low-energy quasi-particle peak due to SOS
with filling in more detail. In Fig. 15 (b,c,d) we plotted A(ω) with focus on the QPP, and in Fig. 15 (e,f)
Im Σ(ω) for U = 5, J = 1 and various fillings, 1 ≤ nd < 3.
In Fig. 15 (b), for nd > 2, A(ω) is shown on a linear frequency scale and we marked the multiplet excitations of Sec. 2.6.1 and Sec. 2.6.2 [with the excitation energies adapted to µ(nd )], as some of these (diamonds
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Figure 15: (a) The orbital and spin Kondo scales, TK
K
half-filling, 3 − nd , reveal the filling-dependence of SOS. The low QP weight Z (dotted curves) essentially follows the behavior
sp
of TK for 2 ≤ nd < 3, and is thus determined by SOS. The inset shows the same data plotted versus nd on a linear scale.
(b-d) The local spectral function A(ω) for U = 5, J = 1 and various choices of nd , shown on (b) linear and (c,d) logarithmic
frequency scales for (c) negative and (d) positive frequencies. The symbols in (b) indicate atomic multiplet excitations at given
nd [for nd = 2, see Eqs. (3); for nd = 3, see (5) for details and an assignment of the markers; for 2 < nd < 3, the excitation
(3)
energies are adapted to µ(nd )]. For nd → 3, the ωh excitations (diamonds) gain weight and replace the SOS shoulder in A(ω),
which is clearly present as a pure QP-like feature at nd = 2. (e,f) The imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Σ(ω), plotted versus
(e) negative and (f) positive frequencies. Solid grey guide-to-the-eye lines indicate |ω|2 FL power-law behavior and apparent
|ω|3/2 behavior at ω < 0. The latter fractional power-law presumably originates just from a cross-over behavior.
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and circles) are rather low in energy and therefore might influence the shape of the QPP. Complementary
to this, in Fig. 15 (c,d), A(ω) [and in Fig. 15 (e,f) Im Σ(ω)] is shown on a logarithmic frequency scale and
TKorb and TKsp are marked by open squares and filled circles, respectively [see legend in (d)]. Clearly, with
increasing nd , the SOS regime opens up: while there is no substructure in the QPP in A(ω) for nd . 1.5
[black and blue curve in Fig. 15 (b,c,d)], a pronounced shoulder develops with increasing nd & 2 for ω < 0
and a kink for ω > 0. Accordingly, a shoulder (kink) emerges in Im Σ(ω) for nd > 1.5 at ω < 0 (ω > 0)
which develops to a pronounced bump (plateau) for nd > 2.5 [see Fig. 15 (e,f)]. In a sense, the behavior of
the SOS features with increasing 1 < nd < 3 seems reminiscent of their behavior with increasing J. We note
however that the character of the shoulder in A(ω) changes for nd well beyond 2: the shoulder gradually
(3)
transforms into a Hubbard side band at the atomic hole excitation ωh for ω < 0 [diamonds in magenta and
red curve in Fig. 15 (b); see also inset of Fig. 14]. In contrast, the QPP substructure narrows significantly,
e.g. for ω > 0, giving rise to a single albeit still strongly asymmetric Kondo peak at nd = 2.7. A true QP-like
shoulder only occurs for fillings nd . 2.5, which we have checked in pure impurity AHM calculations, where
the Kondo scales can be tuned to lower values and QP-like and atomic-like features are well separated.
5.5. Spin-orbital separation at 2 ≤ nd < 3: NRG flow diagrams
The nature of SOS is best revealed by the RG flows accessible to NRG via finite-size level spectra, aka.
energy flow diagrams [see Fig. 16(a-c)]. Technically, they show how the lowest-lying rescaled eigenlevels of
a length-l Wilson chain [92, 93] evolve with l, where “rescaled” means given in units of ωl ∝ Λ−l/2 (in the
convention of Ref. [35], where Λ > 1 is the NRG discretization parameter; see supplement of Ref. [33]).
Conceptually, these levels represent the finite-size spectrum of the impurity+bath put in a spherical box of
radius Rl ∝ Λl/2 , centered on the impurity [92, 94]: as l increases, the finite-size level spacing ωl ∝ 1/Rl
decreases exponentially. The corresponding flow of the finite-size spectrum is stationary (l-independent)
while ωl lies within an energy regime governed by one of the fixed points, but changes when ωl traverses a
crossover between two fixed points. As the rescaled ground state energy of a Wilson chain differs for even
and odd numbers l of sites due to fermionic parity, the RG flow of the system is separated into an “even”
and “odd” NRG flow diagram, both reflecting the same physics of the system. In Fig. 16(a-c), we purely
concentrate on the even flow, since this permits the energetically favored global (Kondo) singlet ground
state as l → ∞. We fully exploited the symmetries U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb of the 3HHM in our NRG.
Hence each line represents a multiplet and the color of each line specifies a well-defined symmetry sector
(Q, S, q1 q2 ), where the total charge Q is measured relative to half-filling, S is the total SU(2) spin multiplet
sector, and q ≡ (q1 q2 ) is the SU(3) orbital label.
The multiplets with significant spin or orbital character behave qualitatively differently in the flow
diagrams in Figs. 16(a-c) at finite J at the crossover scales TKsp and TKorb (vertical dashed lines). The energy
range in between defines the SOS regime. We emphasize that the SOS regime is an entirely new intermediate
phase, which is absent for J = 0 [see inset in Fig. 16(a)], and opens up right at the Kondo scale in the NRG
flow diagram when turning on J, while the energy flow at large energies and the FL fixed point towards
ωl → 0 remains exactly the same. At nd = 2, the spacing between TKorb and TKsp , though, only spans about
an order of magnitude which is too small for the level flow to display a stationary intermediate fixed point.
Above TKorb the spectra correspond to the high energy physics of the Hubbard bands. Below TKsp the
excitation spectra reach a FL-fixed point with qualitatively identical multiplet eigenlevel structures for all
values of nd , U , and J: they can be interpreted in terms of non-interacting single-particle excitations [see
also the |ω|1 -scaling of χ00orb and χ00sp in Fig. 16(d)].
We now focus on Fig. 16(a) for nd = 2, U = 5 and sizeable J = 1 (similar to Fig. 3(g) in Ref. [33]). As
ωl drops below TKorb , orbital screening sets in, favoring orbital singlets q = (00) [black and orange curves],
hence other multiplets rise in energy. For the same charge Q, large-spin multiplets lie lower in energy (green
curve lies below red one for Q = −2, and orange below bright blue for Q = −3). As ωl drops below TKsp , spin
screening sets in, favoring spin singlets and pushing up multiplets with S 6= 0. Now, multiplets with same
particle number but different spins become degenerate (compare again green and red curves for Q = −2,
and orange and bright blue curves for Q = −3).
Interestingly, with increasing nd , where the spin-orbital regime becomes wider, a new flow behavior
slowly emerges at energies entering from (just above) TKorb : the multiplet with large spin S = 3/2 and singlet
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Figure 16: (a-c) Even NRG flow diagrams for different fillings, (a) nd = 2, (b) nd = 2.42, and (c) nd = 2.7. The data represents
rescaled energies of the lowest-lying eigenmultiplets of a Wilson chain of length l plotted versus the characteristic level spacing
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text) as given in the legend. Numbers above lines in the legend give multiplet degeneracies. Solid (dashed) vertical lines mark
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orb ), respectively, where the range T sp < |ω| < T orb represents the SOS regime. The
the spin (orbital) Kondo scale, TK
(TK
K
K
inset of (a) shows, for comparison, the NRG flow for J = 0 at U = 7.5. (d) The imaginary parts of the dynamical impurity
00
orb
orbital and spin susceptibilities, |χ00
orb (ω)| (dashed) and |χsp (ω)| (solid) for U = 5, J = 1 and various choices of nd . TK
sp
00
00
(filled circles) and TK
(open squares) are defined from the maxima of χ00
orb (ω) and χsp (ω), respectively. χorb (ω) follows an
apparent |ω|3/2 power law in the SOS regime (dashed grey guide-to-the-eye line) for fillings 2 . nd . 2.5, which is likely just a
sp
cross-over behavior as seen from the flows in (a,b). Below TK
, the |ω|1 FL power-law behavior sets in, indicated by a solid grey
guide-to-the-eye line. The inset is a zoom of χ00
(ω),
revealing
different “slopes” of χ00
orb
orb (ω) in the SOS regime for different
nd . (e) The static local orbital and spin susceptibilities, χorb
(dashed)
and χsp
0
0 (solid) are plotted as a function of nd for three
different values of U and J = 1. (f) The chemical potentials, µ, are plotted as functions of the filling nd , for J = 1 and various
values of U to study the behavior of the electronic compressibility κel .
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orbital character q = (00) [orange curve Figs. 16(a-c)], which is still outside the SOS regime at nd = 2
[Fig. 16(a)], moves into the SOS regime at nd = 2.42 [Fig. 16(b)], and takes over the ‘SOS regime’ at
nd = 2.72 [Fig. 16(c)]. At the same time, the TKorb moved upward and merges with the bare atomic energy
scales. At TKsp , finally, a FL develops: the large spin S = 3/2 is screened and moves upward, crossing multiple
lines. The new ground state at energies below TKsp is the Kondo spin singlet (black line).
Note that the crossing of the large spin state (orange line) starts just above TKorb at nd = 2, and has
moved all the way down to TKsp at nd = 2.72. In particular, we also emphasize that the shoulder in A(ω) for
nd = 2 in Fig. 15(c) emerges precisely around this crossing region. Therefore this qualitative change in the
energy flow diagram is responsible that the intermediate SOS regime strongly changes its character as the
filling is increased towards nd = 3. At nd = 3 the SOS becomes trivial in the sense that the orbital blocking
is immediately present due to the given filling.
Importantly, the structure of the flow below the crossing region, i.e the transition behavior with decreasing
ωl from the NFL into the FL fixed point is the same for all fillings 2 ≤ nd < 3. It is therefore natural to
assume that also in the SOS regime at nd = 2, the physics is governed by an underlying NFL fixed point
(i.e. a fixed point that would show up for a larger SOS region as observed in a new analysis [90] of the
Kondo limit of the 3HHM), which also enforces the reversion of the lowest few multiplets compared to the
FL fixed point and has a S = 3/2 and (q1 q2 ) = (00) multiplet as ground state.
From the NRG flow analysis we deduce the following generic screening mechanism of SOS, which is
visualized in Fig. 13(a) for nd = 2.
SOS is a two-stage screening process. First the orbital degrees of freedom are quenched below the orbital
Kondo scale, TKorb . In a Kondo-screening language, described in the following for nd = 2, we have S = 1 in
the spin sector, while in the orbital sector, we have the fundamental representation q = (10) with dimension
3 [green lines in Figs. 16(a-c)], coupled to the 3 channels, leading to full orbital screening. As a result of
this screening process the impurity binds one electron from the bath to form an orbital singlet. This electron
has a spin 1/2 , which combines with the local spin 1 – due to ferromagnetic Hund’s coupling – to a spin 3/2 .
Then, at a lower spin Kondo scale, TKsp , this effective 3/2 spin is fully screened by the three bath channels of
the 3HHM. The formation of the orbital singlet causes the orbital susceptibility to reach a maximum. The
resulting free spin enhances the spin susceptibility as the frequency decreases [see Fig. 9(a), Fig. 10(a) and
also Fig. 16(d)]. Since a bath electron with a specific orbital degree of freedom is included in the orbital
screening process, spin and orbital degrees of freedom are still coupled, leading to a highly intertwined NFL
in the SOS regime at nd = 2. The same screening process occurs, in principle, for 2 ≤ nd < 3 as well, but
the details vary with filling. For nd approaching 3, the 3/2 spin is increasingly composed purely from the
impurity spin, which facilitates the formation of the orbital singlet [TKorb grows in Fig. 15(a)], but is harder
to be screened [TKsp decreases in Fig. 15(a)]. Thus the contribution of the bath electron in the screening
process becomes less important, and the dynamics of the spin and orbital degrees of freedom get more and
more decoupled. For nd = 3, the orbital singlet is directly and locally formed from the impurity 3/2 spin
without any involvement from bath degrees of freedom. Accordingly, in a weak coupling analysis [31] of the
3HHM, it is emphasized that the spin Kondo scale depends explicitly on the representations of the spin and
the orbital isospin, which is unusual and only occurs for complex Kondo models in which spins and orbitals
are coupled.
5.6. Spin-orbital separation at 2 ≤ nd < 3: susceptibilities

In Fig. 16(d), we analyze the behavior of the imaginary parts of the dynamical impurity orbital and
spin susceptibilities χ00orb and χ00sp , for various fillings nd at U = 5, J = 1, and in Fig. 16(e) the behavior of
the static local orbital and spin susceptibilities χ0 ≡ χ(0) for various U at fixed J = 1. As already seen in
Fig. 4(c), with increasing filling between 1 ≤ nd < 3 in Fig. 16(d), the maxima of χ00sp (TKsp , marked by open
squares) increase in height and decrease in |ω|, and accordingly χsp
0 [solid curves in Fig. 16(e)] grows with nd
(2)
sp
for all values of U . For nd ≤ 2, the enhancement of χ0 is small and just part of an upward trend if U  Uc2
(black und blue curves), but develops into a shoulder if U is close to the MIT at nd = 2 (red curve). For
nd > 2, χsp
0 increases very strongly with growing nd , almost diverging. In contrast, with increasing filling,
nd ≤ 2, the maxima of χ00orb almost coincide [see filled circles in Fig. 16(d)], and χorb
is approximately
0
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(2)

constant for U ≤ 5 [see dashed black and blue curves in Fig. 16(e)]. Only for U = 7.5 much closer to Uc2 ,
χorb
first decreases and then strongly increases near the MIT at nd = 2, indicating the presence of strong
0
orbital fluctuations. With increasing filling, nd > 2, the height of the maxima of χ00orb declines [see filled
circles in Fig. 16(d)] and χorb
drops to zero when approaching nd = 3, for all values of U [see dashed curves
0
in Fig. 16(e)], reflecting the absence of orbital fluctuations at this point. We remark that the occurrence of
a maximum in χorb
has also been shown in DMFT+QMC calculations [7].
0
In Fig. 16(d), |ω|1 -FL-scaling is clearly observed in χ00orb and χ00sp below TKsp for all values of nd , as
indicated by the solid grey guide-to-the-eye line. Within the SOS regime TKsp < ω < TKorb , χ00orb shows
NFL behavior (no |ω|1 -scaling) [see also inset of Fig. 16(d)]. With increasing nd > 1 and widening SOS
regime, the “slope” of χ00orb (on a log-log plot) becomes steeper than in the FL regime, i.e. an approximate
power-law would have a power larger than 1. For 2 . nd . 2.5, χ00orb reaches an approximate power of 23 .
This, however, is presumably not a pure power law, since the SOS regime is not wide enough, i.e. the RG
flows of Fig. 16(a-c) are yet far from reaching a stationary fixed point in the SOS regime. For nd > 2.5,
however, the slope is again lowered to almost 1.
Based on these observation and the RG flows we argue that intriguing NFL behavior with relevance for
Hund metals occurs mainly in the filling regime of approximately 1.5 . nd . 2.5. Only there, a complex
two-stage screening process couples the dynamics of spin and orbital degrees of freedom by the formation
of a large, effective Hund’s-coupling induced 3/2 spin including a bath spin degree of freedom. Although
fully screened, the orbital degrees of freedom still “feel” the slowly fluctuating, large local moments, which
is reflected in the fact that, in the SOS regime in Fig. 16(d), the “slope” of χ00orb is increased compared to
FL scaling.
To summarize, we argue that the suppression of Z in the Hund metal regime around nd & 2 at moderate
(2)
U  Uc2 is mainly caused by SOS, and thus by the presence of a sizeable Hund’s coupling in the system.
It is not triggered by Mottness (iii), the proximity to the MIT at half-filling, nd = 3. Of course, as also
known from the MIT in the one-band Hubbard model, Z is further lowered by the proximity to the MIT at
nd = 3, but this effect is strong only close to nd = 3 and is subleading in the Hund-metal regime. Further,
the physics close to nd = 3 is dominated by fully blocked orbital degrees of freedom while for Hund metals
the orbital degrees of freedom play a subtle role in the nature of the NFL physics.
We remark that our insights might be relevant to better understand the physics of iron pnictides with
hole and electron doping [14, 19]. For instance, for BaFe2As2 (with a nominal d6 occupation in the parent
compound) correlations are enhanced upon approaching half filling with hole-doping, achieved by replacing
Ba with K, and reduced upon electron doping, achieved by replacing Fe with Co [65].
5.7. Filling dependence of the compressibility, κel
We finish this section with a discussion of the compressibility in Fig. 16(f). We plot µ versus nd to access
d
the zero-temperature behavior of the electronic compressibility, κel = ∂n
∂µ , for finite J = 1 and for several
(3)

(2)

values of U , varying from slightly above Uc2 to slightly above Uc2 . Solid (dashed) lines are the results
for a mS (iS), respectively. Normally, κel has finite, positive values for metals and vanishes for insulators.
We would like to investigate whether κel remains positive throughout, or becomes negative for nd close
to the MIT at nd = 2 or close to the MIT at nd = 3. The latter scenario, a zone of Hund’s-couplinginduced negative compressibility in the nd -U phase diagram, has been observed in a slave-boson study [58]
of degenerate and non-degenerate multi-band Hund models, for nonzero J and U ≥ Uc at T = 0. The
divergence of κel , when κel changes sign, has been assumed to be connected to the enhanced critical Tc of
HTCS. However, for the 3HHM, for all parameters studied in Fig. 16(f), µ clearly increases monotonically
with nd . Hence the slope, κel , is positive for all non-integer fillings, also close to the insulating phase at
nd = 2 and nd = 3, where nd is fixed and thus incompressible for varying µ, i.e. κel = 0. We summarize
that, for our study, no negative (or divergent) compressibility has been observed for the 3HHM. We note,
though, that in principle a compressibility divergence can occur very close to a MIT in certain situations
[41].
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6. Conclusion
In this work, we studied the full phase diagram of the 3HHM at zero temperature with real-frequency
DMFT+NRG data. Our main goal was to reveal the origin of the bad-metallic behavior (characterized by
a low quasiparticle weight Z) in the Hund-metal regime (hatched area in Fig. 1) and to establish a global
picture of SOS.
As a main result we demonstrated that, for nonzero J and for fillings 1 < nd < 3, SOS is a generic
feature in the whole metallic (and coexistence) phase of the 3HHM, independently of U : turning on J opens
up a new incoherent energy regime, TKorb > |ω|, T > TKsp , in the system. Interestingly, for fillings around
nd = 2 (i.e approximately in the regime 1.5 . nd . 2.5) the SOS is special, as has been pointed out in
Ref. [7]. There, orbital and spin degrees of freedom are coupled and thus behave very distinctly: orbital
degrees of freedom are (mostly) quenched below TKorb and fluctuate rapidly, whereas spin degrees of freedom
are unquenched, form large local moments, and fluctuate extremely slowly. Below, the strongly reduced spin
Kondo scale, TKsp , both orbital and spin degrees of freedoms are fully screened and FL behavior sets in.
We confirm in detail that the suppression of TKsp with increasing J can be explained from a qualitative change in the underlying local multiplet spectrum, involving a reduction in the atomic ground state
degeneracy. Z is explicitly shown to be proportional to TKsp , and thus small due to SOS.
In agreement with the analysis in the Kondo regime of the 3HHM [31], we argue that SOS is a non-trivial
two-stage screening process, in which orbital and spin degrees of freedom are explicitly coupled: below TKorb ,
the orbital degrees of freedom form an orbital singlet through the formation of a large, effective, Hund’scoupling induced 3/2 spin – including a bath spin degree of freedom; and below TKsp , the latter is fully
screened by the three bath channels of the 3HHM.
In the real-frequency spectral function, SOS results in a ”two-tier” QPP peak with a narrow needle
(width ∝ TKsp ) on top of a wide base (width ∝ TKorb ).
Based on the SOS analysis we conclude, as major result of this work, that in the Hund-metal regime,
(2)
at sizeable J, moderate U well below Uc and fillings close to nd = 2, i.e far from any MIT, Hundness, i.e
scenario (i), is the origin of bad-metallic behavior and governs the physics of Hund metals. This constitutes
a new route towards strong correlations very distinct from Mottness: while in the latter case charges are
localized in close proximity to an MIT, Hundness implies the localization of spins but not the localization
of charges. For Hund-correlated metals, TKorb is comparable in magnitude to bare atomic energy scales of
the system, while TKsp (and thus Z) is strongly reduced, leading to low FL coherence scales and to a broad
incoherent SOS regime. Hundness is thus physics governed by the QP needle being narrow, while the QP
base remains wide. Importantly, this regime is characterized by the non-trivial interplay of orbital and spin
degrees of freedom, induced by the special two-stage SOS screening process, which essentially dominates the
normal-state incoherence of Hund metals. We remark that Mottness of type (ii) does affect the SOS when
the distance to the MIT is decreased at fixed nd = 2, by further lowering TKorb and TKsp , while their ratio
remains constant. Whereas TKorb governs the Mott transition (which requires the full QPP to disappear),
TKsp , being proportional to Z, governs the strength of correlations.
Mott-correlated metals, close to the MIT at nd ≈ 2, are dominated by Mottness, while the SOS regime
is strongly downscaled and becomes negligible.
Close to the MIT at nd = 3, the SOS regime widens up because the orbital degrees of freedom get
blocked by the formation of a 3/2 impurity spin, but its nature changes: the orbital and spin dynamics get
decoupled. Thus, Mottness of type (iii) does not mediate the low Z in the Hund-metal regime.
In sum, our DMFT+NRG results corroborate the physical picture of Hund metals established in Refs. [6,
7, 31, 47] and enabled the quantitative analysis of the real-frequency properties of their unusual incoherent
SOS regime. We showed that the spin-freezing phenomenon [51] and the Janus-faced influence of Hund’s rule
coupling can be consistently explained in the framework of SOS. We also explicitly demonstrated that no
Hund’s-coupling-induced FL instabilities (negative compressibilities) [58] occurs in our study of the 3HHM
phase diagram.
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Appendix A. Methods
We treat the 3HHM of Eq. (1) with single-site DMFT and use full-density-matrix (fdm)NRG [34] as
real-frequency impurity solver.
Appendix A.1. Single-site Dynamical Mean-Field Theory
Single-site DMFT is a widely-used non perturbative many-body approach to strongly correlated systems
[82]. Its basic idea is to approximate the full non local self-energy of the correlated lattice model by the purely
local, but still frequency-dependent self-energy, Σ(ω), of the corresponding self-consistently determined
quantum impurity model. In our case, we iteratively map the lattice 3HHM of Eq. (1) onto a three-band
Anderson-Hund model (AHM) of the form
ĤAHM

=

Ĥimp

=

Ĥimp + Ĥbath+hyb ,
εd N̂ + Ĥint [dˆ† ]
ν

(A.1a)
(A.1b)

with the same localPinteraction term, Ĥint , as in Eq. (1b). Within this mapping process, the hybridization
function Γ(ε) = π k |Vk |2 δ(ε − εk ) is determined self-consistently and eventually fully characterizes the
interplay of the impurity and the non-interacting three-band spinful bath,
X †


Hbath+hyb =
εk ckν ĉkν + Vk dˆ†ν ĉkν + ĉ†kν dˆν .
(A.2)
kν

Here d†ν creates a local (“impurity”) electron of flavor ν with energy εd = −µ. The total spin operator Ŝ
(and Ŝi , respectively) are lattice sums over (n̂i − Nc ), i.e. charge relative to half-filling. The average local
site occupation number nd ≡ hn̂i i is a measure of the lattice filling per site.
The lattice dynamics is fully captured by the local retarded lattice Green’s function, Glatt (ω) , which is
– after the self-consistent mapping – equal to the retarded impurity Green’s function, Gimp (ω) = hdˆν k dˆ†ν iω ,
imposing the self-concistency condition: Glatt (ω) = Gimp (ω) ≡ G(ω). Note that we consistently drop the
flavor index ν for all correlation functions as they are identical by symmetry for all spins and orbitals.
In this work, we study Hund metals only on the Bethe lattice, i.e. we use the semi-elliptic density of
states that occurs in this limit of infinite lattice coordination and neglect realistic band-structure effects,
to investigate the pure correlation effects of multi-orbital Mott and Hund physics. The self-concistency
condition can then be simplified to,
Γ(ω) = −t2 Im G(ω).
(A.3)
The approximation of a purely local self-energy in single-site DMFT is strictly valid only in the artificial
limit of infinite lattice coordination number. However, if interactions act only locally in a lattice system
with finite coordination number, as in the case of Hund’s rule coupling which is adopted from local atomic
physics, single-site DMFT is assumed to be an appropriate method to reproduce the correct physics. This
assumption is supported by recent cluster-DMFT calculations for Hund metals [95]. Further, single-site
DMFT is in general able to capture basic strong correlations effects of finite dimensional systems (like the
MIT) due to its non-perturbative character: through the energy-dependence of the local self-energy both
the itinerant and localized nature of electrons, and thus both weak and strong correlations, can be handled
on equal footing.
This is considered to be of utmost importance for the description of iron-based HTSCs and other Hund
metals, as very likely, neither pure atomic physics nor pure band theory does apply. In these bad-metallic
multi-orbital systems, the existence and interplay of itinerant, but strongly renormalized electrons and
strongly, but not fully localized large spin moments have to be analyzed without any method-induced bias
– even far from any Mott insulating state [19, 46, 49, 96].
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Appendix A.2. Numerical Renormalization Group
In each step of the DMFT self-consistency loop, we solve the quantum-impurity problem Eq. (A.3)
with fdmNRG, a powerful impurity solver that offers numerically exact real-frequency spectral resolution at
arbitrarily low energies and temperatures for multi-band impurity models [34, 36, 97] and lattice models in
the DMFT context [33, 85, 98].
NRG [36, 92, 93] has a longstanding and successful history as the standard tool to deal with impurity
models. Its basic idea goes back to Wilson’s fundamental insight [92] to introduce a logarithmic discretization
of the noninteracting bath Eq. (A.2) of an impurity model Hamiltonian and map the discretized bath onto
a 1D semi-infinite, tight-binding chain, a “Wilson chain”, with the interacting impurity site coupled to one
end. The hopping matrix elements then decay exponentially down the Wilson chain and introduce an energyscale separation that allows for an iterative RG solution scheme based on successive diagonalization and
truncation of high-energy states. The size of the Fock state space can thus be kept fixed with increasing chain
length while still obtaining an exponentially increased resolution of the low-energy part of the spectrum.
The resolution at high energies is, however, more coarse-grained. Nevertheless, our approach captures all
essential high-energy features [34].
In recent years, significant progress has been made in developing NRG into an efficient high-quality
multi-band DMFT impurity solver [33, 85, 97, 98]. Our fdmNRG solver is implemented based on the QSpace
tensor library [36] applied to matrix product states (MPS) [35, 99] as generated in NRG. In the QSpace
tensor library, Abelian and non- Abelian symmetries are implemented on a generic level: the state space is
organized into symmetry multiplets, and tensors “factorize” into two parts, acting in the reduced multiplet
space and the Clebsch Gordon coefficient space, respectively. Diagonalization of the NRG Hamiltonian at
each iteration step can then be done in multiplet space rather than state space, significantly reducing the
matrix sizes and hence computational cost. NRG calculations with three and even more degenerate bands
[36, 90, 97] became feasible, also in the DMFT context [33, 98]. For solving our 3HHM in Eq. (1), we
explicitly exploit its U(1)ch × SU(2)sp × SU(3)orb symmetries. We note that also models with three (or even
more) non-degenerate bands are within the reach of NRG, using iNRG, the “interleaved” version of NRG
[97]. It is thus also possible to study orbital differentiation with DMFT+iNRG, as will be demonstrated
elsewhere [67].
The fdmNRG solver is established on a complete basis set [100, 101], constructed from the discarded
states of all NRG iterations. Spectral functions for the discretized model are given from the Lehmann
representation as a sum of poles, and can be calculated accurately directly on the real-frequency axis in
sum-rule conserving fashion [102] at zero or arbitrary finite temperature. Continuous spectra are obtained
by broadening the discrete data with a standard log-gaussian Kernel of frequency-dependent width [34, 93].
To improve the resolution of spectral data, we “z-average” over the results obtained from several, differing
NRG runs, for which the logarithmic discretization of the bath has been uniformly shifted with respect to
each other [87, 103]. We note that, within DMFT, the NRG discretization scheme (originally developed for
the flat hybridization function Γ(ε) = ΓΘ(D − |ε|) of quantum impurity models with half-bandwidth D=1)
has to be adapted to optimally discretize the frequency-dependent hybridization functions that emerge in
every step of the self-consistency loop. Here, we use a numerically stable implementation [104] of the scheme
in Refs. [87, 105] to accurately represent the nontrivial continuous baths in terms of discrete bath states.
Within the DMFT+NRG approach, the resolution of spectral data can be further improved by applying
the so-called self-energy trick [106]. In every step of the iterative mapping, the self-energy is calculated as
the ratio of two NRG correlation functions [106]
Σ(ω) =

F (ω)
,
G(ω)

(A.4)

where F (ω) = h[dˆν , Ĥint [dˆ†ν ]]k dˆ†ν iω . The imaginary parts of both correlators, F (ω) and G(ω), are fdmNRG
spectral functions while the real-parts are obtained from their Kramers-Kronig transformations, respectively.
Instead of using the raw NRG result G(ω) for the self-consistency condition Eq. (A.3), an improved version
of the (lattice) Green’s function is calculated via the simple analytic form

p
1 
(A.5)
Gimpr (ω) = 2 ξ − ξ 2 − 4t2
2t
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with ξ = ω + µ − Σ(ω), valid only for the Bethe lattice. In this work we only refer to the improved Green’s
function and therefore drop the index from now on: G(ω) ≡ Gimpr (ω).
From the improved Green’s function, we have direct access to the real-frequency spectral function, also
called local density of states:
(A.6)
A(ω) = − π1 Im GR (ω).
All computational parameters and further details of our DMFT+NRG calculations are listed in the
Supplementary material of Ref. [33].
In Ref. [33] we have already demonstrated that DMFT+NRG is perfectly suited for the investigation of
the 3HHM. The exponentially enhanced resolution around the Fermi level resolves spectral features down
to the lowest relevant energy scale of the system. In contrast to QMC solvers, the NRG solver thus reaches
the strongly reduced FL ground state in a T = 0+ simulation of the model. At the same time atomic-like
features which constitute the Hubbbard side bands are well reproduced, e.g. as shown in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5.
The access to real-frequency quantitities helps us to understand the nature of the incoherent regime together
with NRG eigenlevel renormalization group (RG) flow diagrams that reveal the relevant physics at all energy
scales.
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Figure 5.1 (a,b) Imaginary part of the Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ), and (c,d) imaginary part
of the orbital (dashed) and spin (solid) susceptibility, χ00 (ω), plotted versus (a,b) ω and (c,d) ω/TKsp
for (a,c) various values of J at fixed ∆b = 3.5 and for (b,d) various values of U at fixed J. Solid thin
grey guide-to-the-eye lines indicate FL behavior, dashed thin and thick grey guide-to-the-eye lines
demonstrate fractional power-law behavior in the SOS regime for the orbital and spin susceptibility,
respectively.

5.A Power-law behavior
We complement the T = 0 study of Ref. [SYvD+ 15] (cf. Sec. 4.2) and Ref. [SKWvD18]
(cf. Sec. 5.2) with a discussion of the apparent fractional power-law behavior, which emerges
for various physical quantities in the SOS frequency regime of the 3HHM at nd = 2.
The search for fractional power-law behavior in the 3HHM is motivated by work of
P. Werner et al. [WGTM08] and Z. Yin et al. [YHK12]. They revealed unusual fractional
power laws for the Matsubara self-energy and argued that these might be related to the
experimentally observed power laws in the optical conductivity of chalgonides and ruthenades.
In Ref. [SYvD+ 15] we confirmed the existence of a power law in Im Σ(iωn ) for U = 7 and
J = 1, while Im Σ(ω) was shown to be highly particle-hole asymmetric. In Ref. [SKWvD18]
we analyzed that, in the SOS regime for ω < 0, Im Σ(ω) seems to feature a power law, |ω|3/2 ,
followed by a shoulder [cf. Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 10(e) of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2]. For ω > 0,
results for J . 1 exhibit apparent power laws while, for J > 1, two regimes with different
frequency dependencies emerge, which are separated by a kink [cf. Fig. 9(f) and Fig. 10(f) of
Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2].
In Fig. 5.1(a) [Fig. 5.1(b)] we present results for Im Σ(iωn ) for the same parameters
as used in Fig. 9 (Fig. 10) of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2. Interestingly, we find that also
Im Σ(iωn ) follows an apparent power law, if any, only for J . 1 in the incoherent region
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(as observed in Fig. 1 of Ref. [SYvD+ 15]), but features rather two regimes with different ωn
dependencies (or a crossover behavior) for J > 1.
We now turn to the orbital and spin susceptibility. In Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a) of
Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 5.2) we pointed out that the imaginary part of the orbital
susceptibility follows an apparent power law χ00orb (ω) ∝ ω 3/2 in the SOS regime. In the
following, we also analyze the behavior of χ00sp (ω). We thus replotted Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a)
of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Fig. 5.1(c) and (d), respectively. Interestingly, we find a universal
power law, χ00sp (ω) ∝ ω −6/5 , in the SOS regime, which is clearly visible for J > 1 (cf. thick
grey dashed guide-to-the-eye lines).
This fractional power-law behavior in the spin excitation, emerging from incomplete
screening in the SOS regime (fully screened, i.e. itinerant, orbital degrees of freedom are
coupled to quasi-atomic-like spins), was only recently shown in Ref. [LCMK18, WAC19]
to be connected to a Hund-metal description of superconductivity with an electronic (spin
fluctuation) pairing mechanism. Based on an Eliashberg framework (γ model with a power-law
frequency dependence) superconductivity in iron-based HTSCs was argued to be mediated
by a bosonic propagator with a power-law exponent γ ≈ 1.2, which is equal to the power-law
exponent of the spin susceptibility, χ00sp (ω), in the 3HHM. Remarkably, γ = 1.2 was recently
confirmed experimentally for two types of iron-based HTSCs [MBY+ 18]. In this picture,
pairing in a Hund metal is mediated by local spin fluctuations interacting with electronic
quasiparticles, which fits to the nature of the incoherent SOS regime. It would thus be valid
for superconducting transition temperatures larger than the FL scale in Hund metals.
As a final remark of this discussion about power-law behavior in the 3HHM, we note that,
from the perspective of NRG flow diagrams, the existence of power-laws in the SOS regime
of the 3HHM is puzzling at first glance, because, at nd = 2, the NRG flow does not reach
a stationary intermediate fixed point but shows a crossover behavior (presumably between
an underlying but not visible NFL fixed point at high energies and the FL fixed point at
low energies) [cf. Fig. 16(a-c) of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2]. However, in a new analysis of
the Kondo limit of the 3HHM, Ref. [WSL+ 19], the existence of universal power laws in this
crossover regime was clearly derived. Further, it is unambiguously demonstrated that the
crossover regime connects a NFL intermediate fixed point, which is stationary in the Kondo
model, with the low-energy FL fixed point. And strikingly, the same power-law exponent
of 1.2 is found there, χ00sp (ω) ∝ ω −1.2 , stressing the importance of the crossover regime for
understanding the NFL physics of Hund metals.

5.B The search for a negative compressibility
d
In Sec. 5.7 of Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 5.2) we studied the compressibility, κel = ∂n
∂µ , in
order to find out, if the 3HHM is also characterized by a region of negative compressibility
at T = 0, as stated in Ref. [dM17]. There, two different versions of the Hubbard-Kanamori
model were investigated with slightly different methods. The full Hubbard-Kanamori model
was tackled with a rotationally invariant slave-boson method (but only for two bands).
The Hubbard-Kanamori model without spin-flip and pair-hopping terms was solved with
a slave-spin mean-field method (for up to five bands). While for the latter large regions
with κel < 0 were found (for U ≥ Uc2 and nd close to 3), which widen with growing J/U ,
the full model exhibits much smaller regions with κel < 0, which first grow quickly with
J/U , but then shrink again, and eventually disappear for large J/U . This suggests that the
regions of κel < 0 in the 3HHM, if existing, might be small and hard to find. Certainly, the
choice J/U = 1/2.25 ≈ 0.44, as used in Fig. 16(f) of Ref. [SKWvD18], is large compared to
the values studied for the full Hubbard-Kanamori in Ref. [dM17], and might therefore not
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Figure 5.2 The chemical potential, µ3 − µ, plotted versus the filling, 3 − nd . µ3 is defined in Sec. 2.6.2.
of Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 5.2). The red curves mark results for U close to U ≥ Uc2 with Uc2 ≈ 4.1.
The curves for 4.2 < U < 4.6 seem to develop a very flat slope, κ−1
el , for nd > 3 − 0.15.

reveal a region of κel < 0 in the 3HHM. We thus concentrate now on a much smaller ratio,
J/U = 0.1, as also used in Ref. [dM17].
In Fig. 5.2 we plotted µ3 − µ versus 3 − nd for different values of U . Since the data points
are rather sparse, these are preliminary results. The red curves mark results for U close to
U ≥ Uc2 with Uc2 ≈ 4.1. Similar to Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 of Ref. [dM17], the slope, κ−1
el , is
large for U . Uc2 and, interestingly, strongly changes its behavior in a small region, U ≥ Uc2 ,
close to nd = 3. However, in contrast to Ref. [dM17], the slope only becomes very small
(i.e. κel indeed becomes very large) in this region, but not negative for the available data (cf.
curves for 4.3 ≤ U ≤ 4.6 and 3 − nd . 0.15). It would be worthwhile to calculate more data
points in this region, which is however quite cumbersome, because convergence slows down
exponentially close to the insulating phase at nd = 3. Further, similar calculations at smaller
(and larger) J/U are needed for a thorough understanding.
At this stage, it is hard to ultimately judge the existence of a negative compressibility in
the 3HHM. On the one hand, we have not yet found any parameters for which κel < 0, on the
other hand, we have strong indications for a region with almost diverging κel for J/U = 0.1.
As a final remark we point out that for J/U = 0.1 and nd close to 3, a physical connection to
the SOS screening process in the Hund-metal regime is not very likely.
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6 Signatures of Mottness and Hundness in
archetypal correlated metals
6.1 Overview
The major goal of this Chapter is to identify “smoking gun” properties to identify two distinct
routes of screening from the atomic degrees of freedom towards emerging quasiparticles, guided
by either Mott or Hund physics. So far, clear-cut criteria for experimentally distinguishing
strongly correlated Hund metals from strongly correlated metals of Mott type are few – even
ten years after the introduction of the novel concept of Hund metals [HK09, YHK12], and,
although, Hund metals are much more common than metals of Mott type (in the sense that
Mott physics requires adjusting parameters to be close to a MIT, while Hund physics happens
in a large parameter regime far from an MIT). Motivated by these facts, we contribute to a
precise classification of those phenomena, to be regarded as a decisive fingerprint of the Hund
metal’s nature, in our article “Signatures of Mottness and Hundness in archetypal correlated
metals” [SKWvD18], which we present in the following.
In Ref. [SKWvD18] we follow a twofold strategy, namely an inductive and a deductive
approach: we unveil signatures of Mottness and Hundness in two well-studied archetypal
strongly correlated materials, the Mott-correlated material, V2 O3 , and the Hund metal,
Sr2 RuO4 , with the ab-initio method DFT+DMFT+(continous-time)QMC, and also deduce
their generality from the simplified 3HHM Hamiltonian using DMFT+NRG. While the
author of this thesis, who is also one of the two first authors of this article, carried out the
DMFT+NRG calculations, the other first author, X. Deng, performed the realistic material
simulations.
From the perspective of an atomic picture, both V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 are characterized by
three non-degenerate t2g shells occupied by two holes or electrons, respectively. We argue that
they have different effective U values, hence different distances to the Mott boundary and
thus differ in the nature of their correlations. While such a statement is hard to be proved
generically from material simulations only, we also perform model calculations, where we are
able to independently vary and control U and J and know the phase diagram [SKWvD18]. We
provide caricatures of both archetypal materials, for which we can unambiguously disentangle
the origin of strong correlations. We use the 3HHM with sizeable J and three degenerate
bands hosting two electrons, and place our prototypal Mott-correlated model system close
to the Mott boundary of the phase diagram and our prototypal Hund system far from it.
We also contrast the differences of the Hund system to a weakly correlated Mott system
with J = 0, which is far from the Mott boundary, and to a strongly correlated Mott system
without Hund’s coupling, to illustrate the unique nature of Hund metals.
In particular, we analyze the local spectra [the local density of states, A(ω), and ARPES
spectra, A(k , ω)] and the local susceptibilities describing the charge, spin and orbital degrees
of freedom. Importantly, we observe qualitatively the same Mott and Hund signatures in
the archetypal materials, V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 , and the corresponding Hund and Mott model
systems. We thus prove that our new insights can be clearly viewed as characteristic of the
general phenomenology of Mott and Hund physics, independently of material-dependent
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details, such as the band structure or crystal fields, and that they are therefore applicable to
various strongly correlated materials.
The most important signatures of Hund systems as opposed to strongly and weakly
correlated Mott systems are summarized as follows:
• Local spectra and charge susceptibility.
The QPP persists up to highest temperatures (a signature of “resilient quasiparticles”)
in Hund systems, exhibiting large charge fluctuations, whereas a pseudogap develops
with increasing temperature in all Mott systems at a characteristic energy scale TM
(which is much lower than bare excitations scales), suppressing charge fluctuations.
This can be explained by the well-known fact that the Hubbard bands overlap far from
the Mott boundary, while they are well separated close to it. Further, Hund metals
can be distinguished from weakly correlated Mott systems in terms of their enhanced
effective mass (though being far away from the Mott boundary), as readily apparent
from ARPES data.
• Local static spin and orbital susceptibilities.
onset and
We introduce the concept of onset scales for orbital and spin screening, Torb
onset , via the deviation of the respective susceptibilities from Curie behavior with
Tsp
decreasing temperature, indicative of free local moments. In Hund metals, we find
onset  T onset with T onset as high as the atomic excitation scales of the Hubbard
that Torb
sp
orb
bands. In contrast, in Mott systems, spin and orbital screening occurs simultaneously
onset ≈ T onset = T , together with the formation of the
below a much lower scale, Tsp
M
orb
QPP. Also in weakly correlated Mott system with J = 0 , there is no separation of the
onset scales of orbital and spin screening. We remark that the completion scales for
orbital and spin screening (where Pauli behavior sets in with decreasing temperature)
are also separated in the presence of finite J in both Hund and Mott systems, while
they are equal for J = 0.
Overall, Hund metals show a qualitatively novel and distinct screening route compared to other
strongly and weakly correlated systems: orbital screening occurs at much larger temperatures
than spin screening. Thus Hund metals are uniquely characterized by a large temperature
regime of SOS reaching from temperatures as high as atomic excitation scales down to the
very low FL scale, where both orbital and spin degrees of freedom are fully screened.
Admittedly, the defining signatures distinguishing Hund- and Mott-correlated metals
for V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 are found in ranges of temperatures well above those (below room
temperature) where this distinction was born (for instance in iron pnictides [HK09, HBA+ 13]).
Indeed, experimental measurements at high temperature that can be directly compared to
our findings are few, as far as we are aware of, but not none. An indirect evidence of
the pseudogap opening in V2 O3 was found in the optic measurements of Ref. [BPN+ 08].
Nevertheless, further measurements can in principle be carried out to high temperatures
(note that the melting points of V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 are around 2000K), and our predictions
are verifiable even though high temperature transport measurements are not easy. Further,
our findings in the spectral evolution and the novel screening scales are general, as supported
by the simplified model Hamiltonian study. They are not restricted to the two canonical
materials and have broader implications. To connect our findings to experiments, it would be
a viable route to exploit Hund and Mott systems with lower characteristic energy scales. In
these systems, the signatures that we have identified would be easier to probe experimentally
and can be used to gain insights on the underlying nature of correlations. Candidates could
be organic/molecular conductors, where the interaction is typically small. For example, the
Mott scale, TM , is a few tens of Kelvin in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2 Cu[N(CN)2 ]Brx Cl1−x (cf. the
schematic phase diagram in Ref. [YDS+ 11]).
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We remark that this project was initiated by X. Deng and G. Kotliar, and carried out by
X. Deng and the author of this thesis together with K. Haule, G. Kotliar, A. Weichselbaum,
and J. von Delft. The author of this thesis strongly revised and finalized this article together
with G. Kotliar, A. Weichselbaum, and J. von Delft.
Based on the insights of this article, we further investigate the issue “Hundness versus
Mottness” in terms of a more detailed and broad 3HHM model study of the temperature
dependence of a number of physical quantities in the next Chapter.
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Physical properties of multi-orbital materials depend not only on the strength of the effective
interactions among the valence electrons but also on their type. Strong correlations are caused by
either Mott physics that captures the Coulomb repulsion among charges, or Hund physics that aligns
the spins in different orbitals. We identify four energy scales marking the onset and the completion
of screening in orbital and spin channels. The differences in these scales, which are manifest in the
temperature dependence of the local spectrum and of the charge, spin and orbital susceptibilities,
provide clear signatures distinguishing Mott and Hund physics. We illustrate these concepts with
realistic studies of two archetypal strongly correlated materials, and corroborate the generality of
our conclusions with a model Hamiltonian study.

The excitation spectra and transport properties of transition metal oxides at high energy and/or high temperature
are well described in terms of dressed atomic excitations with their characteristic multiplet structure. At very low
energy scales, by contrast, metallic systems are well described in terms of strongly renormalized Landau quasiparticles
forming dispersive bands. Describing the evolution of the excitation spectrum as a function of energy scale is a
fundamental problem in the theory of strongly correlated materials. Starting with the Fermi liquid quasiparticles
at the lowest energy scales, and raising the temperature, one can view this evolution as their gradual undressing.
Conversely, starting from the high energy end, one can understand the evolution of the excitation spectrum as the
screening of the orbital and spin excitations of atomic states, which gradually bind to give rise to quasiparticles. Here
we consider the temperature dependence of this screening process for correlated multi-orbital systems with strong onsite atomic-like interactions, involving both a Coulomb repulsion U and Hund’s coupling J. The former differentiates
between different charge configurations without preference for a given spin or orbital configuration, whereas the latter
favors the highest spin state.
It is well known that strong correlation effects can arise due to proximate Mott insulating states in which strong
on-site Coulomb repulsion slows down charge fluctuations or even blocks the charge motion and localizes the electrons
[1, 2]. However, many materials far away from the Mott insulating state, notably the 3d iron-based superconductors
[3, 4] and ruthenates [5, 6], display strong correlation effects as a result of strong Hund coupling rather than the
Hubbard U . These so-called “Hund metals” [3–14] were proposed to be a new type of strongly correlated electron
system, characterized by spin-orbital separation [9–11].
The existence of different origins of correlations, Coulomb U or Hund J, poses an important questions: what are the
defining signatures distinguishing Mott and Hund metals? The goal of this work is to answer this question, by pointing
out that Hund and Mott metals differ strikingly in the temperature dependencies of their local correlated spectra
and the local susceptibilities describing the charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom. These differences reflect
two distinct screening routes for how quasiparticles emerge from the atomic degrees of freedom, with spin-orbital
separation involved for Hund metals, but not for Mott metals.
We provide evidence of the two distinct screening routes by investigating (i) two realistic materials and (ii) a
model Hamiltonian. For (i) we consider two archetypical materials with non-degenerate orbitals, the Mott system
V2 O3 [15–17] and the Hund metal Sr2 RuO4 [18]. We compute their properties using density functional theory
plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+DMFT) [19–21], which has been successfully used to describe the available
experimental measurements for V2 O3 [22–28] and Sr2 RuO4 [5, 29–31]. For (ii) we study a 3-band Hubbard-Hund
model (3HHM) with three degenerate bands hosting two electrons. This 3HHM is the simplest model capable of
capturing both Hund and Mott physics and the crossover between them as function of increasing U [9, 10]. Whereas
Ref. [10] focused on T = 0, here we focus on temperature dependence. We study the 3HHM using DMFT and the
numerical renormalization group (DMFT+NRG). We accurately determine the location of the Mott transition at
zero temperature and show that provided that J is sizeable, the temperature dependence of physical properties for
large U near the Mott transition line qualitatively resembles that of V2 O3 , while for small U far from the transition it
∗
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FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the behavior of four characteristic temperature scales, Torb
(green dashed), Tspin
(green solid),
cmp
cmp
Torb
(red dashed), Tspin
(red solid), marking the onset and the completion of screening of orbital and spin degrees of freedom,
respectively, as functions of the bare gap, ∆b = U − 2J, between the upper and lower Hubbard side band. Open symbols on the
left give the values of these scales as obtained from DMFT+NRG calculations for our 3-band Hubbard-Hund model, with J = 1
and U = 3 (green), U = 5.5 (grey) and U = 6.5 (yellow). On the right, closed symbols give corresponding values obtained from
DFT+DMFT calculations for the materials Sr2 RuO4 (green) and V2 O3 (yellow). Left: cartoon of two-stage screening for three
local levels with J 6= 0, containing two electrons with total spin S = 1: with decreasing temperature, first orbital screening of
the hole occurs, whereby a delocalized spin 1/2 combines with the local spin 1 to yield an orbital singlet with spin 3/2; then
spin screening occurs, yielding an orbital and spin singlet [10]. The energy scales characterizing the two screening stages lie far
apart for Hund systems, but close together for Mott systems. Insets: cartoons of the local density of states, A(ω), for a Hund
system (left) and a Mott system close to the Mott transition (right), summarizing the essential differences in the evolution of
the quasiparticle peak with decreasing temperature (purple to yellow to blue).

resembles that of Sr2 RuO4 . Therefore, our 3HHM results elucidate the physical origin of the differences between these
materials. Indeed, we argue that our findings are applicable to general multi-orbital materials and characteristic of
the general phenomenology of Mott and Hund physics, independent of material-dependent details, such as the initial
band structure.

Overview of results
We start with an overview of our most important observations. We first identify four temperature scales, characterizing
the onset and completion of screening of the orbital and spin degrees of freedom as the temperature is lowered. The
onset
onset
scales for the onset of screening, Torb
and Tspin
, are defined as the temperatures at which the static local orbital
and spin susceptibilities, χorb and χspin , first show deviations from the Curie behavior, χ ∝ 1/T , shown by free local
cmp
cmp
moments. The scales for the completion of screening, Torb
and Tspin
, mark the transition of these susceptibilities to
Pauli behavior, saturating to constants at very low temperatures. For orientation, Fig. 1 summarizes the behavior of
these scales with increasing Coulomb interaction at fixed Hund’s coupling, as will be elaborated throughout the text
onset
onset
below. The most striking observation is that increasing U pushes the onset scales Torb
and Tspin
closer together
until they essentially coincide. As a consequence, the Hund regime (small U ) and the Mott regime (large U , close
to the Mott transition), though adiabatically connected via a crossover regime, show dramatic differences for the
temperature dependence of physical quantities (discussed below). The trends shown in the figure were extracted from
our analysis of the 3HHM, but they match those found for V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 (see legend on the right), and we
expect them to be generic for multi-orbital Mott and/or Hund systems.
Mott systems. Coulomb interactions are strong in Mott systems, so that there is a large separation between the
upper and lower Hubbard bands associated with atomic excitations, resulting in a significant gap or pseudogap. It is
well established that, in the context of a metal-insulator transition, a metallic state is induced by the formation of a
quasiparticle resonance from either the center of the gap or the edges of the Hubbard bands. Vice versa, starting from
a correlated metal of Mott-type, a gap (or pseudogap) between incoherent spectra is restored when the coherence
resonance is destroyed. The transition from insulator to metal can be induced by doping or tuning the ratio of
the interaction versus the bandwidth [2], but it also occurs when the coherence resonance emerges by decreasing
temperature. For example, in a model study of a doped single-band Mott insulator at infinite dimensions, the spectra
at high temperature exhibit a two-peak structure reminiscent of a Mott gap, from which a coherence resonance emerges
as “resilient quasiparticles” appear [45].
Here we propose that the presence of a gap/pseudogap regime in the local density of states (LDOS) at temperatures
so high that the coherence resonance is destroyed is a fingerprint of Mott physics in general situations. We show that,
at high temperatures, the LDOS of a multi-orbital Mott system exhibits two incoherent peaks above and below

3
the Fermi energy, reflecting atomic particle- and hole-like excitations, with a pseudogap in between, signifying the
proximity to charge localization. When the temperature is lowered, a clear and sharp quasiparticle resonance suddenly
emerges near the Fermi energy (for a cartoon depiction, see Fig. 1, right inset), signifying the appearance of mobile
charge carriers. This occurs at a well-defined temperature scale, TM , well below the lowest atomic excitation energy,
Eatomic , involved in the incoherent two-peak structure. This Mott behavior is also reflected in the temperature
dependence of various local susceptibilities. With decreasing temperature the static local charge susceptibility and
local charge fluctuations first remain small and rather constant while the local spin and orbital susceptibilities exhibit
Curie behavior, indicative of unscreened local moments. Once the temperature drops below TM , the appearance of
mobile carriers causes the local charge susceptibility and charge fluctuations to increase, and the spin and orbital
susceptibilities to deviate from pure Curie behavior, reflecting the onset of screening. For Mott systems, this onset
onset
onset
thus occurs simultaneously for orbital and spin degrees of freedom, Tspin
= Torb
= TM .
Hund systems. The above signatures of Mott physics are in stark contrast to the behavior of Hund systems. These
typically have much smaller values of U , and hence Eatomic . Consequently, the Hubbard side bands effectively overlap,
so that the LDOS features a single incoherent peak even at temperatures as high as Eatomic or beyond. This broad
peak evolves into a coherent quasiparticle peak as the temperature is lowered (for a cartoon depiction, see Fig. 1, left
inset). Due to the absence of a pseudogap at large temperatures, the local charge susceptibility is large already at
high temperatures and increases continuously, but only slightly, with decreasing temperature. Strikingly, the local
orbital and spin susceptibilities show deviations from Curie-like behavior already at much higher temperatures than
onset
onset
those in Mott systems. Moreover, orbital screening starts well before spin screening, Torb
 Tspin
. Thus, Hund
onset
onset
metals exhibit spin-orbital separation, featuring a broad temperature window, from Torb down to Tspin
, involving
onset
screened, delocalized orbitals coupled to unscreened, localized spins. Importantly, Torb
can be much larger than
Eatomic in Hund metals, which is why no pseudogap appears even up to temperatures well above Eatomic (it would
onset
onset
appear only for T & Torb
, since it requires the breakdown of both spin and orbital screening). The fact that Tspin
onset
onset
onset
and Eatomic are both  Torb is a crucial difference relative to Mott systems. There Tspin ' Torb  Eatomic ,
so that the breakdown of spin and orbital screening, and the concomitant emergence of a pseudogap, is possible at
temperatures well below Eatomic .
In principle, both multi-orbital Mott and Hund materials exhibit spin-orbital separation in the completion of
cmp
cmp
screening: χorb crosses over to Pauli behavior at a larger temperature scale than χspin , i.e. Torb
 Tspin
. Since Fermicmp
cmp
liquid behavior occurs below Tspin , this scale can be identified with the Fermi-liquid scale TFL ≡ Tspin
. However,
spin-orbital separation in the completion of screening is much more pronounced for the Hund material.

Two archetypical materials: V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4
Established facts. We begin our discussion of the two example materials by summarizing some of their wellestablished properties. V2 O3 , a paramagnetic metal at ambient conditions, is proximate to an isostructural Mott
transition (that can be induced by slightly Cr-doping), and a temperature-driven magnetic transition [15–17]. It
exhibits Fermi-liquid behavior at low temperature when antiferromagnetism is quenched by doping or pressure [15–
17]. Sr2 RuO4 , on the other hand, is a paramagnetic metal far away from a Mott insulating state [33]. As temperature
decreases it shows Fermi-liquid behavior and eventually becomes superconducting at very low temperature [18].
Despite the very different distances to a Mott insulating state, both materials have large specific heat coefficients
in their Fermi-liquid states [15–18]. In both materials the observed Fermi-liquid scales are extremely low (around
25K [15–17, 34]), much smaller than the bare band energy or interaction parameters (order of eV). Pronounced
quasiparticle peaks are observed in both materials using photoemission spectroscopy [35–38], and large values of mass
renormalization are seen in Sr2 RuO4 in various measurements [39–41]. Notably, the local physics on V/Ru sites are
similar, with nominally two electrons/holes in three t2g orbitals. Due to the crystal field of the surrounding oxygen,
the t2g orbitals of V are split into eπg orbitals with two-fold degeneracy and an energetically higher-lying a1g orbital,
while those of Ru are split into xz/yz orbitals with two-fold degeneracy and an energetically lower-lying xy orbital.
Two electrons (holes) in three orbitals favor a spin-triplet S = 1 atomic state because of Hund’s coupling in both
V2 O3 [22, 42–44] and Sr2 RuO4 [5].
Local spectra.
We compute the spectra of the relevant correlated orbitals in V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 up to high temperature with
DFT+DMFT. We have not taken into account the effects of the temperature-dependent changes in lattice parameters,
which have been shown to be very important in materials near the Mott transition such as V2 O3 [32]. Nevertheless,
the LDA+DMFT calculations here bring a degree of realism, such as band structure and crystal field effects, which
is not present in the 3HHM calculations discussed further below. We focus first on the density of states at the
Fermi level, estimated via D(iω0 ) = − π1 ImG(iω0 ) (ω0 is the first Matsubara frequency, G the computed local Green’s
function). Fig. 2(a) depicts the temperature dependence of D(iω0 ) for eπg and a1g orbitals in V2 O3 . The results show
that both orbitals share a characteristic temperature, TM = 1000K: D(iω0 ) is fairly flat at temperatures above TM ,
which implies approximately “rigid”, i.e. temperature-independent, spectra. Below TM , D(iω0 ) gradually acquires
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FIG. 2. The local spectra of the correlated orbitals in V2 O3 [panels (a,c,d)] and Sr2 RuO4 [panels (b,e,f)] exhibit different
behaviors in their temperature dependence. (a,b) The density of states at the Fermi level, estimated by D(iω0 ) = − π1 ImG(iω0 ).
(c-f) The correlated real-frequency spectra (PDOS), D(ω) = − π1 ImG(ω). D(iω0 ) shows a suppression at a characteristic
temperature TM = 1000K (indicated by the purple arrow) in V2 O3 (a), while it evolves smoothly in Sr2 RuO4 (b). As
temperature decreases, in V2 O3 the coherence resonance of both eπg and a1g orbitals emerges from the pseudogap regime with
low density of states between two incoherent peaks (c,d), while in Sr2 RuO4 the coherence resonance of both dxz/yz and dxy
orbitals emerges from a single broad incoherent peak with large finite density of states at the Fermi level (e,f). The insets in
(d,f), repeated from Fig. 1, are cartoons of the temperature dependence of the Mott and Hund PDOS.

a larger magnitude in both orbitals as temperature is lowered, signaling the formation of a quasiparticle resonance.
We note that it increases monotonically with decreasing temperature in the eπg orbitals, but in the a1g orbital it first
increases and then decreases a little. Thus at low temperature the density of states at the Fermi level has a dominant
eπg character. We emphasize that the evolution of D(iω0 ) is smooth and a first-order MIT is not involved. By contrast,
in Sr2 RuO4 the temperature dependence of the densities of states, D(iω0 ), of dxz/yz and dxy orbitals is very different,
as depicted in Fig. 2(b). For both orbitals, D(iω0 ) increases as temperature is decreased, with gradually increasing
slope, showing no flat regime even at extremely high temperatures, where their values are already larger than those for
V2 O3 above TM . In contrast to the case of V2 O3 , a quasiparticle resonance is present even at the highest temperatures
studied and, thus, no characteristic temperature is found for its onset, as discussed in the next paragraph.
We also study the correlated real-frequency projected density of states (PDOS), D(ω) = − π1 ImG(ω), for the different
orbitals. These are obtained by analytically continuing the computed Matsubara self-energy and then computing the
local Green’s function. The results for V2 O3 are depicted in Fig. 2(c,d). At very high temperatures, we observe a
typical Mott feature: a pseudogap exists at the Fermi level, between two broad humps in the incoherent spectra,
with maxima near −1eV and 2eV. With decreasing temperature spectral weight is transferred from the high-energy
humps into the pseudogap and a quasiparticle peak emerges similarly in both orbitals at the Fermi level on top of
the pseudogap. The characteristic temperature for the onset of the formation of the coherence resonance is roughly
consistent with TM = 1000K determined above. As temperature decreases further, the magnitude of the coherence
peak in both orbitals increases gradually, and at very low temperature both orbitals show a coherence resonance with
a pronounced, thin cusp. In the eπg orbitals the resonance is peaked at the Fermi level while the a1g quasiparticle peak
slightly moves away from the Fermi level when the temperature is lowered, thus reducing the density of states at the
Fermi level. The resulting temperature evolution of the zero-frequency density of states in both orbitals is consistent
with the D(iω0 ) discussed above, including the non-monotonic behavior of the a1g orbital in Fig. 2(a). For Sr2 RuO4
the slow increase of the density of states at the Fermi level, D(iω0 ), with decreasing temperature becomes clear from
the PDOS, shown in Fig. 2(e,f). The correlated high-temperature local spectra are characterized by a single broad
feature (no side-humps), which shifts its position slightly towards the Fermi level with decreasing temperature, while
its shape remains almost unchanged. This is very different from the spectra in V2 O3 , which at high temperatures
show a pseudogap between two broad side peaks. When the temperature is decreased further, a sharp narrow peak
gradually develops in both orbitals from the broad, incoherent feature. In this process only a small fraction of spectral
weight is transferred from higher frequencies to a 1eV range around the Fermi level. At low temperature, the spectra
of both dxz/yz and dxy orbitals are similar to their corresponding DFT values with a renormalized bandwidth and
show a pronounced, thin cusp as in the case of V2 O3 .
The different temperature dependences of the local spectra of V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 can be viewed as fingerprints
distinguishing Mott from Hund systems, respectively. With decreasing temperature the quasiparticle resonance of

χcharge
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FIG. 3. (a) The static local charge susceptibility χcharge , and (b) local charge fluctuation h∆N 2 i, computed for V2 O3 (diamonds)
and Sr2 RuO4 (circles). In the Hund system Sr2 RuO4 both χcharge and h∆N 2 i are large and only weakly dependent on
temperature. By contrast, in the Mott system V2 O3 they are much smaller and strongly temperature-dependent. The purple
arrows indicate that in V2 O3 the minima of the local charge susceptibility and fluctuation occur at the same temperature scale,
TM , as that marking the emergence of the quasiparticle peak in the local PDOS.

V2 O3 emerges from a high-temperature pseudogap regime with very low density of states between incoherent spectra
[see purple curve in the cartoon in inset of Fig. 2(d)]. This is consistent with the widely held belief that Mott
physics governs V2 O3 . It is described by a single characteristic temperature scale, TM , which indicates the onset
of formation of the quasiparticle resonance. By contrast, for Sr2 RuO4 the quasiparticle resonance develops with
decreasing temperature from a single incoherent peak that has a large value at the Fermi level already at very high
temperature [see purple curve in the cartoon in inset of Fig. 2(f)]. The demonstration of these two distinct routes
towards forming the coherent Fermi-liquid at low temperature is one of the main results of this work.
Rβ
Susceptibilities. We next consider the static local charge susceptibility, χcharge = 0 hNd (τ )Nd (0)idτ − βhNd i2 , and
the local charge fluctuations, h∆N 2 i = hNd2 i − hNd i2 , shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. (Nd is the total
occupancy of t2g orbitals.) For both materials, the behavior of χcharge mimics that of h∆N 2 i, hence we focus on the
latter below. h∆N 2 i is much smaller, with a much stronger temperature dependence, in V2 O3 than in Sr2 RuO4 . For
V2 O3 , h∆N 2 i initially remains small and almost constant with decreasing temperature, signifying the suppression
of charge fluctuations in the pseudogap regime. It then increases rather abruptly, signifying the onset of charge
delocalization, at the same temperature, TM = 1000K (purple arrow in Fig. 3(a)), as that where the quasiparticle
peak begins to emerge. By contrast, for Sr2 RuO4 h∆N 2 i exhibits only a weak temperature dependence, persisting
up to the highest temperature studied but changing by less than 10% over this range.
Rβ
We have also computed the static local spin and orbital susceptibilities, defined as χspin = 0 hSz (τ )Sz (0)idτ and
Rβ
χorb = 0 h∆Norb (τ )∆Norb i−βh∆Norb i2 , where Sz is the total spin momentum in the t2g orbitals, ∆Norb = Na /2−Nb
is the occupancy difference per orbital, and (a, b) denotes (eπg , a1g ) in V2 O3 and (xz/yz, xy) in Sr2 RuO4 , respectively.
The results are depicted in Fig. 4. In V2 O3 , both the spin and orbital susceptibilities exhibit Curie behavior, i.e.
T χspin and T χorb are approximately constant at high temperature (Fig. 4(a)). Notably, with decreasing temperature
deviations from the Curie behavior set in at the same characteristic temperature, TM = 1000K, as that determined
above from the local PDOS evolution. Thus, spin and orbital degrees of freedom start to be screened simultaneously
onset
onset
= TM . By contrast,
with the formation of a coherence resonance in the prototype Mott system V2 O3 , Torb
= Tspin
in the Hund material Sr2 RuO4 , Curie-like behavior in the spin susceptibility is seen only at very high temperatures.
onset
' 2300K (Fig. 4(c)), a scale much higher than that
With decreasing temperature, it ceases already at around Tspin
in V2 O3 . For the orbital susceptibility the situation is even more extreme: it does not show Curie behavior even
onset
at the highest temperature studied (Torb
≥ 6000K). This is evidence of spin-orbital separation in Sr2 RuO4 : the
screening of the orbital degrees of freedom starts at much higher temperature than that of the spin degrees of freedom,
onset
onset
Torb
 Tspin
. Hence the onset of deviations from Curie-like behavior in the spin/orbital susceptibility, i.e. the onset
of screening of spin/orbital degrees of freedom, is very different in V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 . These differences constitute
another set of fingerprints distinguishing Mott from Hund systems. It will be further analyzed below in the context
of our 3HHM calculations.
cmp
Next we discuss the completion of orbital and spin screening, characterized by the temperature scales, Torb
and
cmp
Tspin
, below which the corresponding susceptibilities become constant. In both materials, χorb seems to become
cmp
essentially constant at low temperatures, with the orbital screening completion scale in V2 O3 , Torb
' 300K (Fig. 4(b)),
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FIG. 4. The static local orbital and spin susceptibilities χorb and χspin of V2 O3 (a,b) and Sr2 RuO4 (c,d), plotted as functions
of temperature, with T χ and χ shown in the upper and lower panels, respectively. The Curie law holds above 1000K (indicated
by open purple arrow) in the spin and orbital susceptibility of V2 O3 (a). In Sr2 RuO4 the spin susceptibility follows Curielike behavior above 2300K (indicated by open cyan arrow), while the orbital susceptibility does not follow a Curie law in
the temperature range studied (c). The spin susceptibility of both materials (b,d) does not saturate at the lowest accessible
temperature, indicating an even lower Fermi-liquid scale. The orbital susceptibility has only weak temperature dependence
below 300K in V2 O3 (b) and below 1100K in Sr2 RuO4 (d) (indicated by filled blue arrows).
cmp
being much smaller than in Sr2 RuO4 , Torb
' 1100K (Fig. 4(d)). By contrast, in both materials the spin susceptibility
increases with decreasing temperature, and is not fully screened even at the lowest temperature studied. This is
consistent with the experimental observations that in both materials TFL is as low as about 25K, and TFL provides
cmp
an estimation for Tspin
at which the spin degrees of freedom are fully screened. In summary, we clearly deduce
cmp
cmp
spin-orbital separation in the completion of screening, Torb
 Tspin
, for the Hund metal Sr2 RuO4 , while this effect
is less pronounced in the Mott material V2 O3 , where χorb in addition shows a bumb before it tends to saturate at
lower temperatures.
In Hund metals the spin-orbital separation has been pointed out in numerical studies of the frequency dependence of
the local self-energy and susceptibilities [9–11] and in an analytical estimate of the Kondo scales [13]. Here, our results
reveal that it also occurs in the temperature domain. We note that our computed spin susceptibility of Sr2 RuO4 is
consistent with earlier results using a narrower temperature range [46].
Entropy. In both materials the entropy of the correlated atom reaches a plateau of ln(3×3 = 9) at high temperatures
as expected for a high spin (S = 1) state with large contribution from three active t2g orbital degrees of freedom [8, 9].
Notably, in Mott systems, with decreasing temperature the plateau persists down to the temperature scale, TM , until
which both the spin and orbital degrees of freedom remain unquenched and the quasiparticle resonance has not yet
formed in the pseudogap of the local correlated spectrum. These results are discussed in the supplement [47].

Three-band Hubbard-Hund model
Model Hamiltonian. We now turn to the 3HHM, described by the Hamiltonian
 X
X
Ĥ =
−µN̂i + Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] +
t dˆ†iν dˆjν ,
i

Ĥint [dˆ†iν ] =

(1)

hijiν

1
2


U − 32 J N̂i (N̂i − 1) − J Ŝ2i + 43 J N̂i .

The on-site interaction term incorporates Mott and Hund physics through U and J respectively. dˆ†iν creates an electron
on site i of flavor ν = (mσ), which is composed of a spin (σ =↑, ↓) and orbital (m = 1, 2, 3) index. n̂iν = dˆ†iν dˆiν
P
counts the electrons of flavor ν on site i. N̂i = ν n̂iν is the total number operator for site i and Ŝi its total spin,

7
P
α ˆ
α
are Pauli matrices. We take a uniform hopping amplitude,
with components Ŝiα = mσσ0 dˆ†imσ 21 σσσ
0 dimσ 0 , where σ
t = 1, serving as energy unit in the 3HHM, and a Bethe lattice in the limit of large lattice coordination. The total
width of each of the degenerate bands is W = 4. We choose the chemical potential µ such that the total filling per
lattice site is hNi i = 2. The model is solved numerically exactly using DMFT+NRG [9, 10].
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FIG. 5. Disentangling features of Mott and Hund physics in a DMFT+NRG study of the 3HHM (unit of energy: hopping
amplitude t = 1). (a) The T = 0 phase diagram (cf. Fig. 5 of [10]) reveals three phases in the J-U -plane: a metallic phase (red
squares), a coexistence region (blue circles), and an insulating phase (black triangles), separated by two phase transition lines
Uc1 (solid red curve), and Uc2 (dashed black curve), respectively. In panels (c-h) we focus on four parameter combinations,
indicated in (a) by colored asterisks: two Mott systems with U = 6.5 near the Uc1 phase transition line, with J = 1 (M1) or
J = 0 (M0); and two systems with U = 3 far from the transition and deep in the metallic state, a Hund system with J = 1
(H1) and a weakly correlated system with J = 0 (W0). (b) The Kondo temperatures, here shown for J = 1 (cf. Fig. 12 of [10])
are extracted from frequency-dependent susceptibilities at T = 0, as defined in [9]. TKspin (TKorb ) corresponds to the screening of
cmp
spin (orbital) degrees of freedom. Fermi liquid behavior sets in below the temperature scale TKspin /40 ≈ Tspin
. Orange and blue
vertical lines mark the values of U used for M1 and H1, respectively. (c,d) The temperature dependence of the LDOS for M1
and H1, respectively. The energy scale of the lowest bare atomic excitations, ±Eatomic = ±( 21 U − J), and thus the Hubbard
bands, is much larger for M1 than H1. For M1 in (c) a pseudogap (a typical Mott feature) emerges when the temperature
M1
' 2.25. By contrast, for H1 in (d) a
increases past a characteristic value, TM , which lies far below the rather large scale Eatomic
pronounced peak in the density of states still exists even at very high temperatures, T > 0.5, that exceed the rather small scale
H1
Eatomic
' 0.5. The insets of (c,d) show the LDOS at the Fermi level, estimated by D(iω0 ) = − π1 ImG(iω0 ), for M1 (orange)
and H1 (blue). (f-h) The local spin and orbital susceptibilities are shown as functions of T for M1 (orange) and M0 (brown) in
(e,f), and for H1 (blue) and W0 (purple) in (g,h), with T χ depicted in the upper panels (e,g) and χ in the lower panels (f,h).
onset
onset
(e,g) For temperatures well above Torb
or Tspin
, respectively, T χorb and T χspin approach plateaus, indicative of a Curie law,
as expected for unscreened spin or orbital degrees of freedom. The observed plateau heights are roughly comparable to the
values expected [48] for free local moments with occupancy strictly equal to 2 and, for M1 and H1 (M0 and W0), spin equal
2
free
2
1
1
to 1 (and 0), for which T χfree
spin = 3 hŜ i = 2/3 (2/5) and T χorb = 8 hT̂ i = 1/6 (4/15) indicated by filled and empty squares on
the right vertical axes, respectively. (Deviations of the observed plateaus from these local moment values reflect admixtures
of states with different occupancy or spin.) For M1 in (e), the Curie law ceases to hold for both χorb and χspin below about
TM ' 0.2 (orange arrow). For H1 in (g), χspin deviates from a Curie-like behavior below about T ' 0.4 (blue arrow), while
χorb does not follow a Curie law in the temperature range displayed. For M0 in (e) and W0 in (g), deviations from Curie
behavior set in at similar temperatures for χspin and χorb . Thus the onset of screening shows spin-orbital separation for H1,
but not for M1 (due to its proximity to the Mott transition), and also not for M0 and W0 (since these have J = 0). (f,h) For
both M1 and H1, χspin saturates at very low Fermi-liquid temperatures (not displayed here, but clearly deducible from the
underlying zero-temperature NRG data [9, 10]). By contrast, χorb is approximately temperature independent below T = 0.01
(orange arrow) for M1 in (f) and below T = 0.03 (blue arrow) for H1 in (h). For M0 in (f) and W0 in (h), χorb and χspin
become temperature independent at similar temperatures. Thus, the completion of screening shows tendencies of spin-orbital
cmp
separation for M1 and H1 (since J 6= 0), but not for M0 and W0 (since J = 0). Moreover, Tspin
and hence TFL is much smaller
for J 6= 0 than for J = 0.

Phase diagram. The 3HHM enables the exploration of a broad region of parameters at arbitrary low temperatures.
Fig. 5(a) illustrates the J-U phase diagram at T = 0. To illustrate the difference between large and small U , and
non-zero and zero J, we will focus on four parameter combinations, denoted by M1, H1, M0 and W0, depicted by
asterisks in Fig. 5(a), and defined in detail in the figure caption. The Mott system M1 (U = 6.5) and the Hund
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system H1 (U = 3), both with J = 1, lie close to or far from the Mott transition and qualitatively mimic V2 O3
and Sr2 RuO4 respectively, considering their multi-orbital nature, sizable Hund’s coupling and distances to the Mott
transition. The Mott system M0 (U = 6.5) and the weakly correlated system W0 (U = 3) , both with J = 0, illustrate
the consequences of turning off Hund’s coupling altogether.
Fig. 5 displays the LDOS, A(ω) = −(1/π)ImG(ω), for M1 and H1 (c,d); the corresponding density of states at the
Fermi level (insets of (c,d)), estimated by D(iω0 ) = − π1 ImG(iω0 ); and the static local susceptibilities T χ (e,g) and χ ≡
χd (ω = 0) (f,h) for the spin (solid) and orbital (dashed) degrees of freedom of M1 (orange), M0 (brown), H1 (blue) and
H0 (purple). The corresponding dynamical real-frequency spin and orbital susceptibilities are defined as χd,spin (ω) =
P
P
P
1
1
α
α
a
a
a
ˆ† 1 a ˆ 0
α hŜ kŜ iω and χd,orb (ω) = 8
a hT̂ kT̂ iω , respectively [48, 49], where T̂ =
mm0 σ dmσ 2 τmm0 dm σ are the
3
a
a b
impurity orbital operators with the SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices, τ , normalized as Tr[τ τ ] = 2δab . The qualitative
similarities (especially of Fig. 5(c,d,g,f,h)) with those in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 are obvious, in spite of the simplified band
structure and the absence of crystal fields. Let us now discuss these in detail.
Mott system M1. The basic features of V2 O3 are reproduced by M1, lying close to the phase transition line.
At high temperatures we also observe a pseudogap in the incoherent spectra at the Fermi level, formed between
two broad Hubbard sidebands, one at negative and one with minor substructure at positive frequencies, respectively
(Fig. 5(c), red and purple curves). With decreasing temperature spectral weight is transferred from these high-energy
humps into the pseudogap, building up a clear peak at about TM ' 0.2, which evolves into a pronounced, sharp
coherence resonance at very low temperature (Fig. 5(c), blue curve]. This behavior is confirmed by D(iω0 ) (inset of
Fig. 5(c)). T χ shows flat Curie behavior for both orbital and spin degrees of freedom in the pseudogapped phase at
high temperatures. With decreasing temperature the orbitals and spins start to get screened simultaneously at the
onset
onset
same energy scale, Torb
= Tspin
= TM , at which the resonance emerges in the pseudogap (Fig. 5(e)), analogously
to the behavior in the Mott material V2 O3 .
Hund system H1. For the Hund system H1 far from the phase transition line, the physical properties (LDOS, local
spin- and orbital susceptibility) show the same qualitatively behavior as for Sr2 RuO4 . At very high temperatures
onset
(above Tspin
' 0.4, red, purple and black curves in Fig. 5(d)) the local spectral function has a large density of
states near the Fermi energy, in contrast to the pseudogap present for M1. At these large temperatures the spin
susceptibility shows Curie-like behavior, in that T χspin is essentially constant there, whereas T χorb decreases with
decreasing temperature (Fig. 5(g)). This indicates that the spins are still large and (quasi-)free while the orbitals are
onset
onset
onset
already being screened, Tspin
 Torb
. Below Tspin
also the spin degrees of freedom get screened and a pronounced
quasiparticle peak gradually develops, with a sharp cusp at low frequencies and very low temperatures (blue curve in
Fig. 5(d)). In contrast to M1, D(iω0 ) for H1 is large already at high temperatures and increases continuously with
decreasing temperature (inset of Fig. 5(d)).
Completion of screening. In principle, for both M1 and H1, i.e. both close to and far from the Mott transition, orbital screening is completed at a higher temperature than spin screening. Indeed, an approximately
cmp
temperature-independent, Pauli-like susceptibility, is observed for χorb (dashed lines) below Torb
(indicated by arcmp
cmp
rows in Figs. 5(f,h)), while χspin (solid lines) still increase with decreasing temperature, hence Torb
 Tspin
. (This
effect is more pronounced for H1, i.e. far from the Mott transition.) By contrast, the corresponding M0 and W0
cmp
cmp
curves in Figs. 5(f,h), having J = 0, show no spin-orbital separation for the completion of screening, i.e. Torb
' Tspin
,
as described in more detail in the figure caption.

Discussion
The DMFT solution of the 3HHM with nonzero J enables us to understand the interplay between Mott and Hund
physics and its materials manifestations from an impurity model perspective. Far from the transition, a picture in
terms of a multi-orbital Kondo model in a broad-bandwidth metallic bath applies. Standard analysis of the logarithmic
onset
onset
Kondo singularties showed that Tspin
 Torb
[13]. As we approach the Mott boundary, charge fluctuations are
blocked, resulting in well-separated Hubbard bands. Here the onset of the Kondo resonance is not signaled by
logarithmic singularities but instead it is driven by the DMFT-self-consistency condition [50]. In this regime the onsets
of screening for spin and orbital degrees of freedom occur at the same scale, namely that where charge delocalization
sets in. The spin-orbital separation in the completion of screening, which occurs at low temperatures in both Mott
and Hund systems, can be understood from a zero-temperature analysis of the 3HHM. We define characteristic
Kondo scales TKorb and TKspin , from the maximum in the zero-temperature, frequency-dependent local orbital and
spin susceptibilities [9], respectively, and display them in Fig. 5(b) for J = 1 as a function of U . We find that
TKspin  TKorb , so an intermediate region with free spins and quenched orbitals is a generic feature of multi-orbital
systems with significant Hund’s coupling as was surmised from earlier studies. For both the Hund and Mott system
results we deduce that TK /40 ≈ T cmp : spin-orbital separation in frequency space thus has a direct manifestation in
the completion of screening as a function of temperature. Below the spin completion scale we have a Femi liquid. As
we approach the Mott boundary for increasing U the spin-orbital separation region shrinks, and all the energy scales
cmp
are reduced, as shown in Fig. 5(b), elucidating the reduced Torb
in the Mott system (and in V2 O3 ) compared to the
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Hund system (and Sr2 RuO4 ).
Finally, we note that the systems M0 and W0, with J = 0, show no spin-orbit separation for the onset or completion
of screening (see Figs. 5(e-l) and their discussion in the figure caption). Conversely, turning on J pushes the Fermi
cmp
onset
liquid scale TFL = Tspin
strongly downward relative to Torb
. This significantly reduces the quasiparticle weight
∗
Z = m/m (which is proportional to TFL [10]) and increases the strength of correlations. Hence the Hund system H1
is much more strongly correlated than W0, although U is the same for both. These differences leave clear fingerprints
in photoemission spectra, where Z characterizes the slope of the quasiparticle dispersion. Moreover, the shape of the
quasiparticle peak shows substructure indicative of spin-orbital separation for sizable J, but not for J = 0. For a
detailed illustration of these points, see Ref. [47], Fig. S-2.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we revealed contrasting signatures of Mottness and Hundness in two archetypal materials, V2 O3 and
Sr2 RuO4 , in the formation of the quasiparticle resonance in the local correlated spectra, and in the temperature
dependence of the charge, spin, and orbital susceptibility as well as the impurity entropy. Mott and Hund physics
manifest in the process in which the atomic degrees of freedom at high energies evolve towards low energies to form
fermionic quasiparticles. We highlight the observation of four temperature scales that characterize the onset and the
completion of screening of the spin and the orbital degrees of freedom. We find that a non-zero Hund’s coupling
cmp
cmp
leads to spin-orbital separation in the completion of screening at low temperatures, Torb
 Tspin
, and this is more
pronounced for Hund systems. However, Mott and Hund systems show contrasting behavior at intermediate to high
energies, due to the very different relations of their overall quasiparticle peak width and their atomic excitation
onset
onset
scales: Torb
 Eatomic for Mott systems vs. Eatomic . Torb
for Hund systems. In the Mott system V2 O3 the
strong Coulomb repulsion localizes the charge at high temperature, with decreasing temperature the onset of charge
localization triggers the simultaneous onset of the screening of the spin and orbital degrees, accompanied by the
onset
onset
formation of the coherence resonance at TM ≡ Tspin
= Torb
 Eatomic . In contrast, in Sr2 RuO4 Coulomb repulsion
is much weaker, so that no charge localization occurs even at very high temperatures. Therefore, charge fluctuations
triggering the onset of screening are possible even at high temperatures, leading – due to the presence of sizeable
Hund’s coupling – to a clear separation in the energy scales at which this screening sets in for spin and orbital
onset
onset
fluctuations, with Tspin
 Torb
. All these findings are generic and do not depend on microscopic details. They
only require a sizeable Hund’s coupling, and are controlled by the distance to the Mott localization boundary. This
is confirmed by a DMFT+NRG study of a model 3-band Hubbard-Hund Hamiltonian, thus establishing a general
phenomenology of Mottness and Hundness in multi-orbital systems. Our results give not only new perspectives into
the archetypical strongly correlated materials, V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 , but will be useful in interpreting experimental
measurements on other correlated metals and in identifying the origin of their correlations.

Methods
The two prototype materials are investigated using the all-electron DMFT method as implemented in Ref. [51] based
on the WIEN2k package [52] and the continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo (CTQMC) impurity solver [53, 54]. We
used projectors within a large (20eV) energy window, i.e. we used a high energy cutoff scale, to construct local orbitals,
thus the oxygen orbitals hybridizing with the d orbitals were explicitly included. With such a large energy window
the resulting d orbitals are very localized. In our two example materials these are the t2g levels of Ru and V atoms,
which we treated dynamically with DMFT, all other states were treated statically and no states were eliminated in
the calculations. The nominal “double counting” scheme with the form ΣDC = U (nimp − 1/2) − 21 J(nimp − 1) was used
where nimp is the nominal occupancy of d orbitals. The onsite interactions in terms of Coulomb interaction U and
Hund’s coupling J were chosen to be (U, J) = (6.0, 0.8)eV for V in V2 O3 and (U, J) = (4.5, 1.0)eV for Ru in Sr2 RuO4 .
The impurity entropy was computed by integrating the impurity internal energy up to high temperature, following
Ref. [55]. Our DFT+DMFT setup was successful in describing the correlation effects in both materials [28, 31]. It
captures the phase diagram of V2 O3 which exhibits a Mott MIT and our computed electronic structure is consistent
with experimental measurements [28]. The approach also describes the electronic structure of Sr2 RuO4 and is in
good agreement with the results of experimental measurements [31] and other DFT+DMFT calculations [5, 29, 30].
In addition our studies [28, 31] correctly characterize the transport and optical properties of both materials. These
successes gave us confidence to extend our studies to even higher temperatures, and for quantities which have yet to
be measured experimentally.
We solved the 3HHM using DMFT [19] in combination with an efficient multi-band impurity solver [9, 10], the
full-density-matrix (fdm) NRG [56]. Our fdmNRG solver employs a complete basis set [57, 58], constructed from
the discarded states of all NRG iterations. Spectral functions for the discretized model are given from the Lehmann
representation as a sum of poles, and can be calculated accurately directly on the real axis in sum-rule conserving
fashion [59] at zero or arbitrary finite temperature. Continuous spectra are obtained by broadening the discrete
data with a standard log-gaussian Kernel of frequency-dependent [56, 60] width. Further, fdmNRG is implemented
in the unified tensor representation of the QSpace approach [49] that allows us to exploit Abelian and non-Abelian
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symmetries on a generic level [here U(1)charge × SU(2)spin × SU(3)orb ]. For further details of our DMFT+NRG
calculations see the Supplementary material of [9].
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Entropy
We have computed the entropy of the correlated atom in both V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 up to high temperature within
the DFT+DMFT framework. The results depicted in Fig. S-1. Notably in both systems, the impurity entropy initially
shows a high-temperature plateau at high temperature. As the temperature decreases, the entropy decreases markedly
below about TM = 1000K in V2 O3 and below T = 2000K in Sr2 RuO4 . The value of the plateau is approximately
ln(9) for both materials. This indicates that both spin and orbital degrees of freedom contribute significantly to the
entropy in both materials and the most relevant atomic states likely have large spin S = 1 and large effective orbital
angular momentum L = 1, as discussed in models [1, 2].
It is not surprising that in V2 O3 the entropy plateau holds down to the same characteristic temperature TM = 1000K,
where the Curie behavior in the spin and orbital susceptibility ceases to exist, since the spin and orbital degrees of
freedom remain free with decreasing temperature down to TM . In Sr2 RuO4 the entropy departs from the plateau at
much larger temperature than in V2 O3 and the characteristic temperature T = 2000K is close to the temperature at
onset
which the Curie behavior ceases in the spin susceptibility Tspin
. We note that at this temperature the orbital degrees
of freedom might already be close to fully delocalized although even the highest temperatures studied here are too
low for the orbital susceptibility to exhibit a Curie behavior, as shown by the T χorb (0) [Main Text, Fig.3(c)]. This is
supported by the observation that, at around T = 2000K, the slope of T χorb (0) increases significantly with decreasing
temperature. Therefore, the entropy contribution due to orbital degrees of freedom is large. In addition, the large
charge fluctuation in Sr2 RuO4 may contribute to the entropy accumulation as well. As temperature decreases, the
entropy decreases continuously and crosses a value ln(3) expected for an unscreened S = 1 atomic state. We note
that the crossing occurs at a temperature when the orbital degrees of freedom are (almost) fully screened: in V2 O3
at about 400K, and in Sr2 RuO4 at about 750K (Fig. S-1). Indeed, both temperatures are roughly comparable to the
cmp
screening scale Torb
in the corresponding materials. This is consistent with the observation that the orbital degrees of
freedom are fully screened at much higher temperatures than the spin degrees of freedom in both materials. The spin
degrees of freedom are responsible for the large entropy found in an extended temperature regime where the orbital
degrees of freedom are frozen. Overall, these results suggest a strong correlation between the entropy accumulation
and the unscreening of spin and orbital degrees of freedom.
Both V2 O3 and Sr2 RuO4 have a large entropy at the lowest temperature considered, which highlights the strong
correlated nature of these two materials. Interestingly, the large values of entropy are found in experimental measurements. In V2 O3 the entropy change across the transition from a metallic state to the antiferromagnetic state at
T = 150K is as large as 0.65kB [4–6]. Assuming that the electronic entropy of the ordered state is zero [7], this value
provides an estimation of the entropy in metallic V2 O3 and fits very well in our computed impurity entropy (Fig. S-1).
In Sr2 RuO4 , as a first order approximation, the electronic entropy of Sr2 RuO4 can be written as S = γT where γ is
the specific heat coefficient in the Fermi-liquid regime. The approximated entropy matches our computed result at
about 100K. These agreements suggest that the large entropy in both materials are mainly due to the local correlated
electrons. In connection with the evolution of the local spectra, we see that in a large temperature range beyond the
Fermi-liquid scale the large entropy is accompanied by a coherence resonance, a feature of ”resilient quasiparticles” [8].
We remark that the large total orbital angular momentum L = 1 highlights the importance of the orbital degrees of
freedom in the electronic structure. Its role has been emphasized in Sr2 RuO4 [9, 10], however it is not much discussed
in V2 O3 . The large orbital angular momentum in V2 O3 is a direct consequence of the fact that the a1g orbital is
partially filled and contributes to the atomic degrees of freedom [11–13]. It is therefore very unlikely that the a1g is
effectively excluded by a correlation-enhanced crystal field splitting, as suggested by several studies [15–18]. This is
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TM

FIG. S-1. The impurity entropy per V/Ru atom computed with DFT+DMFT in V2 O3 (orange) and Sr2 RuO4 (blue). A plateau
at about ln(9) is seen in both materials, starting approximately at 1000K in V2 O3 and approximately at 2000K in Sr2 RuO4
(open arrows). As temperature decreases, the entropy crosses ln(3) continuously, at about 400K in V2 O3 and about 750K in
Sr2 RuO4 (filled arrows). The black pentagon denotes an estimation of the entropy in V2 O3 from experimental measurements [4–
6]. The black line indicates a Fermi-liquid approximation of the electronic entropy of Sr2 RuO4 , S = γT , taking the specific
heat coefficient γ = 38mJ/molK 2 at low T [14].

consistent with the conclusion drawn in a recent angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurement [19]. Our
findings shed light on the nature of the Mott transition in V2 O3 .

Photoemission spectra
To further elucidate the difference between Mott and Hund systems, Fig. S-2 shows local spectra (first row) and
photoemission spectra (subsequent rows) obtained from model calculations for four parameter combinations (described
in the figure caption). We will discuss (i) the difference between large and small U , (ii) the difference between finite
and zero J, and (iii) how J affects the slope of the dispersion in the photoemission plots.
(i) For the large-U Mott systems M1 and M0 in the first and second columns, the local spectrum A(ω) (first row)
shows well-defined Hubbard side bands. At low temperatures these are separated by a central quasiparticle peak,
which is suppressed with increasing T , giving way to a pseudogap. Correspondingly, in the photoemission spectra
(subsequent rows) the spectral weight at low frequencies decreases very strongly as the temperature is increased. By
contrast, for the Hund system H1 and weak Mott system W0 in the third and fourth columns, both having moderate
U , the local spectra (first row) show no well-separated Hubbard side bands, and with increasing temperature the
central quasiparticle peak weakens somewhat but persists, so that no pseudogap develops. Correspondingly, the
photoemission spectra retain significant low-frequency weight even at high temperatures (subsequent rows).
(ii) For the finite-J systems M1 and H1 in the first and third columns, the lowest-temperature quasiparticle peak
features a rather sharp, asymmetric central peak with a shoulder on its left flank. This substructure reflects J-induced
spin-orbital separation, TKspin  TKorb , leading to a sharp Kondo resonance in the spin sector together with a broader
Kondo resonance in the orbital sector [2, 3]. Correspondingly, this substructure is absent for the J = 0 systems M0
and W0 in the second and fourth columns.
(iii) The strength of the local correlations can be gauged from the slope of the low-energy dispersion relation,
governed by the quasiparticle weight, Z = m/m∗ . This quantity is proportional to the weight of the spin Kondo
resonance [3]. Since finite J strongly reduces the latter, the low-temperature dispersion (for given U ) has much
smaller slope for J finite than zero (compare first to second column, and third to fourth). The fairly small slope of
the dispersion for H1 (third column) compared to W0 (fourth column) thus is a smoking gun difference between a
true Hund system and a pure Mott system tuned far from the Mott transition – even though both have rather weak
U , the former has strong correlations (induced by finite J), the latter does not.
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A( k , ω)

A( k , ω)

FIG. S-2. Spectral data obtained for the 3HHM for the four parameter combinations marked by asterisks in Fig. 5(a) of the
main text: two Mott systems with U = 6.5 close to the Mott transition, having J = 1 (M1, first column) or J = 0 (M0, second
column); and two systems with U = 3 far from the Mott transition, a Hund system with J = 1 (H1, third column) and a weakly
correlated system with J = 0 (W0, fourth column). First row: local spectral functions A(ω) for various temperatures (the
legend for M0 also applies to H1, W0). Second row: corresponding photoemission spectra A(k , ω) = − π1 Im[ω+µ−k −Σ(ω)]−1 ,
computed using the standard DMFT protocol [20], at T = 0. Subsequent rows: low-frequency zooms of photoemission spectra,
for five different temperatures.
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7 SOS revisited: frequency and temperature
dependence
Although the 3HHM is the most basic model to capture the physics of Hund metals, its
emergent physical behavior is highly complex. Especially the interplay of two different types of
degrees of freedom combined with the asymmetry of the model leads to puzzling phenomena,
such as SOS (cf. Chapters 4 and 5) or the separation of onset scales for spin and orbital
screening (cf. Chapter 6). Even after many years of research the 3HHM is still not fully
understood.
In this Chapter we revisit the 3HHM. We study in detail the implications of particle-hole
asymmetry for frequency-dependent quantities at T = 0 (in Sec. 7.1), the evolution of the
QPP with increasing temperature (in Sec. 7.2), and investigate the temperature dependence
of various quantities, such as static local susceptibilities, the QP weight, scattering rate,
resistivity, thermopower or entropy (in Sec. 7.3). In particular, we are interested in the nature
of the incoherent transport regime. Further, we reveal the different features that emerge
for Hund-correlated and Mott-correlated systems, i.e. far from and close to the MIT phase
boundary, respectively (cf. Fig. 5 of Ref. [SKWvD18] in Sec. 5.2 or Fig. 4 of Ref. [DSH+ 18]
in Sec. 6.2).
Considering the fact that most materials are multi-orbital systems, this study is far from
being merely academic. Even ten years after the introduction of the Hund-metal concept
triggered by DMFT studies [HK09], there is still a great deal of confusion as to which features
of materials should be assigned to Mottness and which ones to Hundness, and what can be
understood in terms of simple models and what requires full details of electronic structure.
We thus intend to contribute to a systematic identification of those phenomena, which can
be regarded as a decisive fingerprint of the Hund’s metal nature, thereby aiding significantly
the interpretation of present and future experimental results and guiding the corresponding
theoretical analysis.
A first detailed temperature-dependent study of the implications of particle-hole asymmetry
in Hubbard-type models was given in Ref. [DMicv+ 13] for a one-band hole-doped Mott
insulator, i.e. for a model with only one type of degrees of freedom (spins). It was shown that
a well-defined QPP of “resilient” quasiparticle excitations (RQPs) exists above the FL scale,
TFL , and that it dominates an intermediate incoherent transport regime up to TMIR . Above
this temperature the resistivity exceeds the MIR limit (cf. Sec. 3.6 for a definition) and the
RQPs eventually disappear, or more specifically, the QPP merges with the lower Hubbard
band. Interestingly, the RQPs are longer-lived for electron-like than for hole-like excitations,
due to the particle-hole asymmetry in the model. This asymmetry further leads to different
scales, ω − and ω + , below which FL behavior is found at negative and positive frequencies at
T = 0. Another remarkable feature is that the coherence scale, Γ∗ (cf. Sec. 3.9), shows FL
behavior for temperatures larger than TFL , resulting in a so-called hidden FL [XHK13].
Having these results in mind, we now turn to the more complex 3HHM at 13 filling. The
following sections serve as summary with preliminary figures and discussions for an upcoming
puplication.
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TKsp
TKorb

Figure 7.1 (a,b) The imaginary part, Im Σ(ω), and (c,d) the real part, Re Σ(ω), of the self-energy;
(e,f) the local spectral function, A(ω); (g,h) the imaginary part, χ00 (ω), and (i,j) the real part, χ0 (ω),
of the spin (solid) and orbital (dashed) susceptibility are plotted versus frequency for ∆b = 3.5, J = 2,
and T = 0. Left panels are zooms into the FL regime, whereas their insets show the quantities on a
large frequency range. The SOS regime is presented in the right panels. Dashed red fits reveal FL
behavior for Im Σ(ω), Re Σ(ω), and A(ω) in the asymmetric range, ω − < ω < ω + , with ω + = 13 ω −
(indicated by vertical dash-dotted red lines) and for the orbital and spin susceptibility in the symmetric
range, |ω| < ω + . The vertical dashed yellow lines represent the energy scale, |ω ∗ |, of the maximum
of χ0orb (ω), which is approximately equal to the energy scale of the maximum of −Im Σ(ω) in (b).
The vertical solid yellow lines denote the energy scale of the maximum in Re Σ(ω) at ω < 0 in (b).
For orientation these vertical dashed and solid yellow lines are repeated for ω > 0. Filled dots and
open squares mark the orbital and spin Kondo scales, respectively. The grey area in (a) indicates the
systematic error of Im Σ(ω) (cf. Sec. 3.2 for details).
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7.1 Asymmetry of frequency-dependent quantities at zero
temperature
In Fig. 7.1 we revisit the self-energy, Σ(ω), defined in Eq. (3.4), the spectral function, A(ω),
defined in Eq. (3.7), and the orbital and spin susceptibility, χ(ω), defined in Eq. (3.1) and
Eq. (3.2), respectively, at T = 0. We use J = 2 deep in the Hund regime (cf. Fig. 5
and Sec. 4.1 of Ref. [SKWvD18]) and a bare gap of ∆b = U − 2J = 3.5 (cf. Sec. 4.5 of
Ref. [SKWvD18]). This choice yields a fully developed SOS regime. We start with a detailed
investigation of the FL regime (cf. left panels of Fig. 7.1) and then concentrate on the SOS
regime (cf. right panels of Fig. 7.1). Due to the universal behavior of the model with respect
to ∆b (respectively U ) (cf. Fig. 10 of Ref. [SKWvD18]) the following findings are generic in
the metallic regime of the 3HHM, but can occur on very different energy scales (depending
on the value of ∆b ).
Asymmetry in the FL regime. The left panels of Fig. 7.1 zoom into the frequency
regime below TKsp (which is marked by open squares in the right panels). Interestingly, similar
to the results of Ref. [DMicv+ 13] we observe in Fig. 7.1(a,c,e) that FL behavior holds up to
different frequency scales, ω − and ω + , at ω < 0 and ω > 0, respectively. The FL behavior
is indicated by the red dashed curves: a parabola for −Im Σ(ω) in panel (a), a linear fit for
Re Σ(ω) in panel (c) and a parabola for A(ω) in panel (e) (cf. Sec. 3.9 for details on FL
behavior). Clearly, the black DMFT+NRG results deviate earlier from the red FL curves on
the positive frequency side, i.e. at a lower scale ω + = 13 ω − . We point out that this ratio is
nd
equal to the filling ratio, 2N
, of the lattice. Furthermore, we find that the position of the
c
maximum of A(ω) approximately coincides with ω + . In Fig. 7.1(g,i) we plotted the imaginary
and the real part of the orbital and spin susceptibilities, respectively. In contrast to Σ(ω) and
A(ω) these quantities are particle-hole symmetric. Both the imaginary parts of the orbital and
spin susceptibilities, χ00 (ω), follow the red dashed linear FL fit only for |ω| . ω + . Accordingly,
the real part of the spin susceptibility, χ0sp (ω), also exhibits parabolic FL scaling in this
regime, while the real part of the orbital susceptibility, χ0orb (ω), is constant. We recall that
the existence of different frequency scales, ω − and ω + , below which FL behavior occurs, was
shown to give rise to a hidden FL [XHK13] and to RQPs above the FL regime [DMicv+ 13],
scenarios that will be investigated in the next sections.
Asymmetry in the SOS regime. We now address the SOS regime, TKorb > ω > TKsp ,
plotted in the right panels of Fig. 7.1. TKorb is marked by filled circles, TKsp by open squares.
Already in Refs. [SYvD+ 15, SKWvD18] (cf. Chapters 4 and 5) we clearly revealed a strong
particle-hole asymmetry of Im Σ(ω) and A(ω). These quantities were shown to exhibit a
shoulder-like structure for ω < 0 in the SOS regime, while a rather smooth behavior with a
weak kink (for J > 1) was revealed for ω > 0 [cf. Fig. 3(a-e) in Ref. [SYvD+ 15] of Sec. 4.2
and Figs. 9(c-f) and 10(c-f) in Ref. [SKWvD18] of Sec. 5.2]. These structures are again
studied in detail in Fig. 7.1(b,d,f). The shoulder in −Im Σ(ω) at ω < 0 has a small maximum
(bump) which is marked by a dashed yellow vertical line, −ω ∗ . This is followed by a strong
reduction of the scattering rate with decreasing |ω| [cf. Fig. 7.1(b)]. Nevertheless, within the
whole SOS regime, −Im Σ(ω) is smaller at ω > 0 than at ω < 0, with the consequence that
electron-like excitations are more long-lived (cf. also the discussion in Sec. 7.2). The shoulder
of −Im Σ(ω) at ω < 0 implies a large but rather stable scattering rate for hole-like excitations
over a broad range of energies. Note that Im Σ(ω) is only weakly frequency dependent at
ω > 0, as well. The shoulder-like structure in −Im Σ(ω < 0) directly translates to a sharp
maximum in Re Σ(ω < 0). The position of this maximum is marked by a vertical solid yellow
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Figure 7.2 Refined schematic depiction of the two-stage screening process of SOS at filling nd = 2
(based on Fig. 13 of Ref. [SKWvD18]). First the orbital degrees of freedom start to be screened at the
orbital Kondo scale, TKorb . This involves the formation of an orbital singlet by building a large effective
Hund’s-coupling induced 3/2 spin including a bath spin degree of freedom. |ω ∗ | marks the completion
of orbital screening. Below |ω ∗ | the 3/2 spin is gradually screened by the three effective channels of
the 3HHM. Well below the spin Kondo scale, TKsp , full screening of both orbital and spin degrees of
freedom is reached at the FL scale |ω ± |, below which FL behavior occurs in frequency dependent
quantities. Note that the scale |ω ∗ | is derived from χ0orb (ω), a particle-hole symmetric quantity, while
in general the system is particle-hole asymmetric.

line in Fig. 7.1(d). Moreover, we observe a shoulder in A(ω) for ω < −ω ∗ in Fig. 7.1(f). In
Ref. [SYvD+ 15] and Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 5.2, respectively) this two-tier
structure of the QPP was shown to be connected to a non-trivial intertwined spin-orbital
Kondo screening process resulting in a narrow, “needle-formed” SU(2) spin Kondo resonance
on top of a broad SU(3) orbital Kondo resonance (cf. Sec. 5.5 of Ref. [SKWvD18] for a
detailed description).
Interestingly, we can identify the dashed yellow frequency scale, ±ω ∗ , with the maxima of
0
χorb (ω) in Fig. 7.1(j). This finding helps us to interpret the SOS frequency structure and to
establish a connection between different frequency regimes with the intertwined two-stage
screening process of SOS (cf. Fig. 7.2, an adapted version of Fig. 13 in Ref. [SKWvD18]).
First the orbital degrees of freedom are gradually screened, which is roughly marked by the
orbital Kondo scale, TKorb . The orbital screening is accomplished by the formation of an
orbital singlet. This implies the emergence of a large effective Hund’s-coupling-induced 3/2
spin involving a bath spin degree of freedom. The scale |ω ∗ | marks the “completion” of this
process, resulting in a maximum of χ0orb (ω). For frequencies below |ω ∗ | spin screening sets
in: the large 3/2 spin is screened by the three channels of the 3HHM. Since orbital and spin
degrees are coupled in this process, χ0orb (ω) still decreases slightly with decreasing |ω|, finally
saturating at the FL scale, |ω ± |, well below TKsp . The incoherent NFL frequency regime (cf.
blue regime in Fig. 7.2) is divided by |ω ∗ | into two different parts. For ω < 0, the shoulder in
Im Σ(ω) and in A(ω) correspond to the high-|ω| NFL part that is characterized by gradually
screened orbitals coupled to quasi-free spins, whereas the downturn (upturn) in −Im Σ(ω)
(A(ω)) governs the low-|ω| NFL part. For ω > 0, Im Σ(ω) and A(ω) have a kink close to |ω ∗ |.
Above this kink the slope of both quantities is almost constant and much smaller than the
slope for frequencies below the kink. We note however that, for ω > 0, |ω ∗ | is just a rough
orientation to describe the physics, as we expect in principle two differing scales for ω < 0
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and ω > 0 due to the particle-hole asymmetry of the system, similar to the FL scales, ω ± .
To summarize, we emphasize that the scattering rate is only weakly energy dependent in the
NFL regime for |ω| & |ω ∗ | and we suggest that this scattering rate can be associated with
gradually screened orbitals coupled to quasi-free spins.
We note that in contrast to the 3HHM, in a corresponding three-orbital Kondo model
[YHK12, AK15, WSL+ 19] a stationary NFL fixed point is reached with fully screened orbitals,
while the spin remains largely uncoupled and fluctuates strongly. In this case, we expect the
heuristic crossover scale |ω ∗ | for the completion of orbital screening and the onset of spin
screening to split into two scales.
Remarkably, the SOS structure of Σ(ω) was equivalently found in DFT+DMFT+QMC simulations of Sr2 RuO4 [MAM+ 11, SMB+ 14, MG16] for the xy and xz band. In Ref. [SMB+ 14]
it is argued that especially the shoulder in Im Σ(ω) leads to intriguing phenomena, like a
waterfall structure in ARPES or excess spectral weight in the optical conductivity. Both
phenomena are regarded as hints for the existence of RQPs well above the FL scale. Based
on our results above we speculate that the NFL regime can indeed be described by a certain
type of RQPs, which we dub “Hund quasiparticles” (HQPs). To corroborate this idea we
investigate ARPES data and the optical conductivity for the 3HHM in the next section.

7.2 Temperature dependence: ARPES and the optical
conductivity
ARPES at zero temperature. Fig. 7.3 shows the structure factor, A(k , ω), as experimentally accessible by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), together with
A(ω), Re Σ(ω) and Im Σ(ω) for the same parameters as in Fig. 7.1. We are interested in
how the SOS structure is reflected in the ARPES data at T = 0, in how it develops with
increasing temperature, and if it can be interpreted as the signature of HQPs.
Fig. 7.3(a) is a zoom into the FL regime. The white (blue) curve shows the QP band
dispersion, which is defined as the maxima, E ∗ (ω), of A(εk , ω) for given ω (as the maxima,
E(εk ), of A(εk , ω) for given εk ) (cf. Sec. 3.5 for details about these definitions). In the FL
regime below the thin dash-dotted red horizontal lines, ω + and ω − , both definitions lead to
the same low-energy FL dispersion relation (cf. thick dashed red line) of slope Z = 0.06 [with
a Fermi surface crossing point E ∗ (ω = 0) = µeff ]. Above ω + and below ω − , i.e. in the SOS
regime, the QP band starts to deviate from FL behavior. This is also visible in Fig. 7.3(c).
For ω > 0, E (and E ∗ ) turns sharply upwards with increasing k into a steep linear function.
For ω < 0, E develops into a s-shaped curve for decreasing k . In contrast, E ∗ essentially
keeps following the red FL line down to the bottom of the band at about −ω ∗ . For ω < −ω ∗ ,
E ∗ approaches the steep linear behavior of E(εk ). Note that the slope of E is slightly larger
for negative than for positive frequencies in the SOS regime.
To summarize, we observe three regimes with different behavior of A(k , ω). At very
low frequencies, the QP band can be described in terms of Landau QPs with heavy masses,
Z −1 = m∗ /m, which is reflected by the flat slope, Z, of the band dispersion. These Landau
QPs are more stable on the negative frequency side. Above the FL regime, the band behavior
changes strongly. In this crossover regime, we discover a kink at ω > 0 and a jump (or
s-shaped change) at around −ω ∗ , signalling the transition to a new type of QP transport:
for |ω| > |ω ∗ | the band has a much steeper slope, i.e. a less severe mass enhancement. It
might be described in terms of HQPs, i.e. in terms of gradually screened orbitals coupled
to quasi-free large spins, which are characterized by a rather flat scattering rate (cf. the
previous section).
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Figure 7.3 (a,c,e-h) The structure factor, A(k , ω), (b,d) the dispersion relation, E(k ), (i) the
spectral function, A(ω), (j) the real part, Re Σ(ω), and (k) the imaginary part, Im Σ(ω), of the
self-energy, all plotted for various temperatures for the same parameters, ∆b = 3.5 and J = 2, as
in Fig. 7.1. (a,c,e-h) The colored curves highlight the dispersion relation, E(k ), the white curves
show the alternative definition of the dispersion relation, E ∗ (ω), respectively. Panels (a,b) are zooms
of panels (c,d). The FL regime, ω − < ω < ω + , is marked by dash-dotted red (a,b) horizontal and
(i-k) vertical lines. The thick dashed red line in panel (a) denotes FL behavior of the low-energy
dispersion relation. Its slope, Z = m/m∗ , reflects the strength of local correlations. The solid yellow
(b) horizontal and (i-k) vertical lines denote the energy scale of the maximum in Re Σ(ω < 0) at T = 0
[cf. Fig. 7.1(d)]. The dashed yellow (a-c) horizontal and (i-k) vertical lines show ±ω ∗ .
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Z = 0.65

Figure 7.4 Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0. (h) Note that the difference in
Re Σ(ω = 0) between T = 0 and T > 0 arises from a 4% deviation of nd (T = 0) from nd = 2. The FL
scales are not shown and ±ω ∗ does not exist for J = 0.
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The steep slope of the HQP band (especially at negative frequencies) is reminiscent of the
(inverted) waterfall structure discovered in ARPES spectra and realistic DFT+QMC studies
of Sr2 RuO4 [SMB+ 14]. We thus corroborate the idea of Ref. [SMB+ 14] that the waterfall
structure is a signature of RQPs in Hund metals. Further, more subtle changes (kinks) at
about 30meV were reported in ARPES data of Sr2 RuO4 [MAM+ 11, SMB+ 14, TZR+ 18],
which are likely caused by local electronic correlations [TZR+ 18], and therefore can be
associated with the crossover from the FL to the NFL regime.
We remark that a waterfall structure was also found in ARPES plots for the hole-doped
one-band Hubbard model in Ref. [DMicv+ 13].
ARPES at finite temperature. In order to verify the idea of robust HQPs governing
the intermediate incoherent transport regime, we study the evolution of the QP band and its
dispersion E with temperature in Fig. 7.3(c,e-h) and Fig. 7.3(b,d), respectively.
We find that first the s-shaped structure gradually dissolves with increasing temperature,
whereas the steep linear behavior of the band in the SOS frequency regime at ω > 0 and
ω < 0 remains unchanged [cf. bright blue curve in Fig. 7.3(b,d) and Fig. 7.3(e)]. At T = 0.1
the Landau QP band has fully disappeared and only a slight kink at the Fermi level separates
the linear resilient HQP bands at ω > 0 and ω < 0 [cf. green curves in Fig. 7.3(b,d)
and Fig. 7.3(f)]. For ∆b = 3.5, the HQP band flattens with increasing temperature and
eventually completely vanishes above T > 0.25 [cf. red and yellow curves in Fig. 7.3(b,d) and
Fig. 7.3(g,h)].
This evolution of the QP band with temperature is also reflected in A(ω), Re Σ(ω), and
Im Σ(ω) [cf. Fig. 7.3(i-k)]. In the FL temperature regime a sharp SU(2) Kondo peak in
A(ω), a pronounced maximum in Re Σ(ω), and a shoulder and dip in Im Σ(ω) are clearly
visible (cf. blue curves). With increasing temperature there is a gradual crossover into the
NFL regime. The height of the SU(2) Kondo resonance in A(ω) reduces and the two-tier
structure of the QPP disperses by redistributing spectral weight from the SU(2) Kondo peak
to the SU(3) Kondo resonance shoulder. However, the width of the broad SU(3) Kondo
resonance is essentially unaffected by this redistribution. Accordingly, also the maximum
in Re Σ(ω) and the dip and the shoulder in Im Σ(ω) get gradually smeared out. Notably,
the minimum of −Im Σ(ω, T ) is shifted to positive frequencies within this process. This
hints towards long-lived electron-like excitations governing the incoherent transport of this
crossover regime. Well above T > 0.1 the whole QPP in A(ω) becomes strongly reduced
eventually reaching a pseudogap at high temperatures. Re Σ(ω) and Im Σ(ω) become strongly
temperature dependent. The minimum in −Im Σ(ω) is shifted back towards ω ≈ 0. Finally,
the pseudogap leads to a sign change of the slope of Re Σ(ω) and the curvature of Im Σ(ω).
Note that the behavior of Re Σ(ω) directly determines the behavior of A(k , ω) [cf. Eq. (3.14)],
which can be easily seen from the behavior of E(k ) in Fig. 7.3(b,d).
Again, the evolution of the QP band with temperature strongly hints towards the existence
of different types of QPs. At very low T in the FL regime, the band is described by a lowfrequency FL-like QP band with a rather flat dispersion. Correspondingly, A(ω) exhibits a
sharp SU(2) Kondo resonance. In the NFL regime at higher temperatures, we find a much
steeper (slightly particle-hole asymmetric) HQP band, and the two-tier QPP in A(ω) is
reduced to a single broad resilient SU(3) Kondo resonance. However, here, for rather large
∆b = 3.5, this HQP band [SU(3) Kondo resonance in A(ω)] quickly vanishes with increasing
temperature and we additionally find a crossover to a pseudogap at T ≈ 0.2.
Importantly, for J = 0 the SOS features are fully absent in A(k , ω), A(ω), Re Σ(ω), and
Im Σ(ω) (cf. Fig. 7.4). The FL behavior holds for a rather large temperature regime (at least
up to T ≈ 0.25) and is characterized by a very stable large dispersion and thus a rather small
mass enhancement. RQPs do not exist.
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Figure 7.5 (a,b) The optical conductivity, σ(ω), and the kinetic energy, K(Ω), are plotted for various
temperatures on (a,c) a linear and (b,d) a logarithmic frequency scale. We used the same parameters,
∆b = 3.5 and J = 2, as in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.3. In addition, data for ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0 (at
T = 0.15) is shown in black. (b,d) |ω ± |, below which FL behavior should set in, is marked by vertical
dash-dotted red lines. The vertical solid yellow lines denote the energy scale of the maximum in
Re Σ(ω < 0) at T = 0 [cf. Fig. 7.1(d)]. The vertical dashed yellow lines show |ω ∗ |.

Optical conductivity. We next study the optical conductivity, σ(ω) [cf. Eq. (3.15)], for
the same parameters, ∆b = 3.5 and J = 2, as in the previous paragraph. σ(ω) is plotted on a
linear and a logarithmic frequency scale in Fig. 7.5(a,b), respectively. In addition, we also
show data for ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0 (at T = 0.15, which is still in the FL temperature regime).
At T = 0 we expect a FL Drude peak. However, the data (blue curve) is not accurate enough
to resolve the FL behavior at very low frequencies, ω < |ω ± | (cf. discussion of Fig. 3.1 in
Sec. 3.2). In the (low-frequency) NFL regime, |ω ± | . ω . |ω ∗ |, we observe a power-law flank
in σ(ω), ∝ ω −α , with α ≈ 7/5 at T = 0. Notably, for ω > |ω ∗ | a broad NFL shoulder develops.
With increasing temperature below T ≈ 0.1 spectral weight is shifted from low frequencies into
this shoulder, while the high-frequency part of σ(ω) remains unaffected. Note that the NFL
shoulder is absent for J = 0 [cf. black curve in Fig. 7.5(a,b)]. At higher temperatures the NFL
shoulder gradually decreases in height. The second shoulder at much higher frequencies is a
Hubbard-band feature. It remains stable up to highest temperatures and is also present for
J = 0. We suspect that the NFL shoulder at ω > |ω ∗ | is a optical fingerprint of the HQP band
[SU(3) Kondo resonance in A(ω)] and can indeed be interpreted as Hund’s-coupling-induced
excess spectral weight, caused by RQPs, as suggested in Ref. [SMB+ 14]. Further, our results
(for T . 0.1) are reminiscent of recent optical conductivity measurements [YYW+ 17] for
KFe2 As2 .
In Fig. 7.5(c,d) the kinetic energy, K(Ω) [as defined in Eq. (3.18)], is plotted as a function
of frequency, Ω, for various temperatures. In Ref. [SMP+ 12] an unusual spectral weight
transfer from low to high energies was observed at low temperatures in K(Ω) for iron pnictides.
This observation would correspond to line crossings of different K(Ω, T ) curves for J = 2 in
Fig. 7.5(c,d), which is yet not found in our data. We remark that this might be due to the
rather large ∆b = 3.5 (cf. next paragraphs).
ARPES for Hund- and Mott-correlated metals. In Ref. [SKWvD18] (cf. Sec. 5.2)
we showed that a Hund- and a Mott-correlated metal with finite J can be distinguished by
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Figure 7.6 (a) The zero-temperature phase diagram of the 3HHM has three phases in the J-U -plane:
a metallic phase (squares), a coexistence region (circles), and an insulating phase (triangles). These are
separated by two phase transition lines Uc1 (solid red curve) and Uc2 (dashed black curve), respectively.
The color intensity of the symbols in the metallic and the coexistence region indicates the value
of Z ∈ [0, 1]: the lower Z the more faded is the red color. The phase diagram is adapted from
Ref. [SKWvD18]. In this Chapter we present temperature-dependent results for a Hund system (HS)
far away from the Uc1 phase transition line deep in the metallic state (cross), a Mott system (MS)
near the transition (asterisk), an intermediate system (IS) having both Hund and Mott features (open
diamond), and a weakly correlated system (WS) with J = 0 far from Uc1 (open square). (b) The
T -U phase diagram of the 3HHM for J = 1 is characterized by a metallic phase (red squares), a
coexistence phase (blue circles), and an insulating phase (black triangles) in accordance with (a). Big
open symbols mark DMFT+QMC results kindly provided by Zhiping Yin. Small filled symbols mark
our DMFT+NRG results, for which we have performed benchmarks with the DMFT+QMC results
for T > 0 to check the accuracy of our finite-temperature data. Uc1 (T ) (solid red curve) and Uc2 (T )
(dashed black curve) are rough estimates only. The Uc1 line for the DMFT+NRG data is slightly
shifted to larger U values as compared with DMFT+QMC. We assume that this is caused by the
fact that the Hubbard bands are slightly overbroadened in DMFT+NRG such that the closing of the
insulating gap occurs already at slightly higher U .
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Figure 7.7 Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for a Hund system (HS) with parameters ∆b = 1 and J = 1.
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Figure 7.8 Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for a Mott system (MS) with parameters ∆b = 4.5 and
J = 1.
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the size and energy scale of the SOS regime at T = 0. While the SOS frequency regime is
large in Hund systems, it becomes very small in Mott systems. We study in the following
how this difference manifests itself in the temperature dependence of ARPES data.
To this end we, concentrate on a prototypical Hund system (HS) with ∆b = 1 and J = 1
in Fig. 7.7 and a prototypical Mott system (MS) with ∆b = 4.5 and J = 1 in Fig. 7.8,
similar to Ref. [DSH+ 18] (cf. Sec. 6.2). While the HS is defined to be far away from the
phase transition line of the MIT, the MS is put close to that boundary, as demonstrated in
Fig. 7.6(a,b). We expect that these two systems show clear signatures of either Hundness
or Mottness, respectively. We remark that, in contrast to the HS and MS, the system with
∆ = 3.5 and J = 2 (IS), discussed in the previous paragraphs, lies in an intermediate regime
(but still rather close to the Mott boundary) [cf. diamond in Fig. 7.6(a)]. It is therefore
dominated by both Hund and Mott features.
In the HS (cf. Fig. 7.7) we observe a rather large FL-frequency regime at T = 0 [cf.
Fig. 7.7(a,c)]. The slope of the Landau QP band is small, Z = 0.29. The mass enhancement
in the system is thus fairly large, Z −1 = m∗ /m = 3.45. The transition to a more steep
HQP-like band occurs at rather high frequencies |ω ∗ | ≈ 0.31 [cf. Fig. 7.7(c)]. With increasing
temperature, SOS features like the s-shaped band at ω < 0 and the kink at ω > 0 dissolve
very slowly, while the steeper HQP-like part of the band remains stable [cf. Fig. 7.7(d)]. For
T & 0.2 a very robust, almost temperature independent HQP band governs the incoherent
transport regime. The slope of this band remains quite stable over a very broad range of
frequencies (especially for ω < 0) up to the highest temperature plotted [cf. Fig. 7.7(d)].
This robustness of the HQP band is reflected in the stable form of the QPP flank of A(ω)
at negative frequencies [cf. Fig. 7.7(i)]. Interestingly, this flank is stabilized by the lower
Hubbard band, which lies at ωh = −0.5 [SKWvD18], i.e. the SU(3) Kondo resonance and
atomic excitations merge in the HS, resulting in a robust ARPES feature with mixed valence
character at very high temperatures. We remark that, while the minimum of −Im Σ(ω, T )
is shifted to positive frequencies with increasing temperature for T < 0.4, this minimum
vanishes at higher temperatures and −Im Σ(ω, T ) becomes an increasing function of frequency
close to the Fermi level. This might again be caused by mixed valence physics, which becomes
important at an energy scale around 0.5. Interestingly, very similar behavior of the minimum
of −Im Σ(ω, T ) is observed for the hole-doped one-band Hubbard model of Ref. [DMicv+ 13].
There, a well-defined QPP persists with increasing temperature above TFL until it merges
with the lower Hubbard band at high temperatures.
In the MS (cf. Fig. 7.8) we also find a FL frequency regime and the SOS features at T = 0
[cf. Fig. 7.8(a,c)]. However, these occur at much lower frequencies than in the HS (for instance,
|ω ∗ | = 0.12), as expected from the results in Ref. [SKWvD18]. Moreover, Z = 0.1 is smaller
for larger ∆b [SKWvD18]. With increasing temperature, the SOS features vanish very quickly
(already below T = 0.08) in the MS [cf. Fig. 7.8(b,d)]. The emergent HQP band [cf. Fig. 7.8(f)]
is very unstable with increasing temperature and already disappears at around T = 0.15 [cf.
Fig. 7.8(d,g)]. Above T & 0.2 a pseudogap has fully replaced the QPP [cf. Fig. 7.8(h,i)].
While for T . 0.08 the minimum of −Im Σ(ω, T ) is shifted to positive frequencies, it is
gradually shifted back towards negative frequencies with increasing temperature and finally
turns over to a maximum in the presence of a pseudogap [cf. Fig. 7.8(k)].
To summarize, both the HS and the MS show SOS features in A(k , ω) at T = 0: (i) a
rather flat low-frequency Landau QP band of slope Z; (ii) a NFL crossover behavior (in form
of s-shaped band or a step-like feature at ω < 0 and a kink at ω > 0); and (iii) an extended
HQP band. The latter consists of an ω > 0 and an ω < 0 part, both of which exhibit linear
dispersion relations with large slopes, where the slope for ω < 0 is slightly larger than the
slope for ω > 0. However, these SOS features occur at very different energy scales in the HS
and the MS [SKWvD18]: while in the HS they are extended over a broad frequency range up
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to atomic energy scales, they are compressed and lie at very small frequency scales in the MS.
Consequently, in the HS, these features govern the whole transport regime. In particular,
very robust HQPs exist up to highest temperatures. In contrast, in the MS, SOS physics only
survives at very low temperatures, whereas the behavior of A(k , ω) at higher temperatures
is dominated by classical Mott physics, i.e. the DMFT self-consistency opens a (pseudo)gap
and quickly destroys the HQPs.

7.3 Temperature dependence of various physical quantities
In this section we finally classify generic Hund-metal signatures in the temperature dependence
of various physical quantities, interpret them based on the results of the previous sections,
and stress the differences to multi-orbital Mott systems. In particular, we investigate the
static local orbital and spin susceptibility, the quasiparticle weight, the local density of states
and the scattering rate at the Fermi level, the coherence scale, the resistivity, the effective
chemical potential, the thermopower, and the entropy in Fig. 7.9, Fig. 7.11, and Fig. 7.12. We
again study the HS (yellow), the MS (black), the “intermediate” system (IS) with ∆b = 3.5
and J = 2 (red) – which is close to the Mott boundary but also shows signs of Hundness due
to the large value of J = 2 – and a weakly correlated system (WS) with ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0
(blue) [cf. Fig. 7.6(a)].
Static local orbital and spin susceptibility, quasiparticle weight. We start with a
detailed analysis of the static local orbital and spin susceptibility, T χorb,sp
in Fig. 7.9(a,b,e,f)
0
orb,sp
+
and χ0
in Fig. 7.9(c,d,g,h), to refine our findings of Ref. [DSH 18] in Sec. 6.2 (cf. Sec. 3.1
for computational details). We also plotted the quasiparticle weight, Z(T ), in Fig. 7.9(a,b,e,f)
[and additionally in Fig. 7.11(a,b)]. In principle, Z(T ) is physically only rigorously defined in
the FL regime. Nevertheless, for temperatures in the NFL regime, it is still computationally
well-defined and we use it to interpret the physics on an heuristic level.
We begin with a discussion of the results for the HS in Fig. 7.9(a-d). As shown in
Ref. [DSH+ 18], the HS exhibits much higher onset scales for orbital than for spin screening:
onset  T onset . T χorb decreases with decreasing temperature for all temperatures plotted
Torb
sp
0
onset > 1, is
[cf. dashed yellow curves in Fig. 7.9(a,b)], i.e. the onset for orbital screening, Torb
onset
on the order of bare excitations scales. The onset of spin screening, Tsp ≈ 0.25, is signalled
by the deviation from Curie-like (constant) behavior of T χsp
0 with decreasing temperature,
which we mark by the yellow triangle [cf. solid yellow curves in Fig. 7.9(a,b)]. Note that
onset ≈ 0.25 is chosen slightly smaller compared to Ref. [SKWvD18] (where we chose
Tsp
onset ≈ 0.4). This choice is motivated by the ARPES data in Fig. 7.7. There the onset
Tsp
of spin screening is reflected in the formation of a flat low-frequency band in addition to
the steep HQP band, resulting in a pronounced step-like feature at T = 0. In Fig. 7.7(d)
the onset of the step formation is visible for T . 0.2. Furthermore, we motivate this choice
onset ≈ 0.25, the onset scale of spin screening is
in terms of the behavior of χorb
0 . With Tsp
equal to the temperature scale for the completion of orbital screening: χorb
shows Pauli
0
onset ≈ T cmp [cf. dashed yellow curve in Fig. 7.9(c,d)]. When
(constant) behavior for T < Tsp
orb
cmp (yellow
the temperature is further lowered, also χsp
0 reaches Pauli behavior at TFL = Tsp
cross). Then spin screening is completed and the system is a FL.
In Fig. 7.10(a) we summarize our observations in a schematic sketch. In a HS, the SOS
screening process of Fig. 7.2 is directly reflected in the temperature dependence of physical
onset > T > T onset , HQPs, i.e. gradually screened (quasi-itinerant) orbitals
quantities. For Torb
sp
coupled to quasi-free spins, dominate the physics and lead to a robust HQP band in ARPES
spectra and a Curie-like spin susceptibility. At very high temperatures mixed-valence physics
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Figure 7.9 The static local orbital (dashed) and spin (solid) susceptibility, (a,b,e,f) T χorb,sp
and
0
(c,d,g,h) χorb,sp
,
are
plotted
versus
temperature
for
the
MS
(black),
the
HS
(yellow),
the
IS
(red),
and
0
the WS (blue). In addition, the quasiparticle weight (dotted), Z(T ), is shown in (a,b,e,f). The squares
onset
mark the onset of orbital screening, Torb
, below which T χorb
deviates from Curie behavior. Note
0
onset
that Z(T ) diverges for T > Torb . The triangles mark the maxima of χorb
and also signal the onset
0
onset
of spin screening, Tsp
, below which T χsp
deviates
from
Curie-like
behavior.
The crosses denote the
0
onset
onset
FL scale, TFL , below which FL behavior is found. In the MS, we observe that Tsp
≈ Torb
= TM .
onset
onset
+
In the HS, we find Torb  Tsp , as discussed in Ref. [DSH 18].
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Figure 7.10 (a) Schematic sketch of different temperature regimes in a Hund metal. For T > TFL , the
HS is a NFL up to temperatures in the order of bare energy scales, where also mixed-valence physics
becomes important. The NFL regime reflects the complex SOS screening process of Fig. 7.2. First
cmp
onset
orbitals get screened with decreasing temperature for Torb
> T > Torb
. In this regime transport is
governed by HQPs which are characterized by gradually screened orbitals coupled to quasi-free spins.
cmp
onset
Only when the orbital screening process is completed spins get screened below Tsp
≈ Torb
, i.e., in
cmp
this regime, the HQPs get gradually dressed to form heavier Landau QPs. For T < TFL = Tsp
, the
HS is a FL and both orbital and spin degrees of freedom are fully screened. (b) Schematic sketch
of different temperature regimes in a multi-orbital Mott-correlated metal. In a MS, a pseudogap
onset
onset
governs the physics in an extended temperature regime, T > Tsp
≈ Torb
= TM . For temperatures
below TM , both orbital and spin degrees of freedom get screened simultaneously with the onset of
a Kondo resonance, which is driven by the DMFT-self-consistency condition. The NFL regime for
cmp
cmp
TM > T > TFL is followed by a FL regime for very small T < TFL = Tsp
≈ Torb
, where both orbital
and spin degrees of freedom are fully screened.
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might additionally come into play, because the lower (and a part of the upper) Hubbard
band is merged at ωh = −0.5 (and ωe1 = +0.5) into the QPP in the HS [cf. Fig. 7.7(i)].
Due to the special SOS screening process, the spins can only get screened as soon as the
cmp
onset ≈ T cmp . For T onset > T > T
orbitals are fully screened at Torb
, thus Tsp
FL also the spins
sp
orb
get gradually screened, eventually resulting in the full screening of both degrees of freedom
and thus in a FL below TFL . The spin screening is signalled by the formation of a step-like
feature in ARPES spectra and by a Pauli-like orbital susceptibility.
This screening route is also reflected in Z(T ) [cf. dotted yellow curve in Fig. 7.9(a,b)].
onset > T > T onset , the existence of resilient HQPs leads to a plateau-like feature in
For Torb
sp
onset > T > T , Z(T ) decreases and approaches a
Z(T ). With decreasing temperature, Tsp
FL
second plateau in the FL regime T < TFL . The reduction of Z(T ) shows that the HQPs are
additionally “dressed” through spin screening, resulting in heavier Landau QPs.
onset ≈ T onset [cf.
The MS behaves very differently. As shown in Ref. [DSH+ 18], TM ≡ Torb
sp
black triangle and square in Fig. 7.9(a,b)]. For T > TM ≈ 0.15 both T χorb
and T χsp
0
0 exhibit
a Curie plateau and the spectral function is characterized by a pseudogap. Both degrees of
freedom get screened simultaneously with the onset of a Kondo resonance [cf. Fig. 7.8(g,i)],
which is driven by the DMFT-self-consistency condition, in contrast to the Kondo screening in
onset now corresponds to the position of a maximum in χorb [cf. black
the HS. Interestingly, Tsp
0
triangle and black dashed curve in Fig. 7.9(c,d)]: the orbital dynamics is strongly influenced
by the spin screening and true Pauli behavior is only reached for T < TFL in the MS, thus
cmp ≈ T cmp . This behavior is summarized in Fig. 7.10(b). In the MS, Mott physics
TFL = Tsp
orb
dominates and with increasing temperature essentially destroys SOS physics by opening a
pseudogap already at low temperatures. Again, Z(T ) reflects these findings [cf. dotted black
curve in Fig. 7.9(a,b)]. Similar to the HS, Z(T ) is small and constant for T < TFL . But
instead of a second HQP plateau as in the HS, Z(T ) has a maximum directly below TM and
diverges for T > TM .
To corroborate our picture above, we similarly study the IS and the WS in Fig. 7.9(e-h).
The IS is rather close to the Mott boundary [cf. diamond in Fig. 7.6(a)]. Thus, we observe
onset ≈ 0.25, T χorb shows Curie behavior [cf.
Mott signatures at high temperatures: for T > Torb
0
red square in Fig. 7.9(e,f)] and a pseudogap exists [cf. Fig. 7.3(g,i)]. However, due to the
large J = 2, we find Hund signatures, as well, at intermediate and low temperatures: orbital
onset > T onset , and Z(T ) features a plateau for
and spin screening are slightly separated, Torb
sp
onset
onset
onset
Torb > T > Tsp . Tsp marks a maximum in χorb
0 [cf. Fig. 7.9(g,h)], which is however less
sp
pronounced than in the MS. Full screening with Pauli behavior of both χorb
0 and χ0 is reached
at T < TFL . Due to the large Hund’s coupling TFL (and accordingly Z(T = 0) [SKWvD18])
is lowest in the IS compared to the HS, MS, and WS. In sum, the IS exhibits an intermediate
system, showing a mixture of Hund and Mott features.
Finally, we concentrate on the WS, a system without Hund’s coupling, J = 0 (cf. also
sp
orb = 1.5.
Fig. 7.4). In Fig. 7.9(e-h), χorb
and χsp
0
0 behave equally for the WS with χ0 /χ0
The FL regime is extended up to very high temperatures [Z(T ) is essentially constant in
Fig. 7.9(e,f)]. Both Hund and Mott features are absent in the WS and the system is only
weakly correlated with Z(T = 0) = 0.65.
In the next paragraphs we continue to compare the HS, MS, IS, and WS. In Fig. 7.11
we replotted Z, show the local density of states, A(ω = 0), and the imaginary part of the
self-energy, Im Σ(ω = 0), at the Fermi level, and concentrate on the coherence scale, Γ∗ /T
(cf. definition in Sec. 3.9), and the resistivity, ρ, as defined in Sec. 3.6.
Local density of states and scattering rate at the Fermi level. Fig. 7.11(c,d) depicts
A(ω = 0). For T < TFL , A(ω = 0) is a constant function of temperature for all systems. For
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Figure 7.11 (a,b) The quasiparticle weight, Z/Z(0), (c,d) the local density of states at the Fermi
level, A(ω = 0), (e,f) the scattering rate at the Fermi level, Im Σ(ω = 0), (g,h) the coherence scale,
Γ∗ /T , and (i,j) the resistivity, ρ, are plotted as functions of temperature on (left panels) a linear and
on (right panels) a logarithmic scale for the MS (black), the HS (yellow), the IS (red) and the WS
(blue). Symbols are defined as in Fig. 7.9. (f,j) The dashed grey guide-to-the-eye lines indicate FL
behavior. (g,h) The horizontal dashed grey lines mark Γ∗ /T ∗ = 1. (i,j) The horizontal dashed (solid)
grey lines mark the MIR limit defined via kF lmin ≈ 2π (kF lmin ≈ 1).
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onset , in the case of J > 0, we discover a power-law behavior: A(ω = 0) ∝ T −1/9 .
TFL < T < Tsp
In the HS, this power-law behavior persists up to the highest temperature plotted. In contrast,
in the MS, the power law is not fully developed. Moreover, the MS is characterized by a strong
onset , reflecting the formation of a pseudogap.
decrease of A(ω = 0) with increasing T > Tsp
The IS behaves in a manner similar to the MS. However, TFL is smaller, the power law is
fully developed and the decay of A(ω = 0) is slower. In the WS the power law is absent and
A(ω = 0) decays slightly for T > TFL .
The scattering rate, −Im Σ(ω = 0), is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 7.11(e,f).
For T < TFL , −Im Σ(ω = 0) follows FL behavior [cf. dashed grey guide-to-the-eye line in
Fig. 7.11(f)]. In the HS, for T > TFL , the scattering rate is small and shows a crossover
to a rather flat behavior in the NFL regime. In contrast, in the MS, the scattering rate
increases massively for T & TM [cf. Fig. 7.11(e)], saturating at high temperatures due to the
presence of a pseudogap. The IS shows a mixture of both the Hund and the Mott behavior.
onset , but then increases strongly for T > T onset ,
−Im Σ(ω = 0) first flattens for TFL < T < Tsp
sp
saturating as well at very high temperatures. Notably, −Im Σ(ω = 0) is larger for the IS than
for the MS for T < 0.1, which is caused by the larger J = 2 in the IS. The scattering rate in
the WS is small and FL-like. It keeps growing slowly with increasing temperature.

Coherence scale. In Fig. 7.11(g,h) we plot the coherence scale, Γ∗ /T , with Γ∗ (T ) =
−Z(T )Im Σ(ω = 0, T ). The coherence temperature, T ∗ , is defined as Γ∗ /T ∗ ≡ 1 (cf. intercepts
with horizontal dashed grey line). Above T ∗ coherent Landau QPs become short-lived and
the FL picture breaks down. The HS is characterized by a very broad maximum of Γ∗ /T in
onset . This behavior is reminiscent of DMFT results for Sr RuO ,
the NFL regime around Tsp
2
4
where Γ∗ /T keeps increasing in a crossover regime above T ∗ ≈ 100K and reaches a plateau
above 350K [MAM+ 11]. In contrast, the MS shows only a small plateau in Γ∗ /T around
onset before it diverges [due to the divergence of Z(T )]. Again, the IS features a mixture of
Tsp
onset , but then
both the Hund and the Mott behavior. Γ∗ /T first exhibits a maximum at Tsp
onset
∗
diverges at Torb . In the WS, Γ /T is very small and grows continuously with increasing
temperature. In Ref. [DMicv+ 13] the existence of asymmetric FL scales, ω ± , was shown to
lead to a hidden FL (Γ∗ ∝ T 2 holds above TFL ). However, we cannot resolve a hidden FL in
our data although it might exist.
Resistivity. The resistivity, ρ(T ), is shown in Fig. 7.11(i,j). In the FL regime, we find T 2
behavior (though this is hard to resolve very accurately). Equivalently to the findings for
onset , ρ(T ) first
the hole-doped Mott insulator [DMicv+ 13], we observe that, for TFL < T < Tsp
increases approximately linearly with a negative intercept, then it shows a kneelike feature
(kink), above which a linear increase with positive intercept sets in [cf. red curve in inset
of Fig. 7.11(i)]. In the HS, ρ(T ) keeps increasing linearly up to the highest temperature
plotted, and thus behaves qualitatively in the same way as the hole-doped Mott insulator
in Ref. [DMicv+ 13]. This is an intriguing similarity considering that both systems are
assumed to be governed by RQPs in their NFL regime. Moreover, our findings for the HS
are reminiscent of the DFT+DMFT simulations [HK09] and measurements [HBA+ 13] of the
onset ,
resistivity in iron pnictides. In contrast to the HS, in the IS a second kink occurs at Tsp
onset in the
and ρ(T ) grows strongly with increasing temperature until it saturates above Torb
presence of a stable pseudogap. In the MS, we do not observe a kneelike feature but a kink at
T ≈ 0.8, above which ρ(T ) increases massively with growing temperature. The WS is again
characterized by a large FL temperature regime, reaching up to very high temperatures. ρ(T )
is much smaller for the J = 0 than for finite J systems. We remark that for all systems ρ(T )
crosses the MIR limit defined via kF lmin ≈ 2π roughly at T ∗ [cf. horizontal dashed grey line
in Fig. 7.11(i,j)] and continues to grow above this limit. (The MIR limit defined as kF lmin ≈ 1

min
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Figure 7.12 (a,b) The effective chemical potential, µeff , (c,d) the thermopower, α, and (e,f) the
impurity contribution to the entropy (dashed), Simp , and the lattice entropy (solid), Slatt , plotted as
functions of temperature (left panels) on a linear and (right panels) on a logarithmic scale for the MS
(black), the HS (yellow), the IS (red) and the WS (blue). Symbols are defined as in Fig. 7.9. (f) The
grey dash-dotted curves indicate FL behavior for Simp and Slatt , respectively.

is marked by the horizontal solid grey lines.) As expected, the MS crosses the MIR limit at
a smaller temperature scale than the HS. Notably, the IS crosses the MIR limit at an even
lower scale although Coulomb interactions are larger in the MS than in the IS. This strong
correlation effect is due to Hundness, i.e. large J.
Effective chemical potential. We now turn to Fig. 7.12. We first study the evolution
of the effective chemical potential, µeff = µ − Re Σ(ω = 0), [cf. Eq. (3.39)] in Fig. 7.12(a,b).
For T < TFL , µeff is constant and Luttinger pinning holds (cf. Sec. 3.10.2 for details).
Interestingly, for all systems with finite J, µeff increases towards 0 with increasing temperature,
onset , i.e. towards an effective half-filling of the system. In the HS, this trend
TFL < T < Tsp
onset until µ
is retained above Tsp
eff approaches a plateau in the mixed-valence regime. This
behavior fits to the SOS screening picture (cf. Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.10) where, above TFL ,
spins are gradually unscreened to form an effective 3/2 spin, while the orbitals are still
onset . For T > T onset , the orbitals start to get unscreened
in an orbital singlet for T < Tsp
sp
while large quasi-free spins persist. In the MS, µeff drastically reduces for T > TM . In the
onset similarly
IS, µeff first increases markedly almost up to 0 and then decreases for T > Torb
to the MS. In contrast, for J = 0, the WS directly decreases above TFL . Obviously, the
substantial continuous increase of µeff (T ) with increasing temperature towards half-filling, i.e.
an inflating Fermi volume, is connected to the existence of a finite J in the 3HHM, while the
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decrease of µeff (T ) with increasing temperature is a Mott feature. We note, however, that
in the hole-doped one-band Hubbard system of Ref. [DMicv+ 13], µeff (T ) is an increasing
function of temperature, as well.
Thermopower. In Fig. 7.12(c,d) we show the thermopower (Seebeck coefficient), α(T ),
as defined in Eq. (3.20) and compare the 3HHM results to the thermopower of Sr2 RuO4 in
Ref. [MG16]. In the FL regime, the thermopower of the 3HHM at nd = 2 decreases electronlike, i.e. α(T ) < 0. Accordingly, in Sr2 RuO4 (which would correspond to nd = 4 in the
3HHM) a hole-like increase is observed. However, our data is not accurate and dense enough
to unveil FL behavior, α(T ) ∝ T . Similar to the (broad) maximum in α(T ) of Sr2 RuO4
onset . In
around 300K − 500K, we observe a minimum in the crossover regime TFL < T < Tsp
onset
the HS, we further find a saturation (broad maximum) well above Tsp . In the IS and the
onset , as well. Overall, the behavior of α(T ) is similar for
MS, a maximum occurs above Torb
all systems with finite J. However, the minimum is much more extended and lies at higher
energies in the HS compared to the MS [cf. Fig. 7.12(c)]. In contrast, the WS with J = 0
does not exhibit any minimum (or maximum) in α(T ). Here, the thermopower decreases in a
FL-like fashion in an extended temperature range.
In sum, we conclude that the HS reflects the findings of Ref. [MG16]. Using t ≈ 5000K
(a value which is estimated from a comparison of the model bandwidth with the realistic
bandwidth of Sr2 RuO4 [DSH+ 18]), the minimum of α(T ) of the HS is indeed in the same
temperature range (300K − 500K) as observed for Sr2 RuO4 . We thus confirm the ideas of
Ref. [MG16] that this unusual feature in α(T ) can be associated with quenched orbitals and
fluctuating spins as present in the two-stage SOS screening process. To be more precise, the
minimum of α(T ) in the 3HHM corresponds to the crossover regime, where the spins get
gradually screened to form coherent Landau QPs. Thus, this minimum in α(T ) is observed
together with the formation of the step-like (s-shaped) ARPES feature [cf. Fig. 7.7].
Entropy. We conclude our study of Hund and Mott features in the 3HHM by calculating
the lattice entropy and the impurity contribution to the entropy for the IS [cf. Fig. 7.12].
Similar calculations for the HS, the MS, and the WS will be carried in a future study. For the
computation of the lattice entropy, Slatt (T ), we use Eq. (3.26). The impurity contribution
to the entropy, Simp (T ), is obtained with Eq. (3.25). Remarkably, we find that Slatt (T ) is
larger than Simp (T ) in the whole temperature range 0 < T < 1, while both entropies behave
qualitatively in the same way. The difference between Slatt (T ) and Simp (T ) already arises
2
cπ
in the FL regime, where the entropy is given as S(T ) = γT with γ = 2N3Z
(cf. Sec. 3.9).
Within DMFT, Z = Z of the lattice is smaller than Z = Zimp of the impurity calculation.
Although this insight can be simply derived, we are not aware of any previous results that
explicitly demonstrated this quantitative difference of the impurity and the lattice entropy.
We intend to generically verify this observation by performing further calculations for the
3HHM and the one-band Hubbard model.
For the 3HHM, we observe the two-stage SOS screening process in both entropies. For
onset , the IS is characterized by a pseudogap and both the spin and orbital degrees of
T > Torb
freedom are unscreened, resulting in Slatt > ln(9). (Slatt slightly exceeds ln(9) because of
charge fluctuations being active.) Simp crosses ln(9) at slightly higher temperatures. Note
onset is induced by the DMFT self-consistency and is thus a lattice-related quantity,
that Torb
onset ) = ln(9). For T < T onset , S
which might explain why Slatt (Torb
latt (T ) and Simp (T ) decrease
orb
continuously with decreasing temperature, reflecting the screening of orbital degrees of
freedom, while spin degrees of freedom are still quasi-free. We observe that Slatt (T ) crosses
onset , while S
onset . The value ln(3) is associated
ln(3) below Tsp
imp (T ) crosses ln(3) at about Tsp
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Figure 7.13 Overview of important SOS features in the 3HHM for nd = 2 at T = 0. Features are
described as functions of decreasing frequency.

with a spin triplet and an orbital singlet. For T < TFL we find FL behavior for both Slatt
and Simp , indicated by the dash-dotted grey fits, respectively [cf. Fig. 7.7(f)].
Overall, we clearly observe that the two-stage SOS screening process is a continuous
process: the entropy continuously decreases with decreasing temperature, i.e. no stable NFL
fixed point is reached in the system (this was already pointed out in the Supplementary of
Ref. [SYvD+ 15]). Instead, we are faced with an intriguing complex crossover behavior (cf.
Sec. 5.A).

7.4 Summary of main insights
We conclude by giving an overview of our main insights about Hund and Mott physics
in the 3HHM and again contrast the most important signatures identifying Hund- and
Mott-correlated metals.
At T = 0, finite J induces an intertwined two-stage SOS screening process in the 3HHM
at nd = 2, which results in three different screening regimes: a FL regime, a NFL crossover
regime and a NFL HQP regime. The SOS features (cf. Fig. 7.13 for an overview) that occur
within these regimes are generic and are found for both the metallic HS and the metallic MS,
since SOS physics is essentially impurity physics [SYvD+ 15]. However, there is an important
difference. In the HS, the SOS features are extended over a broad frequency range. The
HQP regime reaches up to bare excitation scales and merges with a mixed-valence regime.
In contrast, in the MS, the SOS features lie at very low energies and are very narrow, thus
rather unimportant. The QPP is well-separated from the Hubbard bands.
In the HS, the SOS screening process is also reflected in the temperature dependence. We
identify essentially the same screening regimes as for T = 0. Our major finding is the existence
of robust HQPs, governing the NFL transport regime. We point out that we reproduced
several signatures in the HS that have been found for Sr2 RuO4 . In the MS, SOS features
persist only at very low temperatures and are destroyed at intermediate temperatures by the
formation of a pseudogap through the DMFT self-consistency. Thus HQPs do not survive in
the MS. Important temperature-dependent signatures for the HS and the MS are summarized
in Fig. 7.14.
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8 Conclusion and outlook
Until very recently mainly two classes of strongly correlated material systems dominated the
research: heavy fermion materials (as realized in intermetallics with partially filled 4f or 5f
orbitals) and Mott-Hubbard systems (as realized in transition metal oxides). Motivated by
the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in iron pnictides, a completely new class
of correlated systems was identified about ten years ago: the Hund metals. They are now the
subject of intensive theoretical and experimental study, and can be regarded as a new and
hot field of enormous interest to the condensed matter theory community. Understanding the
normal state properties of Hund metals, such as the iron pnictides, is key for understanding
high-temperature superconductivity.
In this thesis we have used DMFT+NRG to investigate the normal state properties of the
degenerate three-band Hubbard-Hund model (3HHM) with focus on 1/3 filling, a minimal
model with relevance for Hund metals. Our study has been based on the following key
questions: What is the origin of strong correlations in the normal phase of Hund metals,
Mottness or Hundness? And what are the decisive fingerprints of a Hund metal as opposed
to a Mott-correlated metal?
This dissertation has three essential take home messages, one concerning our method, one
concerning the physics of Hund metals and one concerning the impact of this work:
1. fdmNRG is a powerful and competitive real-frequency multi-band impurity
solver for DMFT.
Its state-of-the art implementation is based on the QSpace tensor library [Wei12a] applied
to matrix product states (MPS) [Sch11, Wei12b]. In contrast to commonly used continuoustime QMC solvers, fdmNRG works reliable at zero and finite temperatures, revealing the
ground state of a system, while also capturing its evolution with increasing temperature.
Moreover, fdmNRG provides high-quality spectral data directly on the real-frequency axis
with an exponentially enhanced resolution around the Fermi level. Thus, spectral features
are resolved down to the lowest relevant energy scale of the system, and can be compared to
experiments, like ARPES, straightaway, i.e. without analytical continuation from Matsubara
data. The availability of numerically exact real-frequency data considerably facilitates the
physical interpretation of DMFT results. Further, eigenlevel renormalization group flow
diagrams unambiguously reveal the relevant physics at all energy scales. So far, the fact that
computational costs for NRG increase exponentially with the number of particle flavors has
strongly limited the use of NRG as impurity solver for DMFT. However, fdmNRG allows to
exploit all abelian and non-abelian symmetries of a given model Hamiltonian, tremendously
improving the numerical efficiency in the case of high-symmetry models.
We have demonstrated the merits of the standard fdmNRG implementation (sNRG) as
impurity solver for single-site DMFT by studying the 3HHM at zero and finite temperatures.
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By explicitly exploiting its non-abelian symmetries, we have been able to successfully apply
DMFT+NRG for the first time to a model with more than two bands [SYvD+ 15].
With a focus on low-symmetry multi-band impurity models, for instance models with
broken orbital symmetry, we have analyzed interleaved NRG (iNRG), a recently-proposed
scheme of interleaving the Wilson chains for different fermion flavors [MGWF+ 14], which
dramatically increases the numerical efficiency. In Ref. [SMvDW16] we have applied iNRG
to the single impurity Anderson model, the two-channel Kondo model, and a three-channel
Anderson-Hund model, and have revealed that, strikingly, the accuracy of iNRG is comparable
to sNRG. We thus demonstrated that iNRG is a viable and technically simple alternative to
sNRG for high-symmetry models and, importantly, can be used to solve a range of lowersymmetry multi-band problems that are inaccessible to sNRG. This discovery opens the door
to new applications of DMFT+NRG using iNRG as an impurity solver, such as lattice models
with crystal-field splitting, cluster DMFT or realistic material simulations.
2. “Spin-orbital separation” (SOS) is a new Kondo-type two-stage screening
route towards heavy masses in multi-orbital Hund metals, which is induced by
sizeable Hund’s rule coupling, J, instead of strong Coulomb repulsion, U , as in
Mott-correlated systems.
In an extensive real-frequency DMFT+sNRG study of the 3HHM [SYvD+ 15, DSH+ 18,
SKWvD18], we have analyzed the nature and origin of strong correlations in the Hund-metal
regime of the phase diagram, i.e. close to a filling of 1/3, at moderate U and sizeable J. Based
on this, we have identified defining signatures of Hund metals as opposed to Mott-correlated
metals.
In Ref. [SYvD+ 15], we have conclusively established the existence of SOS, a two-stage
screening process, in which orbital degrees of freedom are screened at much higher energies
than spin degrees of freedom: TKorb  TKsp . Thus, the spin Kondo scale, TKsp , is strongly
lowered, dramatically reducing the quasiparticle weight, i.e. enhancing the effective electron
mass in the system. Below TKsp , FL behavior is found. Above TKsp and below the orbital
Kondo scale, TKorb , an incoherent NFL regime with intriguing anomalous behavior exists.
Since SOS also occurs in pure impurity calculations without DMFT self-consistency, it is
clearly induced by Hund’s first rule, which aligns spins in different orbitals, and not by the
DMFT self-consistency condition.
We remark that signatures of SOS in the 3HHM had first been revealed and argued to be
related to anomalous power law behavior for the Matsubara self-energy in Ref. [YHK12], and
had further been analyzed using perturbative scaling arguments in Ref. [AK15]. In agreement
with this analysis in the Kondo regime of the 3HHM, we argue in Ref. [SKWvD18] that SOS
is a non-trivial Kondo-type screening process, in which orbital and spin degrees of freedom are
explicitly coupled: below TKorb , the orbital degrees of freedom form an orbital singlet through
the formation of a large effective Hund’s-coupling-induced 3/2 spin – including a bath spin
degree of freedom; and below TKsp , the latter is fully screened by the three bath channels
of the 3HHM. Importantly, in the 3HHM, the ratio TKorb /TKsp is bounded above. Thus, its
NFL regime is rather narrow and can be regarded as a crossover regime from an underlying
intermediate NFL fixed point to its low-energy FL fixed point, as visible in renormalization
group flow diagrams. Indeed, a NRG study of the three-orbital Kondo model [WSL+ 19]
revealed the nature of this NFL fixed point, by tuning TKorb and TKsp such that the SOS energy
window is very wide. In a nutshell, the NFL regime is governed by screened orbitals coupled
to atomic-like Hund’s-coupling-induced large spins.
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At zero temperature, clear signatures of SOS include: (i) a low-frequency FL regime with
a narrow “needle”-formed SU(2) Kondo peak in the local density of states, a low-frequency
Landau QP band with a small slope given by Z in ARPES spectra, FL scaling of the
self-energy, a Drude peak in the optical conductivity; (ii) a NFL crossover regime signalling
the deviation from FL behavior characterized by a step-like feature in the dispersion at
ω < 0 and a kink at ω > 0 [accordingly, Re Σ(ω < 0) exhibits a pronounced maximum];
and (iii) an intermediate-frequency “Hund quasiparticle” (HQP) NFL regime with a SU(3)
Kondo resonance in the local density of states, also identifiable as excess spectral weight
in the optical conductivity and as a resilient slightly particle-hole asymmetric steep “HQP
band” in ARPES spectra (waterfall structure), which is extended over a large frequency
range, where the scattering rate is only weakly energy dependent [e.g. there is a shoulder in
Im Σ(ω < 0)]. We remark that the particle-hole asymmetry of the 3HHM leads to two distinct
FL scales in frequency space and to very different features in the SOS regime at negative and
positive frequencies (e.g in ARPES spectra, but not in the particle-hole symmetric dynamical
susceptibilities).
The incoherent SOS frequency regime shows apparent power-law behavior with different
fractional exponents in the imaginary part of the orbital and spin susceptibility, the optical
conductivity, and in a limited sense also in the imaginary part of the self-energy. The fractional
exponent of the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility (−1.2) has only recently been
discussed in the context of an Eliashberg-based superconducting theory [LCMK18, WAC19],
suggesting that the pairing interaction between fermions in iron-based HTSCs is mediated
by quasi-local spin excitations described by a bosonic propagator with exponent γ ≈ 1.2.
In this picture, resilient incoherent HQPs, i.e. quasi-itinerant orbital degrees of freedom
coupled to atomic-like (almost unscreened) spins – which have been revealed and intensively
discussed as a major result of this thesis – would be the key ingredient of high-temperature
superconductivity: HQPs would be the fabric and its spin degrees of freedom (in terms of
incoherent local spin fluctuations) the glue of high-temperature superconductivity in Hund
metals.
In Ref. [SKWvD18], we have demonstrated that the origin of strong correlations in the
Hund-metal regime of the 3HHM phase diagram is Hundness, i.e., there, the SOS screening
process is the key player to induce heavy masses and strong correlation effects.
Based on our model study and corroborated by a realistic simulation of Sr2 RuO4 [DSH+ 18],
we suggest the following definition of a Hund metal. A Hund metal lies far from any MIT
phase boundary. Strong correlations are induced by two stage SOS Kondo-type screening,
which leads to the localization of spins rather than charges. The incoherent SOS regime is
extended over a broad range of energies, reaching up to bare excitation scales. In the model, at
high frequencies, the SU(3) Kondo resonance (shoulder) merges with the Hubbard bands. At
very low temperatures, the local density of states exhibits a two-tier quasiparticle peak on top
of a broad incoherent background. The SOS screening process also governs the temperature
dependence of Hund metals, up to highest temperatures. Most importantly, we argue that the
nature of the incoherent transport regime is governed by resilient HQPs, while the FL regime
is described in terms of Landau QPs. In Ref. [DSH+ 18], we have identified two different
onset and
temperature scales for the onset of orbital and spin screening in Hund metals, Torb
onset
onset
onset
Tsp , respectively. For Torb > T > Tsp , HQPs dominate the high temperature physics
and lead to a Curie-like static spin susceptibility (while the static orbital susceptibility is a
decreasing function of temperature) and a resilient QPP (without substructure) in the local
density of states. In the model, we find a robust HQP band in ARPES spectra, an additional
HQP plateau in Z(T ), a rather flat (electron-like) scattering rate, a linear resistivity exceeding
the MIR limit, and an inflated Fermi volume. At very high temperatures, mixed-valence
physics additionally comes into play. Due to the special SOS screening process, the spins
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cmp
onset ≈ T cmp .
can only get screened as soon as the orbitals are fully screened at Torb
, thus Tsp
orb
onset > T > T
For Tsp
FL also the spins get gradually screened, eventually resulting in the full
screening of both degrees of freedom and thus in a FL below TFL . The spin screening is
signalled by the formation of a step-like feature in ARPES spectra, while the completion of
orbital screening is characterized by a Pauli-like orbital susceptibility. In this regime, the
thermopower has a minimum, as observed in experiments for ruthenates [MG16].
In contrast, Mott-correlated metals (with ∼ 1/3 filling such as V2 O3 [DSH+ 18]) are
close to the MIT phase boundary. Thus, at zero temperature, both TKorb (and TKsp ) are
strongly reduced compared to bare excitation scales and the SOS regime is very small, i.e.
a narrow QPP exists between well-separated pronounced Hubbard bands. With increasing
temperature, SOS features (and HQPs) only survive at very low temperatures (and at very
low frequencies), whereas the behavior at higher temperatures is fully governed by classical
Mott physics (as known from the one-band Hubbard model): the DMFT self-consistency
condition opens up a pseudogap in the local spectrum by localizing the charges. Conversely,
with decreasing temperature, spin and orbital degrees of freedom get screened simultaneously
onset ≈ T onset , with the onset of a Kondo resonance, driven
at the temperature scale, TM = Torb
sp
by DMFT.
In sum, we shed light on two qualitatively different screening routes from the atomic
degrees of freedom to the emerging heavy QPs in strongly correlated systems, driven by
Hundness or Mottness, and corroborated that Hundness, i.e. SOS Kondo-type screening,
dominates the anomalous physics of Hund metals in terms of resilient HQPs.

3. This dissertation has paved the way to a broad application of DMFT+NRG.
First of all, we point out that even the simplest three-band Hund model, studied here, is a
huge playground in itself regarding the richness of its physics. The interplay of two different
types of degrees of freedom together with the particle-hole asymmetry of the 3HHM still holds
various puzzles to be solved. In particular, the intermediate filling regime between 1/3 and
half-filling has not been fully investigated yet and a temperature study might be worthwhile.
But also the investigation of more complex models is now possible using iNRG as impurity
solver. For instance, the fate of SOS in the presence of broken orbital symmetry should be
analyzed in the 3HHM with crystal-field splitting. In this regard, also orbital differentiation
and orbital-selective Mott physics is of great interest. Furthermore, DMFT+iNRG can be
applied to study realistic models using DFT band structures.
Based on this dissertation, DMFT+NRG has panned out in our Munich theoretical solid
state physics group, led by Prof. Jan von Delft, and many exciting projects have evolved. The
fdmNRG solver has been advanced further by the implementation of an adaptive broadening
scheme [LW16], increasing the resolution of spectral data at large frequencies. Additionally,
also non-diagonal hybridization functions can be handled now. Current DMFT+NRG followup projects include the investigation of models with spin-orbit coupling (S.-S. Lee, Y. Wang,
G. Del Bimbo), a study of orbital-selective Mott physics in a three-band Hund model with
two degenerate bands and one band separated by crystal-field splitting (F. Kugler), realistic
simulations of Sr2 RuO4 [KLK+ 19] (F. Kugler), two-site cluster DMFT+NRG [Gle19] (A.
Gleis), the calculation of two-particle correlators (four-point functions), such as the pair
susceptibility to monitor superconductivity in multi-band Hund models (S.-S. Lee), but
also a thorough NRG study of the three-orbital Kondo model [WSL+ 19] with relevance for
Hund-metal physics (E. Walter). As a long-term goal, the development of a well-documented
open-source DMFT+fdmNRG package would be highly desirable.
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Last but not least, let us return to the picture of high-temperature superconductivity, that
P. W. Anderson has drawn in Ref. [And07] for cuprates to point out the importance of strong
electronic correlations: a mammoth (U ) and an elephant (J) sit in a refrigerator together
with a little mouse (bosonic glue). In this thesis, we have demonstrated the major role of
the elephant in the normal state of Hund metals. However, we can just speculate about its
role in the very controversially debated mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity in
iron-based HTSCs – until someone eventually opens the door of this refrigerator.
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density of states. This figure is adapted from Ref. [Sta13]. . . . . . . . . . .
NRG in a nutshell. (a) Sketch of a self-consistently determined (one-band)
quantum impurity model with the impurity (red) coupled (bright blue) to a
non-interacting continuous bath (dark blue). (b) Within NRG the bath is
discretized logarithmically with discretization parameter, Λ > 1. Each bath
interval is represented by one bath state (blue circles). (c) The discretized
model is mapped onto a one-dimensional semi-infinite “Wilson chain”, with
the interacting impurity site coupled to one end, and nearest-neighbor hopping
matrix elements, tn , decaying logarithmically down the chain. (d) An iterative
RG procedure is applied, in which the Wilson chain Hamiltonian is successively diagonalized. At each iteration, N , high energy eigenstates (grey) are
discarded and low energy states (red) are kept. (e) The resulting eigenstates
can be formulated in matrix-product-state (MPS) language. (f) full-densitymatrix (fdm)NRG allows to compute highly accurate spectral functions, here
exemplified for the symmetric 1HM, Eq. (1.1), with U/D = 2, T = 0, Λ = 2,
and Nz = 4 (D = 2t). Raw spectral data, Araw /|ω| is plotted in grey, the
smoothened spectral function in blue, and an improved spectral function [cf.
Sec. 3.3] in red. (g) Renormalization group flow diagram for the symmetric
SIAM (U = 0.8, Γ = 0.02, Λ = 2, DNRG = 1) plotted for even iterations.
The red bar marks the spin Kondo scale N (TK ). This figure is adapted from
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(a) Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ), plotted on a logarithmic imaginaryfrequency scale for different temperatures for the 3HHM with U = 6.5, and
J = 2. The inset shows the same data on a linear scale. (b) Corresponding
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plotted intermediate results for (a) T = 0 and (b) T = 0.5. (c) We also
show spectral functions for several temperatures. These temperatures are
marked by vertical dashed lines in (d) using the color code of (c). (d) The final
result, Slatt , as well as its components Simp and Scor are plotted as functions of
temperature. Further, Fcor (T ), the spectral function A(0, T ) at zero frequency
and its negative derivative are shown. In principle, a plateau at ln(2) is
expected for Slatt (T ) and Simp (T ) in the local moment regime for two spin
degrees of freedom, ln(4) should be approached in the free orbital regime as
charge fluctuations are included there. However, here, the plateau at ln(2)
is replaced by a transition through ln(2) above the Kondo temperature TK
(vertical black line) for Simp , because TK is too near to the bare bandwidth of
the model. Slatt (T ) exhibits an unphysical negative slope below about ln(2)
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The rescaled energies of the lowest-lying eigenmultiplets (grey lines) are plotted
versus (a,c,e) the particle number, q, and (b,d,f) the spin quantum number,
2S, for an even NRG iteration (as this has a unique ground state) in the
low-energy FL fixed-point regime of (a,b) the 3AHM, (c,d) the 3HHM, and
(e,f) the 2AHM at nd = Nc − 1. (a,b) corresponds to the NRG flow diagram
in Fig. 3(h) and (c,d) to Fig. 3(g) of Ref. [SYvD+ 15], (e,f) corresponds to
Fig. 4.1. Each multiplet is labeled by its full state space degeneracy. Colored
labels indicate colored multiplets of the respective NRG flow diagram. . . . . 101
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(a,b) Imaginary part of the Matsubara self-energy, Im Σ(iωn ), and (c,d) imaginary part of the orbital (dashed) and spin (solid) susceptibility, χ00 (ω), plotted
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(a,b) The imaginary part, Im Σ(ω), and (c,d) the real part, Re Σ(ω), of the
self-energy; (e,f) the local spectral function, A(ω); (g,h) the imaginary part,
χ00 (ω), and (i,j) the real part, χ0 (ω), of the spin (solid) and orbital (dashed)
susceptibility are plotted versus frequency for ∆b = 3.5, J = 2, and T = 0.
Left panels are zooms into the FL regime, whereas their insets show the
quantities on a large frequency range. The SOS regime is presented in the
right panels. Dashed red fits reveal FL behavior for Im Σ(ω), Re Σ(ω), and
A(ω) in the asymmetric range, ω − < ω < ω + , with ω + = 13 ω − (indicated by
vertical dash-dotted red lines) and for the orbital and spin susceptibility in
the symmetric range, |ω| < ω + . The vertical dashed yellow lines represent the
energy scale, |ω ∗ |, of the maximum of χ0orb (ω), which is approximately equal to
the energy scale of the maximum of −Im Σ(ω) in (b). The vertical solid yellow
lines denote the energy scale of the maximum in Re Σ(ω) at ω < 0 in (b).
For orientation these vertical dashed and solid yellow lines are repeated for
ω > 0. Filled dots and open squares mark the orbital and spin Kondo scales,
respectively. The grey area in (a) indicates the systematic error of Im Σ(ω)
(cf. Sec. 3.2 for details). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
Refined schematic depiction of the two-stage screening process of SOS at filling
nd = 2 (based on Fig. 13 of Ref. [SKWvD18]). First the orbital degrees of
freedom start to be screened at the orbital Kondo scale, TKorb . This involves
the formation of an orbital singlet by building a large effective Hund’s-coupling
induced 3/2 spin including a bath spin degree of freedom. |ω ∗ | marks the
completion of orbital screening. Below |ω ∗ | the 3/2 spin is gradually screened
by the three effective channels of the 3HHM. Well below the spin Kondo scale,
TKsp , full screening of both orbital and spin degrees of freedom is reached at
the FL scale |ω ± |, below which FL behavior occurs in frequency dependent
quantities. Note that the scale |ω ∗ | is derived from χ0orb (ω), a particle-hole
symmetric quantity, while in general the system is particle-hole asymmetric. 178
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(a,c,e-h) The structure factor, A(k , ω), (b,d) the dispersion relation, E(k ), (i)
the spectral function, A(ω), (j) the real part, Re Σ(ω), and (k) the imaginary
part, Im Σ(ω), of the self-energy, all plotted for various temperatures for the
same parameters, ∆b = 3.5 and J = 2, as in Fig. 7.1. (a,c,e-h) The colored
curves highlight the dispersion relation, E(k ), the white curves show the
alternative definition of the dispersion relation, E ∗ (ω), respectively. Panels
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dash-dotted red (a,b) horizontal and (i-k) vertical lines. The thick dashed red
line in panel (a) denotes FL behavior of the low-energy dispersion relation. Its
slope, Z = m/m∗ , reflects the strength of local correlations. The solid yellow
(b) horizontal and (i-k) vertical lines denote the energy scale of the maximum
in Re Σ(ω < 0) at T = 0 [cf. Fig. 7.1(d)]. The dashed yellow (a-c) horizontal
and (i-k) vertical lines show ±ω ∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0. (h) Note that the
difference in Re Σ(ω = 0) between T = 0 and T > 0 arises from a 4% deviation
of nd (T = 0) from nd = 2. The FL scales are not shown and ±ω ∗ does not
exist for J = 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a,b) The optical conductivity, σ(ω), and the kinetic energy, K(Ω), are plotted
for various temperatures on (a,c) a linear and (b,d) a logarithmic frequency
scale. We used the same parameters, ∆b = 3.5 and J = 2, as in Fig. 7.1 and
Fig. 7.3. In addition, data for ∆b = 3.5 and J = 0 (at T = 0.15) is shown
in black. (b,d) |ω ± |, below which FL behavior should set in, is marked by
vertical dash-dotted red lines. The vertical solid yellow lines denote the energy
scale of the maximum in Re Σ(ω < 0) at T = 0 [cf. Fig. 7.1(d)]. The vertical
dashed yellow lines show |ω ∗ |. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a) The zero-temperature phase diagram of the 3HHM has three phases in the
J-U -plane: a metallic phase (squares), a coexistence region (circles), and an
insulating phase (triangles). These are separated by two phase transition lines
Uc1 (solid red curve) and Uc2 (dashed black curve), respectively. The color
intensity of the symbols in the metallic and the coexistence region indicates
the value of Z ∈ [0, 1]: the lower Z the more faded is the red color. The
phase diagram is adapted from Ref. [SKWvD18]. In this Chapter we present
temperature-dependent results for a Hund system (HS) far away from the Uc1
phase transition line deep in the metallic state (cross), a Mott system (MS)
near the transition (asterisk), an intermediate system (IS) having both Hund
and Mott features (open diamond), and a weakly correlated system (WS) with
J = 0 far from Uc1 (open square). (b) The T -U phase diagram of the 3HHM
for J = 1 is characterized by a metallic phase (red squares), a coexistence
phase (blue circles), and an insulating phase (black triangles) in accordance
with (a). Big open symbols mark DMFT+QMC results kindly provided by
Zhiping Yin. Small filled symbols mark our DMFT+NRG results, for which
we have performed benchmarks with the DMFT+QMC results for T > 0 to
check the accuracy of our finite-temperature data. Uc1 (T ) (solid red curve)
and Uc2 (T ) (dashed black curve) are rough estimates only. The Uc1 line for
the DMFT+NRG data is slightly shifted to larger U values as compared with
DMFT+QMC. We assume that this is caused by the fact that the Hubbard
bands are slightly overbroadened in DMFT+NRG such that the closing of the
insulating gap occurs already at slightly higher U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for a Hund system (HS) with parameters ∆b = 1
and J = 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Same quantities as in Fig. 7.3 for a Mott system (MS) with parameters ∆b = 4.5
and J = 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The static local orbital (dashed) and spin (solid) susceptibility, (a,b,e,f) T χorb,sp
0
and (c,d,g,h) χorb,sp
, are plotted versus temperature for the MS (black), the HS
0
(yellow), the IS (red), and the WS (blue). In addition, the quasiparticle weight
(dotted), Z(T ), is shown in (a,b,e,f). The squares mark the onset of orbital
onset , below which T χorb deviates from Curie behavior. Note that
screening, Torb
0
onset . The triangles mark the maxima of χorb and
Z(T ) diverges for T > Torb
0
onset , below which T χsp deviates from
also signal the onset of spin screening, Tsp
0
Curie-like behavior. The crosses denote the FL scale, TFL , below which FL
onset ≈ T onset = T . In the
behavior is found. In the MS, we observe that Tsp
M
orb
onset  T onset , as discussed in Ref. [DSH+ 18]. . . . . . . . . . .
HS, we find Torb
sp
(a) Schematic sketch of different temperature regimes in a Hund metal. For
T > TFL , the HS is a NFL up to temperatures in the order of bare energy
scales, where also mixed-valence physics becomes important. The NFL regime
reflects the complex SOS screening process of Fig. 7.2. First orbitals get
onset > T > T cmp . In this regime
screened with decreasing temperature for Torb
orb
transport is governed by HQPs which are characterized by gradually screened
orbitals coupled to quasi-free spins. Only when the orbital screening process
onset ≈ T cmp , i.e., in this regime, the
is completed spins get screened below Tsp
orb
cmp ,
HQPs get gradually dressed to form heavier Landau QPs. For T < TFL = Tsp
the HS is a FL and both orbital and spin degrees of freedom are fully screened.
(b) Schematic sketch of different temperature regimes in a multi-orbital Mottcorrelated metal. In a MS, a pseudogap governs the physics in an extended
onset ≈ T onset = T . For temperatures below T ,
temperature regime, T > Tsp
M
M
orb
both orbital and spin degrees of freedom get screened simultaneously with the
onset of a Kondo resonance, which is driven by the DMFT-self-consistency
condition. The NFL regime for TM > T > TFL is followed by a FL regime for
cmp ≈ T cmp , where both orbital and spin degrees of
very small T < TFL = Tsp
orb
freedom are fully screened. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a,b) The quasiparticle weight, Z/Z(0), (c,d) the local density of states at the
Fermi level, A(ω = 0), (e,f) the scattering rate at the Fermi level, Im Σ(ω = 0),
(g,h) the coherence scale, Γ∗ /T , and (i,j) the resistivity, ρ, are plotted as
functions of temperature on (left panels) a linear and on (right panels) a
logarithmic scale for the MS (black), the HS (yellow), the IS (red) and the WS
(blue). Symbols are defined as in Fig. 7.9. (f,j) The dashed grey guide-to-theeye lines indicate FL behavior. (g,h) The horizontal dashed grey lines mark
Γ∗ /T ∗ = 1. (i,j) The horizontal dashed (solid) grey lines mark the MIR limit
defined via kF lmin ≈ 2π (kF lmin ≈ 1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a,b) The effective chemical potential, µeff , (c,d) the thermopower, α, and (e,f)
the impurity contribution to the entropy (dashed), Simp , and the lattice entropy
(solid), Slatt , plotted as functions of temperature (left panels) on a linear and
(right panels) on a logarithmic scale for the MS (black), the HS (yellow), the
IS (red) and the WS (blue). Symbols are defined as in Fig. 7.9. (f) The grey
dash-dotted curves indicate FL behavior for Simp and Slatt , respectively. . .
Overview of important SOS features in the 3HHM for nd = 2 at T = 0.
Features are described as functions of decreasing frequency. . . . . . . . . . .
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